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Preface
This thesis shows that behavioural domain knowledge (planning operators) can be induced fmm
structural knowledge of the domain. Example domains have been drawn from my personal experience,
as well as from the AI literature, with space applications being particularly important.
My research has been made possible by many people. I acknowledge the key contributions, in
chronological order, of:
Alan Bond, the inventor of the HOTOL engine, who triggered my interests in research and
AI by persuading me to analyse the computer systems for a starship (Grant. 1978);
my family, who gave me time and space for research despite neither understanding my topic
nor seeing any benefit in it;
the members of the UK Planning and Scheduling Special Interest Group, who gave me
stimulation and companionship for more than a decade;
Joop Renes, who gave me a job and encouraged me to register for a PhD in The
Netherlands;
Daan de Hoop, Netherlands Agency for Aerospace Programs, who sponsored the use of a
barely-emerging information technology for space applications;
past and present Space Group colleagues in Origin/BSO. whose «r/>r/f d? corp.f made it a
pleasure to work together on challenging information technology applications;
Mark Wigmans, whose chance remark while developing the High Performance Capillary
Electrophoresis Payload Simulator (Grant. Wigmans. Eckhard. van Eenennaam, 1992) led
me to the idea of partitioning version spaces by object-classes and -instances;
Padre Antonio Soler, Heinrich Ignaz Franz von Biber, Claudio Monteverdi, and Henry
Purcell, who kept me going during the writing phase;
Marc Heppener, Space Research Organisation Netherlands, who convinced me that there
were real applications for my research, and who pointed me towards the right promotors;
Jaap van den Herik and Patrick Hudson, who guided my research to its conclusion, in a
majestic process akin to docking a Space Shuttle to the International Space Station.
I dedicate this thesis to the anonymous referee who rejected a paper I had submitted to a prestigious
AI conference with the words:
"The idea seems to be that You want to find the planning
operators that can be used when the planner encounters a new
domain. This seems like a very bad idea to me."
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1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 MOTIVATION *
1.1.1 Research Questions ..
In the Artificial Intelligence (AD research field of Knowledge-Based Planning, action in the world is
often represented in the form of planning operators. This thesis addresses the research question:
"Where do planning operators come from?"
/•/arming operators are data-structures used in generating plans, as production rules are used in expMt
systems. Figure 1 shows an example planning operator, as represented in the STanford Research
Institute Planning System (STRIPS) formalism (Fikes and Nilsson. 1971). The operator represents
some knowledge about a class of possible actions in a problem domain. An example problem domain
is the Wooti worW, first described by Winograd (1972) and used by many authors in planning
research. In the blocks world, robot hands manipulate blocks stacked on tables. The planning operators
for the blocks world - of which s t a c k is one • are used to generate plans, i.e.. sequences of
manipulations intended to change an initial configuration of blocks into a desired, goal configuration.
The s t a c k operator can be read as follows: "The precondiuoas for slacking block x on block y are
that the (robot) hand is holding block x and that the top of block y is clear. When the operator is
executed, these preconditions are deleted from the modelled world-state and three postconditions are
added, namely mat the hand is empty, block x is on block y, and (he top of Mock x is clear."
stack(x.y)
Preconditions: HOLDING ( x ) , CLEAR fy;
Delete-list: HOLDING ( x ; , CL£AR(y;
Add-list: HANDEMPTy, O N f x , y ; , CLEAR
Figure 1: Example Planning Operator, from Nilsson (1980).
- also known as p/an coarrrucrion (Allen, Kautz, Pelavin and Tenenberg, 1991), p/an
(Georgeff, 1987), or, more simply, as p/a/imng (Tate, Hendler and Drummond, 1990) - is
defined as the process of selecting and instantiating actions from a set of planning operators and
logically ordering them in a sequence that will, on execution, transform a given initial domain state
into a desired ("goal") domain state. It takes a set of planning operators, an initial state description,
and a goal state description as inputs, and outputs a p/an, i.e., a sequence of instantiated operators. For
this reason, plan generation is also known in Operations Research as 5«7He/ic/>ig. The initial and goal
state-description pair may be termed the p/a/i/ung proWcm. Plan generation (including the STRIPS
formalism) is reviewed in Chapter 2, and the blocks world is detailed in Chapter 4.
Figure 2 shows a typical plan for a blocks world in which there are two blocks, one hand, and one
table. The plan is depicted in the form of states and transitions, with State 1 as the initial state and
State3 as the goal state. The states are described using Nilsson's (1980) descriptions for blocks world
states, as well as being shown pictorially. The transitions are shown as labelled arrows. The plan is
the sequence: [p i ckup b l ] followed by [ s t a c k b l on b2].
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Stain 1 • StatP 9 Statp 3
rh rS Hh
ST/Ocoiowa?
HAN06MPTY. HOLDMOfci). fWCEMPTY.
ONT/MU*e) 0NO1JD8)
ONTABLEIttf)
Figure 2: Nilsson's (1980) Example Plan as States and Transitions.
At a superficial level, my research question is quickly answered: the planning operators for the
Monkey and Bananas Problem (Kohler. 1917) come from Fikes and Nilsson (1971), those for the
blocks world come from Nilsson (1980), those for house-building come from Tate (1975), those for
fighting forest fires come from Cohen, Greenberg, Hart and Howe (1989), and so on. Fikes, Nilsson,
Tatc and Cohen <>r a/, were the developers of the planning systems involved. Hence, it appears that
planning-system developers arc responsible for providing suitable planning operators, in the same way
as knowledge engineers are responsible for providing suitable production rules in expert systems.
This answer immediately begs further questions, such as:
How does a developer formulate a set of planning operators for a new domain? Is this
difficult? Is this a transferable skill?
How can the developers (and the users) be sure that the set of planning operators is
complete, correct and precise'?
What arc the consequences of having incomplete, incorrect, or imprecise domain knowledge?
In particular, what happens if the domain knowledge is distributed over multiple agents?
In expert systems, there has been progress in automating the formulation of production rules, especially
in inducing rules from examples. This suggests that it might be possible to induce planning operators
from examples. This possibility motivated my research.
1.1.2 Thesis Claim
I claim that STRIPS-stylc planning operators can be induced aft inirt'o from a domain model
represented as unordered lists of domain objects, inter-object relationships, and interrelationship
constraints. Moreover, such a domain model can be extracted from an unordered list of slate-
descriptions.
I employed a hybrid methodology (Cohen. 1991) in my research. My claim was substantiated by
developing an induction algorithm (known as the P/annin^ Opera/or /ndwcrio/i (POI) algorithm), by
implementing the algorithm, and by performing various experiments on the implemented software. To
' The intuitive meanings of the terms are intended here.
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do this, I have had to develop:
rne PO/ on/o/o^y. An on/o/o^y is a set of definitions of content-specific knowledge-
representation primitives that is both human and machine readable (Grubcr, 1992). Example
primitives are classes, relations, functions, and object constants. The POI ontology is based
on primitives found in the en/jry-reto'ions/up modW (Chen. 1976) of domain structure and
in the sbue-rra/umon mode/ of domain change. The POI ontology is defined in Chapter 3.
a/am//y o/meM-neuroric$. A meia-Aeumric is a form of control knowledge that applies to
a set of domains (Sowa, 1984), i.e.. it is domain-independent. The meta-heuristics are used
within the POI algorithm for identifying valid transitions between domain states. More details
are given in Chapter 3.
The research reported in this thesis differs from previous approaches to learning planning knowledge
in that it:
;/uiuc« doma/'n ino»Wedge. Domain inovWedge "describes the world and the actions that are
available to the planner" (Minton and Zweben 1993. p. 2). Confro/ *no>Wedge indicates how
the planner should control its search for a plan. Minton and Zweben observe that "most of
the research to date has concentrated on learning control knowledge ..." (/Wd., p. 14).
biow/edge /rom wruaura/ i/iow/edge. Minton and Zweben's (1993)
definition implies that there are two subclasses of domain knowledge: knowledge about the
structure of the domain (jfrucrura/ i/iovWedge), and knowledge about the available actioas
in that domain (oeftavioura/ Ano»Wed$e). Previous approaches have been restricted to
behavioural knowledge.
fne induced know/edge as p/anning opera/orj. A variety of knowledge
representations are used in other induction systems. For example, in rule induction the
induced knowledge is represented as production rules or decision trees.
modefa doma/zis wing an on/o/ogy grounded on ma/ure jo/hvare engineering princ/p/es.
Other researchers have largely failed to document the ontology they used for representing
domain knowledge.
rne induction o/oenavioura/ doma/n /tno>Wedge ao inifio. My research has not been
concerned with automating knowledge refinement, but rather with "the far more difficult and
seldomly encountered phenomenon of formulating radically new theories from ground zero"
(Carbonell and Gil, 1990. p. 193).
doe; nor mate me o/ any conrro/ JtaovWedge. Other algorithms for learning domain
knowledge for planning purposes depend, wholly or partly, on inputs that provide domain-
specific information on the sequencing of states and/or actions, i.e., control knowledge.
1.1.3 My Research in Context
Knowledge-based planning research has passed through three eras. Each era is associated with a set
of topics which were at the "leading edge" when the era opened. Research continues in all topics. In
the first era (Figure 3), research focused on inventing and refining algorithms for generating plans.
These algorithms input operators, planning problems, and control knowledge, and output plans.
IS
Operators -
Goal (State)]
Initial State 11
I Plan
1 Generation
Plan
Figure 3: First Era of Knowledge-Based Planning Research.
The second era opened in the mid-1980s when the focus of knowledge-based planning research shifted
to scheduling, to executing the generated schedules, to monitoring for schedule failure, to recovering
from such failures (Ambros-Ingerson and Steel, 1988). to analysing plans, and to recognising intentions
in plans. The second era was concerned with processes that are "downstream" of plan generation (see
Figure 4), because they take the output of plan generation as their input. The Control process combines
plan execution, monitoring, failure detection, and recovery.
Operator^
Temporal constraints
Goals.
- H
1
i
Control("reactjve
Dfannina"
State (observed)
Figure 4: Second Era of Knowledge-Based Planning Research.
Until recently, a clear distinction has been made between plan generation and scheduling. Steel (1988,
p. 146) states that: "scheduling takes a partially ordered set of actions as a given, and tries to give each
action a precise time and a precise list of the objects and resources it is going to use"*. In other
words, plans resulting from plan generation become the inputs to scheduling. Scheduling is concerned
with allocating resources, many of which - like time - are metric quantities. Control takes the output
of scheduling, and either changes the world's state or triggers replanning or rescheduling to recover
from execution failure. A recent development has been to consider plan generation and scheduling as
concurrent tasks which place constraints on one another. In this thesis, I maintain the logical
distinction between planning and scheduling to avoid the need to include metric quantities, dimensions
and relationships in the POI ontology and algorithm.
My research centres on an "upstream" process (see Figure S): the learning of sets of planning
* Similar distinctions are made by Georgeff (1987. pp. 381-382) and. in the Operations Research literature,
by Salvador (1978. p. 268).
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operators. There arc parallel threads of upstream research into learning planning-system goals (e.g.,
see (Cohen and Levesque. 1987)) and control knowledge, marking the third era.
Heuristic Learning
Operators
Operators
, GeneTation"-! « * * « *
rH(&scheduling) ,
i
I
State
i
Figure 5: Third Era of Knowledge-Based Planning Research.
My research is independent both of the downstream processes and of the parallel upstream processes.
Moreover, my research is not concerned with plan generation pw j r It is influenced by plan
generation only to the extent that the operators learned must be capable of input inin plan generation.
This implies that learning should induce an operator formalism that is widely used in plan generation.
There is also an indirect feedback from Control, in that new states achieved by plan execution can be
used as new inputs for further operator learning. Feedback is demonstrated in Chapter 5.
L2 BACKGROUND
1.2.1 Related Fields
The question of where operators or similar data-structures come from has arisen previously in other
fields, both inside and outside AI. In the expert systems subfield of AI, it has been known since the
early 1980s that the compilation of sets of expert system rules is a difficult and laborious process.
Compilation of knowledge is known as A-now/edge ac^uis/r/on, and its difficulty has been termed the
ATiow/edge Acquisition Bott/e/tfot (Feigenbaum and McCorduck, 1984). A variety of methods have
been developed to support the knowledge engineer in acquiring knowledge', some of which use
machine-learning techniques'. Rule induction techniques are being actively studied, and have
progressed to the stage at which rule-induction packages have been marketed. Although POI is not
based on rule induction techniques, its purpose is similar, i.e.. knowledge acquisition.
' The interested reader is referred to Hart (1989) and to McGraw and Harbison-Briggs (1989) for an
introduction to knowledge acquisition. The wider area of knowledge engineering, with an emphasis on a
structured approach to knowledge acquisition, is addressed by Greenwell (1988). Wielinga. Schreiber and Breuker
(1992) describe KADS. arguably the current leading knowledge-acquisition methodology.
* Readings in knowledge acquisition, with an emphasis on applications of machine learning, may be found
in Buchanan and Wilkins (1993).
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Similar difficulties have recently been acknowledged to exist in the compilation of planning
knowledge. For example. Minion and Zweben (1993. p. 2) state:
- The need for domain-specific knowledge presents a serious problem if one intends
"• to build a practical planning system. Typically, eliciting information from a domain
• expert and incorporating it into a planning system is extremely time-consuming and *
uneconomical. In some cases, no human expert may be available."
In the non-AI discipline known as software engineering, the analogous process is generally known as
r«4ui>fmi/ia a/uj/yju. The laborious and error-prone nature of requirements analysis has been
recognised for at least three decades. A great variety of requirements-analysis methods has been
developed to support the analyst. Although most methods have been automated as software tools, none
employ machine learning techniques. My research builds on this wealth of experience by taking two
leading requirements-analysis methods as the basis for the POI ontology.
In summary, the fields related to my research arc knowledge-based planning, software engineering,
and machine learning (with the emphasis on induction). Additionally, multi-agent systems techniques
are used in closed-loop testing of the POI algorithm.
Part 1: Acquisition (optional)
8t«p (1.1) i Acquire domain state descr ipt ion(s) .
Step (1.2) i Recognise objects and relationships from stata descriptions.
Step (1.3) i Compile constraints from objects and relat ionships .
Part 2: Induction
Step (2.1): Generate description language for domain.
Step (2.2) i Construct version space using description language.
Step (2.3) : Identify valid world states.
Step (2.4): Determine valid transitions using meta-heuristic.
Step (2.5): Generalise world states and transitions as (respectively)
state-classes and transition-classes.
Step (2.6): Reformat transition-classes as planning operators.
Figure 6: Outline of POI Algorithm.
1.2.2 Outline or POI Algorithm
Figure 6 outlines the POI algorithm. At the heart of the algorithm (Steps (2.2) and (2.3)) is an
extension of Mitchell's (1982) version space and Candidas Wi/nina/ion algorithm for single-concept
learning. In its POI application, the concepts to be learned are the valid states that can be exhibited
by the domain. Domain states are learned by constructing a version space. In POI. the version space
is a lattice of nodes, with each node being described in terms of the relationships between the domain
objects. Validity of nodes and associated states is determined (i.e., "candidates" are "eliminated") by
the interrelationship constraints. The valid states obtained by version-space construction must be post-
processed (in Steps (2.4) to (2.6)) to extract transitions and to generalise the extracted transitions as
planning operators. A meta-heuristic guides the extraction of transitions. Pre-processing may also be
needed (in Steps (1.1) to (2.1)) to prepare the inputs for the learning process.
The nine steps of the POI algorithm are divided into two parts. Pan 1 of the POI algorithm is named
/4c<7ui5inon, because it acquires a domain /HOOW consisting of unordered lists of objects, relationships
and constraints from unordered observations of non-adjacent domain states. Acquisition is unnecessary
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if input is already in this domain-model form. In the blocks world, the Acquisition process would take
state descriptions such as*: • ^ ._- :-.•;.- ^ « ^ •
[[holding handl blockl] (notOn blockl) (notBeneath
blockl] [notOnTable blockl] [notSupporting tablel],
and output the corresponding domain model: .-> ,uu-. •*
Object-classes: (Hand, Block. Table] .
Object-instances: {handl. b l o c k l . t a b l e l } .
Relationships: [ho ld ing . notHold ing . not Held, on. notOn, beneath ,
n o t B e n e a t h . o n T a b l e , n o t O n T a b l e . s u p p o r t i n g ,
notSupport ing] .
Constraints': A hand cannot be h o l d i n g and notHold ing at the same time.
A block cannot be h o l d i n g and on at the same time.
A block cannot be h o l d i n g and beneath at the same time.
A block cannot be h o l d i n g and onTable at the same time.
A block cannot be h o l d i n g and notHeld at the same time.
A block cannot be onTable and notOn at the same time.
A block cannot be onTable and notBeneath at the same time.
A block cannot be onTable and notOnTable at the same time.
A block cannot be onTable and notHeld at the same time.
A block cannot be on and not On at the same time.
A block cannot be on and notBeneath at the same time.
A block cannot be on and notOnTable at the same time.
A block cannot be on and notHeld at the same time.
A block cannot be on and beneath at the same time.
A block cannot be on and onTable at the same time.
A block cannot be beneath and notOn at the same time.
A block cannot be beneath and notBeneath at the same time.
A block cannot be beneath and notOnTable at the same time.
A block cannot be beneath and notHeld at the same time.
A block cannot be notHeld and notOn at the same time.
A block cannot be notHeld and notBeneath at the same time.
A block cannot be notHeld and notOnTable at the same time.
A table cannot be s u p p o r t i n g and n o t S u p p o r t i n g at the same
time.
Part 2 of the POI algorithm is named //K/ucrion because it embeds the computationally-expensive
induction of the version space. The Induction process takes a domain model as input, either entered
directly by the user or resulting from the Acquisition process. The domain-model relationships are
instantiated with the object-instances, forming the description language used in building the version-
space lattice. The domain-model constraints are used to prune the lattice during building. The result
of lattice-building is the set of valid domain states. A meta-heuristic is used to identify the valid
transitions between the induced domain states. Planning operators are extracted by generalising the
transitions. For example, given the above domain model with several constraints invalidated by further
observations, the Induction process should output the planning operators p i ckup and putdown.
' This description is expressed using the POI ontology to be introduced in Chapter 3.
' Several of these constraints would be invalidated by further observations, shortening the list.
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The role of the meta-heuristic used in Step (2.4) can be best illustrated by an example. One possible
meta-heuristic is Single-Actor/Single-State-Change (SA/SSC), which expresses the assumptions' that,
during any given transition:
there is just one object which initiates the transition: the single ac/or.
the actor undergoes a change in just one of its relationships: the single 5far?-cAange.
• there is a causal hierarchy of state-changes in the other participating objects, with the actor's
state-change at the root of this hierarchy.
In effect, the SA/SSC meta-heuristic combines cause-and-effect with non-concurrent action. Other
meta heuristics permit an aaor to undergo two or more changes (Multi-State-Change (MSQ) or two
or more actors to initiate transitions simultaneously (Multi-Actor (MA)). All four meta-heuristics -
SA/SSC, SA/MSC. MA/SSC. and MA/MSC - have been considered in my research.
1.2.3 Distinguishing POI from Plan Generation
Experience shows that planning operator induction can be confused with plan generation. An analogy
helps to distinguish them. For convenience, the analogy will use the search paradigm for reasoning,
and plan generation will be described first.
Feature in task
Motorway network
Junction
Drive on motorway
Stretch of motorway
Junction A
Junction B
Rout*
First agent
First agent's task
Feature in plan generation
Search-space
State
Planning operator
Instantiated operator
Initial state
Goal state
Plan
Planner, planning system, or planning algorithm
Plan generation
Figure 7: Correspondence between First Agent's Task and Plan Generation.
Suppose that an agent is given the task of planning a route through a network of motorways from
junction A to junction B. A motorway network can be readily modelled as a graph with junctions as
nodes and stretches of motorway as arcs. To find a route, the agent must search through the graph'.
* Compare the STRIPS assumption, especially as described by Allen (1990. p. 51).
* The agent has the choice of representing either junctions or stretches of motorways as points in the
search space. The latter choice corresponds to the usual representation of plans as sequences of actions. An
example route would then be: "Go west along the A47. then south on the Al l . then east along the M25....".
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The agent has no map of the motorway network initially, but must construct one as search proceeds.
This is (an analogy of) a typical plan generation task, with the correspondences listed in Figure 7.
By contrast, suppose that a second agent is given the task of mapping the Earth's surface, starting from
the centre of the Earth*. The second agent has no geological information about the interior of the
Earth. To locate the Earth's surface, the second agent must burrow (i.e.. search) upwards until it breaks
through into air. Each breakthrough point, together with the vertical route leading to it, is mapped.
When all possible vertical directions from the centre of the Earth have been explored, the agent has
a map of the Earth's surface in terms of the breakthrough points. The agent can then connect the
breakthrough points together by applying a meta-heuristic. Planning operators are obtained by
generalising these connections. This is an analogy of the Planning Operator Induction algorithm, with
the correspondences listed in Figure 8.
Feature in task
Universe
Earth's interior
Earth's surface
Breakthrough
Earth's centre
Breakthrough point
Upward
Vertical route
Connection
Generalised connection
Second agent
Second agent's task
Feature in Planning Operator Induction
Rule space
Version space (lattice)
State space
Candidate elimination
Bottom element of version space lattice
Point on SC frontier; state in state-space
Subsumption relation
Subsumption chain
Transition; instantiated operator
Planning operator
POIAgent
Planning Operator Induction
Figure 8: Correspondence between Second Agent's Task and POI.
1.2.4 Potential Applications
The outline of the POI algorithm implies that both Parts are used. It is also possible to use the two
Parts separately. The claim made in this thesis - that planning operators can be induced from objects,
relationships and constraints - applies to the Induction part on its own. The use of Induction alone in
order to induce planning operators from a domain model is illustrated extensively in Chapter 4. From
this viewpoint. Acquisition can be regarded as a "front-end" to Induction.
Both parts of the POI algorithm are needed when the input is in the form of state descriptions.
Although Acquisition extracts domain knowledge from the state descriptions, it is in a model-based
form which not amenable to plan generation. Induction transforms the domain model into a form that
This "mole's-eye" view of the Universe maps better onto version-space construction than does the more
usual "god's-eye" view.
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can be readily used for planning. The use of the full algorithm is illustrated in Chapter S.
Acquisition could also be used on its own, e.g.. to create an entity-relationship model and to list the
domain constraints acquired from a set of observations of the domain. I have not investigated stand-
alone application of Acquisition because it was unrelated to planning, and hence outside the scope of
my research. However, the potential of decoupling Acquisition and Induction is also demonstrated in
Chapter 5, where the domain model acquired by one agent is transmitted for induction by another.
POI could be applied as:
• a £/i0H>/a/gi ac<7uui»'on (00//or p/ann*rj. I foresee this as being the prime application, as
illustrated by the experiments described in Chapter 4.
an e/«nem 0/mu///-a£en/ Ty««m. A POI-capable agent - a /*OMg«i/ - would be able to
acquire knowledge about other agents in a form suited to planning. Using the acquired
knowledge, the POIAgcnt would be able to solve problems which required the other agents
to perform a sequence of actions. The experiments in Chapter 5 demonstrate POI in this role.
a Co/npu/*r-MWed So/fHwr* £/j£»/i«ri/ig CCAS£) /oo/. Existing software engineering methods
require software designers to develop entity-relationship models and state-transition networks
separately. They are then cross-checked, either manually or with the help of a CASE tool.
This cross-checking is a laborious process, which does not guarantee to eliminate ail
Inconsistencies between the two representations. POI would enable the software designer to
develop a state-transition network by inducing it automatically from the system's entity-
relationship model, saving effort and guaranteeing consistency between the two
representations. I have studied this application in the context of supporting the designers of
spacecraft pay loads (Grant. 1992c). This role is outside the AI field, and is not considered
further in this thesis.
an in/W/igence .support /oo/. In competitive situations, commercial or military intelligence
about other agents plays an important role. Ideally, information should be released by one
agent so that the recipient agents acquire consistent, but false domain knowledge. POI could
be used to model the effects of releasing items of information. The key feature is that POI
would be used to reason about incorrect domain knowledge. I have not studied this
application, because induction with incorrect information is outside the scope of my research.
an i/tr/rucri'on juppor; roo//or reacners. Information about other agents is also important in
situations where agents are cooperating. An example is when a teacher instructs one or more
students. POI could be used in seeing how a student's domain knowledge accumulates as he
or she is presented with example problems. This would help in determining:
if j/uaVn/ nad aHi'mi/afca* fnf «amp/M comp/ew/y. POI could be used
to predict what the student should know, given the examples presented.
snou/d* 6 « / 6* p r i n t e d new. POI could used for "what-if"
simulation of the knowledge gained by presenting each remaining example.
The key feature is that POI would be used to reason about incomplete domain knowledge,
which is also outside the scope of my research. However, the experiments in Chapter 5 can
be interpreted as illustrating elements of the instruction support role.
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1.2J Limitations • •••
Of course, the POI algorithm has its limitations. In particular, the POI algorithm does not guarantee:
n. It does not guarantee to induce a complete and correct set of planning operators
from any set of world state descriptions or from any domain model. Given at least one state
description. Acquisition will always generate a domain model. The domain model will only
be as complete and correct as the state description(s) from which it was generated. Induction
always induces one or more states from a domain model, but there may not he any valid
transitions between them for the given meta-heuristic. When there are no valid transitions,
then no planning operators can be extracted.
<rjf»c»>/iry or op;i>mi/(ry. The version space and candidate elimination algoridflHtlMDwn to
be restricted to discrete attribute spaces, to noise-free data, and to two-dMi domains
(Kalkanis and Conroy, 1991). It is "computationally expensive" (itod.. p. 320). and the
expense increases exponentially with the number of data (Haussler, 1988). Most seriously
of all. it has a "serious problem ... when the target concept contains disjunctions" (Kalkanis
and Conroy. 1991. p. 320), which lead to NP behaviour Murray (1987). As POI inherently
involves the learning of multiple, disjunctive concepts, the POI algorithm is also NP. In the
absence of better alternatives. I have devoted a major part of my research to developing
coM/i/ermeajur«. These countermeasures do not eliminate the NP behaviour, they only
postpone it. As the countermeasures enable the POI algorithm to be used in real-world
domains (see Chapter 4), I regard their development as an integral part of my research.
app/i'caft/7/rv ro a// profc/mi and a// do/nai/u. More efficient techniques (such as macro-
operators (Fikes, Hart and Nilsson. 1972). case-based planning (Hammond. 19X9). and
sequence induction (Muggleton, 1990)) are available where pre-existing domain knowledge
can be used. Where domain knowledge must be induced aft in/ri'o without recourse to
sequencing information, then POI has no competitor. Even so, there are restrictions on the
domains for which POI can be employed, e.g.. where:
in/er-ofcy'ecf reto/iorts/j/'ps are non-mefric. This restriction arises from the version
space and candidate elimination algorithm's limitation to discrete attribute spaces.
One consequence is that POI is only applicable to planning, and not to scheduling
or design. In practice, it may be possible to "discretize" metric relationships, but
this is outside the scope of my research.
coaHraintt are Wnary. In practice,
this is not a serious restriction, because any discrete domain can be modelled using
binary relationships and constraints by careful choice of the domain objects and
relationships (Frost, 1986). In Chapter 4 an example is given where this restriction
is overcome by modifying the domain model. In short, it is a modelling problem.
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U » APPROACH
U . I General Approach
My research has been driven by the desire "to extend the range of things computers can do" (Bundy,
BurstaJI, Weir and Young, 1980, p. ix). In other words, I take the engineering approac/j to AI.
Although I build a computational model of a particular cognitive process - the learning of planning
operators - I make no claims for its cognitive validity'".
I go beyond the meaning of the phrase "engineering approach", as normally used in the AI community,
in that I am concerned in this thesis with engineering design. To this end, I make more use of software
engineering ideas and methods than is usual in AI research. In particular, I have used the industrial-
strength entity-relationship model and state-transition network representations, supported by a
computer-aided software engineering (CASE) tool". Justification is given in Chapter 2.
1.3.2 Specific Exclusions
There are many aspects of knowledge-based planning, software engineering, and machine learning
which are specifically excluded from my research. I am not concerned in this thesis with:
scheduling, design or other specialisations of planning concerned with metric quantities;
uncertainty (and associated handling methods) arising from forgetful agents, from imprecise,
incorrect, or conflicting domain knowledge, or from incompleteness in initial or goal state
descriptions.
the selection of observation-series, e.g.. for the purposes of supervised learning;
the recognition of objects and their parent classes in world-state observations. For the
purposes of this thesis, I assume that an object and its class can be recognised by using
suitable naming conventions (see next section).
U J Choice of STRIPS
I employ the STRIPS formalism (Fikes and Nilsson. 1971) as an illustrative representation for planning
operators both because it is simple to implement and because it and its derivatives predominate in
knowledge-based planning (Georgeff, 1987). Other formalisms are more expressive, and could be
accommodated by suitably modifying the final step in the POI algorithm.
'" The cognitive validity of the planning operator representation itself has been questioned: see (Suchman,
1987).
" EasyCASE version 4.0, from Evergreen CASE Tools. Inc.
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1J.4 Research History
This section summarises the history of my research in chronological order. Inevitably, my studies have
included investigations along avenues which have later turned out to be irrelevant. For clarity, only
the relevant history is described. The thesis chapter order shows the benefit of hindsight.
My research programme began by identifying planning and scheduling as suitable research areas. I
investigated the setting in which a typical real-world planning task was performed by human experts.
My investigations showed that planning was almost always performed using uncertain information. The
predominant form of uncertainty was incompleteness. - . » -v i , • *
The second stage in my research programme was to investigate systematically the behaviour of a
typical knowledge-based planning system when its input information is correct, but incomplete. I
investigated incomplete sets of planning operators separately from incomplete planning problems. As
I expected. I found that, for some problems with incomplete information, the planning system was
incapable of generating any plan, and for others, the planning system was capable of generating
complete and correct plans. But I also found that there were problems for which the planning system
generated j/iva/idp/a/ij, i.e.. plans that cannot succeed because, on execution, they would either violate
one or more domain constraints, or stop short of achieving the desired goal state, or use resources
inefficiently (e.g., by performing some action and then undoing it again). Inspection of the invalid
plans showed that some of them would nave been valid in variants of the illustrative domain used. The
variant domains differed in that, in effect, one or more domain constraints had been relaxed.
In third stage, I developed a small program which took lists of domain objects and constraints as its
inputs and which delivered state descriptions as its output. Known as "BOOTSTRAP", the program
was intended originally as a utility for systcmatising the generation of the incomplete state descriptions
to be used in plan generation. BOOTSTRAP used a non-iterative version of Mitchell's (1982) version
spaces and candidate elimination algorithm.
The fourth stage occurred when I realised that BOOTSTRAP could be extended to output planning
operators, rather than state descriptions". At the same time. I noticed that the domain constraints, as
represented in BOOTSTRAP, could be used to select a suitable action in response to a particular world
state, i.e., for reac
In the fifth stage, I incorporated the extended BOOTSTRAP program in a multi-agent environment
The resulting system, known as the Message-Based Architecture (MBA) test bed, integrates reactive
planning, plan generation, and induction of planning operators (Grant, 1991). MBA agents perform
tajrmng-by-doing (Anzai and Simon, 1979). The MBA testbed was extended so that agents could
exchange acquired knowledge, i.e., they could also /eara-fry-be/flg-fo/d The MBA system and
experiments are described in Chapter 5.
The sixth stage in my research was to extract the integrated reactive planning, plan generation and
induction functionality implemented in the MBA agents into a single-agent system, known as the
Dutch Utilisation Centre's Activity Scheduling System (DUC-ASS). The induction algorithm was
refined, using Reason Maintenance System techniques, to reduce its requirements for computer
memory and run-time. Countermeasures were developed to combat the combinatorial explosion. The
system functionality was enhanced so that it was possible to induce procedures (i.e., skeletal or
generalised plans), as well as planning operators. Useability was unproved by implementing a
This was the ewe/fca moment in my research. •- •
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graphical user interface and a facility to generate multi-media documentation compatible with
European Space Agency standards". DUC-ASS has been used to induce planning operators for many
domains, including the High Performance Capillary Electrophoresis spacecraft payload (Eckhaid, 1992)
intended to be flown in the International Space Statioa The induction algorithm, as in DUC-ASS. is
documented in Chapter 3. The DUC-ASS program and experiments are described in Chapter 4. With
the advantage of hindsight, the single-agent experiments using DUC-ASS have been documented in
this thesis before the MBA multi-agent experiments.
1.4 THESIS CONVENTIONS AND LAYOUT
1.4.1 Naming Conventions
I use the following naming conventions:
Entities (i.e., objects, relationships, and operators) have single-word names, with phrases
being compounded into a single word, e.g.. "Pressure Supply" would become
"PressureSupply". Domain object- and relationship-names are in Cou r i e r font, e.g..
Block. hand2. F inger . P ressureSupply , v i a l R e c e p t a c l e 3 . Operator-names are
also in bold. e.g.. pickup. putDown, stack, unstack.
The names of classes (i.e.. of objects, relationships, states, and transitions) and global
variables (in Smalltalk code) have an initial capital and contain no numeric digits, e.g..
Block, F inger . P ressureSupply , etc.
The names of instances (i.e., of objects, relationships, states, and transitions) are formed from
the name of their parent class by converting the initial letter to lower-case and suffixing the
resulting word with a numeric digit unique to that class. For example, the Block object-
class could have object-instances named b l o c k l , b lock2 , b lock3 , and so on.
Conversely, an agent encountering an object named uVDetector4 can deduce that the
object is an instance of the UVDetector class, even if that class was previously unknown
to the agent. This convention enables me to exclude the otyecf reco^mrio« problem from the
scope of my research.
1.4.2 Thesis Layout
There are six chapters in this thesis. Chapter 2 reviews the relevant literature from the fields of
software engineering, knowledge-based planning, machine learning, and multi-agent systems. Chapter
3 documents the PO1 ontology, algorithm, and implementations. Chapters 4 and 5 describe experiments
with the two implementations, in open- and closed-loop testing, respectively. Chapter 6 summarises
the thesis, draws conclusions, lists some issues for possible study by other researchers, and identifies
the novel contributions of my research. Additional material includes a bibliography, an index,
summaries in English and Dutch, and my curriculum vitae.
" I am grateful for the partial funding from the Nederlands Instituut voor Vliegtuigontwikkeling en
Ruimtevaan (The Netherlands Agency for Aerospace Programs) under contract NRT 2103B ("Pilot Dutch
Utilisation Centre") for this part of the sixth stage.
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2 LITERATURE REVIEW
The purpose of this chapter is to review the relevant literature in the fields of software engineering,
knowledge-based planning, machine learning, and multi-agent systems. Software engineering and
knowledge-based planning arc the sources of the knowledge representations used in PO1. Machine
learning is the source of POI's core inferencing process. Multi-agent systems techniques arc used in
closed-loop testing of the POI algorithm. Within a given field, the emphasis is on those topics that arc
directly relevant to my research. No attempt is made either to summarise the historical development
or to provide complete coverage of all aspects of a field. References are provided to more
comprehensive reviews.
First I review the software-engineering field, introducing the entity-relationship model and state-
transition networks on which the POI ontology (defined in Chapter 3) is based. Second. I review the
AI field of knowledge-based planning, relating the knowledge representations used in plan geiKration
to the entity-relationship model and state-transition networks. Third. I review inductive inferencing in
machine learning, focusing on the version space and candidate elimination algorithm and on other
researchers' approaches to operator learning. Fourth. I review the multi-agent systems literature on
learning, emphasising the learning of planning knowledge in a multi-agent context Finally, tlic chapter
is summarised and its contributions highlighted.
2.1 SOFTWARE ENGINEERING
is defined as the application of a systematic, disciplined, and quantifiable
approach to the development, operation, and maintenance of software (Marciniak. 1994). Blum (1992.
p. 10 and p. 20) states that software engineering involves "the application of tools, methods, and
disciplines to produce and maintain an automated solution to a real-world problem". This review
concerns only software engineering methods, because tool use is sensitive to commercial influences,
and disciplines relate to the management of the software development process.
There are three sub-sections. First, the types of software engineering method are summarised. Then
two methods - entity-relationship modelling and state-transition networks - are introduced.
2.1.1 Software Engineering Methods
5o/hvare en£(/i«eri;i£ mef/jodi are defined as representations of software designs together with the
procedures for performing inference with those representations. Graphical notations are often employed
in documenting the representations. There is an extensive literature on methods; see Blum (1992) and
Freeman and Wasserman (1984).
There are two types of software engineering method:
Forma/ mer/iodly consist of precisely-defined notations and proof rules derived from set
theory. A typical formal method provides for the definition of data objects and operations,
refinement of the definitions by top-down decomposition, and proof rules to ensure that high-
level and decomposed representations correspond. Formal methods excel in specifying
functional behaviour and in deriving a correct design from specifications. However, the
practical use of formal methods tends to be limited because formal specifications are hard
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to write for large systems (Gehani. 1982).
consist of notations and inference procedures which have been derived
from practical experience in software development. They have been "proven" by large
numbers of software designers, rather than by formal means. Some empirical methods -
including, notably, entity-relationship models and state-transition networks - do have a
rigorously-defined basis. All mature empirical methods provide one or more notations, an
explicit decomposition approach, modularity, and an environmental model which defines the
system's boundaries and interfaces. Consistency rules are used for the selection and naming
of objects and their relationships. Informal procedures are given for checking the self- and
mutual-consistency of the data and transformation schema. Most empirical methods give
guidance on requirements capture and can express non-functional requirements such as user
interfaces and project management.
I adopt empirical methods in this thesis, because the POI algorithm and several of the domains are
large systems.
Empirical methods can be divided into structural and behavioural categories. 5/ruc/ura/ methods
concentrate on describing the static structure of a software system, i.e., its decomposition into modules,
routines, programs, packages, and the like, fir/iav/oura/ methods concentrate on describing the dynamic
behaviour of the software system, e.g., what outputs result for a given input, module-calling sequences,
and state-transition networks. For completeness, both the static and dynamic characteristics of a
software system must be specified. The current practice in Software Engineering is to model the
software system twice: once using a structural method, and once using a behavioural method. The
structural and behavioural models are compared, and then modified as necessary to ensure that they
are coasistcnt with one another. By contrast, POI generates the behavioural model of a domain directly
from its structural model.
There are two fundamental orientations in structural methods:
m?r/io<fr focus on the algorithmic abstractions of the problem domain.
These methods lead to program modules that are highly functional, and are best suited to
implementation in a procedural programming language.
data abstractions of the problem domain. These methods
lead to program modules that are highly declarative.
Since declarative programming is better suited to AI applications, I adopt a data-oriented method - the
f nri/y-rf tof/onj/iip modW - for describing the structure both of the POI algorithms and of the domains.
1 adopt .Ha/e-rransiM'ort n^nvorts for describing behaviour.
2.1.2 Entity-Relationship Modelling
There are four main data-oriented models (Chen. 1976): the network model, the entity-set model, the
relational model, and the entity-relationship model. In his seminal paper. Chen presented the entity-
relationship model and showed how it could be used to unify the other three data models while
maintaining their advantages. We are concerned here with the entity-relationship model per se, and
not with its comparison with other data-oriented models.
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Figure 9: Entity-Relationship Diagram for the Blocks World.
The entity-relationship model is rigorous, being based on relational theory, which is itself based on
set theory. Chen's (1976) version of the entity-relationship model distinguishes entities, entity-sets,
relationships, relationship-sets, attributes, values, value-sets, and roles. He defines an fm/ry as a
"thing"" which can be distinctly identified. Entities are classified into en/jry-j«r, there is a predicate
associated with each entity-set to test whether an entity belongs to it. A rWar/o/u/rip is an association
among entities. A re/ar/oru/i/p-se/ is a mathematical relation among n entities, each taken from an
entity-set. Each (ordered) tuple of entities in a relationship-set is a relationship". The ro/e of an entity
in a relationship is the function that it performs in the relationship. Va/wes are data items, such as "3" ,
"red", "Peter" and "Johnson", and are classified into different va/ue-sew, such as FEET, COLOUR,
FIRST-NAME, and LAST-NAME". There is a predicate associated with each value-set to test
whether a value belongs to it. Information about an entity or relationship is obtained by measurement
or observation, and is expressed by a set of attribute-value pairs. An afrnt>i<re is defined as a function
which maps from an entity-set or a relationship-set into a value-set or a Cartesian product of value-
u
15
His quotation marks.
Although Chen (1976) did not explicitly say so, I take it as read that there is a predicate associated with
each relationship-set to test whether a relationship belongs to it.
16 These are Chen's (1976) own example values and value-sets.
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We are primarily interested in Chen's (1976) model for organising the information associated with
entities and relationships, i.e., Chen's "level (1)". His key contribution was to propose that the
information about entities should be separated from the information about relationships. He argued that
this separation is useful in identifying functional dependencies among data. The POI ontology
maintains and extends this separation of information. There are a number of other important aspects
of Chen's paper:
We aV/T/i«/ a grapn/ca/ noran'on. Chen (1976) defined a graphical notation, known as enrfrv-
/Wa/ionj/wp diagrams, in which entity-classes (drawn as rectangles) are linked to
relationship-classes (drawn as diamonds with attached arcs). Using Chen's notation. Figure 9
shows the blocks world as consisting of the Hand, Block , and T a b l e entity-classes, with
h o l d i n g , on. and o n T a b l e relationship-classes. In this thesis, entity-relationship models
are depicted using Chen's graphical notation.
We /n/roducfd card/nfl/ify co/u/ra/n/s on rWa/uwun/p-c/attM. There are many alternative
notations for cardinality (Blum. 1992. p. 108). I adopt Chen's (1976) notation in which
cardinality constraints are shown as numbers at the extremities of the relationship-class arcs.
The cardinality constraints shown in Figure 9 indicate that h o l d i n g is a one-to-one
relationship, i.e., that a hand can only hold one block at a time and a block can only be held
by one hand at a time. Similarly, o n T a b l e is many-to-one, permitting many blocks to be
on a table at a time, but restricting each block to being on only one table at a time.
ar/rtou/es and nr/a/ioas/wpj can fo itf«f ;o /d<rn///y en/iri«. Level (2) of
Chen's (1976) model concerns the representations of the conceptual objects from level (1).
He represents entities by means of an «i»ry try, which is a group of attributes such that the
mapping from the entity-set to the corresponding group of value-sets is one-to-one. If several
keys exist, the entity's primary key should be chosen to be semantically meaningful. If
necessary, "we may define an artificial attribute and a value set so that such a mapping is
possible" («Wd., p. 14). In certain cases, the entities in an entity-set cannot be uniquely
identified by the values of their attributes. One or more relationships must be used to identify
such entities; Chen terms entities identified in this way as wea* enmies. Strictly speaking,
therefore, Chen proposed an *nrin'-rWa/io/u/iip-attrifcure data-oriented model, but showed that
it is possible to replace attributes by relationships (or vice versa). The POI ontology takes
the replacement of attributes to one extreme", so that it is a pure
In the context of POI, Chen's (1976) model exhibits several restrictions. Some can be overcome by
extending Chen's model. The restrictions are:
y. Chen (1976) is unclear about what an entity or entity-set is. I use the term
"object", in the sense used in object-oriented analysis and design, instead of Chen's term
"entity". Moreover. I use the suffix "class" instead of Chen's suffix "set", with the suffix
"iastance" being used to distinguish class-members from classes. The predicates associated
with testing membership of the entity-sets and relationship-sets are replaced by class-
" The cnuty-attribute-value model - employed in most object-oriented languages - is the other extreme.
" The name of an object or a relationship being the only attribute which is not replaced by a relationship.
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membership tests. Hence, in the PO1 ontology there are "object-classes", "object-instances",
"relationship-classes", and "relationship-instances"".
. Generalisation is the modelling process in which differences
between similar objects are ignored to produce a higher-order object (Smith and Smith,
1977). In the POI ontology, generalisation is the production of a higher-order object-class
(the su/xrrc/axr) by ignoring differences between similar, lower-level object-classes (the
JU6C/OK«). The superclass is linked to each of its subclasses by a g e n e r a l ! s a c i o n O f
relationship; superclass and subclass are the roles of this relationship. Since a given object-
class can simultaneously play the roles both of superclass and of subclass, the
g e n e r a l i s a t i o n O f relationship defines a genera/iMHon-.spfria/jjafifln hierarchy.
Although Chen's (1976) version of the entity-relationship model did not model
generalisation, there are versions which have been extended to incorporate generalisation,
e.g.. Nijssen's Information Analysis Methodology (Nijssen and Halpin. 1989).
ModW/i/ig o/ aggr^a/io/i. Chen's (1976) model permitted second-order relationships, i.e.,
relationships between relationships. An alternative representation, known as a##rr£<jri0>i
(Smith and Smith, 1977). is to regard a (first-order) relationship as a higher-level entity. This
entity can then be related to other entities. In the POI ontology presented in this thesis,
second-order relationships are not permitted, and aggregation is not supported. Aggregation
can be modelled using the existing POI ontology by identifying an additional domain object
to represent the aggregate*", with p a r t Of relationships linking it to the objects modelling
its constituent parts. The aggregate object fills the pa/rm role, and the objects which are
related to it by partOf fill the c/wW role. Since a given object can be both an aggregate and
a part of another object the partOf relationship defines a HTio/i-parr (or {frrompas/'rion)
hierarchy. Ideally, the POI ontology should provide an appropriate representation for
decomposition, as for generalisation-specialisation. However, this was not essential for my
research.
of/ier /iierarc>i/ca/ re/ar/o/u/i/ps. In addition to generalisation and aggregation,
there may be other relationships that define hierarchies. Hierarchical relationships have the
characteristic that they relate an object-class to itself (or to a superclass, subclass, parent, of
child object-class). For example, the relationship Person i s P a r e n t O f Person defines
the type of hierarchy usually known as a /a/n;7y /ree, and the relationship P e r s o n
i s B o s s O f Person defines an orga/iisar/ona/ /i/erardiy. In the blocks world, the
relationship B l o c k on B l o c k defines hierarchies - stacks - of blocks. Since hierarchical
relationships other than generalisation and aggregation are domain-specific, they can be
modelled using the existing POI ontology.
express a// /merre/ar/ons/i/p conjrra/n/s. Chen's (1976) Entity-Relationship
Diagrams cannot express all interrelationship constraints. For example. Figure 9 does not
show that a block which is participating in a h o l d i n g relationship cannot at the same time
participate in an onTab le relationship. Such a constraint is known in Nijssen's Information
Analysis Methodology (Nijssen and Halpin. 1989) as an exc/us/on cons/ra/nr. The POI
ontology extends Chen's entity-relationship model to express both cardinality and exclusion
" And "state-classes", "state-instances", "transition-classes", and "transition-instances".
** The introduction of additional domain objects (and. if necessary, object-classes) can be justified by
appeal to Chen's (1976) analogous introduction of additional attributes and value-sets.
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constraints between relationships. Unlike Chen's model, the POI ontology restricts constraints
to being binary. Frost (1986. section 3.4.12, pps 111-118) shows that there is no loss in
generality, providing that additional domain objects can be identified as necessary".
- Ato moefe////!# 0/mandatory and o/uiona/ ro/«. A role is mandatory if it must exist for every
object-instance in all world states (Nijssen and Halpin. 1989). Chen's (1976) entity-
relationship model makes no explicit distinction between mandatory and optional
relationships. By contrast, all relationships in the POI ontology are optional by default^.
For example, it is not mandatory in the blocks world that a Hand shall be h o l d i n g a
Block; it could be empty. The disadvantage of optional relationships is that it is not
possible to make the Closed World Assumption (Reiter. 1978). To counteract this
disadvantage, the POI ontology provides converse and inverse relationships. A convme
- relationship is simply a renaming of the primary relationship in the reverse direction, e.g..
[heldBy Block Hand] would be the converse of [ho ld ing Hand Block] . An
Inverse relationship is the logical opposite of its primary. There is one inverse relationship
for each role associated with the primary relationship, e.g., [no tHold ing Hand] would
indicate the absence (for the Hand) of [ ho ld ing Hand Block] . By providing an inverse
relationship, it becomes possible to flag as incomplete any blocks world in which there is
a Hand which is neither ho ld ing nor notHolding . There would be a similar no tHeld
Block-inverse relationship.
In summary, the POI ontology is obtained by extending Chen's (1976) entity-relationship model in
the following ways:
0fe/ec/-rWaffonjnjp mode/. The basis for the POI ontology is an object-relationship model,
with a clear distinction between classes and instances. By default, all relationships in the POI
ontology are optional.
/n/ier/rance. The POI ontology includes a generalisation-specialisation (inheritance) hierarchy
of object-classes. The POI ontology could also include a whole-part hierarchy of object-
classes, but this was not found to be essential for research purposes.
conwramtt. The POI ontology expresses exclusion constraints between
relationships, as well as Chen-style cardinality constraints. All constraints in POI are binary.
2.13 State-Transition Networks
Software systems have the key property that, when executed, they exhibit dynamic behaviour. For this
reason, all empirical software design methods include a notation to describe the pattern of changes in
the software system over time. The leading notation is the s/a/e-rra/isif/on nervwrtfc.
A state-transition network is a rigorous notation that is derived from automata theory (von Neumann.
1966), itself derived from the Turing machine (Turing, 1936). A system can be abstracted as an
automaton that moves from one state to another, where a s/a/e is an aggregate of the system's
attribute-values, including inter-object relationships. The dynamic behaviour of the system can then
*' Again justified by appeal to Chen's (1976) analogous introduction of additional attributes and value-sets.
** Mandatory roles can be represented by suitable choice of exclusion constraints.
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be modelled as a series of events that cause the model to proceed from one state to another. State-
changes may be modelled as occurring continuously or discretely. In this thesis, state-change will be
assumed to be discrete and instantaneous, i.e.. state-change occurs by means of mufumo/u. A transition
is triggered by an input event, and generates a set of output events.
In the POI ontology, the automata are the object-instances in the domain, each having sets of states,
transitions, and triggering events characteristic of its object-class. Object-instances interact by passing
messages, so that, in POI. an event is modelled as the transmission of a message from one object to
another.
There are two leading models of automata: the Mealy (1955) model, and the Moore (1956) model.
Both represent an automaton as a 5-tuple, consisting of a set of inputs, a set of outputs, a set of states,
a "next-state" function, and an output function. In the Mealy model, outputs are a function of inputs
and states. An output signal persists only so long as its corresponding input and state are present. By
virtue of the "next-state" function, the automata changes its state immediately on receipt of the input
Hence, the output signal is an instantaneous event in the Mealy model. By contrast, in the Moore
model, outputs are a function only of states. Since states may be persistent. Moore-modcl outputs may
also be persistent The POI ontology adopts the Mealy model, because transitions and their triggering
events are required to be instantaneous, with both inputs and outputs as events.
In general, the states and transitions of a domain form a network: the 5/aff-fra/uirjo/i n^nvor/t. A state-
transition network is depicted graphically as a state-transition diagram (Shlaer and Mellor. 1992). By
software engineering convention, states (shown as boxed nodes) are linked by transitions (shown as
squared arcs). Each transition is labelled with the event which triggers it. with events being denoted
by a short line orthogonal to the relevant arc. Figure 10 shows the complete state-transition network
for a one-hand, one-block, one-table world.
Statel
pickup handl
blockl
r
[holding handl blockl]
[notOnTable blockl] I
[notSupporting tablel]
State2
[notHolding handl]
[notHeld blockl]
[onTable blockl table]r
putdown handl
blockl
Figure 10: State-Transition Network for One-Block World.
There are practical difficulties in drawing state-transition networks for complex systems. Typically,
there are too many states and transitions to depia in a single diagram. Three common solutions have
been adopted in software engineering; all three are applied in POI. The solutions are to:
J(a/tt and ira/u/fl'o/u. As in generalising objects and relationships, states and
transitions can be generalised by ignoring differences between instances. For example.
Nilsson's (1980) diagram of the state-space for the three-blocks world (tfc/d., p. 283. Figure
7.3) can be generalised as shown in Figure 11. Nilsson's diagram is shown on the left-hand
side (Figure 1 l(a». In the POI ontology, generalised states are known as tfa/e-c/aw«, and
generalised transitions are known as rra/iri7/ort-c/a.sjM. The set of state-classes corresponding
to Nilsson's diagram, shown on the right-hand side (Figure ll(b)). has been obtained by
gathering together states with the same configurations and consistently replacing names of
object-instances by names of object-variables. In (b), the object-instances A, B, and C in the
right-hand-most path down Nilsson's diagram have been replaced by object-variables b,, bj,
and b,, respectively. The POI ontology provides for state-classes and state-instances and for
transition-classes and transition-instances.
Figure 11: State-Transition Network for Three-Blocks World.
5Mf« and (rafuin'ons. A state-transition network (STN) can be partitioned in
several different ways. A state-transition network partition will be termed a sufc-Sr/V.
Partitioning can be done by object-classes (to give a set of c/ajj-S7"Afr) or by object-instances
(to give a set of inj/a/ic£-.S77Vj). The unpartitioned state-transition network will be termed
the g/06a/-S77V. For example. Nilsson's (1980) three-blocks world state-transition network
(Figure 1 l(a)) depicts a global STN that can be simplified by partitioning by object-class.
Figure 12 shows the resulting class-STN for the Hand object-class. Partitioning by object-
class is often found in commercially-available CASE tools that support the drawing of state-
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transition networks. In the POI algorithm, partitioning gains extra significance, because it
reduces the size of the version-space lattice underlying the states in the state-transition
network. For this reason, partitioning is a key countermeasure to the combinatorial explosion.
PICKUPA
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PUTDOWNA
PUTD
HOLDING A
HANDEMPTY
•OWN1
i
PUTDO
PICKUP B
HOLDING B
WNC
PICK
r
HOLDING C
UPC
Figure 12: Hand-Class State-Transition Network.
» a / « and rra/ir/rio/u. Composition Is closely coupled to the granularity of domain
representation chosen by the planning system's designer. A frequently-occurring sequence
of states can be composed into a single, larger-grain state. For example, Nilsson's (1980)
three-blocks-world state-transition network (Figure II) can be simplified by composition;
each state in which the hand is empty is composed with the adjacent state in which the hand
is holding the block removed from the top of a stack. The result is to reduce 22 states to 13
(see Figure 13), and is identical to the state-space depicted in Genesereth and Nilsson (1987,
Figure 11.4, p. 269)". In this case, composition has been achieved by omitting the Hand
object-class from Genesereth and Nilsson's representation of the blocks world. Unlike
generalisation and partitioning, composition cannot be exploited within the POI ontology and
algorithm. However, the POI algorithm can be used by the planning system's designer to
investigate the effects of varying the domain representation's granularity. An over-large state-
transition network would indicate that the domain representation was too fine-grained.
23 Genesereth and Nilsson (1987) make no mention of any relationship between their Figure 11.4 and
Nilsson's (1980, p. 283) Figure 7.3, despite there being an author in common.
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Figure 13: Composing States for Three-Blocks World.
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2 J KNOWLEDGE-BASED PLANNING
This section builds on the previous section's introduction of the entity-relationship model and the state-
transition network. The aim is to relate these software engineering methods to knowledge
representations found in plan generation so as to provide the foundation for the POI ontology.
There arc seven sub-sections. First, the development of ontologies in AI is sketched. Second, the types
of knowledge found in plan generation are identified. Then the representations of five groups of
knowledge-types are reviewed in more detail.
2J.1 Development of Ontologies
In AI. a jt/wwfedg* /rprrwwarion is "a combination of data structures and interpretative procedures
that, if used in the right way in a program, will lead to 'knowledgeable' behaviour" (Ban and
Feigenbaum, 1981. p. 143, quotes in original). Ever since the 1970s. AI researchers have recognised
that acquiring knowledge about a domain is the key to building large and powerful knowledge-based
systems. There are two steps in the knowledge acquisition process: eliciting knowledge from a domain
expert or other source, and representing it in a suitable executable formalism. Barr and Feigenbaum's
(ibid., p. 8) contributors note that:
"[A] basic open question involves the original conceptualization of a problem,
called in AI the choice of problem representation. Humans often solve a problem
by finding a way of thinking about it that makes the solution easy - AI programs,
so far, must be told how to think about the problems they solve".
Hence, an important aspect of AI research is the discovery of better knowledge representations for
given tasks.
A means for documenting knowledge representations is an o/uo/ogy, which is a set of definitions of
content-specific knowledge representation primitives (e.g., classes, relations, functions, and object
constants) (Gruber, 1992). Ontologies are primarily intended for sharing domain knowledge between
knowledge-based systems (Fikes, Cutkosky, Gruber and Van Baalen, 1991). For example, a common
ontology of the blocks world could be developed for use by a vision system, a planning system, and
a robot The vision system would use the ontology in describing the current configuration of a real
set of blocks, the planning system would use the ontology in generating a plan for achieving a goal
configuration, and the robot would use the ontology in executing the plan.
Domain ontologies are not useful directly in POI. Definition of the knowledge representation
primitives for the blocks world is of little use when inducing planning operators for the Dining
Philosophers Problem. A meta-level ontology, i.e., one that is generic to multiple domains, is needed
for POI. For example, it is useful to know that many domains, including the blocks world and the
Dining Philosophers Problem, consist of objects which have states that can be changed by executing
operators. Gruber (1992) terms such meta-representations common
A key aspect of my research has been to develop a common ontology suited to the induction of
planning operators: the PO/ onto/ogy. The POI ontology is a domain-independent meta-representation
for modelling the domain-specific knowledge used in inducing an operator-set. It must marry a
knowledge representation used for modelling domains (the "structural model") to a knowledge
representation used for plan generation (the "behavioural model"). The link is made by exploiting a
knowledge representation found in machine learning (the "linking model"). More details are given in
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the next chapter. > ;;
A common ontology for planning and scheduling is currently under development as a part of the US
ARPA/Rome Laboratory Planning Initiative. The first iteration, named the Know'tedge /teprercntorion
5/><rc//icar/on Language (KRSL), was completed in early 1994. The current iteration is known as the
/•ton/ling On/o/ogy /Vo/>c» (POP). Few details of the ARP A/Rome Laboratory Planning Initiative have
been published in conferences, although some material is publically available through Internet".
Inspection of the publically-available plan ontologies shows that they overlap with POI's behavioural
model, but do not cover the equivalent of POI's structural or linking models.
The POI ontology is not alone in being a meta-representation. Ontolingua (Gruber, 1992) is a language
for writing ontologies in a canonical format such that they can be easily translated into a variety of
representation and reasoning systems. The organisation of knowledge in Ontolingua is based on classes
and instances of objects, on sets, on relations, and on assertions whose meaning depends on the
contents of the knowledge base. The Relationship Lattice Laboratory (RLL) (Pedersen, 1994) is a tool
for the construction of multimedia software systems for the retrieval and presentation of information
from heterogeneous sources. The organisation of knowledge in RLL is based on relationship lattice
theory, in which concepts (each with an extension and an intension) are linked in a lattice of
relationships. The extension of a concept (cf. object-class) represents the set of individuals (cf. object-
instances) in the modelled universe. The intention is a set of properties, given by the relationships.
Relationship lattice theory can model itself, i.e.. it is a meta-representation.
It is not enough to provide a common ontology for POI. An ontology merely describes a static set of
terms. The dynamic, problem-solving procedures using those terms must also be defined. In POI. the
dynamic, problem-solving procedure is known as the PO/ a/goni/im, and is also detailed in the next
chapter. In software engineering terminology, the POI ontology is comparable to a structural method,
and the POI algorithm is comparable to a behavioural method.
2.2.2 Knowledge Representations in Plan Generation
To develop an ontology for inducing planning operators, it is first necessary to identify the knowledge
representation primitives used in plan generation, together with the associated terms and
representations. This can be done by inspecting a suitable definition of plan generation from the
literature. Where necessary, the representations will be related to equivalent representations used in
software engineering.
The AI literature on plan generation is extensive. Introductory material on plan generation may be
found in a number of AI textbooks, including Nilsson (1980. chapters 7 and 8), Bundy, Burstall. Weir
and Young (1980. pp. 42-58). Rich and Knight (1991. chapter 13). Chamiak and McDermott (1985,
chapter 9). and Winston (1979, pp. 287-301; 1984, pp. 228-236; 1993, pp. 323-346). There are also
some books on plan generation, but these are generally either PhD theses (e.g., Sacerdoti (1977),
Suchman (1987), and von Martial (1992)). or descriptions of particular planning systems (e.g., Wilkins
(1988) and Hammond (1989)), or on the fringes of the field (e.g.. Wilensky (1983), and Dean and
Wellman(1991)).
The formalisation of planning knowledge is currently an active area of research. Allen, Kautz. Pelavin
* Suitable URLs are h t t p : / / i s x . c o m / p u b / A R P I / A R P I - p u b / k r s l / k r s l - i n f o . h t m l and
ht tp : / /www.a i . r l . a f . m i l / P I / O n t o l o g y . h t m l for the Knowledge Representation Specification
Language and the Planning Ontology Project, respectively.
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and Tenenberg (1991) formalise some existing planning systems, but emphasise plan analysis and plan
recognition, rather than plan generation. A few books give individual algorithms, e.g.. Ramsay and
Barran (1987) and Thornton and du Boulay (1992). Valente (1994; 1995) summarises the key
knowledge representations and algorithms in plan generation using the CommunKADS method.
Overview material on plan generation is more readily found in papers. Steel (1987) gives a
straightforward introduction, addressing more advanced planning topics in (Steel. 1988). A
comprehensive set of readings in knowledge-based planning has been compiled by Allen. Hendler and
Tate (1990). Two key overviews are included: Georgeff (1987) reviews plan generation research, and
Tate. Hendler and Drummond (1990) review plan generation techniques.
There are many definitions of plan generation in the above-mentioned literature. Of these, the
definition of Tate. Hendler and Drummond (1990. pp. 28-29, italics in original) is most suitable for
the purposes of this thesis, because it identifies the key types of knowledge and other data-structures
involved in plan generation:
"An AI planning system is charged with generating a p/ait which is one possible
joiua'on to a specified proo/em. The plan generated will be composed out of
opera/or jc/iemara. provided to the system for each domain of application. ... A
problem is characterised by an initial state and goal slate description. ... Operator
schemata characterise actions. ... Sc/iema/a primarily describe actions in terms of
preconditions and effects. ... Each operator schemata characterises a c/axr of
possible actions, by containing a set of variables which can be replaced by
constants to derive operator i/mance; that describe specific, individual actions."
From this definition, it can be seen that the inputs to plan generation are:
A p/anni/jg prod/em, which itself is characterised by descriptions of the initial and goal
states. , • • • • . - - .
An operator-ser, i.e.. a set of planning operators. A p/an/i/ng operator (or an operator
sc/iemato in Tate, Hendler and Drummond's (1990) terms) is a data-structure which
characterises a class of possible actions, either in terms of prm>nd/7/ortJ and e/fectt (Tate,
Hendler and Drummond, 1990), or in terms of preconditio/iy, adrf-//«, and de/e/e-/«/
(Georgeff, 1987). Planning operators contain vanao/es. An opera/or iVts/ance is derived by
replacing the variables by constants.
Similarly, the output from plan generation is a p/a/i, which is a sequence of operator instances (Steel,
1988) representing a course of action (Wilensky, 1983) to solve the planning problem (Tate, Hendler
and Drummond, 1990). A plan is a data-structure which must be converted into actions or behaviour
in order to change the state of the domain (Nilsson, 1980; Wilensky, 1983; Steel, 1988). The
conversion process is generally known as execution of the plan. The domain for which plans are
generated is co/LMra/ned (Georgeff, 1987).
Tate, Hendler and Drummond's (1990) definition omits four types of domain knowledge that, in my
view, are also important in plan generation:
Conrro/ t/iovv/edge. Control knowledge is vital to the efficiency of plan generation. Other
researchers have investigated the learning of control knowledge. As my research concentrates
on domain knowledge, this omission is unimportant.
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Do/rw/n oo/ecw. In illustrating the use of the p ickup operator. Tale, Hendler and
Dnimmond (1990) explicitly mention some domain objects: the object being picked-up, the
table and the hand. Moreover, they mention that the MOLGEN (Stefik. 1981) and SEPE
(Wilkins, 1988) planners viewed the objects being manipulated as scarce resources on which
conflicts occur and need to be avoided. However, their definition fails to identify explicitly
domain objects as a type of knowledge. Domain objects are essential to the POI ontology.
!yec/ re/a/iorani/w. Tate. Hendler and Drummond (1990) also omit inter-object
relationships. Inter-object relationships (e.g.. designation and co-designation) are essential to
the POI ontology.
Domain conjrrainw. Nilsson's (1980), Geonjeffs (1987), and Steel's (1988) definitions
imply that plans are generated in such a way that successful execution is guaranteed.
However, successful execution can only be guaranteed at the time of plan generation if the
S7WPS atfu/nprion holds. Informally, the STRIPS assumption is that the initial state is only
changed by the set of additions to and deletions from the statements modelling the domain's
state (Tate. Hendler and Drummond, 1990). This implies that the only agent capable of
altering the domain's state is the plan-executor and that the operators are a correct model of
the domain's behaviour. Therefore, a key type of knowledge omitted from Tate, Hendler and
Drummond"s (1990) definition is domain constraints". Domain constraints are essential to
the POI ontology.
In summary, consideration of Tate. Hendler and Drummond s (1990) definition shows that the
following types of knowledge need to be represented:
Domain mode/5. Domain models consist of domain objects and inter-object relationships. The
representation of domain models is discussed in Section 2.2.3.
Domain jfa/es and 5'are-c/iange. The representation of domain states and state-change is
discussed in Section 2.2.4.
P/anm'ng operafo/x The representation of planning operators is discussed in Section 2.2.5.
• P/aru. The representation of plans is discussed in Section 2.2.6.
• Domain conjfra/ntt. The representation of domain constraints is discussed in Section 2.2.7.
2.2 J Representing Domain Models
Model-based reasoning is well established in AI fields such as diagnosis and simulation. However, it
is less commonly found in knowledge-based planning. Closely related knowledge representations that
have been used in planning include:
. Minsky's (1975) frame-based representation was the basis of the present-day object-
oriented representation. It was an object-attribute-value representation, with classes but
lacking inheritance.
** Tate, Hendler and Drummond (1990) did note that several authors have used constraints, such as
resource levels and time constraints on actions, to prune the search space during plan generation.
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lVinjron'.j (7979) frprawirarion. Winston (1979, pps. 162-163) used a representation based
on objects (cf. entities), relations (cf. relationships), properties (cf. attributes), and actions.
S<r/»ujn/;c mrworfc. Semantic networks (Findler, 1979) can be regarded as the AI equivalent
of a pure entity-relationship method. Sparck Jones (1990) identifies two major difficulties
exhibited by semantic networks:
/tepr«*n/ing any partitioning or grouping o/ n?f W«n*n«.
S*arrning in* n^nvort. She states that "network searching conspicuously manifests
the general AI problem of the combinatorial explosion" (iMa*.. p. 121).
Co/u*prua/ grap/u. Conceptual graphs (Sowa. 1984) address the difficulties exhibited by
semantic networks. A concfp/Ma/ grap/i is a directed graph with two kinds of nodes: concept
nodes and relation nodes. Conrfptf are understood as sets of features, and may represent any
entity, action, or state that can be described in language, flf/a/io/u specify the roles of
concepts and the relationships between concepts. When concepts represent entities/objects,
the conceptual graphs are a form of pure entity-relatioaship model. Sowa acknowledges his
debt in the following words (i6id., p. 190, italics in original): "The boxes and diamonds of
a [conceptual] graph resemble Chen's wi/iry-rWflrioasn/p diagrams (1976), and the similarity
is intended." Conceptual graph theory provides a hierarchy of concept-types. This is useful
both for partitioning a domain and for speeding the amalgamation of conceptual graphs.
The POI ontology is most closely related to Sowa's (1984) conceptual graph theory. They are similar
in that the POI ontology also employs:
£xp/icif/y-moaW/«i ooyectt and r^Jotiown/p*.
///erarc/wes o/ ryp«- Both conceptual graph theory and POI support domain-specific type
hierarchies, as well as inheritance. Like conceptual graph theory, POI exploits the inheritance
hierarchy in reducing combinatorics.
Modn/ari,sed domain fcnow/edge. In conceptual graph theory, domain knowledge resides in
the concept-types; in POI, the knowledge is owned by the object-classes.
Domain itnow/edge in fne/orm o/neurisrias and me/a-neura/ics. POI's domain constraints
are equivalent to conceptual graph theory's heuristics. Moreover, they follow from the
domain structure.
They differ in typing. In POI, typing is class-based, taking the form of classes of domain objects and
relationships. By contrast, typing in conceptual graph theory is not class-based but based on pro/o/ypes
(Tomlinson, Scheevel and Won, 1989). Sowa concedes (iWd., p. 198-199, italics in original) that
"[f]inding the best candidates to match, however, may require extensive searching.... The danger that
all searching programs have to face is the possibility of a comfti'naroria/ exp/osion: the amount of
calculation can grow exponentially". Tomlinson, Scheevel and Won show that class-based systems
have performance advantages over prototype-based systems. It is for this reason that the POI ontology
is class-based. To regain performance, Sowa applies heuristics that use background or domain
knowledge to eliminate unpromising paths. The heuristics follow from the graph structure. Domain
dependencies reside in the concept-types, each of which is a "packet of knowledge about some
particular domain" (ibid., p. 201). The procedures that handle them are general rules or mera-newriMi«
that apply to any domain.
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A problem could arise with domains which have a potentially infinite number of states. Since such
domains might have an infinite number of planning operators, inducing them would require an infinite
length of time and/or an infinite computer storage capacity. I avoid this problem by confining the POI
ontology to domains with: %, . •••.„• - . T -
a finite number of classes of domain objects.
a finite number of binary relationships between any pair of classes.
a finite number of instances of each object-class.
2.2.4 Representing States and State-Change
The majority of knowledge-based planning research is based on the state-transition model of change.
This is most clearly stated by Georgeff (1987. pp. 360-361. italics in original), who writes:
"The traditional approach has been to consider that, at any given moment, the
world is in one of a potentially infinite number of 5M;« or juuaf/o/u. A world
state may be viewed as a snapshot of the world at a given instant of time. A
sequence of world states is usually called a tenavjour ...
The world can change its state only by the occurrence of an «v«n/ or
acrion. An rvrn/ ryp« is usually modelled as a set of behaviours, representing all
possible occurrences of the event in all possible world histories. ... An rven;
inj/ancf is a particular occurrence of an event type in a particular world history."
There are a number of ontological options relating to the state-transition model:
g fvwitt and ac/«mr. Georgeff (1987) points out that philosophers make much
of the distinction between events and actions, i.e.. events that are performed by some agent
(usually in some intentional way). The POI ontology is only concerned with the more general
concept of an event
«v«nr and .na/f-c/iange. In software engineering, state-changes are
distinguished from the events which trigger them. However, Georgeff (1987) does not make
this distinction. The POI ontology follows the software engineering approach in
distinguishing state-change from triggering events.
Co/icnrr«ir 5M«-drangr Georgeff (1987) restricts his attention to domains in which there
is no concurrent state-change, as when a single agent acts in a static environment. In such
domains, it is only necessary to consider the initial and final states of any action, because
nothing can happen between those states. In the POI ontology, concurrent state-change can
be excluded by choosing the S A/SSC meu-heuristic. Concurrent action by a single agent can
be allowed by choosing the SA/MSC meta-neuristic. and concurrent action by multiple
agents can be allowed by choosing the MA/SSC or MA/MSC meta-heuristics.
*. Georgeff (1987) restricts his analysis further to deterministic
events, so that the relation between initial and final states is purely functional. Events may
be composed from other events by set union, by intersection and by sequencing. Other
researchers who use the same (or an equivalent) state-transition representation include Tate,
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Hendler and Drummond (1990) and Steel (1987; 1988). The POI ontology also assumes
deterministic state-change.
o/5M<« fl/id jra/f-cAa/i^«. Georgeff (1987) is unclear whether state-change is
instantaneous or occurs over an interval of time. In the software engineering field, the state-
transition model assumes that state-change occurs instantaneously. Instantaneous state-
changes arc termed frunji/ions. The POI ontology will be based on the state-transition model.
£v«i/-iraianr« and rv<rw-rvp«. Georgeffs (1987) definition distinguishes clearly between
event-instances and event-types. The POI ontology extends this distinction to slates (to give
state-instances and state-classes) and to transitions (to give transition-instances and transition-
classes). Generalisation from instances to classes is achieved by replacing constants (i.e.,
names of object-instances) by variables.
One important issue is how to represent states. Options include:
Sym/>o/ic repr««irari<»i. Each state could be given a symbolic name, e.g. S t a t e 23,
b l o c k l - h e l d . b loc k2 -on-b lock3-and-b lock l -on - t a b l e , or b l o c k l - s t a t « 3 .
Genesereth and Nilsson (1987) term such symbolic names «a/«r tfcrtgna/orc.
rfpre5<rn/ario/i. Each state could be represented using the object-attribute-
value model, e.g.. b l o c k l ' s suppor t = handl , b lock2 's suppor t • t a b l e l .
repr«e/uar/ofi. Each state could be represented using the object-
relationship model, e.g.. [ho ld ing handl b l o c k l ] is TRUE, [ho ld ing handl
b lock2] is FALSE, [on b l o c k l b lock2] is FALSE, [on block2 b lock2] It
FALSE, [ s u p p o r t i n g t a b l e l b l o c k l ] is FALSE, and [ s u p p o r t i n g t a b l e l
b lock2 ] is TRUE. There are various sub-options, such as whether to use prefix, infix (e.g.,
Thornton and du Boulay (1992)), or postfix notation, and whether to maintain just TRUE
relationships or both TRUE and FALSE in the database (e.g., Ramsay and Barrett's (1987)
[not [ho ld ing b l o c k l ] ] ) .
Predicate repreyemaf/o/i. Each state could be represented as a predicate, e.g., ONf£,CJ as
in Nilsson (1980).
POI describes states using a relationship-based representation, with:
a prefix notation, and
FALSE relationships being maintained in the database as TRUE inverses.
This representation has the following advantages:
States can be readily generalised by replacing the names of object-instances by variables.
State descriptions represented the complete domain (worW srares) can be readily partitioned
according to the object-classes (c/as.s-.»a/«) or object-instances (i/ufance-jfafej) involved.
The user of the POI is free to choose whether or not to employ the Closed World
Assumption (Reiter, 1978). . - > ; •
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Another important issue is how to represent transitions. Options include:
• Sym/x?//c rep/-«MZan£m. Each transition could be given a symbolic name, e.g. t r a n s i t i o n
32, p ickup-b lock l . o r h a n d l - t r a n s i t i o n 3 .
/Iffr/cufe-oased" rfpr«f/i/a/ion. Transitions could be represented by providing a s t a t e s
attribute whose value was an ordered list of state-identifiers. Alternatively, each transition
could have two attributes: precedingState and succeedingState .
i. Transitions could be represented by providing a
relationship which links pairs of states, such as [precedes s t a t e l s t a t e 3 ] .
Transitions could be represented as predicates, e.g.,
t r a n s i t i o n ( s t a t e l , s t a t e 2 ) .
In the POI ontology, the attribute-based representation is used for transitions. State-instances and
classes have t r a n s i t i o n s attributes, whose value is a list of transition-instances or -classes,
respectively. Transition-instances and -classes have s t a t e s attributes, whose value is an ordered list
of state-instances or -classes, respectively.
In summary, the POI ontology incorporates a state-transition model in which:
are described using a relationship-based representation, with a prefix notation and with
the option of maintaining FALSE relationships in the database as TRUE inverses;
are instantaneous, deterministic, and triggered by events;
there are c/cu5tt and f'njrance; of both states and transitions;
states and transitions are explicitly modelled and have attributes which are used to model the
nerworilr, and
concurrency can be controlled by suitable choice of the meta-heuristic.
2.2.5 Representing Planning Operators
There are many representations for planning operators. In his review, Georgeff (1987) relates the
properties of the domain to world states. This enables him to introduce McCarthy and Hayes' (1969)
si/uaf/on ca/cu/ui, which is based on the notion of a/fuenr, i.e., a function defined on world states.
The logical terms of the calculus are used to denote the states, actions, and fluents of the problem
domain. Although the situation calculus is highly expressive, a major problem is the large number of
axioms needed to describe which properties are unaffected by actions. These are called /rame axioms.
Being forced to specify frame axioms is known as the/rame prob/em (Hayes, 1973). Shoham (1987)
has attempted to define the frame problem in its most general form.
A variety of alternative logical formalisms to the situation calculus have been developed. There are
moda/ /ojj/cs (Turner. 1984), which avoid the explicit use of terms representing world state. One kind
of modal logic, called rempora/ /ogir (Shoham. 1986), introduces various rempora/ operators for
describing properties of world histories. The use of temporal operators corresponds closely with the
way tense is used in natural language. Process /ogi'cs (Nishimura. 1980) are another kind of modal
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logic which introduce programs (or plans) as additional entities in the domain. Dv/iami'r /og/cj (Hard.
1979) can be viewed as a subclass of process logics that are solely concerned with the input-output
behaviour of programs. Any of the modal logics could be used to represent domain knowledge instead
of the situation calculus (Lansky, 1987; S. Rosenschein, 1981; Stuart. 1985). The expressive power
of first-order modal logics would be required for most interesting domains, but suitable theorem
ptovers are currently unavailable (Georgeff. 1987).
Georgeff (1987) turns to one of the most widely used alternatives to the situation calculus, known as
the S7/WPS r^prMf/uanon. In the STRIPS representation, a world state is represented by a conjunctive
set of logical formulae, actions are represented by STRIPS operators, and inference is performed using
the STRIPS rule. The S7W/>S r«/* uses the STRIPS operators to determine the descriptions of
successive states, as follows:
"Given a description of a world state J. the precondition of an operator is a logical
formula that specifies whether or not the corresponding action can be performed
in J. ... the add-list specifies the set of formulas that are true in the resulting state
and must therefore be added to the set of formulas representing j . while the delete
list specifies the formulas that may no longer be true and must therefore be deleted
from the description of j . ...
It is important to note that the formulas appearing in the delete list of an operator
are not necessarily /afrf in the resulting state; rather, the truth value of each of
these formulas is considered unknown (unless it can be deduced from other
information about the resulting state)." ((Georgeff. 1987), pp. 364 and 365, italics
in original.)
Inferencing using the STRIPS rule results in the generation of a linear sequence of Instantiated
operators, i.e., a linear plan.
There are various extended forms of the STRIPS operator. Tate's (1976) Task Formalism, which forms
the basis for the knowledge representations in NONLIN and 0PLAN2, enables preconditions and
effects to be partially ordered, so that an operator becomes, in effect, a "subproject" network. The
operator description language in the SIPE planner (Wilkins. 1988) also allows partially-ordered actions
to be specified (as a p/o/). In addition, an argument list provides templates for creating planning
variables and adding constraints to them. In particular, variables can be constrained, by names, to be
members of certain domain classes. This idea is also used in the POI ontology. Another extension to
the STRIPS operator is to permit the specification of source code in the underlying programming
language (usually Lisp or Prolog). For example, the IPEM planner (Ambros-Ingerson and Steel, 1988)
provides operators with an ejecKtedfry slot which can be used to specify Prolog code for numeric
calculations, for user interface manipulations, or, in its MCS multi-agent systems testbed application
(Doran, Carvajal, Choo and Li, 1990), for communication between agents.
As for states and transitions, there are several aspects relating to the representation of planning
operators:
An operator can have pre- and post-conditions, or it can have preconditions-, delete- and add-
lists. It is straightforward to convert one representation to the other.
The logical formulae in the preconditions-, delete- and add-lists (or pre- and post-conditions
lists) should be represented in the same way as states. During plan generation, planning
operators are sequenced by matching the lists to state descriptions.
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• r The preconditions may include or exclude filters (Chamiak and McDermott, 1985). The
difference between preconditions and filters is that preconditions are used to set up subgoals
and filters are not A common application of filters is to check that an object is of the correct
class, e.g., [ i sB lock ?Blockl ] would be a typical filter in the blocks world.
I choose to represent planning operators as STRIPS operators with filter preconditions and with delete-
and add-lists. The logical formulae in the preconditions-, delete- and add-lists are generalised
relationships, facilitating matching to state descriptions.
2.2.6 Representing Plans
In the knowledge-based planning literature, plans are described as wholly- or partially-ordered
sequences of instantiated operators. This is reflected in the definitions of plan generation, including
that of Tate, Hcndler and Dnimmond (1990). For example, Nilsson (1980, p. 282) gives as an example
the plan consisting of the (wholly-ordered) sequence: {unstack(C,A) , putdown(C),
p i ckup (B) , s tack (B,C) , pickup (A) , s tack (A, B) }. Nilsson also shows this plan
graphically. In his Figure 7.3 (reproduced at Figure 11) he shows the plan as a sequence of arcs with
thicker lines within the state-space for the three-blocks world.
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Figure 14: Nilsson's (1980) Example Plan in Steel's (1987. 1988) Notation.
Earlier in this chapter I have observed that Nilsson's (1980) Figure 7.3 is a state-transition network.
States are shown as nodes, and transitions are shown as arcs. There are graphic notations in which this
mapping is reversed, so that transitions are shown as nodes. For example, in Steel's (1987; 1988)
graphic notation an instantiated planning operator is shown as a box with a "tail"*'. The operator's
preconditions are listed to the left of the "tail", and its effects to the right. Plans are shown as a
For this reason, the notation is informally known as Steel's "tadpole* notation.
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sequence of operators, linked by arcs from the effects of one operator to the preconditions of a
succeeding operator. The arcs represent pro^cno/is. also known as *o/ding pfmxfa. ra/t£«. or (more
generally) goa/ 5/rurru/r (Tate. 1975). The initial state is shown as a special "operator", labelled
"Begin", with effects but no preconditions. By analogy, the goal state is labelled "End" and has
preconditions but no effects. Figure 14 depicts Nilsson's example plan using Steel's notation.
The existence of alternative notations with either states or transitions as nodes indicates that a plan can
be described as a sequence of states, a sequence of transitions, or a sequence of alternating states and
transitions. Although unusual in knowledge-based planning circles. I choose to represent plans as
sequences of world-state descriptions. This leads to the following advantages:
Plans can be related directly to world- and object-state descriptions.
Plans can be directly related to their initial and goal state descriptions.
A close analogy can be drawn between plans and project networks. Operator instances
correspond to activities. Steel's (1987; 1988) notation is an enhanced form of the "activity-
on-the-node" representation". One operator instance is a direct successor to another when
one of its preconditions is linked by a range to one of its predecessor's effects.
Most importantly, it becomes possible to use the jing/f-frprwf/ifarjo/t rhcit (Cohen and
Feigenbaum. 1982) in POI's induction step. i.e.. the same representation (collections of
relationship-instances) can be used both as inputs and as outputs of the induction process.
Section 2.3.3 describes the single-representation trick in the machine learning context.
2.2.7 Representing Domain Constraints
I observed above that Tate, Hendler and Drummond's (1990) definition of plan generation omitted to
mention domain constraints. By contrast, Georgeff's (1987, p. 367) definition explicitly mentions
domain constraints, as follows:
"Plan synthesis concerns the construction of some plan of action for one or more
agents to achieve some specified goal or goals, given the constraints of the world
in which these agents are operating."
Plan generation is usually viewed as a search problem (Korf, 1987). The search paradigm of
problem-solving (Simon, 1983b) depends on the existence of a domain-specific problem space. There
are two leading problem spaces in plan generation (Tate, Hendler and Drummond, 1990):
S/a/e space. Planners prior to 1975 defined points in their search space as descriptions of
domain states. The domain's state-space is traversed by applying an applicable planning
operator to move from one state to another.
space. After 1975, planners defined points in their search space as partially-elaborated
plans. The domain's plan-space is traversed by applying an applicable planning
transformation, such as expanding an action to a greater level of detail.
It is enhanced in that dependencies are detailed as ranges.
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Correspondingly, domain constraints can be applied for plan generation purposes in state-space or
plan-space. State-space domain constraints are more frequently found in the knowledge-based planning
literature. Dmmmond (1987) used state-based domain constraints to reason about the effects of actions,
with the plan generation and execution systems using the same reasoning mechanism: doma/n
conjrraim reco/jcj/wr/on. Drummond and Currie (1989) called domain constraints i/zvarian/5. and Rich
and Knight (1991) called them /og/ca/ jra/«w*n«. Tenenberg (1991) employed what he called jtoric
axioms, defined as axioms that are true in every state, to ensure that only valid state descriptions
(which he called fcga/ s/Vutfricw) were used in plan generation. Bresina, Drummond and Kcdar (1993)
identify two roles for state-based domain constraints: - • - ;
to maintain internal model consistency, either predictively or reactively, by describing the
physics of the domain in terms of impossibilities. They termed such constraints domain
conjfraintt. The representation and reasoning mechanisms from Drummond (1987) and in
Drummond and Currie (1989) were employed.
• to define goals as conditions that must be maintained or prevented over an interval of time,
rather than just in terms of a desired world state. They termed such constraints foWiaWoura/
com/ra/n/5. Behavioural constraints were represented as predicates.
Plan-space domain constraints were introduced by Slefik (1981) in his MOLGEN planning system
to resolve interactions by ordering operator-instances using a cons/ra;n/-pojrjng technique. Other
planning systems which used similar constraint-posting techniques in plan-space include Chapman's
(1987) TWEAK and Dean. Firby and Miller's (1988) FORBIN.
Whether applied in state- or plan-space, domain constraints are used for pruning the search space".
The POI ontology uses domain constraints in the same role, but differs in that:
The search space being pruned is the domain's version jpac<r, rather than its state space or
plan space.
Pruning occurs during induction, rather than during plan generation. In the context of version
spaces, pruning is known as camiidaff Wi/ninafi'on.
Version space and candidate elimination are described in Section 2.3.
[ 3 x : HOLDING (x) ] -» -.ARMEMPTY
Vx: ONTABLE(x) -* ->3y: ON(x ,y )
V x : [ -3y : O N ( y , x ) ) -» CLEAR(x)
Figure 15: Rich and Knight's (1991) Logical Statements for Blocks World.
In the plan generation literature, domain constraints generally appear in the form of production rules.
For example. Figure 15 reproduces Rich and Knight's (1991) logical statements for the blocks world.
In Rich and Knight's words (itod.. p. 333):
** Viewed in terms of the Generate-and-Test paradigm, constraints are used in the Test phase. Constraints
are used in the Generate phase in the related field of knowledge-based scheduling, where the problem-solving
paradigm (Simon. 1983) is constraint resolution.
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"The first of these staienwrits ssys simply thai if ihe ann is holding anything,
it is not empty. The second says [Ml il a Mock is on the table, then it is nor
on another block. The third says that any Mock with no Nocks on il
Holdingte> A y # x 3 -Ho ld ing <y; i l j
Kands ip ty a -tfoidingOc) * (2>
On^x, y / 3 - C i e a r f y ; <4)
On(x, y ; 3 -OnCy, x) (55
OnCx, y j => Above(x, y ; {6}
Above/x, y / A Above Cy, z ; r> Abovefx, z j (75
Figure 16: Tenenbergs (1991, p. 222) Blocks-Work! St«k Axioms.
Tenenberg's (1991) blocks-world static axioms are slso expressed in production-rule fomi, sec
Figure 16. By contrast, domain constraints in Drummond (1987), Dnaiunond and Cume (1989), and
Bresina, Drummond and Kedar (1993) arc expressed as topics, Brcsina. Dntflimond and Kedar's
behavioural constraints are expressed as predicates. Drummond (1987, p. 200) gives exanspie tuples
for the blocks world (see Figure 17). and describes them as follows:
The first of these [tuples] says that it is impossible for the agent to believe there
is any block y, which is both clear and under some other object The second says
that it is impossible for the agent to believe that there is any block J , which is on
top of two different objects simultaneously. The third domain constraint specifies
that it is impossible to believe that there is any block y, which is under two
different blocks. The fourth says that it is impossible for the agent to believe that
any given object *, is both a block and a table. The final constraint specifies that
it is impossible to believe that one object has more than one weight."
{{on (Xj, yj) ,
{on (Xj,y^,
{on (Xj,y,,),
{bl oc/c (x< ^ ,
{weight Cxj,
ciearto-* -
on Cxj, z^ ,^
on f^fy,,),
tabJeCxJ
xj , weight
bloc^to-' ).
biocJcCx^ },
bloc^to; },} ,
rx,,*,; )}
Figure 17: Drummond's (1987, p. 200) Domain Constraints.
Like Tenenberg (1991) and Rich and Knight (1991), the POI ontology also uses the production-rule
formalism. However, the rules express exclusion constraints (Nijssen and Halpin, 1989) between pairs
of relationships. An exc/usio/i cons/ra/ni states that, in all world states, the pair of relationships are
mutually exclusive. As with Tenenberg's static axioms, exclusion constraints are true in every world
state. Moreover, like Drummond's (1987) and Bresina, Drummond and Kedar's (1993) domain
constraints and Drummond and Currie's (1989) invariants, exclusion constraints express impossibilities.
However, exclusion constraints are stronger in that they express real impossibilities in the domain, not
just in an agent's beliefs about that domain.
Figure 18 shows Rich and Knight's (1991) logical statements expressed as exclusion constraints. For
convenience, exclusion constraints are implemented as erc/uj/o/i-rwta of the form:
IF <antecedentl> AND <antecedent2> THEN INVALID, '
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where an exclusion rule always has: • - , , . • ^
one or more antecedents, each of which matches a subset of relationship-instances; and
the single consequent INVALID, which expresses impossibility.
[3x: HOLDING(x)] A ARMEMPTY
Vx: [ONTABLE(x) A [By: ON(x,y)]]
Vx: [CLEAR(x) A [By: ON(y,x))]
Figure 18: Rich and Knight's (1991) Logical Statements.
Figure 19 shows the exclusion-rales that would correspond to Tenenberg's (1991) static axioms.
Axioms (6) and (7) have no equivalent in the POI ontology because above would be a second-order
relationship. Axiom (7) would also require an exclusion-rule with three antecedents.
IF holding ?Handl ?Blockl AND holding ?Handl ?Block2
INVALID.
IF
IF
IF
IF
holding ?Handl NIL
on ?Blockl
on ?Blockl
on ?Blockl
?Blockl
?Block2
?Block2
THEN
(1)
AND holding ?Handl ?Blockl THEN INVALID.)2)
THEN INVALID.
AND on NIL ?Block2 THEN INVALID.
AND on ?BlOCk2 ?Blockl THEN INVALID.
(3)
(4)
(5)
Figure 19: Exclusion-Rules for Tenenberg's (1991) Axioms.
2.3 MACHINE LEARNING
This section builds on the preceding two sections by reviewing the machine learning techniques
applicable to the learning of planning operators. Since systems that learn domain knowledge tend to
rely on induction (Minton and Zweben, 1993), the review focuses on inductive learning, and, in
particular, on learning from examples.
First, machine learning and induction are defined. Second, a simple model of the design of a learning
system is outlined. Third, issues relating to learning from examples are reviewed. Fourth, Mitchell's
(1982) version space and candidate elimination algorithm and its application of Mitchell's algorithm
to POI are described. Fifth, the POI algorithm is compared with other approaches to operator learning.
Finally. POI is placed into the wider context of all machine learning techniques.
2.3.1 Denning Machine Learning and Induction
The machine learning literature is large. Readers interested in an overview of the field are advised to
consult the readings on machine learning (Shavlik and Dietterich, 1990) and on knowledge acquisition
and machine learning (Buchanan and Wilkins. 1993). Other reviews of machine learning may be found
in volume 3 of the Handbook of Artificial Intelligence (Cohen and Feigenbaum, 1982). in a special
issue of the Artificial Intelligence journal (volume 40. numbers 1 to 3), Carbonell (1989), and in
Kocabas (1991). There is also an influential scries of books entitled "Machine Learning: The AI
approach", of which four volumes have been published to date. There are several introductions to
machine learning; (Kodratoff. 1988) is technical and aimed at postgraduates, (Partridge and Paap,
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1988) is idiosyncratic, and (Forsyth. 1989) is biassed towards biologically-inspired systems. In addition
to the general AI journals, there are several that specialise in machine learning; the Machine Learning
Journal is one of the most notable. Additional material can be found in the proceedings of the
workshops and international conferences devoted to machine learning.
There are various definitions of learning in the Machine Learning literature. In the early days of
Artificial Intelligence. McCarthy (1958) argued that a prerequisite for machine learning is the ability
to represent knowledge in structures that can be modified when the learning system is told new things.
Simon (1983b. p. 28. italics in original) added the requirement that the modifications should be
adaptive:
I/I /A? .m/wn /Aa; a»r adap/ivr in die $eaw r/tai
/n* fyjwm »o do /A? aim? fast or wsfcj drawn /row /ne sun? popu/ari'on
more ej^ ciVn/ry and more e i^rcftve/y /ne war/ rim*."
Michalski (1993. p. 7) identified the goal-directedness of the adaptive process, as follows:
"Any learning process can be viewed as a self-modification of the learner's current
knowledge through an interaction with some information source. Such knowledge
modification is guided by the learner's desire to achieve a certain outcome, and can
engage any kind of inference."
Simon's (1983b) definition is most widely accepted in the Machine Learning community. However.
Partridge and Paap (1988) have challenged Simon's definition on the following grounds:
It emphasises the beneficial effects of learning, but prejudices and bad habits are also
learned.
It assumes improvement is monotonic.
It limits learning to similar tasks and tasks drawn from the same population.
The first two criticisms are irrelevant to my research. The POI algorithm makes no value judgements
about the input information it is given. If the input information is incorrect or incomplete, then the
induced operator-set will necessarily also be incorrect or incomplete. Non-monotonic improvement is
important in cognitive science and psychology. However, as I take the engineering approach, my
research is not concerned with reproducing the non-monotonicity of human or animal learning.
By contrast, Partridge and Paap's (1988) third criticism is important in my research. To induce
planning operators, knowledge transfer between tasks drawn from the same population is not enough.
The benefits of learning would be severely limited if the planning operators could only be used for
plan generation in the same domain as used to obtain the POI input. Knowledge should be transferable
at least to domains with the same object-classes and relationship-classes but with differing numbers
of object-instances. Better still, knowledge should be transferable between domain variants or from
a domain to its specialisation, e.g., from the blocks world to the domain of container handling.
Carbonell (1989) has extended Simon's (1983b) definition to include the ability to perform new tasks,
without requiring that they be drawn from the same population. This meets my need to be able to
transfer knowledge between domains. Carbonell's definition is as follows (/fc/d., p. 2):
"... learning can be defined operationally to mean the ability to perform new tasks
SI
» ? • - that could not be performed before or [to] perform old tasks better (faster, more
accurately, etc) as a result of changes produced by the learning process."
Inherent in Carbonell's (1989) definition is a distinction between two types of machine learning:
77ie xyj/em can perform new rajfcj. This is "usually called imp/rica/ /earn/ng or //iducrive
/earm'/ig, since it is typically accomplished by reasoning from externally supplied examples
to produce general rules or procedures" (Shavlik and Dietterich, 1990, p. 1, italics in
original).
ry5/em can pe//onn oW /ajfa fcerrer. This is "often called speedup /earn/ng or sib//
(Shavlik and Dietterich, 1990, p. 2, italics in original). Speedup learning is often
based on deductive reasoning. Shavlik and Dietterich (1990) list two ways to speed up search
in problem-solving systems: to introduce macro-operators, and to introduce meta-level control
knowledge. Buchanan and Wilkins (1993) identify a third way: compilation from deep
domain models.
This thesis is concerned solely with inductive learning, and. in particular, with learning from examples.
I adopt Carbonell's (1989) definition of learning and Shavlik and Dietterich's (1990) definition of
induction.
None of the definitions quoted above consider the nature of the tasks to be performed. This can affect
the type of information to be learned and the learning process. Dietterich (1986) distinguished symbol-
level and knowledge-level learning. In POI. the task to be performed is plan generation, which is itself
a knowledge-based inference process. The information to be learned from examples in POI must be
at the knowledge level.
More specifically, it is necessary to clarify what are - in Shavlik and Dietterich's (1990) terms - the
"examples" and the "general rules and procedures". In the full POI algorithm, the "examples" are the
stale descriptions that are input to Step (1.1). To correspond to the input state-descriptions, the "general
rules or procedures" should - strictly speaking - be state-classes. State-classes are indeed extracted in
Step (2.5), but that Step then goes on to extract the corresponding transition-classes. In Step (2.6) the
transition-classes are re-formatted as planning operators. Planning operators are clearly at the
knowledge level, can be represented using rule-like formalisms", and have a procedural reading.
Extraction of transition-classes and reformatting them as planning operators can be regarded as post-
processing of the induced state-classes. This thesis takes the less strict viewpoint that the induced
operators can be regarded as the "general rules and procedures" of the input state description
"examples".
2.3.2 Learning System Design
Based on Simon's (1983b) definition of machine learning, Cohen and Feigenbaum's (1982)
contributors developed a simple model of the design of a learning system, as shown in Figure 20. The
circles denote declarative bodies of information, while the boxes denote functional processes. The
arrows show the predominant direction of information flow. The env/ron/nen/ supplies some
information to the /rarn/>i^ e/em?nf, the learning element uses this information to make improvements
For example, compare the STRIPS formalism to expert system rules.
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in an explicit Jt/io>W*dg* ftos*. and the performance WffliM/* uses the knowledge base to perform
its task. Information gained during attempts to perform the task can serve as feedback to the learning
element.
(Environment) •». Learning
Element
\
^ f Knowledge^ _^ Performance
Element
/
Figure 20: Simple Model of Learning Systems.
In the context of POI (see Figure 21). the environment is the domain whose planning operators are
to be induced. The learning element is the POI algorithm, and the performance element is a plan-
generation algorithm together with a plan executor. The knowledge base contains the induced planning
operators.
Learning
Element
(POI algorithm)
Knowledge
Base
Performance
Element
(planning and
[execution algorithms)
Figure 21: Applying Learning Systems Model to POI.
My research has emphasised POI as an open-loop learning element, with state descriptions or domain
model information being input from the environment and the induced operator-set being output. This
open loop is shown in Figure 21 by the circles, boxes, and arrows in full lines. For completeness,
some POI experiments have been done in which the loop has been closed by coupling POI to a
STRIPS planner, a plan executor, and a domain simulation. The performance element feeds
information back, not directly to POI (as Cohen and Feigenbaum's (1982) figure suggests), but by
changing the state of the (simulated) domain. The additional information flows and processes needed
to close the loop are shown by dashed lines.
The choice of learning technique for the POI algorithm can be justified using Cohen and Feigenbaum's
(1982) figure. There are four basic learning situations, depending on the relative levels of abstraction
between the information provided by the environment and the information needed by the performance
task. The appropriate technique is:
30 Some authors refer to the performance element as the proWe/n .so/ver. Strictly speaking, this is only
applicable when the task to be performed is problem solving, as is the case in planning.
S3
/earning when the information provided by the environment is at the same abstraction
level as the information needed by the performance task.
fry te/ng /o/d when the information provided by the environment is too abstract.
The learning element must specialise this information.
/rom era/np/ej when the information provided by the environment is too specific.
The learning element must generalise this information.
fry ana/ogy when the information provided by the environment relates only to an
analogous performance task. The learning element must analogise this information.
Since the situation for POI is one in which the information supplied by the environment is too specific
learning from examples is the appropriate technique.
2 J J Two-Space Model for Learning from Examples
Simon and Lea (1974) view the problem of learning from examples using a nvo-jpace model; see
Figure 22. The examples - usually known as fra/n/nj i/uiance.? - are drawn from a larger space of all
possible instances, i.e., from the inrtanc? spac<f. Similarly, the rules that the learning program identifies
will be drawn from a larger ru/f jpace. In terms of Cohen and Feigenbaum's (1982) learning-system
model, the instance and rule spaces are the information spaces of the environment and of the
knowledge base, respectively.
Instance space
Figure 22: Simon and Lea's (1974) Two-Space Model.
The learning element performs a coordinated search of the instance and rule spaces. Coordination is
achieved by means of /"njfance je/m/o/i and £e/iera/7'sa«on processes. As the instances and rules are
generally represented using different formalisms, the raw training instances will usually have to be
interpreted so that they can guide the search of the rule space. Similarly, instance selection will usually
have to include experiment-planning routines to guide the search of the instance space.
Implicit in Simon and Lea's (1974) two-space model is the assumption that both spaces arc known
in advance. Instances may be selected by a teacher, by the learning element itself, or by the
environment (Michalski. Carbonell and Mitchell. 1983). By contrast, in POI neither space is known
in advance. Instance selection is assumed to be done by the environment, and. unlike many other
operator-learning systems, there is no experiment planning. POI must construct its rule space as
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training instances are presented to it. i.e.. generalisation in POI is data-driven and incremental.
Figure 23 shows in dashed lines the spaces and processes external to POI.
,»' Instance space
" „'' Rule space \
Figure 23: Applying Two-Space Model to POI.
2J.4 Issues Relating to Learning from Examples
Cohen and Feigenbaum (1982) identify several design issues relating to learning from examples. The
design issues relevant to POI are as follows:
77ie fua/ify o/f/ie fra/njng lasrancM. Low-quality training instances would invite multiple,
conflicting interpretations during generalisation, resulting in ambiguity. Cohen and
Feigenbaum (1982) list three sources of ambiguity:
/way conrain errors. POI avoids this by assuming that each training
instance is complete and correct, e.g., an observation made by perfect sensors.
may fee unc/ass/yieii. POI avoids this by assuming that each training
instance is implicitly classified as a positive instance, e.g., an observation of the
real-world domain.
77JC order o/presen/ing r/ie /rai'm'/ig /^ma/ices may be poor. POI avoids this by
assuming that there is no information to be derived from the presentation order.
Moreover, POI has no way of knowing whether all the training instances have been
presented, i.e., when the presentation sequence is complete.
77ie d(j9?cu/ry o/ //irerprewf/on. Interpretation is difficult when different representations are
used for the instance and rule spaces, and this is further compounded when the raw training
instances are presented in a sub-symbolic form. POI avoids the first difficulty by employing
the .s/ng/e-represenratt'o/z /r/dt (Cohen and Feigenbaum, 1982), i.e., it uses the same
representation for both spaces. Training instances are viewed as highly specific pieces of
acquired knowledge. The second difficulty is avoided by assuming that perception,
recognition of objects and relationships, and conversion of the recognised information into
a suitable symbolic form are all done outside POI.
77ie /orm o/ f/ie rw/e space. The rule space representation is influenced by the kind of
inference to be supported in the performance element. In the case of POI, the performance
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element performs plan generation and execution. Unlike other operator-learning systems
which represent the rule space directly as planning operators, POI represents the rule space
as domain states, each described as a set of inter-object relationships. Planning operators are
obtained by post-processing the induced states. The rule space representation must support
generalisation, i.e., inferencing in which one description can be said to be more genera/ /ha/»
another. This is readily implemented in POI by checking whether or not one state's
relationship-set is a proper subset of the other state's relationship-set. Furthermore,
generalisation should be accomplished by inexpensive, syntactic operations, such as dropping
conditions, turning constants into variables, adding options, curve-fitting, and zeroing
coefficients. POI employs the first two of these operations. If one state is more general than
another, then this is because one or more relationships found in the second state's description
have been dropped in the first state's description. Post-processing of the induced states to
obtain planning operators involves turning (object-)constants into (object-)variables to extract
state-classes from the induced states. Michalski (1980) used sets and set membership in a
similar way (which he termed //i/erna/ oVs/Hnc/ion) to express generalisation.
77ie me//iods ujed to 5«zrdi r/ie ru/e space. Cohen and Feigenbaum (1982) distinguish
methods in which the presentation of the training instances drives the search (i.e., (
/nf/Aodr) from those methods in which an a prior/ model guides search (i.e.,
mit/uxfr). POI must handle each training instance as it is presented, i.e.. it must learn
incrementally. Only data-driven methods support incremental learning. Of the two data-driven
methods, the verjion-jpace /n«/»od (Mitchell, 1982) is the more appropriate because it
exploits the single-representation trick. The disadvantage of data-driven methods - that they
have poor immunity to noise in the training instances - has already been countered by
requiring training instances to be complete and correct.
77i* aM/lry /o ca/er/or new «rmj in //if rate jpac?. In many learning problems, the learning
element must confront the possibility that the rule space will expand during generalisation.
This causes no difficulty for POI because it maintains a representation only of the identified
rule-set. Since, by assumption, all previous training instances are positive, complete and
correct, none of them is invalidated by new terms. A new term would appear in the next
training instance, either as a new object-instance or as a new relationship. By virtue of the
single-representation trick, no interpretation is needed before the new term is generalised to
appear in the identified rule-set.
Another important design issue is whether the set of examples includes both positive and negative
training instances or is restricted solely to positive instances. In a fundamental paper. Gold (1967)
proved that, if a program is given an infinite sequence of positive instances, then the program cannot
determine the correct concept in any finite time. Despite Gold's proof, learning from positive instances
is observed in real life, e.g., linguists have observed that children learn their native languages from
what appears to be positive rather than positive and negative data (Angluin and Smith, 1983).
Moreover, Vere's (1978) maxima/ un(ftwi£ ginera/tairiofl and Hayes-Roth and McDermott's (1978)
in/fr/<»rrnr? ma/c/unj learn using only positive training instances. Researchers have made various
suggestions for avoiding the difficulty introduced by Gold's proof (e.g., see Angluin and Smith (1983).
chapter 4. and Cohen and Feigenbaum (1982). Section XIV, Article D5e). The suggestions all depend
on providing additional information to constrain the learning program's choices. The solution
employed in POI is to adopt a default rule that all relationship-pairs are forbidden. The default is
overridden if a particular relationship-pair has been observed in one or more positive training instances.
This solution is closely related to the suggestion to use a prior probability. The default rule provides
the additional, negative information needed to supplement the exclusively-positive information obtained
from the training instances.
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2 3 3 Classifying Symbolic Systems that Learn from Examples
Cohen and Feigenbaum (1982) classify systems that use symbolic representations for learning from
examples according to the complexity of (he learning task:
Learning ring/? concepts. The simplest task is to classify new training instances according
to whether or not they are instances of a single concept. This is the best understood task in
machine learning research.
Learning mu/rip/f. i/ufcpendVn/ conceptt. Many tasks involve the learning of a set of
concepts that operate independently. Cohen and Feigenbaum note that this has received some
research attention, e.g.. in AM (Lenat. 1976). Mcta-Dendral (Buchanan and Mitchell. 1978).
and AQ11 (Michalski and Larson. 1978).
fo p?//on?i mu/«p/f-.s/ep tost*. Cohen and Feigenbaum state that the most complex
learning problems are planning tasks that require the performance element to apply •
sequence of operators. The identified rules must be chained together into a sequence.
Difficult problems of integration and credit-assignment must be confronted. Successful
multiple-step learning systems include Samuel's (1959) Checkers Player, Waterman's (1970)
Poker Player. Sussman's (1975) HACKER, and Mitchell. Utgoff. and Banerji's (1983) LEX
systems.
Cohen and Feigenbaum (1982) observe that the term ronf<-pf is used loosely in the machine learning
literature. They define a concept as a predicate, expressed in a description language, that is TRUE
when applied to a positive instance of the concept and FALSE when applied to a negative instance.
The single-concept learning problem is then stated formally as:
Given:
(1) A description language for concepts, and
(2) A set of (positive and/or negative) training instances.
Find:
The unique concept in the rule space that best covers all of the positive instances
and none of the negative instances.
The two standard assumptions (Cohen and Feigenbaum, 1982) are that:
fra/ning injranc« are a// ejramp/w (or coMn/erexamp/esJ o/a s/ng/e co/jcepr. When this
assumption is relaxed to an unordered set of concepts, then the problem becomes one of
multiple-concept learning. When the set of concepts is ordered, then the problem is a
multiple-step learning one.
77ie j/rtg/e concep/ can fee represen/ed by a po//i/ J/J /Ae rw/e space. If this assumption is
violated, then a better rule space must be found.
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2.3.6 POI as System that Learns from Examples
POI specialises the description language and the standard assumptions in the following ways:
A concept is taken to be a conjunction of predicates, expressed in a description language.
Each predicate is TRUE when applied to a positive training instance of that concept, and
FALSE in all other situations. Note that FALSE may indicate that the truth value of the
predicate is unknown.
Predicates are either relationships between pairs of object-instances (known as pnmary
relationships), or i/ivmt5 of a primary relationship. When an inverse relationship is TRUE,
this denotes that the corresponding primary relationship is known to be FALSE for the
object-instance named in the inverse relationship.
The description language is constrained by exclusions between pairs of relationships. The set
of exclusion-constraints includes, as a minimum, all pairings of primary relationships and
their inverses.
The training instances are assumed to be examples of a 5« of concepts, rather than a unique
concept. In other words, POI is concerned with multiple-concept learning.
Each concept can be represented by a point in the rule space.
At first sight, it would appear that POI should be classified as learning to perform multiple-step tasks.
However, deeper consideration shows that the "concepts" being induced in POI - domain states - are
independent from one another. By inducing states rather than operators. POI simplifies a multiple-step
learning task into a simpler, multiple-concept learning task. During post-processing, the learned
concepts are chained together into sequences using the meta-heuristic.
Several multiple-concept learning systems have been constructed, using a variety of techniques. The
techniques used in systems such as Meta-Dendral and AM are inappropriate for POI because they
depend on having substantial bodies of initial domain knowledge, in the form of a behavioural model
of the domain, e.g., a set of primitive operators. By contrast, POI takes its cue from AQ11 (Michalski
and Larson, 1978) which uses an algorithm that is "nearly equivalent to the repeated application of
the candidate-elimination algorithm" (Cohen and Feigenbaum. 1982, p. 424). The version space and
candidate elimination algorithm has also been used by de Kleer and Williams (1987) to induce
multiple concepts. Other researchers' success in adapting the version space and candidate elimination
algorithm for multiple-concept learning gave encouragement for its application in POI.
2.3.7 Version Space and Candidate Elimination Algorithm
The version space and candidate elimination algorithm was developed by Mitchell in the late 1970s
for single-concept learning purposes. The term vm/on spare refers to the knowledge representation
used, and the term cand/da/e Wi/m/w/ion refers to the algorithm that manipulates the version space.
Mitchell's (1982) paper in the Artificial Intelligence journal will be taken as the primary source,
although Mitchell had already presented relevant papers at the 1977 and 1979 IJCAI conferences and
his PhD thesis appeared in 1978.
Mitchell (1982) noted that the sentences in any representation language could be partially ordered
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according to the generality of each sentence. Syntactic rules of generalisation, such as dropping
conditions, can be used to generate the partial order. For example, the sentence:
; « * • * . . .
is a more general description of a particular Mocks world situation than is the sentence:
A CLEAfl(a) .
because the latter sentence constrains the top of block a to being clear of all other blocks.
By virtue of the partial ordering, the sentences can be seen as elements in a lattice. The bottom
element of the lattice consists of the null description, and represents the most general description, i.e.,
the description from which all conditions have been dropped. The top element consists of the union
of all the statements in the representation language, and represents the most specific description, i.e.,
the description from which no conditions have been dropped. From the single-representation trick, the
lattice is both the instance space and the rule space.
(most specific element)
SetS
Set H (version space)
SetG
X (most general element)
Figure 24: Version Space as Boundary-Sets S and G in Rule Space.
In any real-world domain the rule space is too large to be represented exhaustively. With boolean-
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valued predicates, the size of the rule space would be two raised to the power of the number of
predicates in the representation language. Memory requirements can be reduced by representing only
that part of the rule space which is consistent with the training instances: the version spact, also
known as the .ref / / o/ptouiiWe /ryporAeses. A p/aus/o/e /rypo/A&ris is any concept that has not yet
been ruled out by the training instances. Mitchell (1982) pointed out that the version space can be
more efficiently represented by the two boundary-subsets G and S (see Figure 24), where G is the
subset of the most general elements of set H, and S is the subset of most specific elements of set H.
The rules of generalisation must be used to fill in the subspace between G and S whenever the full
set H is needed.
Mitchell's (1982) caruftdate-eftm/mm'o/t a/gori/nm, detailed in Figure 25, takes advantage of the
boundary-set representation of the version space. Initially, the version space is the complete rule space.
As training instances are presented, candidate concepts are eliminated by shrinking the version space.
Positive instances force the algorithm to generalise by removing over-specific concepts by lowering
set S towards the bottom element Negative instances force the algorithm to specialise by raising the
set G towards the top element. In its single-concept application, the candidate-elimination algorithm
terminates when the version space has been reduced to a singleton set. The remaining candidate is the
desired concept
Step 1. Initialise H to be the whole rule space.
Step 2. Accept a new training instance.
If new instance is positive, then (Update-S routine):
- remove from G all concepts that do ncx cover new instance,
- update S to contain all of maximally specific common generalisation of new
instance and previous elements in S.
If new instance is negative, then (Update-G routine):
- remove from S all concepts that cover new instance.
- update G to contain all of maximally general common specialisations of
new instance and previous elements in G.
Step 3. Repeat Step 2 until G = S and this is a singleton set. (When this has occurred, H has
collapsed to include only a single concept.)
Step 4. Output H (i.e., either G or S).
Figure 25: Mitchell's (1982) Candidate-Elimination Algorithm.
There are a number of factors which make it necessary to modify Mitchell's (1982) candidate-
elimination algorithm for application in POI. as follows:
cannof fee oased* on rfduong die version space w a s/ng/efon sef. If the version
space does reduce to a singleton set, then the domain's state-space would consist of just one
state (i.e., the single learned "concept"). With only one state, state-change would be
impossible. Without state-change, there would be no planning operators.
77iere are no ne^an've fra/njnj instances. Section 2.3.4 has already shown how this difficulty
is solved in POI by adopting the default rule that all relationships-pairs are forbidden, unless
the particular relationship-pair is observed in the training instances.
The effect of the first factor is that the result of induction is a subspace. instead of a single point in
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rule space. Induction terminates when this subspace cannot be reduced any further. The effect of the
second factor is to that set G cannot be distinguished from its initial value: the bottom element. The
combined effect is that the version space in POI is bounded by the set S and the bottom element. As
in maximal unifying generalisation and interference matching, only set S moves when training
instances are presented.
The induction step in the POI algorithm also employs Mitchell's (1982) boundary-set representation
of the version space, but with the bonom element replacing set G. Initially, the version space is the
bonom element. As each training instance is presented, the predicates are extracted, generalised, re-
specialised for other object-instances, and added to the description language. Exclusion constraints
relating to newly-added predicates are generated using the default rule. Pre-existing exclusion
constraints are updated. The version space is augmented by adding the newly-added predicates to the
first level ("ring") above the bonom element. The version space is expanded by beam search upwards
until terminated by the current exclusion constraints. Version space search in POI is depicted in
Figure 26.
(most specific element)
Rule/instance space
Updated version space afte
adding latest training instance '
Version space from all
previous training instances
Updated setS
Previous setS
X (most general element)
Figure 26: Version Space Search in POI.
A similar scheme, but replacing set S by a single element, has been proposed by Bundy, Silver and
Plummer (1985). They noted that the set S never holds more than one concept if the description
language is purely conjunctive and attribute-based (Haussler, 1989), with attributes that are tree-
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structured. However, Haussler pointed out that the set G can then grow exponentially with the number
of training instances.
Up to this point, POI's induction step has been described in its incremental form. For simplicity, the
POI implementations employ a one-shot version. The as-implemented induction step. Step (2.5), is
detailed in Figure 27.
Step 2.5.1.
Step 2.S.2.
Step 2.5.3.
Step 2.5.4.
Step 2.5.5.
Step 2.5.6.
Step 2.5.7.
Note: Steps 2.5.
Extract description language D from training instances.
Generate no-goods for each statement in D against all other statements
exclusion constraints.
Initialise H to be bottom (null) element.
Initialise S as set of singleton elements, one for each statement in D. Add
in D. using
S toH.
Remove each element in S and form all unions with statements in D that neither violate
no-goods nor already exist in H. Add each newly-formed valid union to S and H.
Repeat Step 2.5.5 until no new valid unions are formed.
Output resulting S.
5 and 2.5.6 implement the beam search of the version space.
Figure 27: Induction Step (one-shot version) of the POI Algorithm.
2.3.8 Version Space Merging
Hirsh (1989) developed an incremental learning method based on version-space intersection, which
he named inc/wi^n/a/ v^rjion-jpace ffi<rr^/n^. Hirsh did not stipulate any requirements as to how the
version spaces being merged should differ from one another. His purpose was to generalise the
version-space approach to remove its assumption of strict consistency with data so as to handle
uncertain information. The method was implemented in a program named "IVSM", and demonstrated
on four different learning tasks.
To use version-space merging in POI, it is necessary to determine how the version spaces being
merged should differ from one another. For this purpose, POI adopts two of the solutions commonly
found in software engineering for representing large state-transition networks. Section 2.1.3 showed
that state-transition networks can be partitioned into sub-STNs. Where partitioning is done by object-
classes the sub-STNs are c/<ro-Sr/V$.
As there would be a sub-version-space corresponding to each sub-STN, version-space merging can be
exploited to regenerate the global-STN from the set of sub-version-spaces, i.e.. from the class-STNs.
In practice. POI does not represent the class-STNs. but just the class-states. This is because the
(global) transitioas are extracted from the (global) states in POI only after the merging process has
been completed. I term the process of regenerating the global-STN from the set of class-states as c/ass-
£. The class-state merging process is shown in Figure 28.
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Induce class-stales
for collection of
obpci-imunces
of das*,
M o p sets of
(rest of POD
Figure 28: Class-State Merging Process.
Induce instance-stales
for representative
object-instance
of class,
/ * ^ Instance-states ^ \ ^
* 1 for instance of class, J '
Copy instance-states
for other instances and merge
•
•
_^ / Gass-sutes ^ ^ (as for rest of
^ 1 for class, y""^class-merging)
•
Figure 29: Instance-State Merging Process.
Partitioning and merging is a specialisation of the d/v/tfe-and-concyuer strategy. This strategy can be
extended to a second stage. Class-states can themselves be obtained by inducing and merging /ns/anre-
«a/«, i.e., states for a single, representative instance of an object-class. In effect, the domain is
partitioned by representative instances of each object-class. Class-states are obtained by inducing the
instance-states for a representative instance, copying the set of instance-states for the representative
object-instance to other instances of the same class (renaming the state-descriptions accordingly), and
then merging the sets of instance-stares. This process is known as /fu/ance'-s/afe merging. Global states
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can be obtained by instance-state induction and instance-state merging, followed by class-state merging
and transition extraction from the resulting global states, as shown in Figure 29. Transitions are then
extracted from the global states.
The benefits of version-space merging can be illustrated using the Blocks World. Using the Nilsson
(1980) representation, the domain description language for a one-hand, one-block, one-table Blocks
World consists of nine Relationlnstances. If unconstrained, the domain's version space would contain
2' nodes. Of the nine Relationlnstances. two are owned by the Hand object-class, five by the B l o c k
object-class, and the remaining two by the T a b l e object-class. Hence, the classes' version spaces
would contain 2', 2', and 2* nodes, respectively. Class-state merging requires fewer nodes to be
induced (i.e., 2' + 2' + 2* = 40 nodes) than does global state induction (i.e., 2' = 512 nodes). Since
memory usage and runtime are determined largely by the number of nodes induced, version-space
merging can be highly beneficial. Class-state merging benefits domains with many object-classes, and
iastance-state merging benefits domains with many object-instances per class.
System, technique, and author
(Not named); reinforcement
learning; Doran (1968; 1969)
STRIPS; macro-operator learning:
Fikei, Hart and NiUton (1972)
HACKER: repair learning;
Suuman (1973)
LEX; induction (vemon space*);
Mitchell Ulgoff and Banerji (1982)
MPS; macro-operator learning;
Korf (1985)
CHEF; case-based planning;
Hammond (1986)
PET; experimental goal regression;
Porter and Kibler(1986)
DYNA-Q; reinforcement learning;
Simon (1990)
PRODIGY; explanation-based
learning (EBL). Carbonell and Gil
(1990)
Rulemaker; sequence induction;
Muggleton (1990)
GERRY: EBL and induction;
Zweben. Davis. Daun. Draschler,
Deale. and Eskey (1993)
Theo-Agent ERL; Blylhe and
Mitchell. 1989
Inputs
State*
Triangle tables
Subplans
Positive and negative
instances of states
Primitive moves and state-
vectors
Plans (cases)
State-operator pairs
State-action pairs
Failures, successes and
interactions
Stale-action pairs
Constraints (in scheduling
problems)
Planning problems and
operators
Outputs
Desirabilities
Macro-operators
Generalised plan-bugs and repairs
Search control knowledge
Macro-operators
Indexing
Heuristic rules
Q-values
Three types of rules
Decision tree of S-A pairs
Variable-ordering heuristics
S-A rules
Figure 30: Approaches to Learning Control Knowledge.
These benefits arc not gained without paying a penalty. Additional computation is needed, in the form
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of the merging sub-process. As merging also involves the construction of a lattice, the penalty can he
significant. Where the number of object-classes in the domain, or the number of object-instances per
class, or the number of Relationlnstances owned by a class or instance is large, then combinatorial
explosion is again encountered. Implementation has shown that it is vital to exploit the knowledge
embodied in the domain constraints as early and as fully as possible in the merging process.
2 J 5 Other Approaches to Operator Learning
The combination of planning and learning capabilities is at the leading edge of research. The Foreword
to a collection of key knowledge-based planning papers states:
"... frontier problems [in planning] are suggested by the analogy between planning
and learning. Learning occurs when an agent selects behaviour based on
experiences in the world it inhabits. Planning occurs when an agent selects
behaviour based on 'experiences' in an internal model of its world." ((Nilsson.
1990), p. xii of (Allen. Hendler and Tate. 1990)).
Approaches to learning in the planning context can categorised by the type of knowledge learned.
Following Minton and Zweben (1993). I distinguish control knowledge from domain knowledge.
Macro-operator techniques are on the borderline. Following Minton and Zweben. I regard macro-
operators as control knowledge. Systems surveyed come from the knowledge-based planning and
machine learning literatures. My survey confirms Minton and Zweben's statement (/Aid., p. 14) (hat
most research to date has concentrated on learning control knowledge (see Figure 30).
It is instructive to sub-divide systems that leam domain knowledge (see Figure 31) into those that leam
knowledge about the domain and those that leam knowledge about the actions available to the planner.
The LIFE system uses mathematical induction and temporal generalisation to learn domain constraints,
i.e., a form of knowledge about the domain. Like POI, LIFE takes state descriptions its input.
However, LIFE does not use inductive techniques", nor does it output planning operators.
System, techniaue. and author
THOTH; generalisation; Vere
(1978)
Diffy-S; constructive induction;
Kadie (1988)
LIFE; mathematical induction
and temporal generalisation;
Puget(1989)
Inputs
Before-and-after state-pairs,
or state-sequences
Before-and-after state-pairs
States (dead-ends)
Outputs
Operators
Operators
State-based domain constraints
("invariants")
Figure 31: Approaches to Learning Domain Knowledge.
Vere's (1978) THOTH and Kadie's (1988) Diffy-S systems are the only ones that leam planning
operators. However, THOTH and Diffy-S differ from POI in that they require before-and-after state-
Despite its name, mathematical induction is a deductive method (Puget, 1989).
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pairs as input Moreover, the sequencing information inherent in pairing a "before" state-description
to its "after" state-description is essential for the algorithms in THOTH and Diffy-S. By contrast, POI
is unique in not requiring such sequencing information in order to learn planning operators.
There is a third category of learning systems: those which learn plan-related knowledge (see
Figure 32). All are designed to learn generic plans for later re-use. Moreover, all depend on the pre-
existence of an operator-set, either as a generator of example plans or as a direct input to the learning
system. None of these plan-learning systems is relevant to POI.
System, technique, and author
Structured rule induction:
Dechter and Michie (1984a/b)
SteppingStone; EBL. induction
and brute-force search; Ruby
and Kibler (1989)
BAGGER; schema-based
planning and EBL; Shavlik
(1989)
(not named): EBL; Marwin and
Morin(1989)
Inputs
Plans
Goals and operators
Operators and planning
problem
Plans
Outputs
Generic plans
Subgoal sequences, i.e.. plans
Schemas, i.e., generic plans
Plan-space constraints
Figure 32: Approaches to Learning Plans and Plan-Segments.
2.3.10 POI in Machine Learning Context
POI can be placed into the broader context of machine learning by classifying it in terms of
Carbonell's (1989) design dimensions for inductive systems; see Figure 33.
Another aspect of POI, not considered elsewhere, is whether or not it employs i«pervixcd
(Shavlik and Dietterich, 1990). Consideration shows that POI is both supervised and unsupervised,
depending on the level at which the POI algorithm is viewed; see Figure 34. At the level of
completeness and correctness of its training instances, the POI algorithm has an implicit supervisor",
i.e., the real or simulated domain whose state is being observed. At the level of the state descriptions
themselves, the POI algorithm is unsupervised. The observed state descriptions are not supplemented
by information on the state-classes of which they are a member, let alone the planning operators - if
any - which have been instantiated and executed in order to produce them. At the deeper level of each
relationship expressed in a state description, the POI algorithm is again supervised in that naming
conventions are exploited to identify relation names, object names, and the object-class to which each
named object belongs.
" The supervisor may be a bad one in that it does not select examples for their teaching value.
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Dimension
Description
languages
Noise
classification
Concept type
Source of
instances
Incremental
vs. one-shot
Classification of POI algorithm
State descriptions for input, with states
described as binary relationships between domain
objects. Planning operators as output. Uses
single-representation trick. Representational
shift permitted.
Inputs assumed to be noise-free, i.e., complete,
correct and positive.
Domain constraints, in form of exclusion-rules,
used as discriminant concepts. Concepts inherently
characteristic because they are based only on
positive instances.
Source is external to POI; may be either teacher
or environment. POI algorithm limited to acquiring
observations. No instance selection or experiment
planning.
One-shot implementations, but could be modified to
become incremental, as described.
Figure 33: Design Dimensions for POI Algorithm.
Level
Training
instance
State
description
Relationship
instance
Supervised?
Yes
No
Yes
Means of supervision
Real (or simulated) domain can only
express positive training instances. If
Closed World Assumption is made, then
instances that are not observed can be
assumed to be negative.
-
Relationship and object names and their
parent classes can be identified from
naming conventions.
Figure 34: Levels of Supervision in POI Algorithm.
Normally, it is assumed in both supervised and unsupervised learning that a data-item cannot be a
member of more than one class, i.e., the classes are mutually exclusive. This assumption is rarely made
explicit. There are applications when the classes are clearly not mutually exclusive. For example, dc
Kleer and Williams (1987) were concerned with diagnosing multiple faults. The training instances
would be the symptoms, and each training instance would be associated with a (potentially multiple)
set of faults. POI assumes that training instances cannot be a member of more than one class.
2.4 LEARNING IN MULTI-AGENT SYSTEMS
This section reviews the Multi-Agent Systems literature on learning, emphasising the learning of
planning knowledge in a multi-agent context. The literature is related to the research reported in this
thesis.
2.4.1 Overview of Multi-Agent Systems
Multi-agent systems are a part of the field of Distributed AI. Bond and Gasser (1988, p. 3) define
Distributed AI as "the subfield of AI concerned with concurrency in AI computations". They divide
the world of Distributed AI into two primary arenas: Distributed Problem Solving and Multi-Agent
Systems. Multi-Agent Systems research is concerned with coordinating intelligent behaviour between
a collection of (possibly pre-existing) autonomous intelligent 'agents' which can coordinate their
knowledge, goals, skills, and plans jointly to take action or to solve problems. Typical intelligent
behaviours are to react appropriately to situations, to generate plans, and to learn.
Bond and Gasser (1988) do not provide a firm definition of an 'agent'. They state in a footnote (ifcid.,
p. 3, footnote 1) that they rely on a simple and intuitive notion of an agent as a computational process
with a single locus of control and/or "intention". Searie (1980, footnote 2)" defines intentionality as:
"that feature of certain mental states by which they are directed at or about objects
and states of affairs in the world. Thus, beliefs, desires, and intentions are
intentional states; undirected forms of anxiety and depression are not"
Bond and Gasser (1988) note that their view is very problematic, because agents may be implemented
as concurrent processes, they may have multiple and conflictin^_eoals. and UV. naiure_an<i. realijvjpf
the concepts 'goal' and "intention" are unclear. The process of defining the boundaries of what
comprises an agent interacting with the world is also fraught with difficulties. For the purposes of this
thesis. I define an agin/ as a software entity with autonomous processing capabilities and a private
database, which acts on its environment on the basis of information it receives, perceives, retains and
recalls. The agent's processing capabilities must include, as a minimum, the ability both to model its
own current state and behaviour and to decide whether or not a new state its environment wishes to
impose is acceptable. An agent with these minimal capabilities will be termed a non-in/en/io/ia/ agent
Agents which, in addition, are capable of modelling the state and behaviour of other agents will be
termed /n/enf/ona/ agents. Agents with planning and/or learning capabilities are necessarily intentional.
The agents in a Multi-Agent System may be working towards a single global goal, or towards separate
individual goals that interact. Goal-interaction may include conflict. Agents must share knowledge
about problems and solutions. Crucially, "they must also reason about the procMses o/ coord/na/ion
among r/i* agenK" (Bond and Gasser, 1988, p. 3. italics in original). The task of coordination can be
difficult, because there may be situations where there is no global control, globally-consistent
knowledge, globally-shared goals, or global success criteria. There may even be no global
representation of the system.
" Footnote 3 in the version reprinted in (Boden. 1990).
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2.4J Learning as Timely Issue
Gasser and Huhns (1989b) list a number of timely research issues in Distributed AI. Beyond the early
research by Huhns, Mukhopadhyay. Stephens and Bonnell (1987) into learning in document retrieval.
Gasser and Huhns cite the approach of Shaw and Whinston (1989). In Gasser and Huhns' opinion,
much more research into learning in Distributed AI is needed. In particular, they wish to reach the
Distributed AI research goal first stated by Corkill (1982). Lesser and their colleagues: adaptive
organisation self-design by a collection of problem-solvers or intelligent agents.
The research reported in this chapter goes part of the way to reaching this research goal. By closing
the loop from planning operator induction through generative planning to plan execution. POIAgents
are able to adapt to organisations of NonlntentionalAgents. They adapt in that, from knowing nothing
whaisocver about the NonlntentionalAgents, POlAgcnts can learn enough by attempting to change the
configuration of the NonlntentionalAgent organisation in order to induce planning operators, to
generate a plan using the induced operators, and successfully to execute that plan to achieve a user-
determined goal state. What the POIAgents cannot do is design new agent organisations, but this is
outside the scope of my research. Interested readers should consult:
Farhoodi, Profitt. Woodman and Tunnicliffe (1991) on using agents to model functional
organisations.
Doran (1990) on using Distributed AI to model the emergence of human organisations.
Steels (1989) on using a self-organising, behaviour-based approach to tackle the problem of
cooperation between distributed agents.
2.4.3 Knowledge-Richness of Learning
Shaw and Whinston (1989) describe the learning processes existing in Distributed AI systems, as well
as presenting an architecture for incorporating learning capabilities in Distributed AI systems. They
contrast learning in artificial neural networks from learning in Multi-Agent Systems. On the one hand,
a neural network system learns by adjusting the weights of the interconnection links between nodes.
On the other hand, a Multi-Agent System should leam by discovering new hypotheses and assessing
existing hypotheses, eventually reaching a hypothesis strong enough to be the learned concept In other
words (itod., p. 415):
"an agent in Distributed AI systems usually has a richer set of knowledge than the
mere weights used in a neural-net node."
The multi-agent learning system described in this chapter exhibits a much richer set of knowledge than
a neural network. This can be exemplified at several different levels:
First, a POIAgent receives information from its multi-agent environment in the form of state
descriptions. The POIAgent needs no prior knowledge whatsoever of the domain whose state
is to be described, i.e., it can be naive. In a neural network, an input node would have to be
provided for each possible state description. A domain state would be represented by
switching these input nodes on and off. In sum, a neural network would be domain-specific.
Second, a POIAgent extracts explicit domain knowledge from the input state descriptions in
the form of lists of object-classes, object-instances, relationship-classes, and interrelationship
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constraints. Moreover, the ontology for representing these lists - the entity-relationship
model, supplemented by interrelationship constraints expressed as exclusion-rules - is also
explicit. The fact that both the knowledge and its underlying ontology are explicit is
evidenced by the facility for exchanging knowledge between agents. In the Message-Based
Architecture testbed, the ontology is implemented in Smalltalk code in the form of the
DomainClass, NonlntentionalAgent, Relationship, and ExclusionRule object-classes and the
class hierarchy connecting them. In a neural network, equivalent knowledge could be
extracted by hidden nodes, but both the extracted knowledge and the ontology on which it
was based would remain implicit
Third, a POIAgent induces knowledge-based planning operators from the lists of object-
classes, object-iastances, relationship-classes, and interrelationship constraints. Once again,
the induced planning operators and the STRIPS-based ontology for representing them are
explicit. In the Message-Based Architecture testbed. the ontology is implemented in Smalltalk
code in the form of the Activity object-class. A neural network would have to be provided
with output nodes for each possible planning operator. The underlying ontology would again
remain implicit
2.4.4 Learning Processes
Shaw and Whinston (1989, p. 415) list the learning processes existing in a single agent as "the
acquisition of new declarative knowledge, the development of problem-solving skills through
instruction or practice, the organisation of knowledge into general, effective representations, and the
discovery of new facts and theories through observation and experimentation." All of these processes
are embodied in the Message-Based Architecture testbed, as follows:
POIAgents acquire new knowledge in the declarative forms of lists of object-classes, object-
instances, relationship-classes, interrelationship constraints, and planning operators.
POIAgents develop their (domain-specific) problem-solving skills by observing or acting on
the NonlntentionalAgents representing the problem domain. The testbed user instructs a
POIAgent by choosing an appropriate series of goals to present to it
POIAgents with assimilation capabilities organise domain-specific knowledge of multiple
agents into more general, effective representations.
Naive POIAgents. or POIAgents with incomplete domain "knowledge", discover new facts
and (domain) theories through observation and (user-guided) experimentation.
According to Shaw and Whinston (1989). there are two forms of learning activities: an agent can learn
by improving its problem-solving skills (i.e.. without contact with other agents), or it can learn by
observing how other agents solve problems. Both forms of learning activities are implemented in the
Message-Based Architecture testbed. Individual POIAgents can improve their problem-solving skills
by means of the POl algorithm and leaming-by-doing. Alternatively. POIAgents can leam by querying
other agents and assimilating their responses, i.e., they can leam-by-being-told. The Message-Based
Architecture tcstbed goes beyond Shaw and Whinston's prescription by enabling POIAgents to
combine leaming-by-doing with leaming-by-being-told.
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2.4.5 Single-Agent versus Multi-Agent Learning
s'
Shaw and Whinston (1989) distinguish learning in Distributed AI systems (i.e.. mn///-<i£?7if /«irninj?)
from the learning processes in a single agent (i.e.. 5/n^/f-a|fn/ /«jrmng). They identify two forms of
multi-agent learning: emerging intelligence and group discovery. With the assimilation capabilities,
groups of POIAgents become capable of achieving more tasks than the sum of the tasks which can
be individually achieved by the POIAgents. One subgroup of POIAgents may specialise in collecting
evidence, another in generating hypotheses, and a third evaluating hypotheses in order to discover new
concepts collectively. When embedded in an agent. Part 1 of the POI algorithm implements the
collection of evidence and the generation of hypotheses in the form of lists of object-classes,
relationship-classes, and interrelationship constraints. Part 2 of the POI algorithm continues hypothesis
generation to obtain knowledge-based planning operators. The assimilation process includes the
evaluation of other agents' hypotheses and the generation of hypotheses based on jointly-collected
evidence.
I part company with Shaw and Whinston (1989) in respect of the approach to multi-agent learning.
Their claim is that Distributed AI systems should adapt and evolve like natural systems do, by letting
agents compete with one another. Learning is achieved genetically, i.e.. by reproducing only those
agents with a high fitness score. Their agents do not have single-agent learning capabilities. By
contrast, my approach is to achieve multi-agent learning by providing agents with both single-agent
learning capabilities (in the form of the POI algorithm) and knowledge-sharing and assimilation
capabilities.
2.4.6 Role of Cooperation
As in this thesis, Sian (1991) takes the approach that agents arc persistent objects which actively leam
from their experiences. In investigating the problem of dynamic adaptation in multi-agent systems, he
observes that effective learning requires cooperation between agents. His paper addresses the
motivation for cooperation, the effects of the problem structure, the levels at which cooperation can
take place, the means by which learning agents can cooperate, the learning strategies employed, and
the issues involved in using a consensus model for learning. The aspect that is most relevant to this
thesis is his identification of the possible levels at which cooperation may take place.
Sian (1991) depicts the levels within an agent as shown in Figure 35. Since modifications in values
and beliefs tend to be local decisions within an agent, cooperation for problem-solving is more likely
to occur at the levels of knowledge, actions, planning, and goals. Attributes necessitated by a multi-
agent environment, such as organisation and communication, are also amenable to learning. He notes
that, the higher up the hierarchy that one considers cooperative learning, the greater is the
sophistication of what is being learned and the lesser is the volume of the communication traffic.
Only the knowledge and actions levels are relevant to this thesis. Sian (1991) splits the knowledge
level into two sub-levels. The lower sub-level of knowledge exchange would be an exchange of facts.
In the case of the Message-Based Architecture testbed, this would involve the exchange of the raw
observations made by the POIAgents. I have chosen not to implement knowledge exchange at this
level, largely because of the volume of information that would have to be stored and communicated.
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Values
Beliefs
Goals
Planning
Actions
Knowledge
./Organisation'^
Figure 35: Levels Within an Agent (Sian, 1991. p. 168).
Sian (1991) notes that, at the higher sub-level, agents may cooperate in the learning of rules based on
the lower-level facts'*. In the Message-Based Architecture testbed. this level of cooperation is
implemented as the exchange of interrelationship constraints in the form of exclusion-rules. My
research has shown that it is necessary to supplement the exchange of rules by also exchanging the
associated domain model, e.g.. the object- and relationship-classes.
At the actions level. Sian (1991) notes that agents may cooperatively try to find generalised
descriptions of actions that result in the successful execution of plans. In the Message-Based
Architecture testbed. actions are generalised as knowledge-based planning operators. My research has
shown how this can be done using the POI algorithm. Exchange of the planning operators between
agents is outside the scope of my research, but could be readily implemented.
2.4.7 Learning Planning Knowledge
In the past three or four years, a number of authors have addressed the learning of planning-related
data-structures in a multi-agent context. As in the single-agent context (see Chapter 2), all the
algorithms published to date require prior domain knowledge in the form either of primitive operators
or of previously-generated plans. They acquire control knowledge, rather than domain knowledge. For
example:
possible.
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His paper states " ... inductive learning ...". but notes elsewhere that other learning strategies are
The ARMS system (for /4c<7niri/ig floftoricj A/<jnu/acruri/t£ Sdi«m»a) relies on using a
domain theory or a priori domain knowledge to analyse a previous solution to discover why
or not the solution was successful (Segre, 1991). Explanation-Based Learning (EBL)
techniques are used in learning how to assemble new mechanisms by observing and
analysing another agent's solution to sample assembly problems. The outputs of EBL are
macro-operators.
Robo-Soar (Laird. Yager. Hucka and Tuck. 1991) is a system implemented in the general
symbolic Soar architecture that performs simple block manipulation and button-pushing tasks
using a Puma robot arm and a camera-based vision system. The tasks arc quite simple, but
serve as a testbed for investigating issues in external interaction. The robot's goal is to line
up a set of small blocks that are scattered over the work area while monitoring a light If the
light goes on. a button must be pushed as soon as possible to rum the light off. Robo-Soar
"starts with knowledge of the individual operators for the robot arm. such as opening and
closing the gripper. but it has no control knowledge for deciding when the operators arc
appropriate ... It learns this knowledge from experience and outside guidance" (Laird. Yager,
Hucka and Tuck. 1991, p. 114).
PRODIGY (Minton, Carbonell. Etzioni. Knoblock and Kuokka. 1987) is a flexible planning
system that encodes its domain knowledge as declarative operators. It applies the operator
refinement method to acquire additional preconditions or postconditions when observed
consequences diverge from internal expectations (Carbonell and Gil, 1990). When multiple
explanations are obtained, experiments are generated to discriminate between them. Carbonell
and Gil differentiate four types of experimentation by the information acquired. Experiments
may be formulated to augment an incomplete domain theory, to refine an incorrect domain
theory, to acquire search control knowledge in an otherwise intractable domain theory, or to
acquire or correct factual knowledge about the external state of the world. Using PRODIGY,
they investigate a series of methods for learning by experimentation in the context of
planning to acquire search control knowledge and to acquire factual knowledge.
2.4.8 Knowledge Refinement versus Theory Formation
Carbonell and Gil (1990, p. 193) believe that "automated knowledge refinement is a very important
aspect of autonomous learning, and one where success is potentially much closer at hand than the far
more difficult and seldomly encountered phenomenon of formulating radically new theories from
ground zero." As I claim that planning operators can be induced aft i/u'tio, then my research is
specifically concerned with theory formation.
2.5 CHAPTER 2 SUMMARY
This chapter has reviewed the relevant literature in the fields of software engineering, knowledge-based
planning, machine learning, and multi-agent systems.
The POI ontology is based on representations from software engineering, supplemented (where
necessary) by knowledge-based planning representations. The types of knowledge that need to be
represented in knowledge-based plan generation are identified by reference to Tate, Hendler and
Drummond's (1990) definition of plan generatioa Domain structure is modelled using Chen's (1976)
entity-relationship model, enhanced by means of Nijssen and Halpin's (1989) exclusion constraints.
Domain behaviour is modelled using state-transition networks, as found in software engineering.
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I show that representations similar to POI's structural and behavioural models are to be found in the j
knowledge-based planning literature. The features of the POI ontology which are unusual from the j
planning viewpoint are:
- the description of states in terms of inter-object relations.
the representation of plans as sequences of states, rather than sequences of transitions, and
the emphasis on representing domain constraints.
The POI algorithm encapsulates an inductive technique from the machine learning field known as the
version space a/id cand/dare e/imi/ia/ion algorithm (Mitchell, 1982). The inductive learning performed
in the POI algorithm has been related to Simon and Lea's (1974) /vfo-jpace mode/. Instance selection
and experiment planning fall outside the scope of POI. The Jing/e-representa/ion fridt (Cohen and
Fcigenhaum, 1982) is employed. Justification is given for modifying the candidate elimination
algorithm for application in POI. POI's induction step is described in its incremental form, although
a one-shot version is implemented.
Other learning systems in the planning area are surveyed, showing that they either learn control
knowledge or make use of sequencing information (e.g., before-and-after state-pairs, state-sequences,
or previous-generated plans). The POI algorithm is unique in learning planning operators without
needing sequencing information. It formulates domain theories from scratch.
Finally, multi-agent systems techniques are used in closed-loop testing of the POI algorithm. Learning
is a timely issue in distributed AI, of which multi-agent systems are a part The knowledge-richness
of learning is discussed. Learning processes are listed, and single- and multi-agent learning are
contrasted. The role of inter-agent cooperation is summarised. Other multi-agent systems that Ieam
planning knowledge are shown to acquire control knowledge, rather than domain knowledge.
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3 PLANNING OPERATOR INDUCTION (POI)
The purpose of this chapter is to document the Planning Operator Induction (POI) algorithm and its
underlying ontology.
In Chapters I and 2 the purpose of, and requirements for. the algorithm have been discussed. Section
3.1 draws these requirements together. Section 3.2 presents the POI ontology, which links structural
and behavioural domain models by means of a linking model. Section 3.3 describes the functional
decomposition of the POI algorithm. Section 3.4 briefly describes how the ontology and algorithm
have been implemented. Section 3.5 lists the known limitations, of which combinatorial explosion is
the most important. Section 3.6 describes the countermeasures adopted to combat the combinatorial
explosioa Finally, Section 3.7 summarises the chapter, comparing the POI algorithm with related
research.
This chapter describes the full, nine-step POI algorithm. The full algorithm is needed when the Input
takes the form of a set of world-state descriptions, as used in the closed-loop experiments described
in Chapters. In Chapter 4. open-loop experiments are described in which the first three steps (i.e.. Part
(1) of the POI algorithm) are modified. The modifications arc described in Chapter 4. Both full and
modified forms of the POI algorithm employ the POI ontology which is described in this chapter.
3d REQUIREMENTS
There arc three groups of requirements on the POI ontology and algorithm:
(1) Requirements essential to provide the necessary functionality.
(2) Requirements needed to ensure potential real-world applicatioa
(3) Requirements introduced to make the research tractable.
3.1.1 Functionality Requirements
The following set of functionality requirements has been extracted from the statements in Chapter 1:
Rl: The input to the Induction part of the POI algorithm shall take the form of a list of domain
objects (and their classes), a list of inter-object relationship-classes, and a list of
interrelationship constraints.
R2: Optionally, the lists mentioned in Rl shall be obtained (in the Acquisition part of the POI
algorithm) by converting a set of descriptions of domain states.
R3: The POI algorithm shall output a set of planning operators. In this thesis, the planning
operators are represented using the STRIPS planning-operator formalism.
R4: The POI algorithm shall employ induction techniques based on the version space and
candidate elimination algorithm (Mitchell, 1982).
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R5: The POI algorithm shall not be dependent on the existence of information resulting from
previous plan generation or execution processes for the same domain or for an analogous
domain. In particular:
R5a: The POI algorithm shall not be dependent on the input state descriptions being
adjacent, i.e., sharing transitions in common. Adjacent state descriptions would
amount to plan segments or subplans.
R5b: The POI algorithm shall not be dependent on any ordering of the input set of state-
descriptions. The ordering might be interpreted - correctly or incorrectly - as
dependencies between states.
3.1.2 Application Requirements
Additional requirements were needed to ensure that my research has potential application to real-world
domains:
R6: It shall be possible to apply the POI algorithm to complex, real-world domains using
Commercial-Off-The-Shelf hardware, operating systems, and computer languages.
R7: Techniques developed to ensure the real-world applicability of the POI algorithm (e.g.,
measures for countering the combinatorial explosion) shall be domain-independent, but use
domain-specific knowledge.
R8: The domain knowledge used in the countermeasures shall be meaningful to users of the POI
a/gontfun. /n parucu/ar, che coumermeasures must not be artefacts of the domain
representation.
The HPCE domain is introduced in Chapter 4 to verify that R6 to R8 have been satisfied.
3.1.3 Tractability Requirements
Further requirements were introduced in order to make the research tractable. Such requirements
introduce assumptions or limitations which future researchers may wish to relax. The assumptions and
limitations are as follows:
R9: The POI algorithm shall be based on the assumption that the input information supplied to
it is complete. This assumption allows the POI algorithm to exploit the Closed World
Assumption (Reiter, 1978).
RIO: The POI algorithm shall be based on the assumption that the input information is consistent,
correct, and precise. This assumption allows the POI algorithm to dispense with computing
probabilities, fuzzy sets. Certainty Factors, and the like.
Rll: The POI algorithm shall be limited to processing descriptions of discrete objects, discrete
relationships, and discrete constraints. In other words, the POI algorithm shall not process
metric information.
R12: By default, the POI algorithm shall assume that each change in world state (i.e., a world
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transition) arises from the action of a single initiating agent: the <irwr. This assumption
supports the Single Actor part of the Single-Actor/Single-State-Change (SA/SSC) meta-
heunstic. N.B. This default may be relaxed if no planning operators are induced.
R13: The POI algorithm shall not assume that the actor is the same in all transitions.
R14: By default, the POI algorithm shall assume that the actor in a transition changes its state in
respect of only one relationship. This assumption supports the Singlc-State-Change part of
the SA/SSC meta-heuristic. N.B. This default may be relaxed if no planning operators are
induced.
R1S: The POI algorithm shall not assume that an agent's state-changes associated with those
transitions in which it is the actor all relate to the same relationship-class.
R16: The POI algorithm shall assume that changes in the state of the world occur as a linear
sequence of transitions. In other words, concurrent action is excluded.
R17: The POI algorithm shall assume that a domain consists of a finite number of object-classes,
each with a finite number of instances.
R18: The POI algorithm shall represent inter-object relationships as binary relationships.
R19: The POI algorithm shall assume that there are a finite number of relationships between each
pair of object-classes.
R20: The POI algorithm shall represent interrelationship constraints as binary constraints.
Future researchers may also regard requirements other than R9 to R20, notably R4, as assumptions
or limitations to be relaxed. However, the complete set of requirements, as listed above, are the
baseline for this thesis.
3.2 POI ONTOLOGY
The POI ontology is based on connecting a .rrruc/Hra/ model of a domain (or universe of discourse)
to its freAav/oura/ model by means of a /M-i/ig model. All three models are declarative, although the
behavioural model has a procedural reading. All sets are finite.
Figure 36 shows the complete POI ontology using Chen's (1976) entity-relationship diagram notation.
The structural, behavioural, and linking models are shown as partitions of the complete ontology. Each
model is described in a separate sub-section below.
Note that the POI ontology is both:
presented as an entity-relationship model, and
capable of taking its input in the form of an entity-relationship model.
Hence, the POI ontology is a mew-represe/uanon, i.e., a representation that is capable of representing
itself.
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StateOass
Figure 36: POI Ontology as an Entity-Relationship Model.
3.2.1 Structural Model
The structural model has four components:
a set of ofe/«r«, which model the domain objects.
a set of inter-object rWa/10/is/ij/w, which model the real-world relationships between domain
objects.
i
a set of interrelationship comfra/n«. which model the domain constraints.
a set of HwW-j/ate d?srripr/o/u. from which objects, relationships, and constraints may be
extracted if they are not provided directly.
Objects and relationships have unique names. There is no requirement at the ontological level for
constraints and world-state descriptions to be named.
The structural model is an extension of Chen's (1976) entity-relationship model, in that;
entities in Chen's model are restricted to representing domain objects.
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.. a representation for domain constraints has been added.
Unlike a number of other extensions (e.g.. NIAM (Nijssen and Halpin. 1989) and Ontolingua (Gruber.
1992)). the structural model does not permit relationships to be treated as objects. Consequently, there
are no second-order relationships. Moreover, the objects do not have attributes (or properties). The
only attribute of relationships is a truth value. If necessary, domain attributes may be represented as
additional objects, together with appropriate relationships. For example, suppose one wished to refer
to a "red car". Then an object named red would be defined, and the c a r object related to it by a
relationship named (say) isColourecL
The set of objects is partitioned, with each partition representing an object-class. An object-class is also
a type. Similarly, the set of relationships is partitioned into relationship-classes. Object-classes and
relationship-classes are equivalent to Chen's (1976) entity-sets and relationship-sets, respectively. There
is a predicate associated with each object-class to determine whether an object belongs to it. Similarly,
a predicate is associated with each relationship-class to determine whether a relationship belongs to
it
Relationships associate pairs of objects, i.e.. relationships are strictly binary. Relationships arc directed,
i.e., asymmetric; the object-pairs are ordered. The first object in the pair is said to be the relationship's
acror. and the second object is its ac/ff. An object is said to be m^n/ion^/ in a rclatioaship if it is
either the actor, or the actec. or both. Relationship-classes are typed by the classes of the first and
second object in the pair. There is a constraint between each relationship-class and its instances: the
actor and the actee must belong to the corresponding object-classes associated with the parent
relationship-class. Every primary relationship has associated with it a co/ivm*. e.g., the relationship-
class named h o l d i n g would have an associated converse heldBy. The converse has the same truth
value as its primary. Other than asymmetry, no other constraints are placed on relationships at the
ontological level. Both the primary relationship-class and its converse have inverses, which have the
opposite truth value to their primary/converse. The inverse of h o l d i n g would be notHolding, and
the inverse of heldBy would be notHeld.
0ft/«rf-varia6/« are subsets of objects all belonging to the same object-class. Similarly, re/ario/u/wp-
va/ia£/££ are subsets of relationships all belonging to the same relationship-class. In a relationship-
variable, either the first object, or the second object, or both, are object-variables. A relationship-
variable in which both objects are object-variables is known as a
The set of co/ittraintt contains all feasible pairs of clauses. To be feasible, the clauses in a pair must
be different, but with at least one objea-variable in common. The object-variable in common is known
as the pjvo/ object-variable. The object-class(es) of the pivot objea-variable is said to be the owne/fj)
of the constraint Since constraints are not directed, the clause-pairs are unordered. A constraint is said
to marc/i a set of relationships if the constraint's clause-pair contains a pair of relationships, both of
which are included in the set of relationships being matched.
World-state descriptions are subsets of the set of relationships. Any constraint which matches any
world-state description is said to be UNUSEABLE.
A digression concerning negation of relationships is needed here. During my research I weighed the
merits of treating the absence of a primary relationship at a meta-level, as do Ramsay and Barratt
(1987). The advantage would be that mutual exclusion-constraints would not be needed. However, I
chose to treat the negation of relationships by defining inverse relationships, for the following reasons:
States can be more concisely described in domains with multiple object-classes and -
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instances. For example, describing a blocks world state in which all hands are empty requires
one (inverse) relationship-instance per hand and one (inverse) relationship-instance per block-
By contrast, negation at the meta-level would require a number of relationship-instances
equal to the product of the number of hands and the number of blocks.
Determination of the absence of a relationship-instance is more efficient Instead of checking
that all possible instances of a given relationship-class have been negated, it is sufficient to
check for the truth of a single inverse relationship-instance.
3.2.2 Behavioural Model
The behavioural model has four components:
a set
a set of
a m
a set of p/ami/ng op*rawrj.
States are subsets of the set of relationships such that:
all the objects in the domain are mentioned at least once.
any constfaim which mafches any re/atiofKrHp ifi (te subset, is UNfJSEABLE.
State-instances are generalised into state-classes by replacing relationship-instances by relationship-
classes.
The meta-heuristic determines which pairs of states are to be associated with transitions. Transition-
instances are generalised into transition-classes by replacing state-instances by state-classes.
The states and transitions form the state-transition network which models the behaviour of the domain.
Plans can be extracted as directed paths through this state-transition network, starting at the initial state
and ending at the goal state. It is possible to have multiple paths (i.e., alternative plans) between a
given pair of states.
Planning operators are reformatted transition-classes. The preconditions list of a planning operator is
the intersection of the relationship-variables describing the transition-class's state-class-pair. The add-
list is the set-subtraction of the relationship-variables describing the transition-class's 1 inkingTo
state-class from the relationship-variables describing its l ink ingFrom state-class. The delete-list is
the set-subtraction of the relationship-variables describing the transition-class's l ink ingFrom state-
class from the relationship-variables describing its l i nk ingTo state-class. The planning operator's
variable-list is the union of all object-variables mentioned in its preconditions-, add- and delete-lists.
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3.2 J Linking Model
The linking model has one component: a finite lattice of nod« in the domain's rule space. This lattice
will be termed the domain's vmion-spar? to/ric***. The version-space lattice is a knowledge structure
consisting of a set of descriptions, a partial ordering, and £r«jr«f ionrr bound and /«zn i<p/vr bound
operators. The partial order must express a juftsu/n/vion relationship. One node subsumes another if
the descriptions of the latter node is a proper subset of the descriptions of (he former node, i.e., the
former node jp*CWWJ« the latter node.
In the POI algorithm:
the descriptions are relationship-instances.
the version-space lattice has the node described by zero relationships as its bottom element,
i.e.. the most general element.
the greatest lower bound operator just returns the bottom element.
any node described by a set of relationship-instances which triggers one or more constraints
is said to be
any node that would be subsumed only by over-specialised nodes is said to be a top
The set of top elements is the 5C /ro/i/i>r.
nodes that are not top elements but which have two or more top elements are said to be
each top element is associated with a po55/6/e j/a/e. To be accepted as a state-instance, a
possible state must describe all known object-instances completely.
The linking model is connected to the structural model through the relationship-instances, used to
describe the lattice node, and through the constraints, used to prune those sets of descriptions that
would lead to a node becoming over-specialised. The linking model is connected to the behavioural
model through the set of state-instances associated with the top elements. The set of state-instances
is the domain's irate-space.
For planning purposes, only version-space lattices which have multiple top elements are interesting.
There can be no transitions (and hence no planning operators) if there is just one top element, i.e., the
state-space contains just one state-instance.
" If the complete lattice were to be built, it should be called the rule-space lattice. However, only the
version space is built in POI.
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3-3 ALGORITHM
This section specifies the processing performed by the nine-step POI algorithm using the ontology
described in the previous section. First, the overall processing strategy is described. This strategy is
diagrammed as a state-transition network, with steps in the POI algorithm being mapped onto the states
and transitions. Second, each step in the baseline version of the POI algorithm is described in more
detail. Where necessary, a step will be further decomposed, on the basis of the description of the
overall processing strategy. v ~.
&3J Processing Strategy
The processing strategy in the POI algorithm is to construct the structural model, then the linking
model, and finally the behavioural model. Requirements Rl, R2 and R3 determine that the POI
algorithm shall be decomposed into two functional parts (see Figure 37). The first part constructs the
structural model by converting observed world-states into the three-element list of domain objects,
relationships and constraints. The second part constructs the linking and behavioural models by
inducing a set of planning operators from such a three-element list, using the meta-heuristic for
identifying valid transitions. The single-agent POI application described in Chapter 4 needs only the
second part of the algorithm, but the multi-agent POI application in Chapter 5 uses both parts of the
algorithm.
Acquisition
POI algorithm
A
Otyscts
Constraints
Mtu-Aaunstc
Induction Planning operators
Figure 37: Top-Level (Level 0) Functional Decomposition of POI Algorithm.
Each model is constructed by visiting its entity-classes in turn, instantiating all the valid entity-
instances for that entity-class. Valid entity-instances are instances which satisfy all the relationships
and their cardinality and exclusion constraints. The order in which the entity-classes are visited is
constrained by the relationship-classes; the next entity-class to be visited must be adjacent to the
entity-class which has just been instantiated. Md/acv/ir entity-classes are pairs of entity-classes which
are linked directly by one or more common relationships. For example, RelationClass and
RelationVariable are adjacent, but RelationClass and ExclusionRule are not. Having instantiated an
entity-class, it is not necessary to return to it. Since there is a finite number of entity-classes (namely
14 of them), each with a finite number of instances, the POI algorithm is guaranteed to terminate.
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Figure 38: POI Processing Strategy as a State-Transition Network.
The POI algorithm may be represented as a state-transition network, as shown in Figure 38, with states
as nodes and transitions as arrows. The mapping to steps in the POI algorithm is shown on the left-
hand side, with the corresponding names of the implemented Smalltalk methods shown as transitions
on the right-hand side. Each state in the state-transition network corresponds to the process of
instantiating an entity-class, and each transition corresponds to the transfer of the focus of attention
to an adjacent entity-class. The network is acyclic because each entity-class is visited only once.
Parallel instantiation of some entity-classes is possible, although this cannot be shown using the state-
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transition network notation. For example, once the Relationlnstance entity-class has been instantiated,
then it would be possible to instantiate the Objectlnstance and RelationQass entity-classes in parallel
(or in either order). Figure 38 shows the linearisation in which Objectlnstances are instantiated before
RelaiionCl asses.
Each part of the POI algorithm may be functionally decomposed further (see Figure 39). Acquisition
(Part 1) can decomposed into the following three steps:
(1.1) Acquisition of observed world-state descriptions.
(1.2) Recognition of domain objects and relationships, including classes.
(1.3) Compilation of interrelationship constraints.
and Induction (Part 2) can be decomposed into the following six steps:
(2.1) Generation of world state-description language.
(2.2) Construction of version space using constraints for candidate elimination.
(2.3) Identification of world states from version-space nodes.
(2.4) Determination of valid transitions using one of the meta-heuristics.
(2.5) Generalisation of world states and transitions to state- and transition-classes.
(2.6) Formatting of transition-classes as STRJDPS-style planning operators.
Several of these steps are decomposed further in the course of detailing the POI algorithm.
Acquisition
(POi pan 1)
Induction
(POI part 2)
2.6
Figure 39: Level 1 Decomposition of POI Algorithm.
3.3.2 Step (1.1): Acquire Descriptions
In Step (1.1), the description of each observed world state is acquired and expressed in terms of
StatcDescription instances. On completion of Step (1.1), the POI algorithm will have acquired a set
of world-state descriptions expressed in terms of an unknown domain-dependent description language.
The language will be implicit in the StateDescription instances. Since - by assumption - each observed
world-state is complete and the observed set of descriptions is consistent, the implicit description
language will be consistent and complete (by comparison with the observed world-states).
The processing done in Step (1.1) is straightforward. A new StateDescription instance is created for
each observed world state. Its dwcriprionj attribute is assigned a value whose data-type is a set of one
or more elements, where each element is itself an onlered list of two or three words. The value of the
descriptions attribute represents the observed world state is such a way that the following domain-
independent meta-knowledge holds true:
(1) The state of the domain is represented in terms of binary relationships.
(2) Each relationship is described as an ordered list of two or three words.
(3) A prefix syntax is used to describe relationships. Hence, the first word in each relationship
description represents the name of the relationship, e.g., p r e s s ing , h o l d i n g , power ing ,
etc. The relationship-name is mandatory in all relationship descriptions.
(4) The relationship is directed, such that the second word names the domain object which
causes or performs the relationship, e.g.. f i n g e r l . hand3, powerSupply2 . etc. This
domain object is termed the relationship's actor. The actor-name is mandatory in all
relationship descriptions.
(3) If present in the relationship description, the third word names the domain object upon which
the relationship is performed, e.g.. key88. b l o c k 2 . c a p i 1 I a r y 6 . etc. The domain object
named by the third word is termed the relationship's acf«. The presence of an actee
indicates that the relationship is a primary or a converse relationship.
(6) If the relationship description has no actee. then the relationship named by the first word Is
an inverse relationship. The name of the corresponding primary or converse relationship may
be obtained by removing the first three letters - which must be the string "not" - from the
first word and converting the (new) first letter to lower case. For example, the primary
relationship identified from the relationship description n o t P r e s s i n g f i n g e r 3 would
be named p r e s s i n g .
The POI algorithm is not dependent on the precise nature of the representation of relationship
description defined above, providing that it is possible to identify from the relationship description:
Whether the relationship is primary or inverse.
The name of a type of primary relationship directed from actor to actee.
The name of the actor object, and
The name of the actee object (if the relationship is primary).
For example, infix or postfix syntax could be used. Alternatively, a form of structured natural language
could be used, e.g.. "The power s u p p l y 2 is p o w e r i n g the c a p i l l a r y 6.".
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Figure 40: Level 2 Decomposition of Step (1.2).
3-3J Step (1.2): Recognise Objects and Relationships
In Step (1.2), the acquired StateDescription instances are processed to extract the instances of the
ObjectClass, Objectlnstance, Relationlnstance, and RelationClass entity-classes. In the POI algorithm
this is done by exploiting the domain-independent meta-knowledge described in the previous sub-
section. After Step (1.2), the POI algorithm has acquired domain knowledge equivalent to an
application-level entity-relationship model, but without the 1-to-l, 1-to-n, m-to-l,orn-to-m mappings.
As shown in Figure 40, the processing done in Step (1.2) can be decomposed further. In Step (1.2.1).
each clement of the descriptions attribute of each newly-created StateDescription instance is compared
with the already-existing Relationlnstance instances. If an element cannot be matched to any existing
Relationlnstance instance, then a new Relationlnstance instance is created. In Step (1.2.2). the second
and (if present) third words of each description are compared with the already-existing Objectlnstance
instances. If any such word cannot be matched to the name of an existing ObjecUnstance instance, then
a new Objectlnstance instance is created. Cross-references are made between the identified or newly-
created ObjecUnstance instance and any Relationlnstance instance in which it takes part.
In Step (1.2.3). the newly-created Relationlnstance instances are compared with already-existing
RelationClass instances. If any Relationlnstance instance cannot be matched to an existing
RelationClass instance, then a new RelationClass instance is created. In Step (1.2.4), the inverse and
converse RelationClass instances are identified or. if necessary, created. Cross-references are made
between the RelationClass instance and its corresponding Relationlnstance instance(s). In Step (1.2.5).
a procedure similar to Step (1.2.3) is followed to identify and cross-refer the ObjectClass instances
corresponding to newly-created ObjecUnstance instances. The ObjectClass and RelationClass instances
are also cross-referred.
3J.4 Step (13): Compile Constraints
In Step (1.3) the domain constraints (i.e.. ExclusionRule instances) are compiled from
RelationClass instances extracted in Step (1.2). In the POI algorithm, this is done by:
the
Forming all pairs of RelationGass instances which have at least one ObjectClass instance
in common.
equivalent binary ExclusionRule instances for each ObjectClass instance in
and
Rejecting those ExclusionRule instances which would match any of the observed
StateDescription instances.
If the actor and actee of the RelationGass instance are members of the same ObjectClass instance,
then a singleton ExclusionRule instance is created, i.e.. one with a single antecedent RelationVariaNe
instance. For example, the blocks-world relationship on between two Block-instances would result
in the creation of the singleton ExclusionRule instance:
IF [on ?Blockl ?BlOCkl) THEN INVALID.
Pairs of RelationGass instances which do not have an ObjectClass instance in common are
independent of one another, and equivalent constraints do not need to be constructed.
By default a newly-created ExclusionRule instance is marked USEABLE. i.e.. It can be used in
subsequent steps of the POI algorithm. If a matching situation is found in any of the observed
StateDescription instances, then the marking is changed to UNUSEABLE. In essence, the POI
algorithm assumes as its default that all possible ExclusionRule instances hold. The observed
StateDescription instances are used as positive training instances to detennine which of the defaults
are inapplicable.
St«p(1.3)
Compile constraints
I
Figure 41: Level 2 Decomposition of Step (1.3).
As shown in Figure 41, the processing done in Step (1.3) can be decomposed further. In Step (1.3.1),
RelationVariable instances are derived from RelationClass instances, by replacing the associated
ObjectClass instances with variables formed from the ObjectClass instance's name. For example, the
ObjectClass instance named f i n g e r l could be replaced by the variable ? F i n g e r l .
In Step (1.3.2), all pairs of RelationVariable instances are formed such that one the variable - the pivot
variable - is common to the instance-pair. For example, if the RelationVariable p r e s s i n g
? F i n g e r l ?Keyl was being paired with itself, then two valid pairings would be generated: one
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where ? F i n g e r l was the pivot, and the other where ?Keyl was the pivot. Other variables are
renumbered as necessary to distinguish them from the pivot and from each other. For example, the
valid pairings of p r e s s i n g ? F i n g e r l ?Keyl would be:
pressing ?Fingerl ?Keyl with pressing ?Fingerl ?Key2
and:
pressing ?Fingerl ?Keyl with pressing ?Finger2 ?Keyl.
For each such valid pairing, an ExclusionRule instance is created with the two RelationVariable
instances as its antecedents. The sole consequent of the ExclusionRule instance is the reserved word
INVALID. The i««zWe attribute of the newly-created ExclusionRule instance defaults to TRUE,
marking it as USEABLE.
In Step (1.3.3), each newly-created ExclusionRule instance is assigned to its owner, i.e., the
ObjectClass instance corresponding to the ExclusionRule instance's pivot variable. Assignment is done
by setting the values of appropriate attributes of the ExclusionRule and ObjectClass instances.
In Step (1.3.4), each newly-created ExclusionRule instance is forward-chained against the descriptions
attribute of each StateDescription instance. If the ExclusionRule instance triggers for any
StatcDescription instance, then the ExclusionRule instance's useaWe attribute is set to FALSE.
On completion of Step (1.3), the POI algorithm has acquired information equivalent to the relationship
mappings in an entity-relationship model.
3.3.5 Step (2.1): Generate Description Language
In Step (2.1) all elementary statements in the description language are generated by instantiating each
RelationClass instance with all the known Objectlnstance instances which match its actor and actee
ObjectClass instances. These elementary statements are validated by testing for non-contradiction of
the ExclusionRule instances. Note that the description language will be the same datatype as, but a
superset of, the set of Relationlnstance instances.
33.6 Step (2.2): Construct Version Space
In Step (2.2) the description language is used to build a version space of LatticeNode instances, with
candidates being eliminated using the ExclusionRule instances. Unlike Mitchell's (1982) original
algorithm, the POI algorithm builds the version space as a lattice starting from the bottom LatticeNode
instance (i.e., with the description of [ ]). Statements from the description language are added to a
given parent LatticeNode instance to form its child LatticeNode instances. Each candidate child
LatticeNode instance is tested against the ExclusionRule instances. If the candidate matches any
ExclusionRule instance, then it is eliminated. In Mitchell's terminology, eliminated candidates are in
the Specialisation (S) set. and candidates which survive testing are in the Generalisation (G) set
Version space construction terminates when there are no more parent LatticeNode instances with
untested child LatticeNode instances. Construction can be performed breadth- or depth-first. Although
the baseline POI algorithm uses exhaustive breadth-first search, the POI implementations permit the
search strategy to be user-selected.
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3J.7 Step (2_J): Identify States fh>m Nodes
In Step (2.3) the Statclnstance instances are extracted from the version space. In the POI algorithm,
a Staielnstance instance is created for each completely-described version-space LatticeNode instance
which is on the 5-G /ronn<rr. i.e.. which is itself in the Generalisation set but whose children are all
in the Specialisation set. LatticeNode instances whose c/kildrcn attribute is empty are tested for
completeness of description by polling the Objectlnstance instances mentioned in the LatticeNode
instance's descriptions. Each Objectlnstancc instance checks that, of every RclationClass instance
which its parent ObjectClass instance can express, either a primary or an inverse Relationlnstance
instance is present in the LatticeNode instance's descriptions. If not. then the LatticeNode instance Is
incompletely described, and no corresponding Statelnstance instance is created.
3.3.8 Step (2.4): Determine Valid Transitions
In Step (2.4) the set of valid Transitionlnstance instances between the Statelnstance instances Is
determined using one of the meta-hcuristics. Each meta-heuristic has two pans. For example, the
SA/SSC meta-heuristic consists of a Single-Actor (SA) test, and a Single-State-Change (SSC) test. All
pairs of non-identical Statelnstance instances are generated. The actor Objectlnstance instances in
common between the Statelnstance instances are identified. If there is not exactly one actor
Objectlnstance instance in common, then the potential transition is invalidated. For those potential
transitions surviving this SA test, the actor's states (in terms of the descriptions attributes of the pair
of Statelnstance instances) before and after the potential transition are examined. If there is not exactly
one of the actor's Relationlnstance instances which has changed, then the potential transition is
invalidated. Those potential transitions surviving both pans of the SA/SSC test are considered valid,
and result in the creation of Transitionlnstance instances. The SA test may be relaxed to a Multi-Actor
(MA) test and/or the SSC test may be relaxed to a Multi-State-Change (MSC) test
3.3.9 Step (2.5): Generalise States and Transitions
In Step (2.5) the Statelnstance and Transitionlnstance instances are generalised to become StateClass
and TransitionClass instances, respectively. As shown in Figure 42, the processing done in Step (2.5)
can be decomposed further. In Step (2.5.1), StateClass instances are generalised from a list of
Statelnstance instances. In the POI algorithm the Statelnstance instances are added to a list of instances
to be generalised. The first item on the list is generalised to become a StateClass instance by replacing
the name of each Objectlnstance instance in the description with the name of a variable formed from
the name of the corresponding ObjectClass instance. The list is scanned to remove other Statelnstance
instances which also match the newly-generalised StateClass instance. The process repeats until the
list is exhausted.
In Step (2.5.2), TransitionClass instances are generalised from a list of Transitionlnstance instances
in a similar way. The first item on a list of Transitionlnstance instances is generalised by finding the
StateClass instances corresponding to Transitionlnstance instance's Statelnstance instances. The list
of Transitionlnstance instances is scanned to remove those instances which share the same pair of
StateClass instances. The process repeats until the list is exhausted.
In Step (2.5.3), the newly-created StateClass and TransitionClass instances are cross-referred with one
another. This sub-process may involve renegotiation of the descriptions of one or more StateClass
instances to ensure that the descriptions of the cross-referenced TransitionClass instances are valid.
Step (2.5)
Generalise states
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Figure 42: Level 2 Decomposition of Step (2.5).
3.3.10 Step (2.6): Format as Operators
In Step (2.6) the TransitionClass instances - which are equivalent to preconditions- and effects-lists -
arc reformatted as STRIPS operators, with preconditions-, add-, and delete-lists. The STRIPS format
is obtained by performing set-subtraction between the TransitionClass instance's preconditions- and
effects-lists, i.e., between the descriptions of its "from" and "to" StateClass instances. For each
T laiiMUonClass instance, two PlanmngOperator instances are created. One PlanningOperator instance's
add-list consists of those Relationlnstance instances which appear in the TransitionClass instance's
effects-list but not in the TransitionClass instance's preconditions-list. The PlanningOperator instance's
delete-list consists of those relationships which appear in the TransitionClass instance's preconditions-
list but not in the TransitionOass instance's effects-list. The PlanningOperator instance's preconditions-
list consists of those Relationlnstance instances which appear in both lists in the TransitionClass
instance, i.e., the filter preconditions. ObjectClass membership tests are added to the PlanningOperator
instance's preconditions-list. The second PlanningOperator instance is a copy of the first
PlanningOperator instance, but with the values of the add-list and delete-list attributes exchanged.
Finally, each newly-created PlanningOperator instance is given a unique name.
3.4 IMPLEMENTATION
There are two implementations of the POI ontology and algorithm: a single-agent implementation and
a multi-agent implementation.
3.4.1 Single-Agent Implementation
The single-agent implementation is known as the Dutch Utilisation Centre Activity Scheduling System
(DUC-ASS). DUC-ASS development was part of a larger project to build a pilot Dutch Utilisation
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Centre", partly funded by the Nederlands Instiruut voor Vliegtuigontwikkeling en Ruimtevaart (the
Netherlands Agency for Aerospace Programs). A requirement was that the DUC-ASS was designed
to support the design of spacecraft payloads. the generation of payload operating procedures, the
planning and scheduling of payload operations, the control of the schedule execution under nominal
and non-nominal conditions, and the post-mission comparison of achieved against scheduled activities.
More details are available in (Grant, 1992c). This thesis is concerned specifically with the DUC-ASS
facilities for supporting payload design.
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Figure 43: Behaviour of Single-Agent Implementation.
The Dutch Utilisation Centre will suppon users of Dutch payloads on spacecraft and sounding rockets.
DUC-ASS development has been done in consultation with a representative user from the Space Research
Organisation Netherlands (SRON). Informal feedback on the DUC-ASS's functionality has also been obtained
from the Nationaal Lucht- en Ruimtevaan Laboratorium (The Netherlands' National Aerospace Laboratory) and
from the European Space Operations Centre (ESOC), Darmstadt, Germany.
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DUC-ASS implements the full POI ontology and Part 2 of the POI algorithm, i.e.. Induction. Payload
design is supported by Steps (2.1) to (2.4). Steps (2.5) and (2.6) are needed only for the purposes of
my research. Paralleling Steps (2.5) and (2.6), additional functionality has been implemented to support
payload operating plan/procedure generation from the stale-transition network resulting from Steps
(2.3) and (2.4). This parallel functionality was necessary to meet the requirements of the Nederlands
Instituut voor Vliegtuigontwikkeling en Ruimtevaart We are concerned here solely with the production
of planning operators, and not with the parallel plan/procedure-generation functionality.
Figure 43 shows the DUC-ASS's behaviour in the form of a state-transition network. After initiating
the DUC-ASS, it is in the "Start-up" state, with no domain-specific information. The user can choose
either to define a new domain aft /nirio ("Define ERM") or to load a previously-defined domain from
a disk file ("Load ERM"). The user defines a domain by instructing DUC-ASS to create object-classes
and relationship-classes, and then to instantiate the object-classes. Whenever a new relationship-class
is created, DUC-ASS identifies possible interrelationship constraints and asks the user whether they
apply (i.e., are USEABLE) in the intended domain. After the complete set of domain objects,
relationships and constraints has been defined (shown as "ERM defined" state), the user can choose
either to simulate the domain's behaviour ("Simulate behaviour"), or to identify domain states ("Build
lattice"). The latter choice causes the DUC-ASS to induce the version space. After reaching the
"Version space built" state, the DUC-ASS identifies valid transitions using the user-selected meta-
heuristic. On completion of transition validation, DUC-ASS reaches the "STN built" state from which
planning operators may be extracted by traversing the "Generalise and extract operators" transition.
After extraction, the "Planning operators" state is reached.
Figure 43 also shows the additional functionality to support procedure generation, planning,
scheduling, control, and post-mission evaluation. This additional functionality is accessed by traversing
the "Extract plan" transition from the "STN built" state. Post-mission evaluation may result in
corrections to the domain model ("Correct ERM"), requiring re-induction of the STN.
3.4.2 Multi-Agent Implementation
The multi-agent implementation is known as the Message-Based Architecture (MBA) testbed. The
MBA testbed was developed solely for the purposes of my research.
The MBA testbed implements most of the POI ontology and the full POI algorithm. The POI
algorithm is embedded in the Induction Module, which is made available to all Agents that are to have
a POI capability (P0Mg<?ntt). The POI algorithm is integrated with reactive and generative planning
(Grant. 1991). Integration is achieved by implementing an inheritance hierarchy of functionalities, in
which POIAgents also have reactive and generative planning capabilities. At the root of the inheritance
hierarchy is the NonlntentionalAgent class, which implements the basic functionalities of
communicating with other agents, of maintaining state as a set of relationships with other agents, and
of updating state and generating outgoing messages in response to incoming messages. The
ModellingAgent class is the specialisation of the Nonlntentional Agent class that adds reactive planning.
The PlanningAgcnt class is the specialisation of the ModellingAgent class that adds generative
planning. Finally, the POIAgent class is the specialisation of the Planning Agent class that adds the POI
capability.
Use of the testbed can be characterised as a simulation of the interactions between a multi-agent
pa>blcm domain and one or more POIAgents. First, the testbed user defines the problem domain in
terms of domain objects, modelled as a set of NonlntentionalAgents. Second, the user creates one or
more POIAgents. On creation, the POIAgents have no knowledge of the problem domain. The user
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triggers interaction between the POIAgents and the problem domain by giving the POI Agents a series
of problem-domain goals to achieve. The POlAgents attempt to achieve the goals by acting on the
agents in the problem domain. In so doing, the POlAgents observe different states of the problem
domain. These observed states are the input information for the full POI algorithm. The POlAgents
gain knowledge about the problem domain by converting the observed states into a domain model (i.e..
using Part (1) of the POI algorithm) and then inducing planning operators from this domain model
(i.e.. using Part (2) of the POI algorithm). The POlAgents can then use the newly-induced planning
operators in generating a plan. Execution of the generated plan achieves the user's goals. The
POlAgents report their success to the user. More details of the MBA testbed can be found in (Grant,
1992b).
3.4.3 Implementation and Experimental Environments
DUC-ASS and the MBA testbed have been implemented in the Smalltalk/V 286 otyect-oriented
programming language (Digitalk. 1988). on IBM-compatible PCs running MS-DOS. The development
machine was a 80386-class PC. running at 20 MHz. with 4 MB memory and a Norton Computing
Index of 17.6. Both implementations have been ported successfully to a variety of PCs. Most of the
DUC-ASS runs documented in Chapter 4 were run on a 80486-bascd PC. running at 50 MHz. with
8 MB memory and a Norton Computing Index of 77.8. Other PCs with 16 MB and 40 MB memory
were also available, if necessary. All the MBA testbed runs, documented in Chapter 5, were performed
on the development machine.
One implication of the choice of Smalltalk/V 286 is that it runs in the 80x86 processor's protected
mode. This mode is limited in addressing capabilities to a maximum of 16 MB memory. The limitation
represents a ceiling on the size of domain for which experiments could be performed. To escape from
the ceiling, the DUC-ASS and MBA testbed programs would have to be ported to a later version of
Smalltalk/V, but this would have required too much time and effort. As described in Chapter 4, the
memory ceiling made it impossible to induce operators for the POI meta-domain. The other
experiments had requirements below this ceiling, enabling my thesis claims to be substantiated.
3.4.4 Implementing the Ontology
In principle, the ontology has been implemented by creating a Smalltalk/V class for each ontological
class. In practice, there are some divergences. For DUC-ASS, the divergences are slight, e.g., there
are no State and Transition superclasses, the functionality of Heuristic is coded into a ClassOwner
superclass (to enable version-space partitioning), and the ontological classes ObjectClass,
ObjectVariable, and Objectlnstance have been renamed EntityClass, EnrityVariable, and Entitylnstance,
respectively, to avoid a name-clash with Smalltalk/V's class-library. DUC-ASS extends the ontology
in that RelationClass is specialised into the object-classes PrimaryRelationClass and
InverseRelationClass. The divergences are greater for the MBA testbed, because it was developed
much earlier. Many of the ontological classes have not been implemented, notably the Transition sub-
hierarchy. The Objectlnstance functionality is a part of the NonlntentionalAgent class.
The mappings of ontological classes to implemented Smalltalk/V classes are shown in Figure 44.
These Smalltalk/V classes are at the leaves of a larger class hierarchy. Additional Smalltalk/V classes
were needed to manage the ontology, to provide forward-chaining inference, or to serve as superclasses
(rationalising the common attributes or operations of the leaf-node object-classes) or as auxiliary
functionality. The complete object-class inheritance hierarchy in the DUC-ASS application is shown
in Figure 45. The DUC-ASS object-class is the root of the application-specific part of the Smalltalk/V
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class-hierarchy. The inheritance hierarchy of the MBA testbed is not shown here because it diverges
from the POI ontology, but details have been given in (Grant, 1992b).
Ontological Class DUC-ASS MBA
Structural model:
Object
ObjectClass
Objectlnetance
ObiectVariable
Relation
RelationClaes
Relationlnstance
RelationVariable
ExclusionRule
StateDescription
Entity
EntityClass
Entitylnstance
EntityVanable
Relation
RelationClass (together
with its subclasses:
PrimaryRelationClass and
InverseRelationClass;
Relationlnstance
RelationVariable
ExclusionRule
_
_
DomainClass
NonlntentionalAgent (and
its specialisations:
Model1ingAgent,
PlanningAgent, and
POIAgent).
-
-
Relationship
Clause
Rule
StateDescription
Behavioural model:
State
ScateClass
Statelnstance
Transition
TransitionClass
Transit ionInstance
Heuristic
P1anningOperator
_
StateClass
Statelnstance
TransitionClass
Transitionlnstance
PlanningOperator
_
(also StateDescription)
-
-
-
_
Activity
Linking model:
LatticeNode LatticeNode WorldState
Figure 44: Mapping of POI Ontology onto Smalltalk Classes.
Domains are modelled by instantiating the Smalltalk/V classes. Each domain object-class is modelled
as an instance of the EntityClass class. The instance takes the name of the domain object-class. For
example, the F inger class of objects in the piano-playing domain would be modelled in DUC-ASS
as an instance of the EntityClass class with the name "Finger". Similarly, each object-instance in the
domain is modelled as an instance of the Entitylnstance class. For example, the f i n g e r 2 domain
object would be modelled as an Entitylnstance instance with the name "finger2". In the same way. the
p r e s s i n g relationship-class would be modelled as a RelationClass instance named "Pressing", and
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die relationship-instance p r e s s i n g f i nge r2 key3 would be modelled as a Relationlnstance
instance named "pressing" with the values of its actor and actee attributes pointing, respectively, to
the "finger2" and the "key3" Objectlnstance instances.
Entty
Entity Entity Class
Instance Variable Owner
Entity
Class
Infenjnc
Engine
X
Class
Entity
Manager
• Lance
Node
Transition
Class
ASS
Planner Planning Retakon
Operator j
^ ^ ^
Relation Relation
Class Instance
Inverse Primary
Relation Relation
C l M t Ctata
naaource
Relation
Variable
• - . , > •
Rule StaW
1 Instance
Exclusion
Rule
Transition
Instance
Figure 45: Inheritance Hierarchy of Single-Agent Implementation.
The Smalltalk/V language provides an object-attribute-value representation; no representation is
provided for inter-object relationships. Relationships in the POI ontology are implemented by means
of attributes. For example, the member-of relationship in the structural model is implemented by
providing the Smalltalk/V Entitylnstance class with an attribute named myC/a.r.r and the Smalltalk/V
EntityClass class with an attribute named instances. In essence, such attributes designate the ro/« of
the relationship, in the sense intended by Chen (1976). The class-instance relationship in the piano-
playing domain between the F i n g e r object-class and its f inger2 instance would be implemented
by:
appending a pointer to the Entitylnstance instance named f inge r2 to the value of the
instances attribute of the EntityClass instance named Finger , and
setting the value of the myC/ass attribute of the Entity Instance instance named f i n g e r 2 to
a pointer to the EntityClass instance named Finger .
The Smalltalk/V source code is simpler than the above description. The following code would appear
in the EntityClass operation which creates the Entitylnstance instance":
instances add: anlnstance.
anlnstance myClass: self. -
The first line causes a n l n s t a n c e to be added to the EntityClass instance's instances attribute. The
" s e l f refers to the EntityClass instance (e.g.. Finger) and a n l n s t a n c e points to the
Entitylnstance instance (e.g., f i n g e r 2).
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second line instructs a n l n s t a n c e to set its myC/oK attribute to point to the EntityClass instance.
3.4.5 Implementing the Algorithm
In principle, the POI algorithm has been implemented by creating a Smalltalk/V method for each sub-
step in the algorithm. The mapping of steps to methods is shown in Figure 38.
In practice, implementation has been complicated by the following issues:
The POI algorithm is presented at a single level of abstraction, but implementation must be
assigned to a variety of Smalltalk/V classes.
Various orderings of the steps are possible. Figure 38 presents just one feasible ordering.
The implementation has had to be refined to maximise efficiency.
The implementation has been enhanced beyond the baseline POI algorithm described in this
chapter, in that it incorporates a number of countermeasures to the combinatorial explosion.
More details are given in Section 3.6.
Neither of the two implementations emphasises the two Parts of the POI algorithm equally.
DUC-ASS emphasises Part 2 (Induction), and the MBA testbed emphasises Part 1
(Acquisition).
IEntltyManager methods I
runQlobal
"Purpose:
EntityManager performs global-STN run, with printSCacs.
Update history:
2 Jul 95 - created from runExperiment (TJG).*
myUI nl; answer: 'Running global at '.{Time now printString),
' on '.(Date today printString),
' with:' .
subordinates do: (raClass I
myUI answer: ' '.(aClass myName),
' : '.(aClass instances s ize printString),
' ins tances . ' ] .
self generateLanguage2l.
self buildLattice22.
self identifyStates23.
self determineTransitions24.
self extractStateClasses25l.
self extractTransitionClasses252.
self extractPlanningOperators26.
self printstats .
myUI nl; answer:
"subordinates do:
myUI answer:
Global run completed at ',(Time now printString),
on '.(Date today printString),' with:'.
[:aClass I
',(aClass myName),
: '.(aClass instances size printString),
instances.']! !
Figure 46: Smalltalk/V Source Code of runGlobal method.
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DUC-ASS follows the POI algorithm most faithfully in implementing Pan 2. All the Smalltalk/V
methods listed in Figure 38 are implemented in the ClassOwner class. These methods arc inherited by
EntityClass for the purposes of inducing class- and instance-states, and by EntityManager for the
purposes of inducing global-states. For user-convenience, the methods that implement the POI
algorithm are called in sequence by one of a small number of higher-level EntityManager methods.
The method-names indicate which step of the POI algorithm they implement, e.g.. the method named
e x t r a c t S t a t e C l a s s e s 2 5 1 implements POI Step (2.5.1). Figure 46 shows the Smalltalk/V source
code of the runGlobal method, which induces operators via global states. Similar methods named
runClass and r u n l n s t a n c e induce operators via class- and instance-states, respectively.
Put 1 (Acquisition) is implemented fully in the MBA testbed. but in a different order to that presented
in Figure 38. In effect the steps are executed as follows: . , . . . ,
Step (7.7). An instance of the Dcfiner class acquires StateDescriptions from the user by
means of its def ineMessages method.
Sttp (7.2.4J. The Definer identifies ObjectClasses from the user-provided StateDescriptions
in the c r e a t e C l a s s e s F r o m : messages method, implemented in its ModellingAgcnl
superclass. All subsequent steps of Part 1 of the POI algorithm are then delegated to the
newly-created ObjectClasses by sending them a p e r c e i v e : messages message.
2.7; and (7.2.2;. Each ObjectClass extracts the subset of messages relevant to itself,
and. from this subset, identifies Relationlnstances and Entitylnstances by calling its own
e x t r a c t R e l a t i o n s F r o m : and e x t r a c t I n s t a n c e s F r o m : methods.
S/e/w (7J.2J /o ("7J.4;. In the course of identifying Relationlnstances, the ObjectClass
delegates the compilation of ExclusionRules to the newly-created Relationlnstances by
sending them a c r e a t e E x c l u s i o n s W i t h : f o r : u n l e s s l n : message.
Sep ("7J.7J. Newly-created ExclusionRules instantiate their antecedents (i.e.,
RelationVariables) from a text-string by sending themselves a s e tTex tTo : message.
Step (1.2.3) is not implemented, because the MBA testbed does not implement the RelationClass.
Both implementations use the same, single-window, character-based user interface, as shown in the
screendump in Figure 47. The full-screen window is divided into four panes. The large pane occupying
two-thirds of the screen on the left-hand side provides an output area where text can be displayed
using a teletype-like presentation. The three smaller panes on the right-hand side enable the user to
make inputs. The upper pane lists those Smalltalk/V classes to which the user is permitted to send
inputs. Using the mouse, the user can select one of the listed classes by moving the cursor over it, and
clicking the left buttoa The middle pane lists the instances of the Smalltalk/V class last selected in
the upper pane. In a similar way, the user can select one of the listed instances. The lower pane lists
those messages which the user can send to the instance last selected in the middle pane. During
execution of the message, the recipient instance causes text to be displayed in the large output pane.
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[0] Activity Scheduling Systen
PianoKey-rulel is no* useable.
IF notPressed ?PianoKeyl AND pressing ?Fingerl ?Pianc
PianoKey-rule2 is now useable.
Entityftanagerl has f i l ed ADD in.
ASS version incorporating Entity/HelationUartables
Default heuristic for EntitytUnagerl i s : SA/SSC
Please cl ick on Entityfianager again.
New entity-instance created with naae: fingerl
New entity-instance created with nane: finger2
New entity-instance created with naae: pianoKeyl
New entity-instance created with nane: pianoKey^
[SlBlSfl
Entiturtanager ^ B
Planner
EntityClass
Pr iaarylie lat ionClass
InverseRelationClass
EntityUartable
ExclusionRule
ExClause
Ent i tyInstance
Ent i tytta nager 1
constra inedness
createSing1elnstancePerC1a
runGlobal
run21To23
run240n
identifyClassStates
runClass
runlnstance
runExper iwent
Figure 47: DUC-ASS Screendump - After Loading Domain Model.
Rgure 47 shows the situation immediately after the user has loaded the Piano-Playing domain model
and created two instances of each of the Finger and PianoKey ObjectClasses. The user would initiate
the induction of planning operators from a global STN by clicking on the runGloba l message,
visible in the lower input pane on the right-hand side. A few of the alternative actions open to the user
at this point include:
inducing a set of planning operators from class STNs, using r u n C l a s s .
inducing a set of planning operators from instance STNs, using r u n l n s t a n c e .
inducing three sets of planning operators, from global, class, and instance STNs. using
runExperiment.
inducing the domain's State Instances (i.e.. Steps (2.1) to (2.3)), marking some of the
Statelnstances as UNUSEABLE. and then completing the rest of the POI algorithm (i.e..
Steps (2.4) to (2.6)). The user would do this by first selecting run2 1 T O 2 3. When induction
of the Statelnstances was finished, the user would select the Statelnstance class in the upper
pane, select each Statelnstance instance in rum in the middle pane, sending each selected
instance the makeUnuseable message from the lower pane. Finally, the user would re-
select the EntityManager class and its single instance, and send it the run24On message to
complete the rest of the POI algorithm.
Figure 48 shows the statistics collected at the end of a run.
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IB] Activity Scheduling Sustcn
Entitytlanagerl's s t a t i s t i c s for POI session at 88:46
. . . Duration of Step (2.1) «as 588 msecs.
. . . Duration of Step (2.2) Has 878 u s e * .
. . . Duration of Step (2.3) aas 558 msecs.
. . . Duration of Step (2.4) aas 558 m»ec».
. . . Duration of Step (2.5.1) Has 448 a n c t .
. . . Duration of Step (2.S.2) «as 288 n a n .
. . . Duration of Step (2.6) Mas 118 Msecs.
. • • l o u i ourcvion HAS U D D MMCS<
. . . 2 EntityClasses.
. . . 4 EntityInstances.
. . . 3 lielationshipClasses (1 primary).
. . . 8 Relationshiplnstances (4 primary).
. . . 3 4 LatticeNodes (7 tap: 4 rings).
(theoretical Max 256 nodes).
. . . 7 Statelnstances.
. . . 8 Trans i t ionlnstances (with SA/SSC meta-hour 1st lc
. . . 3 StateClasses.
. . . 2 Trans itionClasses.
. . . 4 PlanningOperatorS).
. . . Hasoru available 6400512 byte*.
(End of POI session s t a t i s t i c s for Entltyflanagerl)
Entityttanager 1 completed global run at 86:46:43 on J<
[BTS1S1
Ent i tyfiaivager
Planner
EntityClass
PrimaryRelationClass
I nverseRs lat IonC lass
EntityUariable
ExclusionRule
ExCl.use
Ent ity I nstance
Ent ityttanagerl
. , r < -
constra i nednass
createsingleinstancePerCla
r.uiC.loh., 1 IBM
run21To23
run240n
i dent 1ryC1assStates
runClass
runlnatance
runExperiment
Figure 48: DUC-ASS Screendump - After POI Run.
Each of the four panes has an associated pane-menu, although those for the upper and lower panes on
the right-hand side are dummies. A pane menu may be popped-up by moving the cursor over the pane
and clicking the right button. The user can save the session trace to an ASCII file by selecting save
from the output-pane's menu.
3.4.6 Refinements made during Implementation
Several refinements were made during the course of implementation. Most of the refinements were
aimed at improving the algorithm's efficiency, both in terms of memory usage and of runtime. Two
example refinements are outlined here.
The first example is the application of no-goods, by analogy with reason maintenance. As described
in this thesis, candidate elimination occurs every time a new candidate LatticeNode instance is created
by forwards-chaining each of the ExclusionRule instances. During implementation, it was found that
this approach was wasteful of processing power. Accordingly, Step (2.2) was modified so that, prior
to version space construction, inferencing was performed for all pairs of Relationlnstance instances.
If any pair caused an ExclusionRule instance to trigger, then each Relationlnstance instance added the
name of the other Relationlnstance instance to its no-goods attribute. Then, to determine the validity
of a candidate LatticeNode instance during version space construction, it was sufficient to consult the
no-goods attributes of the parent LatticeNode instance and of the Relationlnstance instance being
added to it. If either no-goods attribute listed any of the other's descriptions, then the candidate was
eliminated. In essence, the candidate elimination rules are compiled into the values of the
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Relationlnstance instances' no-goods attributes.
The one-hand, three-blocks, one-table blocks world was run as a benchmark, both for the original POI
implementation and for the implementation based on no-goods. Other than restricting the domain
description language to primary relationships, no countermeasures were used. Induction required five
hours processing (on the development PC) using the original implementation. Using the no-goods
approach, this was reduced to 16 minutes on the same PC. It was observed that a further reduction (to
7.5 minutes) was obtainable by replacing the object-instance-naming method built into Smalltalk/V
with a tailor-made method.
The second example is the use of an improved data-structure for indexing the version-space lattice.
Initially, the GassOwner instance maintained a list of LatticeNode instances as they were created. Each
candidate LatticeNode must be checked against all previously-created LatticeNodes, to avoid
duplicating the common nodes in the version space. During implementation, it was observed that a
candidate LatticeNode need only be checked against other LatticeNodes with the same number of
Rclationlnstances, i.e., LatticeNodes on the same ring. By making the ClassOwner maintain a list of
rings, each listing the LatticeNodes on that ring, major performance gains were achieved. Moreover,
these gains can be expected to increase with the depth of the version-space, i.e., with the complexity
of the domaia
3 J LIMITATIONS
The following limitations of the POI algorithm have been identified during its design and
implementation:
Comp/e/en«j. The algorithm cannot guarantee the induction of a complete set of planning
operators for an arbitrary set of world-state descriptions. For example, suppose that the POI
algorithm was provided only with the following blocks-world state description:
[[holding handl blockl]].
Then the POI algorithm would be able to generate (the equivalent of) the picMJp and
putDown operators, but it would be unable to generate the s tack or unstack operators.
The POI algorithm's user is responsible for selecting a minimal set of world states to present
to the POI algorithm. A minimal set would be one which allowed Part 1 of the POI
algorithm to extract all object-instances, all object-classes, all relationship-classes, and all
constraints for the domain concerned. The best that the POI algorithm can do is to induce
knowledge that is consistent with, and complete by reference to. the examples provided by
the user.
domain. The POI algorithm depends on the number of object-classes, numbers of
instances per class, and numbers of relationship-classes between each pair of object-classes
being finite.
Binary' rWafionsnips. The POI algorithm depends on the input set of world-state descriptions
taking the form of binary relationships. Relationships such as "workpiecel is held in lathe3
using jig4" must be expressed as conjunctions of binary relationships, e.g., "jig4 retains
workpiecel AND jig4 fitted to Iathe3". This has advantages and disadvantages. The
advantages (Frost, 1986. pp. 24 and 25) of binary relationships are that:
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- the uniformity of the representation results in simplified storage and processing.
it is easier to add new knowledge to the knowledge base.
• many-to-many relationships can be represented with no replication of knowledge.
it is possible to represent higher-order relationships (e.g.. "Bob thinks that Bill likes
Sue") if the relationships are labelled. The POI ontology permits labelling of
relationship-instances, but higher-order relationships are excluded.
and the disadvantages are that:
more memory is generally required.
since relationships with an object-class or object-instance in common cannot always
be stored in physical proximity, retrieval of collections of related knowledge takes
more effort
Note that there is no limit on the expressiveness of the POI algorithm and thai all
disadvantages are implementation-related. In the worst case, the user may be required to
specify an additional class of objects or of relationships in order to express his/her domain
knowledge. In summary, binary relationships - if sometimes inconvenient to the user - are
entirely general.
Binary coaj;ra//i/j. The algorithm depends on the ability to express invalid domain states In
the form of binary constraints. The impact of this limitation is best clarified by means of an
example. The entity-relationship model for the Nilsson (1980) variant of the blocks world,
as presented in Chapter 2, allows blocks to assume four possible roles: as actee of the
h o l d i n g relationship, as actor and actee of on, and as actor of onTable. To express the
domain constraint that blocks should not be left "floating in mid-air", an ExclusionRule
instance with three antecedent Relation Variable instances would be needed, as follows:
IF [notHeld ?Blockl]
AND [notOn ?Blockl)
AND [notOnTable ?Blockl]
THEN INVALID.
This is a triple constraint which cannot be represented using the POI ontology. One solution
would be to impose the requirement that the user must model the domain in such a way that
no domain object-class takes pan in more than two relationship-classes. This can be done
by introducing inheritance in the domain's object-class hierarchy. More details are given in
Section 4.10.
Mwi-mtf ric refar/ofuni/u. The algorithm is limited to non-metric relationships. In particular,
temporal relationships cannot be supported. Extending the POI ontology and algorithm to
metric dimensions and relationships is outside the scope of my research, and would be an
area suitable for study by other researchers in future.
Comtonarona/ ejp/oi/on. Most seriously, the algorithm is inherently combinatorially
explosive. This is a consequence of basing it on the version space and candidate elimination
algorithm. The latter algorithm was designed for (single) concept learning, and is known to
be problematic for continuous attribute spaces (Haussler, 1988), disjunctive target concepts
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• •• (Murray, 1987). and noisy example data (Kalkanis and Conroy, 1991). In particular, planning
domains necessarily exhibit multiple disjunctive target concepts, i.e.. Statelnstances.
In summary, the POI algorithm is limited to non-metric, binary relationships and to binary constraints,
and it cannot guarantee to induce a complete operator-set for an arbitrary set of inputs. The most
serious limitation is that the algorithm is inherently combinatorially explosive. The latter limitation is
addressed in more detail in the following section.
£ 6 COMBATTING COMBINATORIAL EXPLOSION
This section describes the actions taken to combat the combinatorial explosion the POI algorithm
inherits from the version space and candidate elimination algorithm. Such actions will be termed
The complexity of the POI algorithm was analyzed theoretically to confirm that there was a
combinatorial explosion and to show where attention was needed for efficiency of implementation.
Then, a set of countermeasures was selected. The experience in implementing and using these
counlcrmeasures is described in Chapter 4.
3.6.1 Theoretical Complexity Analysis
This section analyzes the theoretical complexity of the POI algorithm.
In POI, domains are modelled in terms of object-classes, relationship-classes, and constraints.
Changing one of these inputs changes not only the essential nature of the domain, but also the runtime
and memory requirements of the POI algorithm. In other words, the POI algorithm's complexity must
be analysed across a variety of domains. 1 term this across-domain complexity.
In principle, across-domain complexity could be assessed by varying each of the inputs in turn. In
practice, the constraints are dependent on the object-classes and relationship-classes. Moreover,
relationship-classes art largely determined by the object-classes. Since the number of object-classes
is the key, assessment has been confined to varying the number of object-classes.
There is another input: the number of object-instances in each object-class. Changing the number of
object-instances docs not change the domain's essential nature. For example, a three-blocks world
shares with a two-blocks world the characteristic behaviour of stacking blocks. However, changing the
number of object-instances does influence the size of the state-space. In Nilsson's (1980)
representation, a three-blocks world has 22 valid states, but a two-blocks world has only five. Inducing
a state-space with 22 states requires runtime and memory than inducing a space containing only five
states. Therefore, the POI algorithm's complexity must also be analysed in changing the number of
object-instances within a given domain. I term this wii/iin-domain complexity.
Within-domain complexity can be readily assessed by:
keeping (he object-classes, relationship-classes, and constraints constant, and
varying the number of object-instances for each object-class.
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Step
1 . 1
1.2
1 . 3
2 . 1
2 .2
2 . 3
2 . 4
2 . 5
2 . 6
Complexity
O(d)
O(d)
O(d • r')
O(r • i>)
2«
O(»)
O(s>)
O(s')
O(t)
Remarks
Worst ca««, i . « . , whan th«r« *r« no
c o n s t r a i n t s
Figure 49: Theoretical Complexity Analysis of POI Algorithm.
Figure 49 shows an analysis of the worst-case complexity for each step in the POI algorithm, where:
d is the number of StaieDcscription instances,
r is the number of RelationClass instances.
i is the number of Objectlnstance instances,
c is the number of statements in the domain description language,
s is the number of Statelnstance instances, and
t is the number of TransitionClass instances.
The relationships between these variables are specific to the application domain being modelled.
Further analysis concentrates on the step with the highest complexity. Step (2.2). The worst case for
version-space construction is when there are no domain constraints. In that case, the version space
would be the same as the rale space. The size of the rule-space depends on the size of the domain
description language, i.e., on the size of the parameter c. The domain description language is the set
of Relationlnstance instances, which are themselves dependent on the numbers of ObjectGasses and
RelationClasses. There are two types of RelationClass:
i4 tf<?/a//o/jC7(m /tow yci/ty an Otyec/C/aw / w itte//. Such a RelationClass contributes (i,*
+ 2i,) Relationlnstances to the domain description language, where i, is the number of
Objectlnstances of the ObjectClass J.
i4 fle/a«onC&w5 r/iar 70/w d/flfcrem Ob/ecrC/awes / and AT. Such a RelationClass contributes
(i,.i,t + i,+ i*) Relationlnstances to the domain description language, where i, and i* are the
numbers of Objectlnstances of the ObjectClasses J and K.
The parameter c is the sum of the contributions of all the RelationClasses. The theoretical maximum
size of the version-space is then 2 to the power of c. Figure 50 lists the size of the rule space for the
domains considered in my research". For simplicity of comparison, each domain is assumed to have
The domains are described in Chapter 4.
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just one instance of each object-class".
Domain
Finger-crossing
Piano-playing
Blocks World (Genesereth and Nilsson, 1987)
Tank-farm
Blocks World (Nilsson, 1980)
Blocks World (Ramsay and Barratt, 1991)
Dining philosopher* problem
Aircraft scheduling
POI
High Performance Capillary Electrophoresis
Value of c
0
3
5
6
8
14
15
33
60
87
Figure 50: Size of Rule Space for Various Domains.
Since domains are invariably constrained, the version space will generally not reach its maximum size.
The size of the actually-constructed version space divided by the size of the rule space will be termed
the/igurc qf/mfrif. The larger the figure of merit is. the better. The figure of merit is easiest assessed
by performing POI runs, i.e., empirically. Sections 4.4 and 4.5, respectively, report the results of an
empirical analysis of within- and across-domain complexity.
3.6.2 Potential Counter-measures
In developing potential countermeasures, attention was focused on the efficiency of version-space
construction. Several potential countermeasures were not investigated, for the following reasons:
The use of domain-specific heuristics was rejected because it
would make the POI algorithm domain-dependent. Moreover, the issue of acquiring the
heuristics would then arise.
Version-space construction in plan-space, instead of state-space, was
rejected on the grounds that the size of plan-space is of the order of the square of the size
of the state-space for the same domain. Moreover, a plan-recognition capability would be
needed in Part 1 of the algorithm; plan-recognition is itself an active area of research.
s-fcvW vrrsion 5 / M « . The use of RelationClass instances as the basis for version space
construction was rejected when it was observed that the resulting space would no longer
exhibit the subsumption property.
" In practice, the finger-crossing, dining philosophers. POI. and High Performance Capillary
Electrophoresis domains would have to have more than one instance of certain object-classes in order to be
meaningful. For example, finger-crossing is not possible with only one finger.
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*, /»arria/ version jpac*. It might be possible to induce a full operator-set from a partly-
: constructed version-space. One such approach (using depth-first search, followed by beam-
•r search) was implemented. However, as this countermeasure no longer guarantees (he
completeness of the induced state-transition network. I decided not to investigate it further.
The countermeasures investigated and implemented fully are as follows:
//i/roducing 0£»/«-7Cfas5 i/iA^riM/icr A facility was introduced to enable ObjectClasses to
be placed in a generalisation-specialisation (inheritance) hierarchy. The original motivation
was to be able to represent the HPCE domain. It was observed that inheritance hail several
other benefits. Most importantly for complexity, it reduced the number of RelatiunClass
instances. This lead to a reduction in the domain description language, so reducing the size
of the version space. Another valuable benefit was that inheritance could be used to avoid
the need to express constraints with an arity greater than two.
V>rsion-spac? pani'nonin;. When the complete domain description language is used for
version-space construction, a State-Transition Network containing world-state descriptions
is obtained. Such a State-Transition Network will be termed a fl/o/xi/ S77V. A global STN
contains g/o6a/ 5ta/« and g/ofta/ rraru/fio/u, i.e., states and transitions involving all the
objects in the domain. By contrast, the version space can be partitioned by limiting induction
to a subset of the ObjectClass. Objectlnstance. RelationClass and/or Relationlnstance
instances. By partitioning, each subset can induced separately, yielding a 5id>-.S77V*°. The
set of sub-STNs can then be merged to reproduce the global STN. This has the advantage
that the complexity of Step (2.2) is reduced. Version-space partitioning has been successfully
implemented, and has been investigated fully for partitioning by ObjectClasses (yielding a
cfass-S77V containing c/a«-5M/« and c/ais-rraas/rio/u) and by Objectlnstances (yielding an
injtance-S77v' containing i"ojwnc^-5W;« and
The experience in introducing inheritance suggested another potential countermeasure: to introduce a
whole-part (decomposition) hierarchy. Sub-domains could then be "packaged-up" as object-instances.
It has not been necessary to investigate this countermeasure, e.g., for handling real-world domains.
Other researchers may wish to extend the POI ontology and algorithm to introduce decomposition.
3.7 CHAPTER 3 SUMMARY
This chapter has documented the POI algorithm and its underlying ontology. Functionality, application,
and tractability requirements have been compiled. The POI ontology connects a structural model of
the domain to its behavioural model by means of a linking model. The ontology has been presented
using Chen's (1976) entity-relationship model notation. Since the POI algorithm also takes its input
in the form of a entity-relationship model of the domain, the POI ontology is a meta-representation.
Following accepted software engineering practice, the POI algorithm has been described in terms of
its functional decomposition. At the top level of the decomposition hierarchy, the algorithm is
decomposed into two Parts. At the second level, the algorithm consists of nine steps. Each step is
described in detail, with some steps being decomposed another level.
*° Sub-STNs are often encountered in software engineering. For example, many CASE tools elicit sub-
STNs, rather than a global STN, from their user.
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Single- and multi-agent implementations are described. The implementation-language classes are
related directly to the classes of entities found in the POI ontology. The behaviour of the single-agent
program is shown as a state-transition network. Key refinements made during implementation are
outlined. ,
The limitations of the POI algorithm are summarised. The most serious limitation is that the algorithm
is inherently combinatorially explosive. A theoretical analysis of the algorithm's complexity is
documented. In the worst case, the runtime and memory usage would be proportional to 2 to the power
of the size of the domain description language (i.e., 2 to the power of the number of
Relationlnstances). A number of potential countemeasures to the combinatorial explosion are
described. Two of these countermeasurcs - object-class inheritance and version-space partitioning -
have been implemented fully.
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4 OPEN-LOOP EXPERIMENTS
The purpose of this chapter is to describe a programme of open-loop experiments. Open-loop testing
involved supplying a set of inputs to an implementation of Part 2 (Induction) of the PO1 algorithm and
examining its output, without feedback from output to input (see Figure 51). To ensure the domain-
independence of the results, the experiments were repeated for several domains. The programme was
designed to:
- Demonstrate that the POI algorithm was capable of inducing knowledge-based planning
operators.
Investigate empirically the within- and across-domain complexity of the POI algorithm.
The single-agent DUC-ASS program was used; this program was described in Chapter 3. Unless
otherwise stated, the Single-Actor/Single-Statc-Change (SA/SSC) meta-heuristic" was employed.
Objects
Relationships ,
Constraints
Meta-heuristic
POI Part 2:
Induction
Planning Operator^
Figure 51: Open-Loop Testing of the POI Algorithm.
The experimental results are too voluminous to document in full. Instead, this chapter outlines the
overall shape of the experimental programme, with notable results being highlighted. Section 4.1
summarises the domains for which DUC-ASS runs have been done. Section 4.2 details the design of
the experimental programme, concentrating on three of the domains. Section 4.3 demonstrates that the
POI algorithm is capable of inducing knowledge-based planning operators for a well-known AI
domain: the blocks world. Section 4.4 presents the results of the within-domain complexity
investigations, and Section 4.5 presents the results of the across-domain complexity investigations. The
rest of the chapter highlights the key results from:
varying domain granularity (Section 4.6).
varying domain constraints (Section 4.7).
varying the meta-heuristic (Section 4.8).
partitioning the version-space (Section 4.9).
41 This meia-heuristk was described in Section 1.2.2.
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-- introducing inheritance in the domain model (Section 4.10).
» investigating the POI meta-domain (Section 4.11).
Section 4.12 draws conclusions.
4,1 DOMAINS
The domains for which DUC-ASS runs have been done are listed in Figure 52, together with the
number of object-classes, primary relationship-classes, and USEABLE constraints in the domaia The
number of all possible binary constraints is shown in brackets. Each domain is described briefly in the
sub-sections below. The three domains on which the experimental programme concentrated - Piano-
Playing, Blocks World, and High Performance Capillary Electrophoresis - are marked with asterisks.
Domain
F i n g e r - c r o s s i n g (F)
* P i a n o - p l a y i n g (P)
Tank-farm (T)
• Blocks World (B)
Dining p h i l o s o p h e r s (D)
A i r c r a f t s c h e d u l i n g (A)
P lann ing Ope ra to r I n d u c t i o n
* High Performance C a p i l l a r y
E l e c t r o p h o r e s i s (H)
Object-
classes
1
2
2
3
5
9
19
24
Relation-
classes
1
1
2
3
5
10
25
18
Constraints
8 (11)
4 (4)
11 (17)
18 (39)
26 (44)
57 (120)
202 (370)
116 (181)
Figure 52; Experimental Domains.
4.1.1 Finger-Crossing Domain
The Finger-Crossing domain models the physical process of crossing two or more fingers. There is
a single class of objects - F i n g e r - which can be related by the single c r o s s i n g relationship-class
(see Figure 53). Several variants of the Finger-Crossing domain are possible, depending on the
cardinality constraints on the c r o s s i n g relationship-class. A one-to-one constraint is the baseline.
The Finger-Crossing domain is chiefly imponant in that it is the simplest possible domain that can be
represented using the POI ontology. There are no meaningful domains with fewer object- or
relationship-classes. Although it has a cardinality constraint, the Finger-Crossing domain is too small
to exhibit exclusion constraints. Despite its extreme simplicity, the Finger-Crossing domain can be
claimed to model a real-world domain. Opie and Opie (1959) recorded that finger-crossing is of ritual
significance amongst school children in swearing oaths, preventing bad luck, and calling truces.
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Figure 53: Entity-Relationship Diagram for Finger-Crossing Domain.
4.1.2 Piano-Playing Domain
The Piano-Playing domain models the physical process underlying the use of keyboard-based devices
in making music (e.g., pianos, organs, harpsichords, harmonicas, and the like) and in interacting with
symbolic systems (e.g., typewriters, computers, process-control systems, and the like). There arc two
classes of object: F inge r and Key. Instances of these object-classes can related by the single
p r e s s i n g relationship-class (see Figure 54). Although various cardinality constraints on p r e s s i n g
are possible, the baseline for the experimental programme was one-to-one.
The Piano-Playing domain is a minimal elaboration of the Finger-Crossing domain, involving die
addition of a second object-class. There is still only one relationship-class. Like Finger-Crossing. It
is possible to claim that Piano-Playing is a real-world domain. The importance of the Piano-Playing
domain rests on two aspects:
Acfion in r/if P/ano-P/aying domain can fee p/an-dr/ven. Pianists press and release keys in
a partial order determined by a set of marks printed on sheets of paper. Such sheet music can
be regarded as a plan which is generated by the composer and executed by the pianist.
Improvisation corresponds to reactive planning. Similarly, a secretary who types a letter from
dictation notes can be seen as executing the plan generated by the person who dictated the
letter.
cons/ra/ntt, fAe Piano-P/aying domain cxn/o/u a massive comWna/oria/
As pianos usually have 88 keys and pianists have ten fingers, the unconstrained version
space would have 2**" nodes. This is substantially more than the number of atoms in the
Universe. In real life, piano-playing is possible because it is highly constrained. The
cardinality constraints restrict each finger to pressing just one key at a time, and each key
to being pressed by no more than one finger at a time. These cardinality constraints are
modelled in the Piano-Playing domain. In addition, fingers are linearly ordered, grouped in
fives by being affixed to a hand, with each hand having a limited span of about 15 keys. The
keys are also linearly ordered. These additional real-world constraints are not modelled in
the Piano-Playing domain because they would require additional object- or relationship-
classed.
** There is a branch of experimental music concerned with composing //npojj/We /?MM/C, i.e., musk that
cannot be played by humans. Impossible music can be modelled by relaxing one or more of the constraints
mentioned.
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Finger
PianoKey
Figure 54: Entity-Relationship Diagram for Piano-Playing Domain.
4.1 J Tank-Farm Domain
The Tank-Fann domain models the processes common to oil refineries and chemical plants, which
consist of a network of vessels, joined by pipes through which fluids flow. Such real-world domains
are often collectively known as "tank farms". Two classes of vessel are distinguished (see Figure 55):
the Tank object-class models storage vessels, and the R e a c t o r object-class models vessels in which
fluids react with one another. Pipes and fluids are not modelled explicitly. When fluid flows from a
Tank to a R e a c t o r , this is denoted by saying that the Tank is f e e d i n g the R e a c t o r . Similarly,
fluid flow from a R e a c t o r to a Tank is modelled as the existence of a l o a d i n g relationship
between them. As baseline, it is assumed that f e e d i n g and l o a d i n g both have one-to-one
cardinality constraints. Additional exclusion constraints include the assumptions that a Tank cannot
both be feeding and being loaded simultaneously, and that a R e a c t o r cannot both be loading and
being fed simultaneously.
Figure 55: Entity-Relationship Diagram for Tank-Farm Domain.
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The Tank-Farm domain is a minimal elaboration of the Piano-Playing domain, involving the addition
of a second relationship-class. Having two relationship-classes, it is the smallest domain that can
exhibit exclusion constraints. Once again, it is possible to claim that the Tank-Farm is a real-world
domain. The Tank-Farm domain is important in that there is a close analogy between the effects of
different meta-heuristics in POI and the effects of different safety policies in operating real-life tank-
farms, as shown in Section 4.8.
Figure 56: Entity-Relationship Diagram for Blocks World (Nilsson Variant).
4.1.4 Blocks World
The Blocks World models the processes found in using a (robot) hand to manipulate a set of children's
blocks stacked on a table. The origins of the Blocks World can be traced back to Winograd (1972),
but the baseline in my experimental programme is modelled on Nilsson (1980, pps. 275-283). This
baseline will be known as the "Nilsson variant". Nilsson provided neither a domain description nor
any domain constraints. A Nilsson-compatible domain description may be found in Rich and Knight
(1991, pps. 332-333). together with five domain constraints. Another Blocks World representation
compatible with the Nilsson variant may be found in Thornton and du Boulay (1992, pp. 171-200).
An entity-relationship model for the Nilsson (1980) variant of the Blocks World has already been
shown in Chapter 2. For convenience, it is reproduced here again at Figure 56. The POI ontology
requires the systematic identification of primary, converse, and inverse relationships, not all of which
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are to be found in Nilsson (1980) (or in other blocks-world references). Figure 57 compares the
baseline model used in the POI experiments with Nilsson's representation. Three classes of objects are
distinguished: Block, Hand, and Table. The Block object-class represents the children's blocks
that are stacked. The Hand object-class represents the robot hands that are capable of manipulating
the blocks. The Table object-class represents those objects which support the stacks of blocks being
manipulated. Three primary relationship-classes are distinguished. Hands and Blocks are related by
the h o l d i n g relationship. Blocks and Tables by onTable, and one Block and another by on.
Other predicates identified by Nilsson (1980), Rich and Knight (1991), and Thornton and du Boulay
(1992) are inverses of these primary relationship-classes. For example, Nilsson's HANDEMPTY is the
actor-inverse of ho ld ing , which I denote as notHolding . Likewise, CLEAR(x) is the actee-inverse
of on, which I denote as notBeneath .
Baseline model
Primary
(holding ?Handl ?Blockl]
and its convene:
IheldBy ?Blockl ?Handl)
[on ?Blockl ?Block2)
and its converse:
(beneath ?Bloclc2
?Bloclcl]
(onTable ?Blockl
?Tablel]
and its converse:
[supporting ?Tablel
?Blockl]
Inverse
[notHolding ?Handij
[notHeld ?Blockl)
(notOn ?blockl]
[notBeneath
?Block2]
[notOnTable
?Blockl]
[notSupporting
?Tablel)
Nilsson's (1980)
Primary
HOLDING(X)
-
ON(x, y )
-
ONTABLE(X)
representation
Inverse
HANDEMPTY
-
-
CLEAR(X)
-
Figure 57: Comparison of Baseline and Nilsson (1980) Relationship-Classes.
The cardinality constraints in Figure 56 follow the conventions that:
A Hand can only hold one Block at a time.
A Block can only be held by one Hand at a time.
A Block can only be on top of one other Block at a time.
A Block can only be beneath one other Block at a time.
A Block can only be on one Tab le at a time.
A Tab le can support many Blocks at a time.
Beyond the six exclusion constraints between the primary/converse relationships and their inverses,
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there are additional exclusion constraints, including: . '
. A B l o c k cannot be both held by a Hand and on a Tab le .
, „ A B l o c k cannot be both on another B l o c k and on a Tab le .
A B l o c k cannot be both held by a Hand and beneath another Block.
A B l o c k must either be held by a Hand, or on another Block , or supported by • Table .
These constraints are only partially documented in the literature. For example. Rich and Knight (1991)
list two of the cardinality constraints, two of the exclusion constraints between primaries and their
inverses, and one of the additional exclusion constraints. Drummond (1990) and Tcncnbcrg (1990)
have each documented three of the block world constraints.
Reference
Nilsson, 1980, pp. 275-
283.
Bundy, Burstall, W«ir and
Young, 1980, pp. 51-52.
Charniak and McDennott,
1985, pp. 490, 515-517, Ex
9.34.
Ramsay and Barratt, 1987,
pp. 13-16, 49-51.
Genesereth and Nilsson,
1987, pp. 263-281 (Ch 11).
Rich and Knight, 1991, pp.
332-336.
Thornton and du Boulay,
1992, pp. 171-200 (Ch 7).
Inputs
Domain description, state-
transition network,
drawing* of two states.
Domain description,
drawings of three states.
Domain description,
drawing of one state.
Domain description, list
of object-classes,
drawings of two states.
Text, drawings of two
states, state-space,
state-transition network,
and example procedure.
Domain description, lists
of relations and some
constraints, drawing of
one state
Detailed description,
drawing of one state,
several example runs of
POP-11 and Prolog code.
Ouemon
4
l
3 (1 left
as an
'exercise
for the
reader')
8
3
4
4
Figure 58: AI Textbook References to Blocks World.
The baseline Blocks World can be regarded as the composition of the Piano-Playing and Finger-
Crossing domains. The Piano-Playing domain can be recognised in two places: firstly in the grouping
of the Hand and B l o c k object-classes with the h o l d i n g relationship, and secondly in the grouping
of the B l o c k and T a b l e object-classes with the onTab le relationship-class. The Finger-Crossing
domain can be recognised in the grouping of the B l o c k object-class with the on relationship-class.
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It is possible to claim that the Blocks World is a real-world domain. This claim would be challenged
by some AI researchers on the grounds that it is a toy domain. In justification, one may point to the
analogy between the Blocks World and a container terminal, as found in major harbours such as
Rotterdam. Stacks of containers (cf. Blocks) are manipulated by transporters (cf. Hands) on parking
areas or in ships' holds (cf. Tables) . Companies such as European Container Terminals use standard
procedures containing sequences of container-manipulation actions (cf. blocks-world plans and
operators).
The Blocks World is important in that it is often used as an example in the knowledge-based planning
literature. Figure 58 lists in chronological order the main AI textbook references to STRIPS-style
Blocks World operators.
Analysis (Grant, van den Herik and Hudson, 1994) showed that the references fall into three groups,
as follows:
//jr*e-o6/«7-c&ws group. The members of the three-object-class group are Nilsson
(1980). Rich and Knight (1991). and Thornton and du Boulay (1992). They model the blocks
world using three object-classes and three primary relationship-classes, and they identify four
operators. The M'/won variarn will be taken as the representative of this group.
7"n« /wo-oft/eez-ctaK group. The members of the two-object-class group are Bundy, Burstall,
Weir and Young (1980). Chamiak and McDcrmott (1985), and Genesereth and Nilsson
(1987). They model the blocks world using two object-classes and two primary relationship-
classes, and they (should) identify three operators'". The Ge/i«ere//i and M7SJO/I variant
will be taken as the representative of this group.
rn^/our-ofc|/>a-c/a« group. Ramsay and Barrett (1987) - the single member of this group -
model the blocks world using four object-classes and four primary relationship-classes,
identifying eight planning operators.
Detailed comparison between Nilsson (1980) and Genesereth and Nilsson (1987) brings further
insights. Despite having an author in common (Nilsson), their variants differ by one object-class. The
Genesereth and Nilsson variant omits the Hand object-class, as shown in Figure 59. Both references
depict the complete state-space for the three-blocks world. In Nilsson (1980. Figure 7.3, p. 283) there
arc 22 states, and in Genesercth and Nilsson (1987, Figure 11.3, p. 265) there are only 13. Inspection
shows that, in the "missing" nine states, the hand is holding a block. Since the Hand object-class was
omitted by Genesereth and Nilsson, they were unable to represent the "missing" states.
Nilsson (1980) and Genesereth and Nilsson (1987) also identify different operator-sets. In the Nilsson
variant, picking up a block and stacking it on another are two separate operations. By contrast mis
is a single operation in the Genesereth and Nilsson variant, becoming their s t a c k (S) operator.
Similarly, Genesereth and Nilsson's move (M) operator unites the Nilsson-variant operations of
unstacking a block from one stack and stacking it onto another.
*' 1 wrile "should" because, strictly speaking, not all group members have done so. Bundy. Burstall. Weir
and Young (1980) quote just one MOVE operator, but add [CLEAR FLOOR] to the add-list "because it is
inadvertently deleted in case (c)" (iftM.. p. SI). They failed to see that this is a sign that different MOVE
operators are needed according to the object-class of the starting and finishing supports. Although Chamiak and
McDermott (1985. pps. 515-6) do not make the same mistake, they do quote two move operators and then
inform the reader that "Exercise 9.34 asks you to write a third schema defining move".
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Block
... . ..
Mk
Y
Table
1
Figure 59: Entity-Relationship Diagram for Genesereth and Nilsson (1987).
The existence of multiple variants of the Blocks Worids opens up the possibility of experimentation
with the help of the POI algorithm to reproduce the multiplicity, to explain why this multiplicity arises,
and to relate the variants to one another. Sections 4.6 and 4.7 report the results of such experiments.
Moreover, on the evidence of multiple variants of the Blocks World, the following hypotheses can be
proposed:
For a given domain, an increase in the number of object-classes is associated with an
increase in the number of relationship-classes. In the Blocks World, the association is linear,
at one relationship-class per object-class**.
For a given domain, an increase in the number of relationship-classes is associated with an
increase in the number of planning operators.
These hypotheses would have to be verified by comparing variants for other domains. Verification
must await the development of another domain with multiple variants.
A key conclusion can be drawn without awaiting confirmation from other domains. In writing the
textbooks, each author listed in Figure 58 judged that he had designed a satisfactory model of the
Blocks World. Nevertheless. I have shown that the models differ. Therefore, I conclude that the
number of object-classes needed to represent a given domain is - to some extent - a matter for design
judgement.
4.1.5 Dining Philosophers Domain
The Dining Philosophers domain models the processes found in an example domain proposed by
Dijkstra (1971). As described by Hoare (1985. p. 75): .
A possible reason for the ratio of one relationship-class per object -class is discussed in Section 4.10.1.
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"Each philosopher had a room in which he could engage in ... thinking; there was
also a common dining room, furnished with a circular table, surrounded by five
chairs ... To the left of each [chair] there was laid a golden fork, and in the centre
stood a large bowl of spaghetti ... Such is the tangled nature of spaghetti that a
second fork is required to carry it to the mouth. ... Of course, a fork can be used
by only one philosopher at a time."
Philosopher Cloisters
Seat
Location Fork
Figure 60: Entity-Relationship Diagram for Dining Philosophers Domain.
I distinguish five object-classes in the Dining Philosophers domain (see Figure 60): Philosopher.
C l o i s t e r s . Fork. Location, and Seat. The Philosopher object-class represents the
philosophers who either think or (try to) cat sitting at the circular table. The C l o i s t e r s object-class
represents the rooms where the Philosophers do their thinking. The Fork object-class represents
the cutlery items used by the Philosophers when eating. The Location object-class represents
the places on the table where the Forks rest when not in use. The Seat object-class represents the
scats which the Philosophers must sit in when eating. By convention:
There is just one instance of the C l o i s t e r s object-class.
There are equal numbers of Philosophers. Seats. Forks, and Locations. The usual
number is five instances of each object-class.
The Seats are equally placed around the table, with a Location between each pair of
Seats and a Seat between each pair of Locations.
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S»- A P h i l o s o p h e r must have two Forks before he/she can eat. *
Five relationship-classes are distinguished. Phi losophers may be t h i n k i n g i n the C l o i s t e r s ,
e a t i n g w i t h (a pair of) Forks, and s i t t i n g i n Seats. The Seats are f l a n k i n g (a pair oO
Locations, which may be l o c a t i n g Forks. Cardinality constnunts ensure (for example) that a
ph i lo sopher can only be sitting in one Seat at a time, that a Seat can only hold one
Phi losopher at a time, and that a Locat ion can only locate one Fork at a time. Additional
exclusion constraints include that a Phi l o sopher cannot be both thinking (in the Clo i s t er s ) and
eating (with Forks) at the same time, and that a Ph i lo sopher cannot be eating without sitting (in
a Seat).
It should be noted that my model of the Dining Philosophers domain would need to be refined, if the
aim of experimentation was to obtain a perfect domain model. For example, it is not possible to
represent as a binary constraint the requirement for a Ph i lo sopher to have two Forks before
eating. Since my aim is merely to investigate the complexity of the POI algorithm, it is unnecessary
to eliminate the remaining imperfections. Section 4.10 shows how similar imperfections in the Blocks
World can be compensated for.
Dijkstra's (1971) "dining philosophers' problem" has had great influence on the theory of concurrent
programming. It is a benchmark of the expressive power of concurrent programming languages,
because it exhibits the classic problems of mutual exclusion, deadlock, and lockout. It has been
analysed in a number of different ways. e.g.. by Hoare (1985). Kokol (1987). and Ringwood (1988).
As for the blocks world, there are a number of variants. Differences range from the superficial (e.g..
rice and chopsticks instead of spaghetti and forks) to the vital (e.g., each chair in Hoare s account it
reserved for a particular philosopher, as in a London club).
4.1.6 Aircraft Scheduling Domain
The Aircraft Scheduling domain models the processes found in airliner maintenance. I distinguish nine
object-classes in the Aircraft Scheduling domain (see Figure 61). The F l i g h t object-class represents
a flight to be flown, i.e., an element of the airline's timetable. The A i r c r a f t object-class represents
the airliners which the airline operates. The Pay load object-class represents the passengers or freight
which the airliners must transport. The FuelTruck object-class represents the vehicles which fill the
A i r c r a f t with fuel for their next flight. The Part object-class represents those components of the
A i r c r a f t that can become faulty. The Faul t object-class represents the failures which can be
manifested by the A i r c r a f t ' s Parts. The Tradesman object-class represents the airline's
personnel who refuel, repair, and load the A i r c r a f t . The S k i l l object-class represents the set of
skills required of the Tradesmen in order to operate FuelTrucks, to repair Faults , and to load
Payloads. The Tool object-class represents the tools and other equipment used in refuelling,
repairing, or loading activities.
Ten relationship-classes are distinguished. Tradesmen may u s e Tools to o p e r a t e FuelTrucks.
to r e p a i r Faults , and to l o a d Payloads. They need to e x h i b i t the appropriate S k i l l for
each activity. A i r c r a f t c o n s i s t of Parts. Parts can m a n i f e s t Faults . A i r c r a f t can
be r e f u e l l e d by FuelTrucks. can carry a Payload, and can f l y F l i g h t s .
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night
Aircraft
FudTruck Part Payload
Skill Tool
Figure 61: Entity-Relationship Diagram for Aircraft Scheduling Domain.
Cardinality constraints ensure (for example) that an A i r c r a f t can carry only one P a y l o a d at a
time and that a P a y l o a d can only be carried by one A i r c r a f t at a time. Similarly, though a
Tradesman can be using many Tools , a given Too l can only be used by one Tradesman at a
time. Question-marks show cardinalities that are dependent on the type of A i r c r a f t or on the
airline's operating policy. For example, there are arrangements by which one large Fue lTruck can
refuel several small A i r c r a f t simultaneously. On the other hand, several Fue lTrucks may be
needed at the same time to refuel a very large A i r c r a f t . Airline policy will determine whether
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Tradesmen exhibit one or many S k i l l s (i.e.. are "single-skilled" or "multi-skilled"). The baseline
for this thesis is that r e f u e l l i n g is a one-to-one relationship and that e x h i b i t i n g is many-to-
one.
Additional exclusion constraints ensure that:
A Tradesman can only be operating a FuelTruck. or repairing a F a u l t , or loading a
Pay l o a d .
A Too l must be used to do any of these things. ' ,
Each Tradesman does only those activities for which he/she has the appropriate Sk i 1 l(s).
An A i r c r a f t cannot be flying a F l i g h t if it is being refuelled, has a Part which
manifests a F a u l t , or is not carrying a Pay load .
As for the Dining Philosophers domain, there arc imperfections in my model of the Aircraft
Scheduling domain. Refinement of the domain model is not necessary for the purposes of my research.
The Aircraft Scheduling domain is a real-world domain that is to be found at all major airports. As
well as performing scheduling in real aircraft operations myself. I have studied the domain extensively
using simulation techniques. I concluded (Grant. 1985) that aircraft schedulers must make decisions
in state-spaces which potentially contain some 2** states. The mean time between decisioas is about
15 minutes. Fortunately for the schedulers' sanity, the problem is very highly constrained, with al most
2 or 3 of the 2**° possible decisions being valid at any decision-point.
4.1.7 High Performance Capillary Electrophoresis Domain
The High Performance Capillary Electrophoresis (HPCE) domain models the processes found in a
particular class of laboratory instruments. HPCE is a general technique for analysing chemical mixtures
(Eckhard, 1992). The technique is in routine use in laboratories world-wide. Several manufacturers
supply HPCE instruments. The HPCE domain in this thesis is based on the P/ACE System 2000
instrument, supplied by Beckman Instruments Nederland b.v. The Beckman instrument has three parts
(Beckman. 1989): an analyser, a Programmable Logic Controller (PLQ, and a PC-based data analysis
system. The HPCE domain models only the analyser.
An HPCE analyser is depicted schematically in Figure 62. The chemical mixtures to be analysed and
other fluids (e.g., capillary-cleaning fluid ("regenerator solution"), de-ionised water, and electrically-
neutral buffer solution) are placed in vials in one or more trays. To analyse a chemical mixture, the
capillary is rinsed with cleaning fluid and de-ionised water, and then filled with the buffer solution.
Since the long, thin capillary is fragile, it is held in a cartridge. The vial containing the chemical
mixture is raised to the iniet receptacle at one end of the cartridge. Another vial is raised to the outlet
receptacle. The action of raising a vial to a receptacle causes the vial to be sealed off for pressurisation
and an electrode to be dipped into the fluid contained in the vial. The pressure supply is briefly
switched on, to introduce a minute quantity of the mixture into the capillary. After the pressure supply
has been switched off, the power supply is switched on. This causes a high voltage to be applied
across the capillary, from the vial at the inlet receptacle to the vial at the outlet receptacle. Under the
influence of the high voltage, the contents of the capillary moves. The direction and speed of
movement depends on the mixture's chemical composition and concentratioa The effect is to split the
mixture into its component chemicals. These chemical components pass under a detector, which
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generates data. Typically, the capillary and its contents are illuminated by filtered ultra-violet light
with the light absorption against time being measured by the detector. The various parts of the HPCE
analyser are designed as replaceable modules, which are assembled into the instrument's body prior
to use.
PraMur* Supply
Figure 62: Schematic Diagram of HPCE Analyser.
I distinguish 24 object-classes in the HPCE domain (see Figure 63). The InstrumentBody object-
class models the HPCE analyser's metal framework. The Module object-class is an abstract superclass
which models the ability to fit and replace modules into the instrument body prior to use. The
Cartr idge object-class represents the cartridge that holds the Capi l lary . The Side object-class
represents the two sides of the capillary, i.e., inlet and outlet. The OnOff Module object-class is an
abstract specialisation of the Module object-class representing those (replaceable) modules that can
be switched on and off. The On object-class represents the states that an OnOff Module can be in;
there is just one instance of this class. Other object-classes which specialise the Module and
OnOff Module superclasses represent the objects shown in Figure 62.
The Container object-class is an abstract superclass which models the ability to contain fluids.
Containers can contain one or more FluidUnits. each consisting of a single Chemical.
Chemical is an abstract superclass that is specialised into Gas and Liquid object-classes. The
C a p i l l a r y subclass specialises the Container superclass in that the FluidUnits it contains are
ordered linearly along its length. By contrast. FluidUnits contained in Via ls are randomly ordered.
The Light abstract superclass is specialised into F i l t eredLight and ModulatedLight object-
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classes.
Sid*
InsfrumentBody
•VtKfOSM
Module
On
Tray Cartridge Receptade Fitter
-il.OnOttModule
Lamp Detector PowerSupply PressureSuppty
Vai
Liquid Gas
Figure 63: Entity-Relationship Diagram for HPCE Domain.
I distinguish 18 relationship-classes. Modules can be f i t t i n g to an instrumentBody, and
OnOff Modules can also be in the On state. Trays r e t a in vials, which may be received
by Receptacles and pressur ised by a PressureSupply. A Receptacle may be either
on the i n l e t or on the ou t le t Side. Cap i l l a r i e s may be held by a Cartridge,
and powered by a PowerSupply. Containers may contain FluidUnits, each
consis t ing of aChemical. Lamps i l luminate F i l te rs , which pass Fi l teredLight .
The Fi l teredLight shines on the Capillary, which t ransmits it to the FluidUnits
it contains. These FluidUnits modulate the ModulatedLight, which is detected by the
Detector. The Detector then generates Data.
Cardinality constraints ensure (for example) that a Receptacle can receive only one Vial at a
time, that a Lamp can illuminate only one F i l t e r at a time, that a Tray can hold many Vials, and
that a FluidUnit can consists of only one Chemical. Additional exclusion constraints ensure (for
example) that:
A Receptacle can only be on the i n l e t or on the o u t l e t Side at a time.
A Capil lary can only be powered when it is held by a Cartridge.
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» A V i a l can only be p r e s s u r i s e d if it is r e c e i v e d by a R e c e p t a c l e on t h e
i n l e t S i d e . Because this is a triple constraint, it cannot be represented in the DUC-ASS
program.
A D e t e c t o r can only be g e n e r a t i n g Data if it is both i n the On state and
d e t e c t i n g ModulatedLight .
As for the Dining Philosophers and Aircraft Scheduling domains, my model of the HPCE domain is
imperfect. An example of a triple constraint has been given above.
The HPCE domain is unquestionably a complex, real-world domain. More importantly, HPCE analyses
are plan-driven, but the user must generate several plans in advance. Plans must be generated for
- as5?m/>/('ng a// //if madu/fj J/I/O //if mj/ru/nfn/-boay Instructions are given in the user
documentation for fitting the capillary cartridge, the trays, the lamp, the filters, and the
detector, but not for other modules. In particular, no instructions were given for fitting
receptacles or for embedding a capillary in a cartridge.
/7//in£ v/'a/s am/ p/acing //ifm in //if /rayj.
programming //if »'/w/rumfn/ /o perform an arw/yjw. A high-level canonical plan (PRE-
RINSE. INJECT. SEPARATE, and POST-RINSE) is not only documented in the P/ACE
System 2000 users' manual, but also engraved on the instrument's front panel. Despite this,
generating detailed instantiations of this canonical plan - termed "methods" in the user
documentation - is a significant problem for users. The documentation advises users to
perform multiple trial-and-error runs.
programm/ng //if /ru/ru/mn/ /o pf r/brm a i f r/« o/ ana/ysfs.
No planning operators are given in the user documentatioa Therefore, any planning operators induced
by the POI algorithm would be novel. Because other operator-learning techniques are dependent on
the pre-existence of a plan, they would be confined to acquiring the planning operators in the
canonical plan, i.e., r i n s e , i n j e c t , and s e p a r a t e . POI would demonstrate its advantage over
other operator-learning techniques if it induced other operators and/or it decomposed r i n s e , i n j e c t ,
and s e p a r a t e to more primitive operators*'. Figure 64 describes the decomposition of r i n s e ,
i n j e c t , and s e p a r a t e , as identified during the development of a software simulation of the HPCE
instrument (Grant. Wigmans. Eckhart and van Eenennaam. 1992). This decomposition shows that the
set of primitive operators would include ones modelling:
• placing a vial under a receptacle.
raising a vial to the receptacle under which it had been placed.
switching on an OnOffModule instance.
waiting a period of time.
switching off an OnOffModule instance.
** Decomposition would result in an abstraction hierarchy of operators, as in hierarchical planning
(Saceidoti. 1977).
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lowering a vial from the receptacle to which it had been raised.
RINSE
INJECT
SEPARATE
place vial containing rinse solution under inlet receptacle
raise vial to inl«t receptacle
place empty vial under outlet receptacle
raise vial to output receptacle
switch on pressure supply
wait X seconds
switch off pressure supply
lower vial from inlet receptacle
lower vial from outlet receptacle
Same as RINSE, but with:
- vial containing sample at inlet receptacle, rather than rinse solution, and
- small value for X (typically 5 seconds).
place vial containing buffer solution under inlet receptacle
raise vial to inlet receptacle
place vial containing buffer solution under outlet receptacle
raise vial to outlet receptacle
switch on detector
switch on power supply
wait Y seconds
switch off power supply
switch off detector
lower vial from inlet receptacle
lower vial from outlet receptacle
Figure 64: Primitive Operators for HPCE.
4.2 METHODOLOGY
4.2.1 Basis Tor Experiment Design
There are two ways in which open-loop testing of the POI algorithm can be performed: against internal
or external standards. The experimental programme included both.
4.2.2 Testing against Internal Standards
Testing against internal standards is designed to check that the values of the input and output variables
remain within their valid ranges. This is done by je/irif/vify ana/yj/5, i.e., each of the inputs is varied
and the resulting outputs are examined. The following input data-structures can be varied:
The set of ob/ecf-c/axi«.
The number of //w/anc« of each object-class.
The set of retorio/u/i/p-ctosses connecting pairs of object-classes.
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The set of conj/ra//»tt connecting pairs of relationship-classes.
The mi(a-/i?ur;'.?//c used to identify candidate transitions. !
A three-step procedure is applied for sensitivity analysis:
(1) With all inputs set to their IXUWJ/I« values, check that the outputs are within their expected
ranges.
(2) For as many combinations as possible, vary each input around its baseline value, and check
the validity of the outputs obtained (at least qualitatively).
(3) Examine the change in output resulting from a given change in input. Confirm that the
output changes in the expected manner**.
4.2.3 Testing against External Standards
Testing agaiast an external standard is designed to establish that the values obtained from the POI
algorithm match the corresponding values obtained from the external standard. There are two types
of external standard:
/I domain « p m . As well as being used as the source of knowledge in knowledge-based
systems, experts can be used to assess automatically-generated knowledge. Using experts in
this way will be termed/ac* va/idaricm. The standards used are vague, but they exist as the
expert's subjective impressions of the reality of the operators induced by the POI algorithm.
A two-step procedure is applied:
(1) Run the POI algorithm.
(2) Obtain a domain expert's judgement on the realism of the planning operators it
induces, together with the intermediate outputs such as the induced states and
transitions.
Mn orac/f. Howden (1978) defines an orac/f as any program, process, or body of data that
predicts the expected outcome of a set of tests. In AI. oracles are used in machine learning
as teachers and as sources of perfect knowledge, e.g., for rule induction on chess endgame
databases (Dekker. van den Herik and Herschberg. 1990). In testing the POI algorithm, the
outcomes will be variable values (i.e., in var/aft/e-par<wi^/^r va/idariofi). events (i.e., in fven/
validation), and relationships (i.e., in Aypof/trru va/jdar/on). Application of event and
hypothesis validation in testing the POI algorithm is deferred to Chapter 5 because these
forms of testing are more appropriate to closed-loop experimentation. Two sets of variables
and parameters can be used in variable-parameter validation:
ourpur variaWw and param*W5. Comparison of the outputs of the POI
algorithm against the outputs of the oracle will be termed Ou/pu;
$. A two-step procedure is applied:
** Since metric dimensions are outside the scope of this thesis, it is not possible to check the sign or the
magnitude of changes in the outputs.
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0 ) Run both the POI algorithm and the oracle, with the same inputs.
• ' 0 ) Compare their outputs. •
;• • - 77i* jnpu/ variaWtt and p a r a w w j . Comparison of the inputs of the POI algorithm
against the inputs of the oracle will be termed /npw C«n/wrijo» r«ring. A three-
step procedure is applied:
(1) Run the oracle for a particular set of inputs, and note its output
(2) Run the POI algorithm, varying its input until it reproduces the output
noted in (1).
(3) Compare their inputs.
The use of an oracle is preferred because it is objective. Resort should be made to face validation by
a domain expert only where no oracle is available.
4.2.4 Availability of Oracles
In principle, oracles must be found for each of the three illustrative domains. For open-loop testing,
I sought oracles which:
took as their input a list of domain objects, relationships and constraints,
provided a set of knowledge-based planning operators as their output, and
were trusted by domain experts or by the AI community. An indication of trustworthiness
would be that the planning operators provided by the oracle had successfully undergone peer
review.
Considering each domain in turn, I found that:
/io orac/e was ava//ao/e/or /te P/ano-P/ay/ng do/na</i. This domain has not appeared before
in the AI literature. However, it is such a simple domain that a set of operators can be
readily constructed.
severa/ poss/We 5/ocfcs WorW orad« were rcadi/y avai/aWe. I selected for analysis seven
AI textbook references which gave Blocks World operator-sets in the STRIPS formalism. As
already described, the Nilsson (1980) variant of the Blocks World has been selected as the
baseline oracle. Other variants are compared in Sections 4.6 and 4.7.
on/y an eiper/ was ava//aWe /or //if W C £ domain. Although a high-level canonical plan
exists, no planning operators have been documented for HPCE instruments. Hence, no oracle
is available. Resort to face validation by a domain expert was unavoidable.
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4 2 3 Application to Illustrative Domains: Internal Standards
Figure 65 tabulates the experiments done using the three illustrative domains for sensitivity analysis.
i.e., for comparison with internal standards. There is one row for each domain, and one column for
each form of sensitivity analysis. For the Piano-Playing domain and the Blocks Worid, an experiment
has been done for each intersection of a row with a column. For the HPCE domain, only the baseline
experiment was done. In general, each experiment required many DUC-ASS runs.
The experiment names are shown in the table. The initial letters in the experiment names indicate the
domain, i.e., "P" for the Piano-Playing domain, "B" for the Blocks Worid, and "H" for the HPCE
domain. The numbers indicate the input parameter whose sensitivity is being analysed, e.g.,
experiments numbered "3" are those in which the number of object-instances is varied. It should be
noted that variation of the object-classes or the relationship-classes (i.e.. the experiments numbered "2"
or "4") generally result in a change in the essential character of the domain.
Domains
Piano-playing
Blocks world
HPCE
Bucluic
P I
Bl
HI
Internal standard
(sensitivity analysis)
Object
classes
P2
B2
-
Object
instances
P3
B3
-
Relationship
classes
P4
B4
-
Constraints
P5
B5
-
Mett-
Heuhstic
P6
B6
-
Figure 65: Using Domains for Sensitivity Analysis.
In principle, all domains should be subjected to sensitivity analysis. In practice, some domains are
more suited than others to variation in specific input variables. The following experimental variations
were investigated:
. Varying the number of object-classes can have more or less dramatic effects,
depending on the total number of object-classes in the domain. At one extreme, the Piano-
Playing domain has so few object-classes that an addition or a reduction by one results in
a different domain. For this reason, varying the number of object-classes is one aspect of
acmss-domain complexity; more details are given in Section 4.5. At the other extreme,
varying the number of object-classes in the HPCE domain by one alters its granularity but
not its essential character. The Blocks Worid is the domain most suited to varying the
number of object-classes, because the AI literature documents variants which differ in
numbers of object-classes. More details are given in Section 4.6.
. It is always possible in any domain to vary the number of instances of each
object-class. In general, varying the number of object-instances does not change the essential
nature of the domain, but it affects substantially the induction runtime and memory
requirements. For example, the same operator-set is induced for a three-blocks worid as for
a two-blocks worid when the Nilsson (1980) representation is used, but the maximum
possible size of the version-space lattice increases from 2" to 2 * nodes. There are exceptions
to the general rule for low and high numbers of object-instances. For example, the s t a c k
and u n s t a c k operators are not induced in a one-block worid because at least two blocks
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are needed for the on relationship. At high numbers of object-instances, the version-space
becomes so large that its construction requires more memory than is available and/or the
runtime becomes impracticably long. In domains with many object-classes the number of
runs needed to vary the number of object-instances of each object-class also becomes
impractical. For these reasons, the Piano-Playing domain was used for the within-domain
complexity analysis reported in Section 4.4. Within the limits of available memory and
runtime, similar analyses have been done for the Tank-Farm domain and Blocks World, but
add little to the analysis done using the Piano-Playing domain. Furthermore, two
countenneasures to the combinatorial explosion in the version-space were investigated.
Section 4.9 reports on experiments into partitioning the version space, and Section 4.10
reports on the effects of introducing inheritance in the domain's object-classes.
. Varying the number of relationship-classes changes the essential nature
of the domain. For example, the addition of one relationship-class to the Piano-Playing
domain yields the Tank-Farm domain. Therefore, varying the number of relationship-classes
is the second aspect of the across-domain complexity analysis reported in Section 4.5. The
connectivity of the relationship-classes is also important. However, it is not possible to
arrange connectivity along a dimension, as for varying numbers of relationship-classes. The
importance of connectivity can only be illustrated by examples. Section 4.6.3 compares the
Tank-Farm domain with the Genescreth and Nilsson (1987) variant of the Nocks world.
Although both domains have two object-classes and two relationship-classes, their differing
connectivity results in the induction of different operator-sets.
Consrraina. There is no latitude for varying the total number of constraints in a domain,
because this is directly dependent on the object-classes, relationship-classes, and their
connectivity. However, it is possible to vary the number of these constraints which are
USEABLE. Variation in the number of USEABLE constraints leads to a change both in the
nature of the domain and in the induction runtime and memory requirements. Relaxing a
constraint always has the effect of increasing the size of the version space, the run time, and
the memory requirements. Like relationship connectivity, the effects of constraint relaxation
must be illustrated by means of examples. I investigated constraint relaxation using two
variants of the Blocks World from the AI literature that differed only in that a constraint that
is USEABLE in one variant is UNUSEABLE in the other. More details are given in Section
4.7.
c. Since the meta-heuristic is applied after the version-space induction process
is completed, varying the meta-heuristic has no effects on the domain states identified. It has
only marginal effects on the runtime and memory requirements. By contrast, varying the
meta-heuristic can change the domain's state-transition network substantially. Where this
results in a change in the number of transition-classes, then there will be a change in the
resulting set of planning operators. The most interesting results were observed for the Tank-
Farm domain. More details are given in Section 4.8.
In principle, all runs should have been done by inducing a global state-transition network. In practice,
it was necessary to perfonn the HPCE runs by inducing class-states and then merging them and
extracting transitions to obtain the global state-transition network. Section 4.9 compares induction of
global and class state-transition-networks.
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4X6 Application to Illustrative Domains: External Standards
Figure 66 tabulates the experiments involving comparison with an external standard. As in Figure 65,
there is one row for each domain, and one column for each form of comparison.
Domains
Piano-playing
Block* world
HPCE
Baseline
PI
Bl
HI
External standard
Oracle
Output
Comparison
Bl and B2
-
Input
Comparison
_
B l , B4 , B5
-
Expert
(Face
Validity)
_
HI
Figure 66: Comparing Domains against External Standards.
A full set of experiments has been done only for the Blocks World. No experiments could be done
for the Piano-Playing domain, because there are no external standards for the domain. In the absence
of an oracle for the HPCE domain, resort has had to be made to face validation using a domain expert
The following experiments were performed:
Oufpuf Comparison 7>5fing. Output comparison testing was done for the Blocks World using
experiments Bl and B2. More details are in Sections 4.3 and 4.6.
Compariion 7>jft'ng. Input comparison testing was done for the Blocks World using
experiments B2. B4, and B5. More details are in Sections 4.7 and 4.10.
Va/ida/ion. The absence of a domain expert for the Piano-Playing domain ruled it out
for face validation. Oracles were available for the Blocks World, making face validation
unnecessary. There were several domain experts available for the HPCE domain. Face
validation was done by one of these experts for baseline experiment HI. More details are in
Section 4.3.
4.2.7 Summary of Experiments by Section
Figure 67 summarises the experimental results highlighted in the following seaions in this chapter.
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Section
4.3
4.4
4.5
4.6
4.7
4.8
4.9
4.10
4.11
Subject
Demonstration
Within-domain complexity
Across-domain complexity
Granularity
Constraints
Meta heuristic
Partitioning version-space
Inheritance
Meta-domain
Experiments
P1.B1.H1
P3
•1
B2.P4
B3
F6
P3. B3
B2. B4. HI
POI1
Figure 67: Experiments by Section.
4 3 DEMONSTRATION OF INDUCTION
This section demonstrates the induaion of planning operators for each of the three illustralive domains.
4J.I Detailed Behaviour of POI Algorithm
The Piano-Playing domain is sufficiently simple to be able to demonstrate the behaviour of the full
POI algorithm (i.e., both Parts 1 and 2) step-by-step. For conciseness, the domain will be simplified
to five Finger-instances and one Key-instance. The world-state being observed will be assumed to
be as described in Figure 68. The required behaviour will be described in the nine steps of the POI
algorithm.
The index finger of the left hand is pressing the middle C key on
the piano, and the thumb, middle finger, ring finger, and little
finger of the left hand are not pressing any keys.
Figure 68: Piano-Playing Example - Observed World-State.
S/ep (7.7): The first step in Part 1 is to acquire*' a description of each observed world-state and
express it in terms of the relationships that are true in that state. For illustrative purposes, I assume
that the POI algorithm acquires the state description given in Figure 69, where:
f i n g e r 1 represents the index finger of the left hand,
f i n g e r 2 represents the thumb on the left hand.
The precise means of acquisition is irrelevant to this thesis.
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f i n g e r 3 represents the middle finger of the left hand,
f i n g e r 4 represents the ring finger of the left hand.
f i n g e r 5 represents the little finger of the left hand,
k e y l represents the middle C key on the piano,
p r e s s i n g represents the fact that a finger is pressing a piano-key, and
not P r e s s i n g represents the fact that a finger is not pressing any piano-key.
[pressing fingerl keyl]
[notPressing finger2]
[notPressing £inger3]
[notPressing finger4]
[notPressing fingerS]
Figure 69: Piano-Playing Example - Acquired World-State Description.
(7.2): The second step in Part 1 is to recognise the names of objects and relationships from the
acquired descriptions. Based on the conventions for the state descriptions, the POI algorithm identifies
the following words as naming object-instances in the domain:
Ifingerl, keyl, finger2, finger3, finger4, finger5].
From its knowledge of these object-instances and its meta-knowledge of the naming conventions
(described in Chapter 1), the POI algorithm identifies the object-classes [ F i n g e r , Key] , with
Instances [ f i n g e r l , f i n g e r 2 , f i n g e r 3 , f i n g e r 4 , f i n g e r S ] and [keyl].respectively.
The algorithm recognises one primary relationship-class, named p r e s s i n g , which is performed by
an instance of the F i n g e r object-class on an instance of the Key object-class, i.e., [ p r e s s i n g
F i n g e r Key] . The algorithm also recognises the relationship-class [ n o t P r e s s i n g F i n g e r ] as
being the absence of the p r e s s i n g relationship-class, i.e., its inverse. In addition, the algorithm
recognises that there should be a comrr.se relationship-class, i.e., one which expresses the identical
relationship but from the Key's viewpoint. The converse relationship would be named [pressedBy
Key F i n g e r ] . Moreover, the algorithm recognises that the converse relationship-class should itself
have an inverse, to be named not Pressed .
Step f /.J): The third step in Part 1 is to compile the constraints from the extracted relationship-classes.
This is done by pairing all relationship-classes which have at least one object-class in commoa In the
piano-playing domain, there is only one primary relationship-class: p r e s s i n g . Pairing p r e s s i n g
with itself guarantees two object-classes in common: F inger and Key. Therefore, two potential
binary interrelationship constraints are formed. The first constraint has a common variable formed from
the F i n g e r object-class:
Constraint (1):
[[pressing ?Fingerl ?Keyl] AND
[pressing ?Fingerl ?Key2]]
which would match situations where the same finger is pressing two different piano-keys. The second
constraint has a common variable formed from the Key object-class:
Constraint (2):
[[pressing ?Fingerl ?Keyl] AND
[pressing ?Finger2 ?Keyl]].
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which would match situations where the same piano-key is being pressed by two different fingers.
Constraint (1) would be owned by the F i n g e r object-class, and constraint (2) by the Key object-
class.
In addition, the POI algorithm recognises the need for constraints to express the mutual exclusion
between the p r e s s i n g and p r e s s e d B y relationship-classes and their inverses. These constraints
are expressed as the exclusion-rules listed in Figure 70. As none of the four constraints are
contradicted by the observed world-state description, they are all marked USEABLE.
Exclusion-Rule (1):
IF [ (press ing
THEN INVALID.
Exclusion-Rule (2):
IF [ [press ing
THEN INVALID.
Exclusion-Rule (3):
IF [ [press ing
THEN INVALID.
Exclusion-Rule (4):
IF [[pressedBy
THEN INVALID.
?Fingerl
?Fingerl
?Fing«rl
?Keyl]
?Keyl]
?Keyl]
?Keyl ?Fingerl)
AND
AND
AND
AND
[pressing ?Fingerl ?Key2]]
(pressing ?Finger2 ?Keyl]]
[notPressing ?Fingerl]]
(notPressed ?Keyl))
(USEABLE)
(USEABLE)
(USEABLE)
(USEABLE)
Figure 70: Piano-Playing Example - Compiled Exclusion-Rules.
At this point, the POI algorithm has completed the conversion of the observed state description into
a domain model consisting of lists of objects, relationships, and interrelationship constraints. This
completes the Acquisition Part of the algorithm. It now proceeds with the Induction Part.
Statement
Si
S j
S3
s.
s,
s.
s,
s.
s,
s»
s«
DescriDtion
(pressing fingerl keyl]
[pressing finger2 keyl]
[pressing finger3 keyl]
[pressing finger4 keyl]
[pressing fingers keyl]
[nocPressing fingerl]
(notPressing finger2]
[nocPressing finger3]
[notPressing finger4)
[notPressing finger5]
(notPressed keyl]
Converse
[pressedBy keyl fingerl]
[pressedBy keyl finger2]
[pressedBy keyl finger3]
[pressedBy keyl finger*]
[pressedBy keyl finger5]
Figure 71: Piano-Playing Example - State-Description Language.
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(2.7): As the first step in Part 2. the POI algorithm generates all the valid elementary statements
in the state-description language. It does so by instantiating each relationship-class with all the known
object-instances that match the relatioaship's actor and actee object-classes. The instantiated
relationship-instances are then tested for non-contradiction of the constraints. In the Piano-Playing
domain, the description language generated in this way is as listed in Figure 71. Note that the effect
of Steps (1.3) and (2.1) has been to generalise the observed relationship-instance [ p r e s s i n g
£ i n g e r 1 key 1 ] to the similar relationship-instances involving the other fingers, and to its converses
and inverses. Since the converses are simply another way of expressing the primary statements (S, to
Sj), the converses are not regarded as separate statements in the description language.
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1 I
i
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Ring
MM '
\
\ \
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State Description
^ =
Language
W/A
• ^
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• , ; " " • • ' ' " ' " " • • • '
jiff..
S§C3t
...v... .._.»A'
• * ; • •
• " " • • - . • • " * • . •
. . % . . . ' •&
— • — • /
Specialisation-Generalisation
(S-G) frontier
Figure 72: Piano-Playing Example - Rule-Space for S, to S,.
2.2): The second step in Part 2 is the construction of the version space. The description language
Is used to build the version space, with candidates being eliminated using the exclusion constraints.
Figure 72 shows the complete rule-space lattice. For clarity, a lattice containing only the primary
relationship-instances. S, to S,, has been drawn**. Each node subsumes all the nodes below it in the
sub-lattice of which it is the top element. The maximum possible number of lattice nodes is 2*\ where
c is the cardinality of the description language. Domain constraints reduce the actual number of lattice
nodes built, i.e., they eliminate candidates. Eliminated candidates are shown in italics. The version
space is that part of the rule-space lattice lying between the Specialisation-Generalisation (S-G) frontier
and the bottom element, i.e., the space of the non-eliminated candidate nodes. The minimum size of
the version space is (c + 1). In the Piano-Playing domain, as in most domains, the version-space size
lies between (c + 1) and 2'. When constraints (1) and (2) are both USE ABLE and only the primary
relationship-class is shown, then the set of nodes immediately below the S-G frontier is the same as
the state-description language. The state-description language always appears in ring 1.
S/ep (2 J): All valid world-state descriptions are now identified in the third step of Part 2 from the
version-space nodes that lie just below the S-G frontier. The identified state descriptions are listed in
** The full rule-space would have 11 rings and 2048 nodes.
1S2
Figure 73.
State 1: [[pressing finger 1 Keyl]
[notPressing finger2)
[notPressing finger3)
[notPressing finger4)
(notPreasing fingerSJ]
State S: [(notPressing fingerl)
[notPressing finger2]
(notPressing finger3)
[notPressing finger4)
[pressing fingers Icayl)]
scat* 6: [[notPreseed keyl]
[notPressing fingerl]
(notPressing finger2J
[notPressing finger3)
[notPressing finger4]
[notPressing finger5J)
Figure 73: Piano-Playing Example - Valid State-Descriptions.
Pair of
State
State
State
State
State
State
State
State
State
State
State
State
State
State
States
1
1
1
l
1
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
4
4
5
<-—> "JTWWJ*.
<--> State
< — > State
<--> State
<--> State
<--> State
<--> State
<--> State
<--> State
<--> State
<--> State
<--> State
<--> State
<--> State
<--> State
3
4
5
6
3
4
5
6
4
5
6
5
6
6
Actors
fingerl,
fingerl,
fingerl,
fingerl
finger2,
finger2,
finger2.
finger2
finger3.
finger3,
finger3
finger4.
finger4
fingerS
finger3
finger4
fingers
finger3
finger4
finger5
finger4
fingerS
fingerS
State-Change
-
-
-
-
pressing <->
(Transition
-
-
-
pressing <->
(Transition
-
-
pressing <->
(Transition
-
pressing <->
(Transition
pressing <->
(Transition
notPressing
1)
notPressing
2)
notPressing
3)
notPressing
4)
notPressing
5)
Figure 74: Piano-Playing Example - Determining Transitions.
Step (2.4J: The fourth step in Part 2 is to determine the set of valid transitions between the world-state
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descriptions. By default, the POI algorithm does this using the SA/SSC meta-heuristic. In the Piano-
Playing example, the pairs of world-state descriptions are as listed in the left-hand column in
Figure 74. The middle and right-hand columns show the results of applying the SA/SSC meta-
heuristic. The first ("SA") part of the meu-heuristic tests for exactly one actor. The second ("SSC")
part tests that this actor undergoes exactly one state change. Only those transitions passing through the
state in which key 1 is not pressed - State 6 - would be considered valid. Figure 75 diagrams the state-
and transition-instances as a state-transition network. Note that the transitions are bidirectional.
Statel State2
[pressing fingerl keyl]
[notPressing flnger2/3/4/5] <h
Tra
State*
isitbnl
irana
Statc5
-o
Trans
[pressing finger2 keyl]
[notPressing fingerl/3/4/5]
tion2
[notPressed keyl]
[notPressing fingerl].
[notPressing finger5]
tions
5 1
[pressing fingerS keyl]
[notPressing finger 1/2/3/4;
State4
Ti ans
iransttionJ
State3
[pressing finger3 keyl]
[notPressing finger 1/2/4/5^
ition4
_V
[pressing finger4 keyl]
[notPressing flngerl/2/3/5]
Figure 75: Piano-Playing Example - Instance State-Transition Network.
Sttp (2_5): The fifth step in Part 2 is to generalise the state descriptions and transitions to obtain state-
and transition-classes, respectively. In the Piano-Playing domain, the resulting state- and transition-
classes are as shown in Figure 76. Figure 77 diagrams the state- and transition-classes as a state-
transition network. Note that the transition-classes are also bidirectional.
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ScaceCIassl:
StaC«Cl«882:
[pressing ?Fingerl ?K«yl]
(nocPressing ?Finger2]
[nocPressing ?Finger3)
(nocPressing ?Finger4)
[nocPressing ?Finger5]
(notPressed ?Keyl)
[nocPressing ?Fing«rl)
[nocPressing ?Finger2]
[nocPressing ?Finger3)
[nocPressing ?Finger4)
[nocPressing ?FingerS)
TransicionClassl:
From: ScaceCIassl
To: SCaceClass2
Figure 76: Piano-Playing Example - State- and Transition-Classes.
StateClassl
[pressing ?Fingerl ?Keyl]
[notPressing ?Finger2]...
[notPressing ?Finger5J
Z
Tra
StateClass2
isiti onClassl
7
[notPressed ?Keyl]
[notPressing ?Fingerl] ...
[notPressing ?Finger5]
Figure 77: Piano-Playing Example - Class State-Transition Network.
Sfep (2.6): The final step in Part 2 is to format the transition-classes as STRIPS operators, with
preconditions-, add- and delete-lists. The STRIPS operators obtained for the Piano-Playing domain,
exactly as output by the single-agent PO1 implementation, are listed in Figure 78. Note that, in the
absence of domain knowledge, the operators have been given arbitrary names by the DUC-ASS
program. They could be renamed lowerOnto and raiseFrom, respectively.
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POI Step (2.6): EntityManagerl formatting operators ...
Planning operators created:
EnticyManagerl-operator1 is:
- my (filter) preconditions are:
[isPinger ?Fingerll
[isPlanoKey ?PianoKeyl]
- my del«t€-liBt is:
[notPressed ?PianoKeyl]
(notPressIng ?Fingerl)
- my add-list is:
[pressing ?Fingerl ?PianoKeyl]
EntityManagerl-operator2 is:
- my (filter) preconditions are:
[isPinger ?Fingerl)
[isPianoKey ?PianoKeyl)
- my delete-list is:
[pressing ?Flngerl ?PianoK«yl)
- my add-list is:(notPressed VPianoKeyl)
[notPressing ?Fingerl]
Planning operators formatted; POI Step (2.6) completed.
Figure 78: Piano-Playing Example - Planning Operators.
43.2 Reproducing Nilsson's (1980) Operator-Set
The Blocks World is used to demonstrate that a well-known set of planning operators from the AI
literature can be reproduced using the POI algorithm. Only Part 2 (Induction) of the algorithm is used,
taking the entity-relationship model of the Blocks World as its input. The minimum number of object-
instances needed to reproduce Nilsson's (1980) operator-set is one hand, two blocks, and one table.
The domain model tabulated in Figure 79 was input to the DUC-ASS program. Given this domain
model, one might expect that the POI algorithm would induce the five world-states described in
Figure 80.
In fact, the DUC-ASS program induced 12 world-states. Inspection shows that, in addition to the five
expected world-states, other states were induced in which at least one block was "floating in mid-air".
An example "floating-block" world-state, as induced by DUC-ASS, is described and depicted in
Figure 81.
The reason for this unexpected behaviour is that the POI algorithm (and its implementations) has been
limited to binary constraints. Therefore, it was not possible to express in the input domain model the
workings of gravity. The effect of gravity would be such as to require a block to be either held by a
hand, or supported by a table, or supported by another block. This would require the triple constraint:
IF [notHeld ?Blockl]
AND [notOn ?Blockl]
AND [notOnTable ?Blockl]
THEN INVALID.
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Object-Classes:
Hand, with instance handl.
Block, with instances b l o c k l and block2.
Tabl«, with instance t a b l « l .
Relationship-Classes: •
holding which relates Hand instances to Block instances. Its converse is hcldBy.
Their inverses are notHolding and notHald. respectively.
on which relates Block instances K> Block instances. Its converse is bancath. Their
inverses are notOn and notB«n«ath. respectively.
onTable which relates Block instances lo Table instances. Its converse is
supporting. Their inverses are notOnTable and not Support ing. respectively.
Constraints:
The same hand cannot hold two or more blocks simultaneously.
The same block cannot be held by two or more hands simultaneously.
A hand cannot be both holding a block and not holding a block simultaneously.
A block cannot be both being held by a hand and not being held by a hand
simultaneously.
A block cannot be on lop of itself.
The same block cannot be on top of two other blocks simultaneously.
The same block cannot be beneath two other blocks simultaneously.
Two blocks cannot be mutually on lop of each other.
The same block cannot be both on top of another block and held by a hand.
The same block cannot be both beneath another block ami held by a hand.
A block cannot be both on top of another block and not on top of another block
simultaneously.
A block cannot be both beneath another block and not beneath any other block
simultaneously.
The same block cannot be on two or more tables simultaneously.
A block cannot be both on a table and held by a hand simultaneously.
The same block cannot be both on top of another block and on a table.
A block cannot be both on a table and not on a table simultaneously.
A table cannot be both supporting a block and not supporting any block simultaneously.
Figure 79: Two-Blocks World - Domain Model.
The POI algorithm is not at fault. On the contrary, it has induced correctly the set of states for a two-
Blocks World in which there is no gravity, as would be found in a spacecraft in orbit around the Earth.
Without gravity, blocks can float".
We are concerned in this section with demonstrating that the POI algorithm can reproduce Nilsson's
(1980) operator-set. His state-transition network did not depict states in which blocks were floating.
The conclusion must be that Nilsson implicitly assumed an Earth-bound Blocks World. Therefore, the
problem lies with the domain model, which is an imperfect representation of what Nilsson intended.
Similar imperfections are present in the models of the Dining Philosophers, Aircraft Scheduling, and
HPCE domains. Taking the Blocks World as an example domain. Section 4.10 shows how the
introduction of inheritance enables the domain model to be refined so as to eliminate such
** In practice, the states in which any block is on the table or on another block would rarely be observed
in orbit. The contact forces between any objects in contact would be sufficient to cause them to drift apart In
manned space missions. Velcro is often used where it is necessary to keep objects in contact.
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imperfections.
State 1:
I[notHolding handl] [onTable blockl tablel] [onTable block2 tablel]
[notHeld blockl] [notHeld block2] [notOn blockll [notOn block2]
(notBeneath blockl] [notBeneath block2]] ,....,
State 2:
{[holding handl blockl] [onTabl« block2 tablel]
[notHeld block2] [notOn blockl] [notOn block2]
[notOnTable blockl] [notBeneath block2]]
State 3:
[[holding handl block.2] [onTable blockl tablel]
[notHeld blockl] (notOn blockl) [notOn block2]
(notBeneath blockl) [notOnTable block2]]
State 4:
[[notHolding handl] fon blockl block2] (onTable block2 tablel]
[notHeld blockl] [notHeld block2) [notOn block2]
[notBeneath blockl] [notOnTable blockl]]
State 5:
[[notHolding handl) [on block2 blockl] [onTable blockl tablel]
[notHeld blockl] [notHeld block2] [notOn blockl]
[notBeneath block2] [notOnTable block.2]]
Figure 80: Two-Blocks World - Five Expected World-States.
Slate4:
[hokf ng handl bfcx*2]
[notBeneath blockl]
[notHeldbk)cK1l
[notOnbkx*i]
[notOn bk)ck21
[notOnTabteblo<*1)
(notOnTabte btock2]
(rxxSupporting table 1]
Figure 81: Example Floating-Block World-State.
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EntityManagerl-operatorl is:
- my (filter) pre-conditions arc:
[isHand ?Handl]
[isBlock ?Blockl]
[isTable ?Tablel)
[isBlock ?Block2)
[notHeld ?Bloclc2)
[notOn ?Block2]
[notOnTable ?Bloc)U]
[onTable ?Bloclc2 ?Tabl«l]
- ny d«l«t«-list is :
(notBeneath ?Blockl]
[notHeld ?Blockl)
[notHolding ?Handl]
Ion ?Blockl ?Bloclc2I
- ny add-list is:
(holding ?Handl ?Blockl]
[notBeneath ?Block2]
[notOn ?Blockl)
EntityManag«rl-operator2 is:
- my (filter) pre-conditions are:
[isHand ?Handl]
[isBlock ?Blockl]
[isTable ?Tablel]
[isBlock ?Block2)
[notHeld ?Block2]
[notOn ?Block2)
[notOnTable ?Blockl]
[onTable ?Block2 TTablelJ
- my delete-list is:
[holding ?Handl ?Blockl]
[notBeneath ?Block2]
[notOn ?Blockl]
- my add-list is:
[notBeneath ?Blockl)
[notHeld ?Blockl]
[notHolding ?Handl]
[on ?Blockl ?Block2]
Figure 82: Two-Blocks World - Unstack and Stack.
Based on this conclusion, all the induced states containing floating blocks were marked UNUSEABLE,
and the remaining steps of the POI algorithm were completed. Four operators are induced. Comparison
with Nilsson's (1980) operator-set shows that:
Operators 1 to 4 correspond to u n s t a c k and s t a c k (see Figure 82), and p ickup and
putdown (see Figure 83).
The delete- and add-lists are identical to those listed in Nilsson (1980, p. 281), when the
baseline relationship-variables are replaced by the equivalents in Nilsson's representation (as
defined in Figure 57).
The induced operators include filter preconditions which are not to be found in Nilsson's
(1980) operator-set. Inspection shows that:
Some of the preconditions test for class-membership, e.g., [ i sB lock
?Block2] . Chamiak and McDermott (1985) use the predicate i s for the same
purpose, e.g.. ( i s ?y b l o c k ) . as in (tfwd.. Figure 9.8, p. 493). Since Nilsson
(1980) had variables only for blocks, he did not need class-membership tests.
Other filter preconditions are baseline relationship-variables which have no
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equivalent in Nilsson's (1980) representation.
The remaining filter preconditions are an artefact of the two-blocks world, as
comparison with one- and three-blocks world runs shows. For example,
o p e r a t o r l includes [onTable ?Block2 ? T a b l e l ] as a filter precondition.
The precondition that the block beneath the one being unstacked should be on the
table is specific to the two-blocks world. In the three-blocks world, the block being
unstacked may be on the top of a stack of three blocks.
EntityManagerl-operator3 is:
- my (filter) pre-conditions are:
[isHand ?Handl]
(isBlock ?Blocklj
(isTable ?Tablel]
(isBlock ?Block2]
(notOn ?Blockl)
(onTable ?Block2 ?Tablel)
- my delete-list is:
[notBeneath ?Blockl)
(notHeld ?Blocki]
(notHolding ?Handl)
(onTable ?Blockl ?Tablel)
- my add-list is:
(holding ?Handl ?Blockl]
(notOnTable ?Blockl)
EntityManagerl-operator4 is:
- ray (filter) pre-conditions are:
[isHand ?Handl]
(lsBlock ?Blockl]
(isTable ?Tablel)
[isBlock ?Block2]
[notOn ?Blockl)
[onTable ?Block2 ?Tablel]
- my delete-list is:
[holding ?Handl ?Blockl]
(notOnTable ?Blockl]
- my add-list is:
[notBeneath ?Blockl]
[notHeld ?Blockl]
(notHolding ?Handl]
(onTable ?Blockl ?Tablel]
Figure 83: Two-Blocks World - Pickup and Putdown.
4 J J Inducing Operators Tor Novel Domain
The HPCE domain is used to demonstrate the ability of the POI algorithm to induce operators for a
complex, real-world domain not found in the AI literature. Only Part 2 (Induction) of the algorithm
is used, taking the entity-relationship model of the HPCE domain as its input.
The complexity of the HPCE domain was such that it was not possible to induce a global state-
transition network within the available computer memory. It was necessary to employ two
countermcasures in combination: version-space partitioning, and inheritance. These countermeasurcs
are described in Sections 4.9 and 4.10, respectively. Moreover, it was necessary to restrict the runs to
one Enn'tylnstance per EntityClass.
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EntityManagerl-operatorl03 is:
- ny (filter) pre-conditions are:
[isCartridge ?Cartridgel]
[isCapillary ?Capillaryl]
[notPowered ?Capillaryll
[notShinedOn ?Capillaryl]
[nocTransmitiingTo ?Capillaryl)
[notContaining ?Capillaryl]
[notFittingTo ?Cartridgel)
- ny delete-list is:
[notHeld ?Capillaryl)
[notHolding ?Carcridgel]
- my add-list is:
(holding ?Cartridg«l ?Capill«ryl]
EntityManagerl-operatorl7 is:
- my (filter) pre-conditions arc:
[isReceptacle ?Receptaclel]
[isSide ?Sidel)
[isVial ?Viall)
[isInstrumentBody ?Instrum«ntBody1)
[receiving ?Receptaclel ?Viall]
[fittingTo ?Receptaclel ?InstrumentBodyl)
[notOnOutlet ?Recepcaclel]
- my delete-list is:
[notOnlnlet ?Rcceptacl«l)
- my add-liec is:
(onlnlet ?Receptaclel ?Sidel)
[notOnOutletBy ?Sidel)
Figure 84: HPCE Instrument-Assembly Operators.
Using both countermeasures, a set of 362 planning operators was obtained in 2127 seconds of runtime.
Because no check has been implemented in DUC-ASS whether a newly-created planning operator
duplicates one that has been previously created early in the run, there were many replicated operators.
Inspection showed that the induced operators could be grouped into operators modelling:
J/ie ins/ru/wenr. For example, o p e r a t o r l 0 3 models placing a capillary into a
cartridge, and o p e r a t o r l 7 models the fitting of a receptacle to an instrument body on the
inlet side. See Figure 84.
preparing tfie i/isfrume/t//or ure. For example, o p e r a t o r 7 1 models placing a vial into a
tray. See Figure 85.
EntityManagerl-operator71 is:
- my (filter) pre-conditions are:
[isTray ?Trayl]
[isVial ?Viall]
[notPressurised ?Viall]
[notReceived ?Viall]
[notContaining ?Viall)
[notFittingTo ?Trayl)
- my delete-lisc is:
[notRetained ?Viall]
[notRetaining ?Trayl]
- my add-list is:
[retaining ?Trayl ?Viall]
Figure 85: HPCE Instrument-Preparation Operator.
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EntityManagerl-operatorll is:
* my (filter) pre-conditions are:
(isReceptacle ?Receptaclel]
[lsVial TViall]
(isTray ?Trayl]
[isInstruisentBody ?lnstrumentBodyl]
(isSide ?Sidel]
[notPressurised ?Viall]
(retaining ?Trayl TViall)
[notContaining ?Vialll
[flttingTo ?Receptaclel ?lnstrumentBodyl)
[notOnlnlet ?Receptaclel]
[onOutlet ?Receptaclel ?Sidel]
- my d«let«-liat is:
(notReceived ?Viall]
[notRecelving ?Receptaclel)
- my add-list is:
[receiving ?Receptaclel ?Viall]
EntityManagerl-operator9 is:
- my (filter) pre-conditions are:
[isDetector ?Detectorl)
[isOn ?Onl]
[islnotrumentBody ?InstrumentBodyl]
(isPowerSupply ?PowerSupplyl]
[fittingTo ?Detectorl ?Instrun»entBodyl]
InotDetecting ?Detectorl]
[notQenerating ?Detectorl)
[instate ?PowerSupplyl ?Onl]
- my delete-list is:
(notInstate ?Detectorl]
- my add-list is:(instate ?Detectorl ?Onl)
Figure 86: HPCE Analysis Performance Operators.
an arw/vi/5. For example, o p e r a t o r l l models the raising of a vial to a
receptacle, and oparator9 models switching on a detector. See Figure 86.
Since the HPCE domain was restricted to one Entitylnstance per EntityClass, it was not possible to
induce a state-transition network representing the complete canonical analysis run (i.e., PRE-RINSE,
INJECT, SEPARATE, and POST-RINSE). The minimum number of Entitylnstances needed to do so
would have had to include:
two Receptacles, one on the inlet side and the other on the outlet side, and
• six Vials, comprising one empty ("waste") vial, one vial containing regenerator solution, one
containing de-ionised water, one containing the sample to be analysed, and two vials
containing buffer solution (one at the inlet receptacle and the other at the outlet).
Despite this restriction, the baseline HPCE run resulted in the induction of a set of planning operators.
As no planning operators are given in the Beckman user documentation, all are novel. Moreover, the
induced operator-set demonstrated conclusively the advantage of the POI algorithm over other
operator-learning techniques in that the POI algorithm:
t/iducrrf opf rotors ftow COMW no/ /iav? fewn ac<7Mir«//rom ;ne canon/ca/ p/an. For example
the instrument-assembly and -preparation operators cannot be obtained from the canonical
plan.
^ optnirorj in fnf canonical pJan par//y info mor* primitive operators. For
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r example, raising of a vial to a receptacle is a primitive action of both r i n s e and i n j e c t ,
and switching on the detector is a primitive action of separate .
Finally, a domain expert has assessed the induced operators as being representative of the behaviour
of the Beckman HPCE analyser (Eckhard. 1995).
4.4 WITHIN-DOMAIN COMPLEXITY
in the previous chapter, a theoretical analysis was done of the complexity of the PO1 algorithm. The
contribution of each Relaa'onClass to the domain description language was expressed in terms of the
numbers of Objectlnstances taking part in the relationship. A number of conclusions can be drawn for
a comparison of the theoretical analysis with an empirical complexity analysis. The Piano-Playing
domain is used for comparison. ,
In the Piano-Playing domain, there is just one RelationGass. which joins the F inger and Key
ObjectClasses. The number of statements in the Piano-Playing domain description language is:
+ i + 1*
where 'F«e« *nd 'Key arc the numbers of instances of the Finger and Key object-classes, respectively.
The theoretical maximum complexity of the version-space construction will then be 2 to the power
of the number of statements. Since the domain constraints are used to prune the version-space
("candidate elimination"), this maximum complexity will not be reached. Figure 87 shows the sizes
of the version space (in numbers of lattice nodes) induced for a range of numbers of Fingers and
Keys.
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1
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2
12
34
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3
28
92
286
848
2416
4
64
240
848
2840
9072
3
144
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9072
Figure 87: Actual Complexity of Piano-Playing Version-Space (in nodes).
It is important to know if the actual complexity remains non-polynomial. Regression analysis of the
size of the version space against the number of Fingers is consistent with exponential behaviour,
giving a Pearson correlation coefficient of 0.9997 (or greater) and a standard error of estimate of 4 •
10"' (or less) for 1, 2 and 3 Keys. Similar results are obtained for other parameters (i.e., runtime (see
Figure 88) and memory used (see Figure 89)), as well as for the Blocks World. Therefore, I conclude
that the POI algorithm suffers from a combinatorial explosion for within-domain complexity,
confirming the theoretical complexity analysis in Section 3.6.1.
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1
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1
0.9
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2.3
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27.0
129.5
3
2.3
8.8
40.6
229.9
1622.4
4
4.4
27.0
229.9
2300.3
5
15.8
129.5
1622.4
•Igure 88: Runtime for Piano-Playing Domain (in seconds).
The net effect of the combinatorially-explosive nature of the POI algorithm is that there comes a point
at which a realistically-large domain cannot be modelled on present-day PCs. Figure 89 demonstrates
clearly that it would not be possible to induce operators for the full-size Piano-Playing domain, with
its 10 fingers and 88 piano-keys. The bottleneck is memory usage, rather than runtime. Sections 4.9
and 4.10 describe countermeasures that delay the point at which available memory becomes a
limitation on the complexity of domain that can be modelled.
Fingers/Key
s
1
2
3
4
5
1
37.9
49.7
64.5
91.6
146.9
2
49.7
74.2
130.0
244.2
502.3
3
64.5
130.0
309.8
767.0
1928.7
4
91.6
244.2
767.0
2422.8
5
146.9
502.3
1928.7
Figure 89: Memory Usage for Piano-Playing Domain (in kilobytes).
4 5 ACROSS-DOMAIN COMPLEXITY
Across-domain complexity has been assessed by analysing a series of runs, one for each of the
following domains:
Finger-Crossing (FC),
Piano-Playing (PP),
Tank-Farm (TF).
Blocks World (Genesereth and Nilsson (1987) variant) (BWGN).
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« Blocks World (Nilsson (1980) variant) (BWN).
Dining Philosophers (DP). v - , .
Aircraft Scheduling (AS).
POI. and
HPCE.
To minimise the effects of within-domain complexity, each domain was run for the case where each
object-class in the domain had just one instance. This led to distortion in the Finger-Crossing domain
where no operators could be induced. The results are tabulated in Figure 90. The following
abbreviations are used for the measures:
"OC" means number of object-classes.
"RC" means number of relationship-classes.
"RI" means number of relationship-instances,
"FOM" means figure of merit, i.e.. the theoretical maximum complexity divided by the actual
complexity, where complexity is measured in numbers of nodes, and
"Y" and "N" stand for "Yes" and "No".
Measure
oc
RC
RI
Max nodes
Actual nodes
POM
States
Transitions
Operators
Inheritance
Class-state
merging
Runtine (sees)
Memory 1KB)
FC
1
l
3
8
4
2 . 0
1
0
0
N
N
0.3
77.3
* Could not be assessed; see
PP
2
1
3
8
S
1.6
2
1
2
N
N
0 . 9
38.4
Section
TF
2
2
(
64
24
2 .7
3
2
4
N
N
1.9
72.7
4 .11 .
BWGN
2
2
(
(4
20
3 .2
2
1
2
N
N
1.6
75.3
BWN
3
3
9
512
88
5 .8
3
2
2
N
N
5.6
142.8
DP
5
5
13
327(8
1080
30.3
3
2
4
N
N
257.3
833.5
AS
9
10
10
2 "
201
5E6
72
172
344
N
Y
229.9
1201.2
POI
19
25
73
2 "
•
•
•
•
•
y
Y
•
•
HPCE
24
18
42
2 "
724
6E9
129
181
3»2
Y
Y
2127.4
3916.8
Figure 90: Across-Domain Complexity Results.
Regression analysis was done of the numbers of object-classes, relationship-classes, and relationship-
instances against the size of the version space (in actual nodes), the runtime (in seconds), and the
memory usage (in kilobytes). Only those domains for which operators were obtained without using
any countermeasures were included in the analysis.
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Third-order regression gave the highest coefficient of correlation in all cases, with standard errors of
estimation that ranged from acceptable to excellent Therefore, I conclude that across-domain
complexity can be regarded as consistent with a third-order model, i.e., polynomial behaviour.
It is noteworthy that across-domain complexity is less severe man within-domain complexity.
4 * VARYING DOMAIN GRANULARITY
There are three aspects to domain granularity:
. The Blocks World is used to investigate the effects of varying
the number of object-classes.
//i? numfcr 0/ rWaffoatfiip-c/attM. The Piano-Playing domain is used to investigate the
effects of varying the number of relationship-classes.
di* co/i/itrn'W/y berwv^/i ob/>«- and rWa«o/u/wp-das5«. Connectivity is investigated by
comparing the Tank-Farm domain with the Genesereth and Nilsson (1987) variant of the
Blocks World.
EntltyManagerl-operator3 is:
- my (filter) pre-conditions are:
[isBlock ?Block3)
[isBlock ?BloclU]
[iSBlock ?Block2]
[isTable ?Tablel]
[notBeneath ?Block3]
[notOn ?Blockl]
[notOn ?Block2]
[notOnTable ?Bloclc3]
[onTable ?Blockl ?Tablel]
[onTable ?Block2 ?Tablel]
- my delete- l ist i s :
[notBeneath ?Blockl]
[on ?Block3 ?Block2]
- my add-list is:
[notBeneach ?Block2]
Ion ?Block3 ?Blockl)
EnticyManagerl-operacorS is:
- my (filter) pre-conditions are:
(isBlock ?Block2)
[isBlock ?Block4]
(isTable ?Tablel]
(isBlock ?Blockl)
[notBeneath ?Block2]
[notOn ?BlocM]
(onTable ?Blockl ?Tablel)
(onTable ?Block4 ?Tablel)
- my delete-list is:
[notBeneath ?Block4]
(notOn ?Block2]
[onTable ?Block2 ?Tablel]
- my add-list is:
[notOnTable ?Block2)
[on ?Block2 ?Block4]
Figure 91: S and M Operators for 3-Blocks Genesereth and Nilsson (1987) World.
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4 * 1 Varying Object-Classes . _ ^ ,
Section 4.1.4 identified variants of the Blocks World, other than Nilsson (1980). that differed in the
numbers of object-classes. These Blocks World variants could - in principle - be used to analyse POI's
sensitivity to varying object-classes by reproducing the different operator-sets. In practice, the Ramsay
and Barran (1987) variant is unsuitable, because it introduces the metric relationship of p o s i t i on .
There arc no difficulties in reproducing the Genesereth and Nilsson (1987) variant
The Genesereth and Nilsson (1987) representation was reproduced using the DUC-ASS program. A
three-blocks world is needed to induce the S and M operators. Like the Nilsson (1980) representation.
Kates were induced in which blocks "floated" in mid-air. These floating-Mock states were marked
UNUSEABLE. The resulting operators equivalent to the S and M operators are shown in Figure 91.
As for the experiment to reproduce Nilsson's (1980) operator-set (see Section 4,3.2). comparison
shows that:
The delete- and add-lists are identical, when the baseline relationship-variables are replaced
by the equivalents in Genesereth and Nilsson's (1987) representation.
The induced operators include filter preconditions that are not to be found in Gencscrcih and
Nilsson's (1987) operator-set. The reasons arc as listed in Section 4.3.2.
Measure
7-finger, 7-/Cry VWJIAJ 7-Tan*, 7-7?eflc»0r
S t a t e s ,.- •
Transitions
Operators
7-finger, 2-/Cey verjw 7-rant, 2-7?e<jaor
States
Transitions
Operators
States
Transitions
Operators
Piano- Plavini
2
1
2
3
2
2
7
8
2
Tmk-POTi
3
2
4
5
4
4
17
24
6
Figure 92: Results of Adding Relationship-Class.
4.6.2 Varying Relationship-Classes
In the Piano-Playing domain, the two object-classes are linked by a single relationship-class. This was
varied in experiment P4 by adding a second relationship-class between the two object-classes. The
result was a domain with different characteristics: the Tank-Farm domain.
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Three pairs of runs were done in experiment P4. In the first pair, a one-Finger, one-Key Piano-
Playing domain was compared with a one-Tank, one-Reactor Tank-Farm domain. In the second
pair, a one-Finger, two-Key Piano-Playing domain was compared with a one-Tank, two-Reactor
Tank-Farm domain. In the third pair, a two-Finger, two-Key Piano-Playing domain was compared
with a two-Tank, two-Reactor Tank-Farm domain. The results are summarised in Figure 92.
Figure 93 shows the difference in behaviour of the two domains by comparing their state-transition
networks for the second pair of runs. I conclude that increasing the number of relationship-classes
leads to an increase in the numbers of states, transitions, and operators induced.
Piano-Playing domain:
Slatel
- • - < • - - . ; - . , ' » r i . . . •
Stale) Stalc2
pressing fingerl keyl
notPressed key2
notPressing fingerl
notPressed keyl
notPretted key2
pressing fingerl key2
notPressed keyl
Tank-Farm domain:
State! State2
feeding tankl reactor!
not leading reactor 1
ootLoading reactor 2
Trandtionl
State!
Transition!''
feeding tankl reactor3
notLoading reactorl
notLoading reactor2
notFeeding tankl
notLoading reactorl
notLoading reactor2
State3
loading reactorl tankl
nollxtading reactor!
notKeeding tankl
TransiUoii3
State4
Transition''
loading reactor2 tankl
notLoading reactorl
notFeeding tankl
Figure 93: Comparing STNs for Piano-Playing and Tank-Farm.
4.6.3 Varying Connectivity
The Tank-Farm domain shares with the Genesereth and Nilsson (1987) variant of the Blocks World
the characteristics of having two object-classes and two relationship-classes. However, the connectivity
differs.
The effect of varying connectivity was sampled by comparing three pairs of runs. In the first pair, a
one-Tank, one-Reactor Tank-Farm domain was compared with a one-Block. one-Table Blocks
World. In the second pair, a one-Tank. two-Reactor Tank-Farm domain was compared with a two-
Block. one-Table Blocks World. In the third pair, a two-Tank. two-Reactor Tank-Farm domain
was compared with a two-Block. two-Table Blocks World.
Measure
y-7/ani, /-£«JC«W verou y-fiiodt, 7-raM<
States
Transitions
Operators
/•7afU. 2-/?ear(0r WJRJ 2-fl/art. /-Taft/f
States
Transitions
Operators
States
Transitions
Operators
Tank-Farm
3
2
4
5
4
4
17
24
6
Bkxks World, Gencscitih and
Nilsson (1987) variant
1
0
0
3
2
2
a
is
•
Figure 94: Results of Varying Connectivity.
The results are summarised in Figure 94. The operators induced for the Tank Farm domain model the
starting and stopping of feeding and loading. In the 2-tank, 2-reactor variant, two more operators are
induced, modelling the direct transitions from loading to feeding and from feeding to loading.
Operators are induced for the Genesereth and Nilsson (1987) Blocks World only when there are at
least two blocks. Their move operator is only induced when there are at least three blocks. The two-
block, two-table variant also results in operators, not reported in Genesereth and Nilsson (1987), for
stacking, unstacking and moving blocks between tables. Additionally, an operator is induced that
represents the moving of complete stacks between tables. This indicates that the domain model is
imperfect, in that it lacks a higher-order constraint that takes effect only when there are multiple tables.
Figure 95 shows the difference in behaviour of the two domains by comparing the state-transition
networks for the second pair of runs. In the Blocks World, transitions going outwards from State5 are
instantiations of Genesereth and Nilsson's (1987) s t a c k operator, and those going inwards are
uns t ac k instantiations. I conclude that varying the connectivity of relationship-classes has a major
effect on the numbers of states, transitions, and operators induced. From Section 3.6.1 it can be seen
that the effect depends on the respective numbers of instances of the object-classes linked by the
relationship-classes.
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Tank-Farm domain:
Statcl Slate2
feeding tankl reactorl
notLoading reactor)
notLoading reactor2
Transition 1 Transition^
feeding tankl reactor?
ootLoading reactorl
notLoading reactor2
notFeeding tankl
notl/oading reactorl
notLoading reactor2
Statc3
loading reactorl tankl
notLoading reactor2
notFeeding tankl
Trmn«ltioti3
Statc4
Transition^
loading reactor2 tankl
notLoading reactorl
notFeeding tankl
Blocks World:
Statel SUte3 SUte2
on block I block2
on!able block2 table! —o
0—
onTable block 1 tablet
onTable block2 tablel
on Mock2 block 1
onTable block 1 Ublel
Figure 95: Comparing STNs for Tank-Farm and Blocks World.
4.7 VARYING DOMAIN CONSTRAINTS
An indication of the effects of varying domain constraints can be illustrated using the Nilsson (1980)
variant of the Blocks World. In Section 4.5.1. it was noted that the Nilsson variant was a member of
the three-object-classes group, which also contained Rich and Knight (1991) and Thornton and du
Boulay (1992). Each group member modeled the blocks world using three object-classes and three
relationship-classes, and identified four operators.
Although they belong to the same group, there is a subtle difference between the Nilsson's (1980)
operator-set and the operator-set of Rich and Knight (1991). In Rich and Knight's operator-set, the
predicate CLEAR (x) is not deleted either when a block is picked up (see Figure 96) or when a block
is unstacked. Similarly, the predicate CLEAR (x) is not added when blocks are put down or unstacked.
The net effect is that a block that is held by a hand is still CLEAR. By contrast. Nilsson deletes the
predicate CL£A.R (x) whenever a block is held in the hand. In essence, the exclusion-rule:
IF [holding ?Handl ?Blockl] AND [clear ?Blockl] THEN INVALID
ISO
is USEABLE in Nilssons blocks world, but UNUSEABLE in that of Rich and Knight
Nilsson (1980) representation:
pickup(x)
P & D: 0NTAfiL£(x), CLEAfl(x) , KAND£MPTY
A:
Rich and Knight (1991) rcprcseniation:
PICKUP(X)
P: CLEAR(x), ONTABLE(x), ARMEMPTY
D: ONTABLE(x). ARMEMPTY
A: HOLDING(x)
Figure 96: Comparing Pickup for Nilsson (1980) and Rich and Knighi (1991).
EntityManagerl-operator3 in:
- my (filter) pre-conditions are:
[isHand ?Handl)
[isBlock ?Blockl]
(isTable ?Tabl«l)
[isBlock ?Block21
[notBeneath ?Blockl)
(notOn ?Blockl)
[onTable ?Block2 ?Tabl«l]
- my delete-list is:
[notHeld ?Blockl]
[notHolding ?Handl]
[onTable ?Blockl ?Tablel]
- my add-list is:
[holding ?Handl ?Bloc)cl]
[notOnTable ?Blockl]
EntityManagerl-operatorl is:
- my (filter) pre-conditions are:
[isHand ?Handl]
[isBlock ?Blockl]
[isBlock ?Block2]
(isTable ?Tablel]
[notBeneath ?Blockl]
[notHeld ?Block2]
[noton ?Block2]
[notOnTable ?Blockl]
[onTable ?Block2 ?Tablel]
- my delete-list is:
[notHeld ?Blockl]
[notHolding ?Handl]
[on ?Blockl ?Block2]
- my add-list is:
[holding ?Handl ?Blockl]
[notBeneath ?Block2]
[notOn ?BlocklJ
Figure 97: Pickup and Stack with Constraint made UNUSEABLE.
The POI algorithm was used to reproduce the Rich and Knight (1991) operator-set by making the
exclusion-rule UNUSEABLE. Figure 97 shows the equivalents of the p i ckup and s tack operators
induced. As for the experiment to reproduce Nilsson's (1980) operator-set (see Section 4.3.2),
comparison shows that:
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The delete- and add-lists are identical, when the baseline relationship-variables are replaced
by the equivalents in Rich and Knight's (1991) representation.
The induced operators include filter preconditions that are not to be found in Rich and
Knight's (1991) operator-set The reasons are as listed in Section 4.3.2.
Adopting Rich and Knight's (1991) representation has no consequences for a blocks world in which
there is a single hand and where the initial and goal states are correctly described. However, problems
would arise if Rich and Knight's operator-set were to be used when:
H>ere mu//ip/<? /iamb. One hand could "snatch" a block held by another hand.
Alternatively, one hand holding a block could "stack" it onto a block being held by another.
f/i« /ni/i'a/ jfa/f dejcripu'o/i was inva/u/. In particular, if a hand was holding two blocks in
the initial state, then it could stack the one onto the other, leaving the resulting stack floating
in mid-air.
The first of these problems could be reproduced by performing POI for the one-block, two-hands, one-
table blocks world. The resulting state-transition network in Figure 98 confirms that one hand may
indeed snatch a block from another hand. The corresponding operator is shown in Figure 99. POI
cannot be used for reproducing the second problem.
Statel State2
[holding handl block 1]
[notHolding hand2]
[notSupporting tablet]
A
Trans
Transition 1
[holding hand2 blockl]
[notHolding handl]
[notSupporting tablet]
Uon2
State3
H> [onTable blockl tablel][notHolding handl]
[notHolding hand2]
A
Trans tion3
Figure 98: STN for Two-Hands Rich and Knight (1991) Blocks World.
1S2
EntityManagerl-operatorl is:
- my (filter) preconditions are:
[isBlock ?BlocklJ
[isTable ?Tablel]
(isHand ?Handl]
[isHand ?Hand2]
[notBeneath ?Blockl]
[notOn ?Blockl]
[notOnTable ?Blockl]
[notSupporting ?Tablel]
- my delete-list is:
[holding ?Handl ?BlocklJ
[notHolding ?Hand2]
- my add-list is:
[holding ?Hand2 ?Blockl]
[notHolding ?Handl]
Figure 99: Snatch Operator for Rich and Knight (1991) Blocks World.
4 8 VARYING META-HEURISTIC
Experiment P6 consisted of a series of runs for the four meta heuristics**. The most Interesting effects
were observed for the Tank-Farm domain, rather than for the Piano-Playing domain.
Figure 100 shows how the state-transition network for the two-Tank. one-Reactor version of the
Tank-Farm domain changes with varying meta-heuristic. Only the transitions change, as follows:
With the SA/SSC meta-heuristic, transitions 1
to 4 are identified. This gives a state-transition network in which one state in which fluid is
flowing can only be reached from another via the "safe" state in which no fluids are flowing
(i.e., StateS). This behaviour corresponds to the safety rule applied to hazardous processes
by a large multinational in the petrochemical industry. The hazardous-process safety rule
stipulates that only one valve may be open at a time, and that the currently-open valve must
be closed fully before another can be opened. The Nilsson (1980) variant of the Blocks
World exhibits similar behaviour, albeit in embryo, in that many blocks world plans must
pass through a state in which all the blocks are located on the table. This state can be
regarded as "gravitationally safer" than having one or more blocks held by hands or stacked
on other blocks.
(AfA/SSCj. With the MA/SSC meta-heuristic. transitions 1
to 9 are identified. This gives a state-transition network where, in addition to passing through
the "safe" state, one state in which fluid is flowing can be reached directly from another,
with one exception. The exception is that it is not permitted to switch a reactor from loading
one tank to loading another. This behaviour corresponds to the safety rule applied by the
same multinational to non-hazardous processes. The non-hazardous-process safety rule also
stipulates that only one valve may be open at a time, but permits one valve to be opened at
the same time as another is being closed, so long as the valves do not load tanks from the
same reactor.
The meta-heuristics were introduced in Section 1.2.2.
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Figure 100: State-Transition Network for Varying Meta-Heuristic.
(MA/MSC;. With the SA/MSC meta-heuristic, transitions
1 to 4 and 10 are identified. This gives a state-transition network where, in addition to
passing through the "safe" state, it is permitted to switch from loading one tank from a
reactor to loading another tank from the same reactor. Only one valve may be open at a time,
but it is permissible to open one loading valve at the same time as another loading valve is
being closed.
(MA/A/SC). With the MA/MSC meta-heuristic, all 10
transitions are identified. Only one valve may be open at a time, but any valve may be
opened at the same time as another is being closed.
4.9 PARTITIONING VERSION-SPACE
Sections 4.4 and 4.5 have shown empirically that the complexity of the POI algorithm, as determined
theoretically in Section 3.6.1. quickly reaches a point at which available memory is exhausted. It has
been necessary to devise countermeasures to the combinatorial explosion. In this section, I describe
a countermcasure based on the d/v/df-and-confl«fr strategy.
This strategy is applied by partitioning the version space by the set of objea-classes or object-instances
In the domain. Each sub-version-space is induced separately, and the resulting set of states are merged
in a process analogous to Hirsh's (1989) incremental version-space merging method. Where the version
space is partitioned by objcct-classes. this process will be known as dasi-ira« merging, and where
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it is partitioned by object-instances, it will be known as i#ts/ancf-5f<w
The DUC-ASS program has been enhanced to incorporate class- and instance-state merging as user-
selectable alternatives to global-state induction Comparative nms were done for the Piano-Playing
domain and for the Nilsson (1980) variant of the Blocks World. Multiple runs were done, van ing the
numbers of instances per object-class. The results for the one-hand, two-blocks, one-table Blocks
World are typical; see Figure 101.
Process
Global induction
Class-atat* merging
Instance-state merging
Nodes induced
2624
9C»
37
Memory usase (KB)
2623.5
890.0
164.4
Duration (sees)
1697.
246.
16.
0
1
3
Figure 101: Comparison of Version-Space Partitioning for 2-Blocks World.
Class-state merging was found to be essential for performing POI for the Aircraft Scheduling and
HPCE domains, as well as for the POI meta-domain. Instance-state merging would be essential for any
domain with a large number of instances for one or more object-classes, e.g.. a full-size Piano-Playing
domain with 88 keys and 10 fingers. To date. DUC-ASS runs have been done using instance-state
merging for domains with up to five instances per object-class.
4.10 INTRODUCING INHERITANCE
4.10.1 Inheritance as Countermeasure
A second countermeasure is to introduce an inheritance hierarchy of object-classes. Inheritance is
beneficial primarily in that it enables the number of relationship-classes (and therefore relationship-
instances) to be reduced. Since the size of the version-space lattice is related to the number of
relationship-instances, introducing inheritance can reduce memory usage and runtime. The penalty is
an increase in the number of object-classes needed to model a given domain.
A secondary benefit of introducing inheritance is that the number of relationship-classes per object-
class is reduced. In domains with triple (or higher) constraints, the inheritance hierarchy can be
carefully chosen so that no object-class is linked to more than two relationship-classes. This ensures
that all domain constraints can be expressed as binary constraints, enabling the version space to be
pnmed to the maximum possible extent.
The desirability of ensuring that no object-class is linked to more than two relationship-classes may
also explain the observation (in Section 4.1.4) that, in the Blocks World variants, there is a linear
association between the numbers of object-classes and relationship-classes. In modelling a domain,
there is generally some leeway in judging how many object-classes to represent. A minimum
requirement is that each additional object-class must be linked to at least one relationship-class, in
order to become part of the domain model. At the other extreme, each additional object-class should
not be linked to more than two relationship-classes, in order to avoid the risk of being unable to model
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domain constraints of arity greater than two". Consequently, the numbers of object- and relationship-
classes are proportional to one another, with a constant of proportionality between 1 and 2.
4.10.2 Exemplifying Benefits using Blocks World
i
Both beneflts can be illustrated using the Nilsson (1980) variant of the Blocks World. The Blocks
World entity-relationship model shown in Chapter 2 was without inheritance; see Figure 102(a). In this
model of the Blocks World, blocks can assume four possible roles:
the actee of the h o l d i n g relationship with a hand,
the actor of the on relationship with another block,
the actee of the on relationship with another block.
the actor of the onTable relationship with a table.
A Support
Figure 102: Representing the Blocks World with and without Inheritance.
In principle, there could be a Blocks World constraint that involved all four roles. In practice, such
51 This leads to the following design heuristic: where an object-class is linked to more than two
relationship-classes, then the domain model may be insufficiently refined.
1S6
a constraint does not exist, but. as noted in Section 3.5. the following triple constraint holds for those
blocks worlds under the influence of non-zero gravity:
IF InotHeld ?BlocklJ
v AND [notOn ?Blockl]
I AND [notOnTable ?Blockl ?Tablel]
THEN INVALID.
This constraint requires that blocks must be either held, or on another block, or on a table.
Inheritance can be introduced by observing the similarity in the on and o n T a b l e relationship-
classed. Rather than concentrating on the block being stacked or unstackcd. as is usual in Blocks
World planning, we concentrate on the object £vnea//i it Whether that object be a Nock or a table,
it is supporting the block being stackedAinstacked. Therefore, we identify an abstract object-class, to
be named Support , that provides this block-supporting capability in the form of a generalised on
relationship-class between B lock and Support object-classes. The existing B l o c k and T a b l e
object-classes inherit from this Support object-class, as shown in Figure 102(b). The B lock object-
class specialises Support . e.g.. in having the h o l d i n g relationship-class with the Hand object-class.
The introduction of inheritance has reduced the number of relationship-classes to two. ai the penalty
of introducing an additional object-class. Since there is now no object-class that can participate in more
than two roles, all domain constraints are guaranteed to have an arity of 2 or less. In particular, the
example triple constraint can now be expressed as the following binary constraint:
IF [notHeld ?Blockl]
AND [notOn ?Blockl]
THEN INVALID.
This binary constraint requires that blocks must be either held or on a support, where a support can
be another block or a table.
4.10J Results of DUC-ASS Runs
The DUC-ASS program has been enhanced to incorporate object-class inheritance, both in global
induction and in class-state merging, but not in instance-state merging. Comparative runs were done
with and without inheritance for the Nilsson (1980) variant of the Blocks Worid, varying the numbers
of B lock object-instances. The results for the one-hand, two-blocks, one-table Blocks Worid using
global induction are shown in Figure 103.
Proceg
Without inheritance
With inheritance
Nodes induced
2624
528
Memory usage (KB)
2623.5
356.4
Duration (sees)
1697
65
.0
.3
Figure 103: Comparison of 2-Block World with and without Inheritance.
** Not least in their names. Note. too. that some A] references elide the two relationship-classes into one
relationship-class, e.g.. Bundy. Burstall. Weir and Young (1980) and Chamiak and McDermoti (198S).
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Inspection of the output shows that the binary constraint has indeed been effective. Figure 104 shows
that "floating blocks" have been eliminated from the states induced for the one-hand, one-block, one-
table Blocks World.
POI Step (2.3): EntityManagerl identifying states ...
... EntityManagerl-Statelnstance 1 created from EntityManagerl-Node 37:
[holding handl blockl]
[notBeneath blockl]
[notBeneath tablel]
[notOn blockl]
... EntityManagerl-Statelnstance 2 created from EntityManagerl-Node 40:
[notBeneath blockl]
[notHeld blockl]
[notHolding handl)
[on blockl tablel]
POI Step (2.3) completed; EntityManagerl identified states.
Figure 104: States Induced for One-Block World with Inheritance.
4.10.4 Comparing Effectiveness of Countermeasures
Finally, the effectiveness of inheritance and version-space partitioning as countermeasures to the
combinatorial explosion were compared. The results for the one-hand, two-blocks, one-table Blocks
World with and without inheritance and using global induction and class-state merging are summarised
in Figure 105. These results show that inheritance is more effective than class-state merging, but that
the combination is better than either countermeasure alone.
Process
Global induction,
without inheritance
Global induction,
with inheritance
Class - s tate merging,
without inheritance
Class -s tate merging,
with inheritance
Nodes induced
2624
528
969
229
Memory usase (KB)
2623.5
356.4
890.0
178.2
Duration (sees)
1697.0
65.3
246.1
31.5
Figure 105: Comparing Effectiveness of Countermeasures.
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4J1 POI META-DOMAIN
Chapter 3 noted that the POI ontology is a meta-represcntation. In other words, the POI ontology
supports the definition of domains using the object-relationship model, enhanced to represent domain
constraints as binary exclusion-rules. At the same time, the POI ontology has itself been documented
as an object-relationship model; domain constraints are expressed in the description of the POI
algorithm. Other examples of meta-rcpresentations are to be found in Grubcr (1992) and in Pedersen
(1995).
The fact that the POI ontology is a meta-representation can be exploited. It suggests that it would be
possible to perform DUC-ASS runs with the POI ontology modelled as "just another" domain, i.e.. as
a m r^a-doma»/i. A DUC-ASS run for the POI meta-domain will be known as a m<7a-rwn. The results
of a meta-run should be a set of planning operators which includes one or more of the steps of the POI
algorithm.
The POI ontology has been successfully modelled using the DUC-ASS facilities. With one instance
per object-class, the theoretical maximum size of the version space is 2" nodes. This is considerably
larger than the HPCE domain's maximum version-space size. As combining class-stale merging,
inheritance, and one instance per object-class were essential for HPCE runs, the same combination was
also essential for POI meta-runs.
Experimentation showed that it was not possible to achieve a full meta-run. The DUC-ASS program
ran out of memory during version-space construction, i.e.. during Step (2.2). Inspection of the session
trace showed that all the class-states had been induced, and that the subsequent merging process was
well advanced before memory was exhausted. Repeating the meta-run on PCs with more memory
showed that the merging process would have needed more than the 16 MB memory addressable in the
protected mode. Despite substantial refinement of the POI meta-domain and optimisation of the DUC-
ASS's use of memory, memory usage could not be reduced below 16 MB. Therefore, the attempt to
achieve a full meta-run had to be abandoned.
Although a full meta-run could not be completed, some conclusions could be drawn, as follows:
The failure was attributable to a limitation in the implementation environment, and not to a
limitation in the POI ontology or algorithm.
Inspection of the induced class-states showed that, if the 16 MB limitation had been absent,
a set of planning operators would have been obtained.
The extent to which the merging process had progressed showed that a moderate increase
in addressable memory would have enabled a full meta-run to be completed. The memory
required was estimated at not more than 32 MB.
Even if a full meta-run had been completed, the restrictions on the POI meta-domain model would
have made it impossible to induce a state-transition network representing the comp/e/e POI algorithm.
The same situation arose for the HPCE runs. The minimum number of object-instances needed for the
complete POI algorithm to be induced would have had to include:
two Entitylnstances,
three Relationlnstances,
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two ExclusionRules,
two Statelnstances, - ,
* two Transitionlnstances, and •-.->;
two PlanningOperators. . :,
4 4 2 CHAPTER 4 C O N C L U S I O N S
The purpose of this chapter was to describe a programme of open-loop experiments designed to
demonstrate that the POI algorithm was capable of inducing planning operators and to investigate the
algorithm's complexity. Both programme goals have been achieved.
The POI algorithm, as implemented in the DUC-ASS program, has induced sets of planning operators
for eight domains ranging from one to 24 object-classes. Extracts of the outputs from three selected
domains have been documented in this chapter. Given a suitable domain model, planning-operator sets
to be found in the AI literature can be reproduced. Furthermore, novel planning operators can be
induced, as shown using the HPCE domain. These novel planning operators include several examples
that could not be generated by other operator-learning algorithms.
The sensitivity of the POI algorithm has been investigated by varying object-classes, object-instances,
relationship-classes, domain constraints, and the meta-heuristic used to extract transitions. These
investigations have been summarised in this chapter.
The POI algorithm is combinatorially explosive. The complexity of the algorithm has been investigated
empirically, both within a given domain and across several domains. Within-domain complexity is
consistent with exponential behaviour, and across-domain complexity is consistent with a third-order
polynomial.
The effectiveness of the countermeasures was evaluated against the baseline algorithm. Comparative
runs with and without countermeasures show that, for small numbers of object-classes and small
numbers of object-instances per class, introducing inheritance is more effective than version-space
partitioning. Combining both countermeasures is more effective than either countermeasure alone. The
introduction of inheritance has also been shown to be effective in enabling domain constraints to be
modelled completely using binary exclusion-rules.
Finally, the fact that the POI ontology is a meta-rcpresentation has been exploited to perform DUC-
ASS runs for the POI meta-domain. Limitations attributable to the implementation environment caused
these meta-runs to be aborted due to insufficient memory. However, this occurred after all the class-
states had been induced. Inspection of the induced class-states showed that, given a doubling in
addressable memory, the meta-runs could have been completed successfully.
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5 CLOSED-LOOP EXPERIMENTS
The purpose of this chapter is to describe a series of experiments with the multi-agent application of
me Planning Operator Induction (POI) algorithm. The experiment series was aimed at closed-loop
testing of the algorithm. Closed-loop testing was effected by embedding the POI algorithm in an agent
(see Figure 106). The resulting POMgfW was given a series of goals to achieve by interacting with
other agents in its environment The series of goals was so designed that the POlAgcni acquired
knowledge about the other agents, induced a set of planning operators from the acquired knowledge,
generated a plan using the induced operators, and executed that plan successfully.
POIAgent
PCX algorithm
Obtects. relations & constraints
Conversion
module
POIPM)
Obtects
Relations
Constraints
Heunsticis)
Domain model (trom otnef agents
Induction
module
(want) llnduoad
I planning operator*
State (observed)
Planning
Module
{pttigmracr) t
Goal State Description
Acting Module
(Ejttcuion I Mentoring)
Instructions
Goals/Events
Environment
(other agents)
Figure 106: Closed-Loop Testing of POI Algorithm.
The planning and acting modules and the other agents shown in Figure 106 must be regarded as the
"test harness" for the POI algorithm. The purpose of the test harness is to close the loop from the POI
algorithm's outputs to its inputs. Details of the test harness are unimportant to this thesis; more details
may be found in (Grant, 1991) and (Grant, 1992b). To couple the input of the induction process (POI
Pan 2) to the test harness, POI Part 1 had to be implemented.
Two groups of experiments were done. The first group demonstrated single-agent learning in a multi-
agent environment, as outlined above. The second group demoastrated multi-agent learning, in that
two POIAgents were each given an individual series of goals to achieve, and then had to pool their
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knowledge in order to induce a complete and correct set of planning operators".
This chapter contains six sections. Section 5.1 describes the design of the experiments. Section 5.2
documents the predictions. Section 5.3 compares the predictions with one another, and Section 5.4
compares the experiment results with the predictions. Section 5.5 demonstrates closing the loop, i.e.,
causing an agent to induce a set of planning operators, to generate a plan using the induced operator-
set, and to executed the generated plan. Section 5.6 summarises the chapter, highlighting the chapter's
research contributions.
Handi
(Observation 1)
Tablei
POI Agent 1
(Observation 2) Hand2
Table2
Figure 107: Single-Agent Learning in a Multi-Agent Environment.
5.1 CLOSED-LOOP EXPERIMENT DESIGN
5.1.1 Single- and Multi-Agent Learning Experiments
The single- and multi-agent learning experiments are illustrated in Figure 107 and Figure 108.
Figure 107 depicts the experimental set-up for single-agent learning in a multi-agent environment A
single POI Agent is shown observing two separate blocks worids. Each object in the blocks worids is
modelled as a (non-intentional) agent. From the POIAgent's point-of-view. the blocks world objects
arc the "oilier agents" in its environment. It must acquire information about the objects, the inter-object
Complete and correct by comparison with an oracle.
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relationships, and the constraints on these relationships from each observation. Before induction can
begin, the POiAgent must merge and generalise the acquired information.
Figure 108 depicts the experimental set-up for multi-agent learning in a multi-agent environment. Two
POIAgents are shown, each observing a separate Mocks world. As in the single-agent learning
experiments, each blocks world object is modelled as a non-intentional agent. From each POI Agent's
point-of-view. the objects in its blocks world are the "other agents" in its environment. It must acquire
information about the objects, the inter-object relationships, and the constraints on these relationships
from each observatioa The observations are so chosen that neither agent has acquired sufficient
information to induce a complete and correct set of planning operators. Before planning operator
induction can begin, one POiAgent (the ««fcr) must pass its acquired information to the other (the
reripit/u). so that the latter can merge and generalise the pooled information. Only at the time of
exchanging information do the POIAgents become aware of each other's existence. At no time does
one POiAgent become aware of the existence of the other's blocks world. Although this is not a
requirement for testing, it has been done to demonstrate that the situation in Figure 107 does not apply.
Hindi
(Observation 1)
POI Agent 1
Tablai
(Exchange of information)
Hand2
(Observation 2)
POI Agent 2
Tabl«2
Figure 108: Multi-Agent Learning in a Multi-Agent Environment.
5.1.2 Purpose of Experimentation
The purpose of the closed-loop testing is solely to demonstrate that the POI algorithm behaves as
expected when the loop from outputs to inputs is closed. In particular, the experiments show that the
learning agent gains novel knowledge from unsequenced observations of world states. •
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I emphasise that the observations can be unsequenced. Many other authors (e.g., Vere (1978), Porter
and Kibler (1986), Kadie (1988). Muggleton (1990), and Aiterman and Zito-Wolf (1993)) have
demonstrated the learning of domain knowledge for planning purposes by inducing planning-operator
descriptions. However, in every case they have had to use situation-action pairs - called "before-and-
after pairs" by Vere - and/or situation sequences as the input to inductioa The sequencing information
in their inputs has been crucial to their induction algorithms.
This thesis does not claim that the POI algorithm guarantees to induce a complete set of planning
operators for a given domain from any set of world-state observations. Indeed, as the experiments in
this chapter show, the POI algorithm could be employed as an intelligent tutoring tool to investigate
how an agent's "knowledge" of a domain develops as it acquires observations*'. At an intermediate
stage during the knowledge-gaining process, the agent would induce incomplete or inaccurate operator-
sets. These operator-sets could be used to generate plans, which, when executed, would fail in
characteristic ways. These failure characteristics could be indexed by the information which the agent
lacked. A student's behaviour could then be diagnosed by matching its characteristics against the index
of characteristics to determine what domain information the student was lacking.
However, my purpose is not to develop an intelligent tutoring tool. To do so would require a
systematic exploration of the failure characteristics for every possible set of domain observations. In
principle, all factorial(N) sets of world-state observations would have to be explored", where N is
the number of possible world states. For my purposes, it is sufficient that I can find at least one set
of observations with the following properties:
The observations are domain state descriptions.
The set contains at least two observations, both so that single-agent learning can be
demonstrated incrementally, and so that the observations can be distributed across two
POIAgents to demonstrate multi-agent learning.
The observations do not form a sequence, i.e. no observation is related to any other
observation by a shared transition.
The set of observations contains sufficient information to induce a complete set of planning
operators for the domain. The sufficiency of the contained information will be judged on the
basis of the objects, relationships and constraints that can be extracted from the observations.
There is a proper subset of the observations for which the contained information is
incomplete.
The domain is one for which an oracle (i.e., a non-POI source of sets of planning operators)
exists.
The demonstration of other properties, such as the minimality or uniqueness of the set of observations.
** I put "knowledge" in quotes here because, from the global viewpoint, it is justified, but new a true belief.
From the agent's viewpoint, iis beliefs are both true and justified. In an application where no global viewpoint
exists, there would be no basis to distinguish knowledge from "knowledge".
** In practice, this number could be reduced drastically, without resorting to the Single Fault Assumption,
by exploiting symmetries in the domain. Readers interested in applying the POI algorithm to intelligent tutoring
will find many relevant pointers in this chapter.
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is specifically excluded. However, it is convenient to find:
. A domain whose complexity is as low as possible, and
A set of observations whose cardinality is as low as possible, subject to the minimum of two
observations.
because these properties reduce the number and complexity of the test runs needed.
5.1J Basis for Validation
Experiment validation has been done by //yporArju I'a/idarion, i.e.. by comparing the suCOMtoBOf
variable-values identified by the POIAgent when the observations are presented incrementally agtJnM
the predicted succession of variable-values. The variables produced by the POI algorithm include:
The object-classes, object-instances, relationship-classes and constraints extracted by Part 1
of the POI algorithm ("Acquisition") from the observed world-states.
The planning operators induced by Part 2 of the POI algorithm ("Induction") from these
object-classes, object-instances, relationship-classes and constraints.
Other intermediate variables, notably state- and transition-instances.
In the absence of an independent, interactive oracle for the blocks world, the induced planning
operators cannot be predicted for all blocks world variants. In particular, planning operators based on
incomplete or incorrect knowledge of the blocks world have not been reported in the literature.
Therefore, hypothesis validation has been done by comparing the objects, relationships, and constraints
identified by the POIAgent, supplemented where necessary by comparing other intermediate variables.
5.L4 Validation Procedure for Single-Agent Learning
The hypothesis validation procedure for single-agent learning is as follows:
(1) Start with a na/ve POIAgent, i.e., one that had no knowledge whatsoever of the problem
domain.
(2) Present one of the observations to the POIAgent.
(3) Note the object-classes, object-instances, relationship-classes and constraints identified by the
POIAgent.
(4) If the set of observations is not exhausted, go back to step (2).
(5) Instruct the POIAgent to achieve a goal that would force it to generate a plan which, on
execution, would pass through one or more novel states.
tf) Note the planning operators induced by the POIAgent.
(7) Note the plan generated by the POIAgent.
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(f) Note whether the POIAgent successfully executed the plan by causing the problem domain
to pass through at least one state novel to the POIAgent.
This procedure was repeated, varying the order of presentation of the set of observations. The results
of the repetitions were compared in order to:
Confirm that the induced planning operators were independent of the order of presentatioa
Show that the object-classes, object-instances, relationship-classes, and constraints identified
by the POIAgent were order-dependent.
The results for the single-agent learning experiments are presented in Section S.S.I.
5.1.5 Validation Procedure for Multi-Agent Learning
The hypothesis validation procedure for multi-agent learning is as follows:
(1) Start with two naive POIAgents.
(2) Present one proper subset of the observations to one POIAgent and the set of the remaining
observations to the other POIAgent. Neither set must be empty.
(3) Note the object-classes, object-instances, relationship-classes and constraints identified by
each POIAgent. Show that neither POIAgent had sufficient information to induce a complete
set of planning operators.
(4) Cause one POIAgent (the «mfcr) to transmit its lists of object-classes, relationship-classes
and constraints to the other POIAgent (the recipi>/ir).
(5) Instruct the recipient POIAgent to achieve a goal that would force it to generate a plan
which, on execution, would pass through one or more novel states.
(6) Note the planning operators induced by the recipient POIAgent
(7) Note the plan generated by the recipient POIAgent,
(8) Note whether the recipient POIAgent successfully executed the plan by causing the problem
domain to pass through at least one state novel to both POIAgents.
This procedure was repeated, exchanging the sender/recipient roles of the POIAgents. The results of
the repetitions were compared in order to confirm that the induced planning operators were
independent of the direction of transmission of information.
The results for the multi-agent learning experiments arc presented in Section 5.5.2.
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5Jjf Choice of Illustrative Domain
One way of verifying the completeness of the set of planning operators would be to compare them
with the planning operators obtained from an oracle. In the previous chapter we have discussed the
difficulty of obtaining oracles for planning operator sets. Alternatively, verification could be done by
using a domain for which all valid states are known. The agent would then be tasked with generating
plans for all possible pairs of valid states. The correctness of the plans would then be checked by
executing them.
This thesis adopts a combination of these ways of verifying the induced planning operators. This is
done by showing that a POIAgent can:
induce a complete set of planning operators after all the observations have been presented.
Completeness is verified by comparing the induced operator-set against the oracle "s operator-
set
generate a correct plan which passes through at least one novW world state, i.e.. a stale which
has neither been previously observed nor is a renaming of a previously observed state.
execute the generated plan successfully.
The blocks world has been chosen. More specifically, the Nilsson's (1980) blocks world with three
blocks, one hand and one table • the taje/i'n« varfan/ - has been chosen because:
Nilsson (1980, p.281) documents a set of planning operators for the blocks world.
Nilsson (1980, Figure 7.3, p. 283) provides a figure depicting the complete state-space for
the 3-blocks, 1-hand, 1-table variant of the blocks world.
sensitivity analysis of this blocks world variant has been done by a large number of authors.
For consistency in describing the closed-loop experiments, I adopt Nilsson's (1980) terminology for
blocks world relationships.
5.1.7 Choice of Set of Observations
This section describes how the set of observations was chosen.
There are 22 valid states in Nilsson (1980)'s depiction of the state space for the 3-blocks, 1-hand, 1-
table blocks world. In the worst case, it might be necessary to present a set of observations containing
all 22 valid states in order for an induction algorithm to leam a complete set of four operators. In
practice, a very much smaller set suffices, because the POI algorithm generalises the states it observes.
As noted in Chapter 2, Nilsson's (1980) state-space can be generalised to just five state-classes,
corresponding to the five rows of states in Nilsson's figure.
For convenience, we wish to present as small a set of observations as possible. The set must in any
case contain four or less state descriptions in order to guarantee that at least one novel state exists. The
set cannot contain just one state description because there would then be insufficient observations
either to investigate knowledge-gaining or to distribute over multiple POIAgents. More importantly,
the POIAgent would observe the hand either in the primary h o l d i n g relationship or in the inverse
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handempty relationship, but not in both. It must observe both in order to identify the constraint:
IF handempty ?Handl AND holding ?Handl ?Blockl THEN INVALID.
This argument may be generalised to encompass the other relationships. To observe both the primary
and inverse relationships, the set of observations must contain at least two state descriptions. However,
the observations must not be adjacent to avoid implying that the set of observations constitutes a
sequence (i.e., represents a plan segment).
5.1.8 Observations Identified
A set of two observations has been identified for the 3-Mocks, 1-hand, 1-table world which meets
these requirements and provides sufficient information for the POI algorithm to induce a complete set
of planning operators. The set of observations is given in Figure 109.
Observation (1):
clear block2
clear block3
holding handl blockl
ontable block2 tablel
ontable block3 tablel
Observation (2):
clear block4
on block4 blocks
on block5 block6
ontable block6 table2
handenpty hand2
Figure 109: Set of Observations Meeting Requirements.
In isolation. Observation (1) shows that:
There are three object-classes:
Hand, with one instance: handl .
Block, with three instances: b l o c k l , b lock2 and b lock3 .
Table, with one instance: t a b l e l .
Hands can have a h o l d i n g relationship with blocks.
• Blocks can have an o n t a b l e relationship with tables.
Blocks can be c l e a r .
A block that is o n t a b l e can also be c l e a r . Any constraint generated by default by the
POI algorithm to exclude such situations will be marked UNUSEABLE.
Several blocks can be on the same table simultaneously. Any constraint generated by default
by the POI algorithm to exclude such situations will be marked UNUSEABLE.
tee
In isolation. Observation (2) shows that: ••;' c ? , * ,
There are three object-classes:
- Hand, with one instance: hand2.
Block, with three instances: b l o c k 4 . b l o c k s and b l o c k 6 .
Table, with one instance: t a b l e 2 .
Hands can be handempty.
Blocks can have an on relationship with other blocks.
Blocks can have an on t a b l e relationship with tables.
Blocks can be c l e a r .
A block that is on another block can also be c l e a r . Any constraint generated by default
by the POI algorithm to exclude such situations will be marked UNUSEABLE.
A block with another block on it can be on a third block. Any constraint generated by
default by the POI algorithm to exclude such situations will be marked UNUSEABLE.
A block o n t a b l e a table can have another block on it. Any constraint generated by default
by the POI algorithm to exclude such situations will be marked UNUSEABLE.
Taken together. Observations (1) and (2) show that:
There are three object-classes:
Hand, with two instances: handl and hand2.
Block, with six instances: b l o c k l , b l o c k 2 , b l o c k 3 , b l o c k 4 , b l o c k 5 , and
b l o c k 6 .
Table, with two instances: t a b l e l and t a b l e 2 .
Hands can have a h o l d i n g relationship with blocks.
Hands can be handempty. By implication, this is the inverse of h o l d i n g .
Blocks can have an on relationship with other blocks.
Blocks can have an o n t a b l e relationship with tables.
Blocks can be c l e a r . By implication, this is the inverse of on.
A block that is on another block can also be c l e a r . Any constraint generated by default
by the POI algorithm to exclude such situations will be marked UNUSEABLE.
A block that is o n t a b l e can also be c l e a r . Any constraint generated by default by the
POI algorithm to exclude such situations will be marked UNUSEABLE.
Several blocks can be on the same table simultaneously. Any constraint generated by default
by the POI algorithm to exclude such situations will be marked UNUSEABLE.
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A block with another block on it can be on a third block. Any constraint generated by
default by the POI algorithm to exclude such situations will be marked UNUSEABLE.
A block o n t a b l e a table can have another block on it. Any constraint generated by default
by the POI algorithm to exclude such situations will be marked UNUSEABLE.
Since neither observation shows:
A hand holding multiple blocks, or
A block with multiple blocks on it, or
A block on multiple blocks, or
Two blocks mutually on each other, or
A block on itself,
the POI algorithm will, by the default rule, generate constraints to exclude such situations.
5.1.9 Experiment Procedure
A given POlAgent may be presented with Observation (1), with Observation (2), or with both
Observations. A POlAgent that has been presented with just Observation (1) will be denoted as a
one that has been presented with just Observation (2) will be denoted as a
and one that has been presented with both observations will be denoted as a
First, predictions are made as to the objects, relationships and constraints that the POlAgent would
identify, i.e.. the "knowledge" possessed by an POIAgento^,), an POIAgento^), and an
Second, these predictions are compared, as follows:
The "knowledge" possessed by a POIAgento^D is compared with the "knowledge" possessed
by a POIAgentouoi to identify what information is lacking in each observation, and whether
this lack of knowledge is dependent on the order in which the observations are presented.
The sum of the "knowledge" possessed by a POIAgento^i, and by a POIAgento^, is
compared with the knowledge possessed by a
Third, the experiments arc run. Figure 110 shows the experiment design for demonstrating single-agent
learning in a multi-agent environment. The experiment design is shown as a state-transition network.
At the start, the POlAgent had no knowledge of the problem domain, and the two blocks worlds were
uninitialised. The user presents the first observation by instructing the POlAgent to initialise one of
the blocks worlds. After noting the objects, relationships and constraints identified by the POlAgent
from the first observation, the user presents the second observation by instructing the POlAgent to
initialise the other blocks world. The objects, relationships and constraints identified by the POlAgent
from both observations are noted. Then the user triggers the induction process by instructing the
POlAgent to change the state of one of the blocks worlds in such a way that a plan was needed.
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Lacking planning operators, the POIAgent performs induction (i.e.. Part 2 of the PO! algorithm). The
induced operator-set is used (by the Planning module) to generate a plan, which is then executed (by
the Acting module)**. As shown by the dashed lines, the experiment is repeated for the reverse order
of presentation of the two observations.
Naive POIAgent
Observed
POIAgeat Obs(l)
Observe (2)
ve (2)
POIAgent Ob«(2)
Observe (1)
POIAgent Obs(l & 2)
Induce operators
i
1 OIAgent after Induction]
Generate plan
_V
yOIAgenl after planning
Execute plan
I OIAgent after execution
Figure 110: Experiment Design for Single-Agent Learning.
Finally, the following comparisons are made:
Between the predicted lists of objects, relationships and constraints, as noted after
Observation (1) and those noted after both Observations.
Between the predicted lists of objects, relationships and constraints, as noted after
Observation (2) and those noted after both Observations.
Between the predicted lists of objects, relationships and constraints, as noted after
Observation (1) and those noted after Observation (2).
Between the predicted and noted lists of objects, relationships and coastraints.
There was no need for additional predictions in the multi-agent learning case. Figure 111 shows the
experiment design for demonstrating multi-agent learning, also shown as a state-transition network.
At the start, two POIAgents were created with no knowledge of the problem domain, and the two
36 This process is demonstrated in Section 5.3.7.
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blocks worlds were uninitialised. The experiment was run by the user presenting one observation to
one POIAgent and the other observation to the other POIAgent. The objects, relationships and
constraints identified by each POIAgent were noted to check that the lists were identical to those noted
in the single-agent learning case after the presentation of one observation. Then the user instructed one
of the POI Agents to acquire the other's list of objects, relationships and constraints and to combine
them with its own lists. Finally, the combined list was compared with the list obtained in the single-
agent learning case after both observations had been presented.
Naive POI Agents 1 and]
Observe (1 Observe (2)
POIAgentl
expects responsi
POIAgent2 with Obs(2)
POIAgentl
queries
POI Agent 2
POIAgentf
V7 awaits query
Agent2 prepares respoi se
I OIAgentl with Obs(l & 2)
POIAgentl
induces
operators
POIAgenU
responds to
POIAgentl
P }IAgentl after inductioi i
POIAgentl
V7 generates plan
F OIAgentl after plannlnj
POIAgentl
executes plan
P MAgentl after executloi i
Figure HI : Experiment Design for Multi-Agent Learning.
5.2 PREDICTIONS
Predictions concentrate on the relationships and constraints, because:
The same three object-classes are identified immediately if either Observation (1) or
Observation (2) is presented to a POIAgent
The differences in the lists of object-instances are unimportant here.
The relationships have been predicted by manually extracting them from the state descriptions. The
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constnints have been predicted by generating manually all pairs of the relationships which have a
variable in common. Then the constraints are predicted as being marked UNUSEABLE if they match
any subset of the state description. In some cases, there are several ways in which the pair can have
a variable in common. For example, two h o l d i n g ?Hand ?Block relationships can have either
the ?Hand variable or the ?Block variable in oommoa This results in two different constraints.
Marked
Marked
USEABLE:
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
holding
holding
holding
holding
ontable
UNUSEABLE:
IF
r r
oncable
or. cable
?Handl
?Handl
?Handl
?Handl
?Blockl
?Bloclcl
'Blcc*
?Blockl
?Blockl
?Blockl
?Blockl
?Tablel
?Tablel
AMD
AND
AND
AND
AND
AND
holding
holding
ontable
?Hand2
?Handl
?Blockl
?Blockl
?Block2
?Tablel
THEN
THEN
THEN
clear ?Bloc)cl THEN INVALID.
ontable
oncable
! 'Tablel AND clear
?Blockl
?Block2
?Blockl
?Tabl«2
?Tabl«l
THEN
THEN
THEN INVALID
INVALID.
INVALID.
INVALID.
INVALID.
INVALID.
Figure 112: Predicted Constraints for
The predicted identifications of relationships and constraints are as follows:
A POIAgentotad) is predicted as knowing:
The list of relationships {[holding ?Hand ?Block], [oncable ?Block
?Table], [c lear ?Block]).and
The constraints listed in Figure 112.
Marked USEABLE:
IF on ?Blockl ?Blockl THEN INVALID.
IF on ?Blockl ?Block2 AND on ?Blockl ?Block3 THEN INVALID.
IF on ?Blockl ?Block2 AND on ?Block3 ?Block2 THEN INVALID.
IF on ?Blockl ?Block2 AND on ?Block2 ?Blockl THEN INVALID.
IF on ?Blockl ?Block2 AND onCable ?Blockl ?Tablel THEN INVALID.
IF on ?Blockl ?Block2 AND clear ?Block2 THEN INVALID.
IF oncable ?Blockl ?Tablel AND clear ?Blockl THEN INVALID.
IF ontable ?Blockl ?Tablel AND ontable ?Block2 ?Tablel THEN INVALID.
IF ontable ?Blockl ?Tablel AND ontable ?Blockl ?Table2 THEN INVALID.
Marked UNUSEABLE:
IF on ?Blockl ?Block2 AND clear ?Blockl THEN INVALID.
IF on ?Blockl ?Block2 AND on ?Block2 ?Block3 THEN INVALID.
IF on ?Block2 ?Blockl AND ontable ?Blockl ?Tablel THEN INVALID.
Figure 113: Predicted Constraints for ^
A POIAgentoua is prediaed as knowing:
The list of relationships f [handempty ?Hand], [on ?Block ?Block],
[ontable ?Block ?Table], [c lear ?Block]), and
The constraints listed in Figure 113.
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Marked USEABLE:
IF holding ?Handl ?Blockl AND holding ?Hand2 ?Blockl THEN INVALID.
IF holding ?Handl ?Blockl AND holding ?Handl ?Block2 THEN INVALID.
IF holding ?Handl ?Blockl AND handempty ?Handl THEN INVALID.
•'• ••'•'• IF holding ?Handl ?Blockl AND on ?Blockl ?Block2 THEN INVALID.
IF holding ?Handl ?Blockl AND on ?Block2 ?Blockl THEN INVALID.
IF holding ?Handl ?Blockl AND ontable ?Blockl ?Tablel THEN INVALID.
IF holding ?Handl ?Blockl AND clear ?Blockl THEN INVALID.
IF on ?Blockl ?Blockl THEN INVALID. ,-,.. •- ,
IF on ?Blockl ?Block2 AND on ?Blockl ?Block3 THEN INVALID.
IF on ?Blockl ?Block2 AND on ?Block3 ?Block2 THEN INVALID.
IF on ?Blockl ?Block2 AND on ?Block2 ?Blockl THEN INVALID.
IF on ?Blockl ?Block2 AND ontable ?Blockl ?Tablel THEN INVALID.
IF on ?Blockl ?Block2 AND clear ?Block2 THEN INVALID.
IF ontable ?Blockl ?Tablel AND oncable ?Blockl ?Table2 THEN INVALID.
Marked UNUSEABLE:
IF on ?Blockl ?Block2 AND clear ?Blockl THEN INVALID.
IF ontable ?Blockl ?Tablel AND clear ?Blockl THEN INVALID.
IF ontable ?Blockl ?Tablel AND ontable ?Block2 ?Tablel THEN INVALID.
IF on ?Blockl ?Block2 AND on ?Block2 ?Block3 THEN INVALID.
IF on ?Block2 ?Blockl AND ontable ?Blockl ?Tablel THEN INVALID.
Figure 114: Predicted Constraints for
A POIAgentob ,^*3) is predicted as knowing:
A list of relationships which is the union of the lists of relationships possessed by
a POIAgentob^o and by a POIAgento^). namely ([holding ?Hand ?Block],
[handempty ?Hand], [on ?Block ?Block], [ o n t a b l e ?Block
?Table], [ c l e a r ?Block]),and
The constraints listed in Figure 114.
8 J COMPARING AGENTS' KNOWLEDGE
5 J . I What One Observation Adds over the Other •
Based on these predictions, it is possible to highlight what Observation (2) adds to Observation (1),
and vice versa. This is best expressed as the knowledge that a POIAgent lacks before it has been
presented with both observations. The knowledge that a POIAgento^, lacks by comparison with a
POIAgento^D is listed in Figure 115. Similarly, the deficit in knowledge for a POIAgenta»o) by
comparison with a POIAgento^, is listed in Figure 116.
From these comparisons, it is clear that a POIAgento^d) can represent only those blocks worlds
variants in which each hand is holding a block and each table is supporting many blocks. A
POIAgent<ifc.(,, cannot represent stacks of blocks, because it has not observed the on relationship. For
this reason, it is unable to induce the s t a c k and un s t a c k operators. At first sight, one might think
that a POIAgentob^,, can still induce the p i ckup and putDown operators. However, to put a block
down, a hand must become empty. Since a POIAgento^n does not know about the handempty
relationship, putting a block down cannot be achieved. Therefore, a POIAgenLj^,, cannot induce any
of the Nilsson (1980) operators.
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About object-classes:
(none)
About relationships;
[holding ?Hand ?Block]
About constraints:
IF holding ?Handl ?Blockl AND holding ?Hand2 ?Blockl THEN INVALID.
IF holding ?Handl ?Blockl AND holding ?H«ndl ?Block2 THEN INVALID.
IF holding ?Handl ?Blockl AND oncabl* ?Blockl ?Tabl«l THEN INVALID.
IF holding ?Handl ?Blockl AND cl«ar ?Blockl THEN INVALID.
About unuseability of constraints:
IF oncable ?BXockl ?Tabl«l AND ontabl* ?Block2 ?Tabl«l THEN INVALID.
IF oncable ?Blockl ?Tabl«l AND cl«ar ?Blockl THEN INVALID.
Figure 115: Knowledge that POIAgento^, Lacks. Compared to
About
About
About
object-classes:
(none)
relationships:
(handempty ?Hand]
[on ?Block ?Block)
constraints:
IF on
IF on
IF on
IF on
IF on
IF on
?Blockl
?Blockl
?Blockl
?Blockl
?Blockl
?Blockl
?Blockl
?Block2
?Block2
?Block2
?Block2
?Block2
THEN
AND
AND
AND
AND
AND
INVALID.
on ?Blockl ?Block3
on ?Block3 ?Block2
on ?Block2 ?Blockl
THEN INVALID.
THEN INVALID.
THEN INVALID.
ontable ?Blockl ?Tablel THEN INVALID.
clear ?Block2 THEN INVALID.
Figure 116: Knowledge that POIAgentotxu Lacks, Compared to
A POIAgent<x»<2) cannot induce any of Nilsson's (1980) planning operators, because it has not observed
the ho ld ing relationship. Furthermore, consideration shows that a POIAgenLj^, can represent only
those blocks worlds variants in which hands are always empty and blocks are found only in stacks.
Any world in which any stack contained just one block would be impossible, otherwise the constraint:
IF o n t a b l e ?Blockl ?Table l AND c l e a r ?Blockl THEN INVALID
would be violated. There could only be one stack per table, otherwise the constraint:
IF o n t a b l e ?Blockl ?Table l AND o n t a b l e ?Block2 ?Tab le l THEN
INVALID
would be violated. In particular, the one-block world would be impossible because the block could be
neither in the hand nor in a one-block stack on the table.
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5 J.2 Effects of Presentation Order
It can be seen that the order of presentation of the observations determines what intermediate
information is generated by a POIAgent. In particular, a POIAgentok^) "knows" that the following
constraints are USEABLE:
IF o n t a b l e ? B l o c k l ? T a b l e l AND o n t a b l e ?Block2 ? T a b l e l THEN
INVALID.
IF o n t a b l e ? B l o c k l ? T a b l e l AND c l e a r ? B l o c k l THEN INVALID.
By contrast, a POIAgento^,, "knows" that these constraints are UNUSEABLE.
5 J J What Both Observations Add
In the same way, it is possible to predict what the presentation of both observations to one POIAgent
adds to presenting the observations to two separate POIAgents. This is again best expressed as a lack
of knowledge, but this time resulting from distributing the observations over the two POIAgents.
Figure 117 lists the simple union of the knowledge of a POIAgento^,, with that of a
About USEABLE constraints:
IF holding ?Handl ?Blockl AND holding ?Hand2 ?Blockl THEN INVALID.
IF holding ?Handl ?Blockl AND holding ?Handl ?Block2 THEN INVALID.
IF holding ?Handl ?Blockl AND ontable ?Blockl ?Tablel THEN INVALID.
IF holding ?Handl ?Blockl AND clear ?Blockl THEN INVALID.
IF ontable ?Bloclcl ?Tablel AND ontable ?Blockl ?Table2 THEN INVALID.
IF on ?Blockl ?Blockl THEN INVALID.
IF on ?Blockl ?Block2 AND on ?Blockl ?Block3 THEN INVALID.
IF on ?Blockl ?Block2 AND on ?Block3 ?Block2 THEN INVALID.
IF on ?Blockl ?Block2 AND on ?Block2 ?Blockl THEN INVALID.
IF on ?Blockl ?Block2 AND ontable ?Blockl ?Tablel THEN INVALID.
IF on ?Blockl ?Block2 AND clear ?Block2 THEN INVALID.
About UNUSEABLE constraints:
IF on ?Blockl ?Block2 AND clear ?Blockl THEN INVALID.
IF on ?Blockl ?Block2 AND on ?Block2 ?Block3 THEN INVALID.
IF on ?Block2 ?Blockl AND ontable ?Blockl ?Tablel THEN INVALID.
About constraints marked both USEABLE and UNUSEABLE:
IF oncable ?Blockl ?Tablel AND ontable ?Block2 ?Tablel THEN INVALID.
IF ontable ?Blockl ?Tablel AND clear ?Blockl THEN INVALID.
Figure 117: Union of Knowledge of POIAgento^n and of
Comparison of Figure 117 with Figure 114 shows that the knowledge lacking as a result of its
distribution concerns the constraints:
IF holding ?Handl ?Blockl AND handempty ?Handl THEN INVALID.
IF holding ?Handl ?Blockl AND on ?Blockl ?Block2 THEN INVALID.
IF holding ?Handl ?Blockl AND on ?Block2 ?Blockl THEN INVALID.
Moreover, the "knowledge" of the useability of the following constraints is conflicting:
IF ontable ?Blockl ?Tablel AND ontable ?Block2 ?Tablel THEN
INVALID.
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,;, IF ontable ?Blockl ?Tablel AND clear ?Blockl THEN INVALID.
A recipient agent which simply formed the union of knowledge would believe that, in the blocks
world, it was permissible » : • ,
hold several blocks in a hand at the same time.
pick up stacks of blocks, either by taking hold of the top-most block or by lifting a block
lower down in the stack.
Depending on whether or not the agent detected the conflicts and. if it did. how it resolved them, the
agent might believe that
a table can only support a single stack of blocks, and/or
stacks on the table can only consist of a single block.
Clearly, it is not enough merely for the recipient to form the union of the sender's list of constraints
with its own list The recipient agent must perform some cognitive work to combine the information
il has received with its own information. I shall term this cognitive work oHi'mitoN'on". Assimilation
includes resolving ambiguities in the useability of constraints. Since the POI algorithm's default rule
is that a constraint is USEABLE. information showing that the constraint is in fact UNUSEABLE
overrides the default In other words, ambiguity is resolved by preserving falsity.
As well as resolving ambiguities, the recipient must identify constraints which neither the sender nor
the recipient will have identified individually. These additional constraints arise from the pairing of
a relationship-class identified by one agent only with another relationship-class identified only by the
other agent. This implies that transmitting constraints is not sufficient. It is also necessary for the
sender agent to transmit its list of relationship-classes (and, by extension, its list of object-classes). In
sum, assimilation involves:
Combining the sender's lists of object-classes, relationship-classes and constraints with the
recipient's own lists.
Identifying ambiguities in the useability of constraints and resolving them by preserving
falsity.
Identifying additional constraints arising from the pairing of a relationship-class identified
by one agent only with relationship-classes identified only by the other agent. This aspect
of assimilation is a subset of the functionality needed for POI Part 1.
Lefkowitz and Lesser (1990) refer to assimilation as the knowledge acquisition process in which an
existing knowledge base is modified to incorporate new information obtained from a domain expert I generalise
their use of the term to applications other than knowledge acquisition and to sender agents other than domain
experts.
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5.4 EXPERIMENT RESULTS
In this section, the results of the single-agent and multi-agent learning experiments are compared with
their respective predictions.
5.4.1 Results of Single-Agent Learning Experiments
Two Message-Based Architeaure runs were made in which there was one POIAgent. The procedure
followed in each run was as laid down in section S.I for single-agent learning. A session trace was
captured in each run. In one run ("OBS12"), the POIAgent was presented with Observation (1) first,
followed by Observation (2). In the other run ("OBS21"), the order in which the observations were
presented was reversed.
Rule* in knowledge base of POIAgent1.block are:
Text of POIAgentl.block-rulel (NOT useable) is:
IF ontable ?POIAgentl.blockl ?POIAgentl.tablel
AND clear ?POIAgentl.blockl
THEN invalid
Text of POIAgent1.block-rule2 is:
IF ontable ?POIAgentl.blockl ?POIAgentl.tablel
AND ontable ?POIAgent1.blockl ?POIAgentl.table2
THEN invalid
Text of POIAgentI.block-rule3 is:
IF holding ?POIAgentl.handl ?POIAgentl.blockl
AND clear ?POIAgent1.blockl
THEN invalid
Text of POIAgent1.block-ruled is:
IF holding ?POIAgent1.handl ?POIAgent1.blockl
AND ontable ?POIAgent1.blockl ?POIAgentl.tablel
THEN invalid
Text of POIAgent1.block-rule5 is:
IF holding ?POIAgentl.handl ?POIAgent1.blockl
AND holding ?POIAgentI.hand2 TPOIAgentl.blockl
THEN invalid
Figure 118: Actual Constraints for POIAgento^,,'s Block.
The session traces were inspected. The lists of objects, relationships and constraints noted during the
session were compared with the predicted lists of objects, relationships and constraints. Figure 118 is
an extract from the OBS12 session trace showing the constraints identified by the POIAgento^u for
the Block object-class. Figure 119 shows the constraints it identified for the Hand and Table object-
classes. Figure 120, Figure 121 and Figure 122 are the equivalent extracts from the OBS21 session
trace for the POIAgento^,, and Figure 123, Figure 124 and Figure 125 are the extracts from the
OBS12 session trace for the POIAgento^n,,. The OBS21 extracts for the POIAgento^^jj were the
same.
In every case, the actual lists matched the corresponding predicted lists. Minor differences were noted
e.g.. the constraints were generated in a different order to that predicted, the antecedent clauses in
some constraints were in the reverse order to that predicted, or variables were (consistently) given
different names in some of the constraints. None of these differences would have affected Part 2 of
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the POI algorithm.
Rules in knowledge base of POIAgent1.hand are:
Text of POIAgentl.hand-rulel is:
IF holding ?POIAgentl.handl ?POIAgentl.blockl
AND holding ?POIAgentl.handl ?POIAgentl.block2
THEN invalid
Rules in knowledge base of POIAgent1.table are:
Text of POIAgentl.table-rulel (NOT useable) is:
IF ontable ?POIAgentl.blockl ?POIAgentl.tablel
AND ontable ?POIAgentl.block2 ?POIAgentl.tablel
THEN invalid
Figure 119: Actual Constraints for POIAgento^,,'s Hand and Table.
Rules in knowledge base of POIAgent1.block are:
Text of POIAgentl.block-rulel is:
IF on ?POIAgentl.blockl ?POIAgent1.blockl
THEN invalid
Text of P0IAgentl.block-rule2 (MOT useable) is:
IF on ?POIAgentl.blockl ?POIAgentl.block2
AND clear ?POIAgentl.blockl
THEN invalid
Text of P0IAgentl.block-rule3 is:
IF on ?POIAgentl.blockl ?POIAgentl.block2
AND clear ?POIAgentl.block2
THEN invalid
Text of P0IAgentl.block-rule4 is:
IF on ?POIAgentl.blockl ?POIAgentl.block2
AND on ?POIAgentl.blockl ?POIAgentl.block4
THEN invalid
Text of P0IAgentl.block-rule5 (NOT useable) is:
IF on ?POIAgentl.blockl ?POIAgentl.block2
AND on ?P0IAgentl.block3 ?POIAgentl.blockl
THEN invalid
Text of P0IAgentl.block-rule6 (NOT useable) is:
IF on ?POIAgentl.blockl ?POIAgentl.block2
AND on ?POIAgentl.block2 ?POIAgent1.block4
THEN invalid
Text of P0IAgentl.block-rule7 is:
IF on ?POIAgentl.blockl ?POIAgentl.block2
AND on ?POIAgentl.block3 ?POIAgentl.block2
THEN invalid
Figure 120: Actual Constraints 1 to 7 for POIAgento^/s Block.
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Text of P0IAgentl.block-rule8 (NOT useable) is:
IF on ?POIAgentl.blockl ?POIAgentl.block2
AND on ?POIAgentl.bloc)cl ?POIAgent 1-block2
THEN invalid
Text of POIAgentl.block-rule9 is:
IF on ?POIAgentl.blockl ?POIAgentl.block2
AND on ?POIAgentl.block2 ?POIAgentl.blockl
THEN invalid
Text of POIAgentl.block-rulelO is:
IF ontable ?POIAgentl.blockl ?POIAgentl.tablel
AND clear ?POIAg«ntl.blockl
THEN invalid
Text of POIAgentl.block-rulell is:
IF ontable ?POIAgentl.blockl ?POIAgentl.tablel
AND on ?POIAgentl.blockl ?POIAgentl.block3
THEN invalid
Text of POIAgentl.block-rulel2 (NOT useable) is:
IF ontable ?POIAgentl.blockl ?POIAgentl.tablel
AND on ?P0IAgentl.block2 ?POIAgentl.blockl
THEN invalid
Text of POIAgentl.block-rulel3 is:
IF ontable ?POIAgentl.blockl ?POIAgentl.tablel
AND ontable ?POIAgentl.blockl ?POIAgentl.table2
THEN invalid
Figure 121: Actual Constraints 8 to 13 for POIAgentoum's Block.
Rule* in knowledge base of POIAgentl.hand are:
- (Nona)
Rules in knowledge base of POIAgentl.table are:
Text of POIAgentl.table-rulel is:
IF ontable ?POIAgentl.blockl ?POIAgentl.tablel
AND ontable ?POIAgentl.block2 ?POIAgentl.tablel
THEN invalid
Figure 122: Actual Constraints for POIAgento^,'s Hand and Table.
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Rules in knowledge base of POIAgentl.block art:
T«xt of POIAgentl.block-rulel (NOT useable) is:
IF ontable ?POIAgentl.blockl ?POIAgentl.tablel
AND clear ?POIAgentl.blockl
THEN invalid
Text of POIAgentl.block-rule2 is:
IF ontable ?POIAgentl.blockl ?POIAgentl.tablel
AND ontable ?POIAgentl.blockl ?POIAgentl.tabl«2
THEN invalid
Text of POIAgentl.block-rule3 is:
IF holding ?POIAgentl.handl ?POIAgent1.blockl
AND clear ?POIAgentl.blockl
THEN invalid
Taxt of POIAgentl.block-rule* is:
IF holding ?POIAgentl.handl ?POIAgentl.blockl
AND ontable ?POIAgent1.blockl ?POIAgentl.tablel
THEN invalid
Text of POIAgentl.block-ruleS is:
IF holding ?POIAgentl.handl ?POIAgentl.blockl
AND holding ?POIAgentl.hand2 ?POIAgent1.blockl
THEN invalid
Text of P0IAgentl.block-rule6 is:
IF on ?POIAgentl.blockl ?POIAgentl.blockl
THEN invalid
Text of P0IAgentl.block-rule7 (NOT useable) is:
IF on ?POIAgentl.blockl ?POIAgentl.block2
AND clear ?POIAgentl.blockl
THEN invalid
Text of P0IAgentl.block-rule8 is:
IF on ?POIAgentl.blockl ?POIAgentl.block2
AND clear ?POIAgent1.block2
THEN invalid
Text of P0IAgentl.block-rule9 is:
IF on ?POIAgentl.blockl ?POIAgentl.block2
AND ontable ?POIAgentl.blockl ?POIAgentl.tablel
THEN invalid
Text of POIAgentl.block-rulelO (NOT useable) is:
IF on ?POIAgentl.blockl ?POIAgent1.block2
AND ontable ?POIAgentl.block2 ?POIAgentl.tablel
THEN invalid
Text of POIAgentl.block-rulell is:
IF on ?POIAgentl.blockl ?POIAgentl.block2
AND holding ?POIAgentl.handl ?POIAgentl.blockl
THEN invalid
Figure 123: Actual Constraints 1 to 11 for POIAgentota<i42)'s Block.
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Text of POIAgentl.block-rulel2 is:
IF on ?POIAgentl.blockl ?POIAgentl.block2
AND holding ?POIAgentl.handl ?POIAgentl.block2
THEN invalid
Text of POIAgentl.block-rulel3 is:
IF on ?POIAgentl.blockl ?POIAgentl.block2
AND on ?POIAgentl.blockl ?POIAgentl.block4
THEN invalid
Text of POIAgentl.block-rulel4 (NOT useable) is:
IF on ?POIAgentl.blockl ?POIAgent1.block2
AND on ?P0IAgentl.block3 ?POIAgentl.blockl
THEN invalid
Text of POIAgentl.block-rulelS (NOT useable) is:
IF on ?POIAgentl.blockl ?POIAgent1.block2
AND on ?POIAgentI.block2 ?POIAgentl.block4
THEN invalid
Text of POIAgentl.block-rulel6 is:
IF on ?POIAgentl.blockl TPOIAgentl.block2
AND on ?POIAgentl.block3 ?POIAgent1.block2
THEN invalid
Text of POIAgentl.block-rulel7 (NOT useable) is:
IF on ?POIAgentl.blockl ?POIAgentl.block2
AND on ?POIAgentl.blockl ?POIAgent1.block2
THEN invalid
Text of POIAgentl.block-rulel8 is:
IF on ?POIAgentl.blockl ?POIAgent1.block2
AND on ?POIAgentl.block2 ?POIAgentl.blockl
THEN invalid
Figure 124: Actual Constraints 12 to 18 for POIAgento^^j/s Block.
Rules in knowledge base of POIAgentl.hand are:
Text of POIAgentl.hand-rulel is:
IF holding ?POIAgent 1.handl ?POIAgentl.blockl
AND holding ?POIAgentl.handl ?POIAgentl.block2
THEN invalid
Text of POIAgentl.hand-rule2 is:
IF handempty ?POIAgentl.handl
AND holding ?POIAgentl.handl ?POIAgentl.blockl
THEN invalid
Rules in knowledge base of POIAgentl.table are:
Text of POIAgentl.table-rulel (NOT useable) is:
IF ontable ?POIAgentl.blockl ?POIAgentl.tablel
AND ontable ?POIAgent1.block2 ?POIAgentl.tablel
THEN invalid
Figure 125: Actual Constraints for POIAgento^^'s Hand and Table.
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5.4J Results of Multi-Agent Learning Experiments
Two pairs of Message-Based Architecture runs were made in which there were two POIAgents. The
procedure followed in each run was as laid down in Section S.2 for multi-agent learning. A session
trace was captured in each run. One POIAgent was presented with Observation (1). and the other
POIAgent was presented with Observation (2). In one pair of runs, the POIAgcn^, , sent its lists of
objects, relationships and constraints to the POlAgento^,. In the other pair of runs, the POlAgcnt,*^,
sent its lists of objects, relationships and constraints to the POlAgento^,,. Comparison confirmed that
the POIAgentSoao, and POIAgerus<j^ in the multi-agent learning runs identified the same lists of
objects, relationships, and constraints as the equivalent agents in the single-agent learning runs.
Status of POIAgent1.hand:
- Relationships are:
(holding ?POIAgentl.hand ?POIAgent1.block)
[handempty ?POIAgent1.hand]
- Actor classes are:
POIAgent1.hand
- Agent classes are:
POIAgentl.block
- Instances are:
pOIAgentl.handl
- Facts database is:
ontable ?Blockl ?Tablel
ontable ?Block2 ?Tablel
- Debugging output disabled.
(End of status report for POIAgentl.hand.)
Rules in knowledge base of POIAgentl.hand are:
Text of POIAgentl.hand-rulel is:
IF
holding ?POIAgentl.handl ?POIAgent1.blockl
AND
holding ?POIAgentl.handl ?POIAgentl.block2
THEN
invalid
Text of POIAgentI.hand-rule2 is:
IF
holding ?POIAgentl.handl ?POIAgentl.blockl
AND
handempty ?POIAgentl.handl
THEN
invalid
Figure 126: Hand's Exclusion-Rules Obtained with Assimilation.
For one run in each pair the recipient agent was provided with assimilation capabilities. With
assimilation capabilities, the recipient agent in each case became a POIAgento^nj,. Figure 126 shows
the exclusion-rules for the recipient's model of the Hand class. Comparison confirmed that the
POIAgentSo^nj)'" the multi-agent learning runs identified the same lists of objects, relationships, and
constraints as the equivalent agents in the single-agent learning runs.
For the other run in each pair the recipient agent's assimilation capabilities were inhibited. Without
assimilation, the recipient merely formed the union of the POIAgenio^,,'s and POIAgento^/s lists
of constraints. The union of constraint-lists matches the predicted union shown in Figure 117.
Figure 127 shows that, although the recipient's model of the Hand class includes the h o l d i n g and
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handeirpty relationship-classes, the exclusion-rule joining them has not been created.
Status of POIAgentl.hand:
- Relationships are:
[holding ?POIAgentl.hand ?POIAgentl.block]
[handempty ?POIAgentl.hand]
- Actor classes are:
POIAgentl.hand .
- Agent classes are:
POIAgentl.block
- Instances are:
pOIAgentl.handl
- Facts database is:
ontable ?Blockl ?Tablel
ontable ?Block2 ?Tablel
- Debugging output disabled.
(End of status report for POIAgentl.hand.)
Rules in knowledge base of POIAgentl.hand are:
T«xt of POIAgentl.hand-rulel is:
IF
holding ?POIAgentl.handl ?POIAgentl.blockl
AND
holding ?POIAgentl.handl ?POIAgentl.block2
THEN
invalid
Figure 127: Hand's Exclusion-Rules Obtained without Assimilation.
5.5 CLOSING THE LOOP
In this section I demonstrate that the domain knowledge acquired by a POIAgentot»<i42) supports the
induction of a set of planning operators, the generation of a plan from the induced operator-set, and
the successful execution of the plan to achieve the goal state. The demonstration is designed to show
the blocks world passing through a novel state, i.e., a state which is equivalent neither to Observation
(1) nor to Observation (2).
Each POlAgcnto^iAj, could be tested by instructing it to generate a plan containing a novel state for
many different planning problems. I chose to instruct the POIAgentSo^i«) to generate a plan from the
Observation (1) state to one of the other two states equivalent to Observation (1). The goal state is
given in Figure 128.
Goal state:
[clear blockl]
[clear block3]
[holding handl
[ontable blockl
[ontable block3
block2]
tablel]
tablel]
Figure 128: Goal which Triggers Induction.
This forces the agent to generate a plan passing through the state in which all three blocks are on the
table. This state - given in Figure 129 - is novel to the
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Novel state:
[clear blockl]
[clear block2]
[clear block3]
[ontable blockl tablel]
[ontable block2 tablel]
[ontable block3 tablel]
[handempty handl].
Figure 129: Novel State which Plan Passes Through.
Wben the POlAgentSo^^j, were instructed to achieve the goal state, they:
Detected the need for induction (see Figure 130).
Performed an induction, giving the operator-set shown in Figure 131 and Figure 132. The
s t a c k and unstack. operators were induced as o p e r a t o r l and o p e r a t o r 2 . and the
p i c k u p and put Down operators were induced as o p e r a t o r 5 and o p « r a t o r 6 . An
additional pair of s t a c k and u n s t a c k operators were induced as o p e r a t o r 3 and
o p e r a t o r 4 (see Figure 132) by generalising a different transition to the one used as the
basis for o p e r a t o r l and o p e r a t o r 2 . Ideally, the Message-Based Architecture code
should be modified so that duplicated operators are eliminated. Nevertheless, the important
fact is that the full operator-set was induced.
pOIAgentl receives following messages:
from handl: >NOT handempty handl<
from handl: >NOT holding handl block2<
from blockl: >NOT holding handl blockl<
from blockl: >ontable blockl tablel<
from blockl: >clear blockl<
from block2: >holding handl block2<
from block2: >NOT oncable block2 Cablel<
from block2: >NOT clear block2<
from tablel: >NOT ontable block2 tablel<
from tablel: >ontable blockl tablel<
from tablel: >ontable block3 tablel<
from block3: >ontable block3 tablel<
from block3: >clear block3<
pOIAgentl finds reports of inconsistencies;
pOIAgentl needs to plan.
pOIAgentl has planning capabilities.
but unable to plan because NO planning operators;
pOIAgentl needs to induce planning operators.
pOIAgentl has POI capabilities.
pOIAgentl inducing planning operators.
This will take a long time (several minutes).
Figure 130: POIAgcnto^,42) Detects Need for Induction.
Generated a plan (see Figure 133).
Executed it successfully (see Figure 134).
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Regardless of the manner in which their knowledge was acquired, all
induced the same set of planning operators.
Design of operatorl ?Handl ?Blockl ?Block2:
- my (filter) pre-conditions are:
[lsHand ?Handl]
[isBlock ?Blockl]
[isBlock ?Bloc)c2]
- my delete-l ist i s :
[holding ?Handl ?Blockl]
(clear ?81ock2]
- my add-list i s : ,' ,
(handempty ?Handl]
(clear ?Blockl]
(on ?Bloc)cl ?Block2]
- (no display text)
(End of design report for operatorl ?Handl ?Blockl ?Block2.)
Design of operator2 ?Handl ?Blockl ?Block2:
- my (filter) pre-conditions are:
tlsHand ?Handl]
(isBlock ?Blockl]
[isBlock ?Block2]
- my delete-list is:
[handempty ?Handl]
(clear ?Blockl]
(on ?Blockl ?Block2)
- my add-list is:
[holding ?Handl ?Blocklj
[clear ?Block2]
- (no display text)
(End of design report for operator2 ?Handl ?Blockl ?Block2.)
Design of operators ?Handl ?Blockl ?Tablel:
- my (filter) pre-conditions are:
(isHand ?Handl]
(isBlock ?Blockl)
[isTable ?Tablel)
- my delete-list is:
[holding ?Handl ?Blockl]
- my add-list is:
(handempty ?Handl]
(clear ?Blockl]
[ontable ?Blockl ?Tablel)
- (no display text)
(End of design report for operators ?Handl ?Blockl ?Tablel.)
Design of operators ?Handl ?Blockl ?Tablel:
- my (filter) pre-conditions are:
(isHand ?Handl]
[isBlock ?Blockl]
[isTable ?Tablel)
- my delete-list is:
[handempty ?Handl]
[clear ?Blockl)
[ontable ?Blockl ?Tablel]
- my add-list is:
[holding ?Handl ?Blockl)
- (no display text)
(End of design report for operator6 ?Handl ?Blockl ?Tablel.)
Figure 131: Operator-Set Induced by
Design of operator3 ?Handl ?Blockl ?Block3:
- my (filcer) pre-conditions arc:
[isHand ?Handl)
(isBlock ?Bloclcl)
[isBlock ?Block3)
- ny delete-list i s :
[holding ?Handl ?Blockl]
(clear ?Block3]
- ny add-list is:
[handempty ?Handl]
(clear ?Blockl)
(on ?Bloclcl ?Block3]
- (no display text)
(End of design report for operators ?Handl ?Blockl ?Block3.)
Design of operator* ?Handl ?Blockl ?Block3i
- ny (filter) pre-conditions are:
[isHand ?Handl]
[isBlock ?Blockl)
[isBlock ?Block3)
- my delete-list is:
[handempty ?Handl]
[clear ?Bloc)cl]
[on ?Blockl ?Block3]
- my add-list i s :
[holding ?Handl ?Blockl]
(clear ?Block3]
- (no display text)
(End of design report for operator* ?Handl ?Blockl ?Block3.)
Figure 132: Additional Operators Induced by
INITIAL STATE is:
[holding handl blockl]
[ontable block2
[clear block2]
[ontable block3
[clear block3)
[isHand handl]
[isBlock blockl)
[isBlock block2]
[isTable tablel]
[isBlock block3]
GOAL STATE is:
tablel]
tablel]
" • . . • • • • ! •
[holding handl block2)
[ontable blockl
[clear blockl]
[ontable block3
[clear block3]
[isHand handl]
[isBlock blockl]
[isBlock block2]
[isTable tablel]
[isBlock block3]
Planning .. .
PLAN FOUND is:
[operator5 handl
(operator6 handl
Plan found in 196
tablel]
tablel]
-
blockl tablel)
block2 tablel]
sees.
Figure 133: POIAgento^i42) Generates Plan using Induced Operators.
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pOIAgentl i n i t i a t e s what-if NEGOTIATION of:
>ontable blockl tablel<
>clear blockl<
>ontable block3 tablel<
>clear block3<
>handempty handl<
>clear block2<
>ontabl« bloclc2 tablel<
pOIAg«ntl finds agreement between objects.
pOIAgcntl (re - ) se t t ing goals from stack.
pOIAgentl i n i t i a t e s what-if NEGOTIATION of:
>holding handl block2<
>ontable blockl tablel<
>clear blockl<
>ontable block3 tablel<
>clear block3<
definerl ACHIEVES GOALS:
holding handl block2
ontable blockl tablel
claar blockl
ontable block3 tablel
claar blocks
de f iner l ' s stack i s EMPTY.
Figure 134: POIAgent<^nj) Successfully Executes Generated Plaa
5.6 CHAPTER 5 CONCLUSIONS
This chapter has described a series of experiments with the multi-agent implementation of the POI
algorithm: the Message-Based Architecture testbed. The experiment series was designed for closed-
loop testing of the algorithm. The loop was closed from the algorithm's outputs back to its inputs by
embedding the POI algorithm, together with reactive and deliberative planning functionalities, in a
POI Agents were placed in an environment consisting of several other simpler agents, which simulated
the POIAgent's problem domaia At the start of each run. the POIAgents were naive, i.e., they had
no prior domain knowledge whatsoever. Each POIAgent was given a series of goals to achieve by
interacting with the simpler agents in its environment. The goal-series were designed so that the
POIAgents acquired knowledge about their environment, induced a set of planning operators from the
acquired knowledge, generated a plan using the induced operators, and executed that plan successfully.
In short the POIAgents /rtiwd-fcy-doing (Anzai and Simon. 1979).
Some experiments were done with a single POIAgent Other experiments were done with two
POIAgents. The former experiments investigated Sing/e-agem /rar/u/ig in a mw/ri-agem envirown/n/.
and the latter investigated /nu//;-<j£fm /earning. In the multi-agent learning case, the POIAgents
cooperated by exchanging information they had acquired about their own problem domains. In short,
the POIAgents also /earned-ftv-freing-fo/d' by other POIAgents.
was performed on the experiment results by comparing the series of lists of
object-classes, relationship-classes and interrelationship constraints identified by the POIAgents as they
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achieved the series of goals. In the absence of an interactive planning operator oracle, the lists were
predicted manually. Predicted lists were obtained for all ordcrings of the series of goals. I showed that
there were intermediate predictions that were dependent on the order of presentation of the goals, but
that the predicted lists at the end of the series of goals were independent of the presentation ordering.
This ofder-dependent and order-independent behaviour was found, as predicted, in the experiment runs.
For experimentation purposes, the blocks world was used as the simulated problem-solving domain.
Each block, hand and table was represented as a simple non-i/i/wi/iond/ agent (Grant. 1992b). A pair
of 3-Nocks-worid states have been found which, when described to a single POIAgent. caused it to
induce correctly the complete. Nilsson (1980) set of blocks-world planning operators. To avoid any
suggestion that the induction process was making use of the pair of world states as a sequence (i.e..
as a plan-segment), the descriptions were presented to the POIAgent as two. separate 3-blocks worlds.
The POIAgent was merely given the goal of initialising the two Nocks worlds; this was achievable
purely by reactive means. In the process, the POIAgent learned enough about the blocks world to
induce a set of planning operators. Induction was then triggered by iastructing the POIAgent to solve
a further goal which requires the generation of a plan. Lacking planning operators, the POIAgent first
had to induce a set of planning operators before it could generate the plan.
In the multi-agent learning experiments, each of the two POIAgents was presented with one of the
world-state descriptions. Effectively, each POIAgent observed a separate 3-blocks world. I found that
the sum of the knowledge extracted by the two POIAgents individually was less than the knowledge
extracted by a single POIAgent from the same pair of observations. In essence, knowledge had been
lost by distributing it across multiple agents. To counter this loss of knowledge. I enhanced the
POIAgents' capabilities to be able to exchange knowledge and. more importantly, to ajji/ni/af* the
knowledge gained from another POIAgent with its own knowledge.
Two issues arose:
//» w/iar/orm s/iouM r/ie t/io»Wedge fee Mctonged? Since the POIAgents do not retain the
raw observations (cf. cases) and might not know enough to induce a set of planning
operators, I chose to give them the capability to exchange lists of constraints. I found the
constraints had to be supplemented by an entity-relationship domain model, i.e.. by the
exchange of lists of object-classes and relationship-classes.
/w rec/p/en/ /WAgenr do to arcimi/aK */ujR'/«/ge ob/a/ncd /rom
Merely adding the lists of entities, relationships and constraints to its own lists
was not enough. In the experiment runs, some of the information was even contradictory. I
found that the recipient POIAgent had to execute part of the POI algorithm to assimilate
knowledge gained from other agents. There was still a net gain in cognitive effort for the
recipient POIAgent, compared to having to observe a second world. Moreover, the agents
providing the lists of entities, relationships and constraints did not need the induction
capabilities.
Extracts from the traces of the experiment runs are reproduced in this chapter. The extracts show that:
the lists of constraints which were generated during single- and multi-agent learning differed
from the predicted lists only in unimportant respects, e.g., the ordering of constraints within
a list, the ordering of antecedent clauses within a constraint, or the naming of variables
within a constraint
the list of constraints generated when part of the series of goals had been achieved was
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dependent on the order in which the goals were presented, as predicted.
the list of constraints generated when the complete series of goals had been achieved was
independent of the order in which the goals were presented, as predicted.
without assimilation, the recipient POIAgent in the multi-agent learning experiments merely
forms the union of the lists of constraints.
with assimilation, the recipient POIAgent in the multi-agent learning experiments identifies
the full set of constraints, as in single-agent learning.
POIAgents with a full set of object-classes, relationship-classes and interrelationship
constraints, whether obtained by single-agent learning or multi-agent learning with
assimilation, were able to:
• - detect the need for induction.
induce a set of planning operators which differed only in unimportant respects from
the operator-set in (Nilsson, 1980).
• generate a plan using the induced operator-set
execute the plan successfully.
I have made several research contributions in this chapter. I have demonstrated that:
the POI algorithm has been successfully tested in a multi-agent environment In particular,
these tests have proven Part (1) ("Acquisition").
• the POI algorithm has been successfully integrated with plan generation and execution to
close the loop from the POI outputs to its inputs.
the POI algorithm has an application in multi-agent systems to give agents the capability of
leaming-by-doing.
Lefkowitz and Lessor's (1990) concept of knowledge assimilation can be generalised to
contexts other than knowledge acquisition and to senders other than domain experts.
• knowledge assimilation can be implemented by re-using part of the POI algorithm.
leaming-by-doing can be integrated with learning-by-being-told by means of knowledge
assimilation.
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6 CONCLUSIONS
• * • . . • - • , " . . • ' -
6.1 RESEARCH RESULTS
6.1.1 Research Objectives
This thesis has addressed the research question: "Where do planning operators come from?". At
present, the developers of a planning system are responsible for providing a suitable set of planning
operators for each problem domain. However, this begs a series of further questions concerning the
completeness, correctness and precision of planning operators developed by (manual) knowledge
acquisition methods. Most importantly, the Knowledge Acquisition Bottleneck applies.
The objective of my research has been to circumvent the Knowledge Acquisition Bottleneck by
automated learning of knowledge-based planning operators. I have shown that STRIPS style planning
operators can be induced aft mmo from unordered lists of domain objects, inter-object relationships,
and interrelationship constraints. Moreover, such lists can be compiled from unordered observations
of non-adjacent states in the domain, giving an advantage over other operator-learning algorithms.
6.1.2 Planning Operator Induction Algorithm
In this thesis, I introduce and document the Planning Operator Induction (POI) algorithm. The POI
algorithm has two parts; Acquisition and Induction. The core of the algorithm is the second part, which
performs the induction of planning operators from lists of domain objects, relationships and constraints
using a variant of Mitchell's (1982) version space and candidate elimination algorithm. The
Acquisition part can be added where it is necessary to compile such lists from unordered observations
of domain states.
6.1.3 Implementations
There are two implementations of the POI algorithm. Both are implemented in the Smalltalk/V object-
oriented programming language and run on PCs under MS-DOS. One implementation is a single-agent
system, known as the Dutch Utilisation Centre's Activity Scheduling System (DUC-ASS). DUC-ASS
implements Part 2 (Induction), plus some enhancements designed to counter the combinatorial
explosion inherent in the version space and candidate elimination algorithm. The other implementation
is a multi-agent system, known as the Message-Based Architecture testbed. The Message-Based
Architecture testbed implements both parts of the POI algorithm, but not as faithfully as the DUC-
ASS.
The Activity Scheduling System user defines a domain in terms of the classes of domain objects and
inter-object relationships. As each relationship is defined, the Activity Scheduling System generates
all meaningful constraints with previously-defined relationships, interacting with the user to elicit
whether or not the constraint is to hold in the domain. Prior to triggering induction, the user defines
a set of instances for each object-class. For research purposes, the user can trigger each step in (Part
2 of) the POI algorithm individually. This allows intermediate results to be inspected and, if the user
desires, to be marked as being unuseable for subsequent steps. A set of planning operators is output
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in the final step. The program is instrumented to obtain statistics such as computation time per step
and memory space used.
Additional functionality has been implemented in the Activity Scheduling System to extract plans,
schedules and resource profiles, and to depict the domain model and version space graphically as an
entity-relationship diagram and a state-transition network, respectively. Extension of this additional
functionality is foreseen to plan execution, to execution monitoring, to diagnosis of execution failures
in terms of constraint violations, and to generation of recovery plans by re-induction of the version
space with relaxed constraints. This additional functionality and its foreseen extensions are all outside
the scope of the research reported in this thesis.
The Message-Based Architecture testbed enables the interactions between a multi-agent problem
domain and one or more additional agents with built-in POI capabilities (/*0Mg«itt) to be
investigated. The user initialises the testbed by defining the problem domain and the POI Agents. By
default, newly-defined POIAgents have no knowledge of any problem domain. The user triggers
interaction between the POIAgents and the problem domain by instructing the POIAgents to achieve
a series of goals to achieve in the problem domain. The goals can be designed so as to cause the
POIAgents to induce a set of planning operators. In achieving the goals, the POIAgents observe a
variety of states of the problem domain. These observations become the input to the POI algorithm.
The planning operators output by the POI algorithm are used by the POIAgents in plan generation,
and the generated plan is then executed on the problem domain.
6.1.4 Experiments
The POI implementations have been tested using eight domains. The domains vary in complexity from
one to 24 object-classes. This thesis documents experiments performed for three illustrative domains:
Piano-Playing, Blocks World, and High Performance Capillary Electrophoresis. The Piano-Playing
domain, comprising two object-classes, is used to introduce POI concepts, to illustrate the workings
of the POI algorithm, together with its underlying ontology, and to investigate the sensitivity of the
POI algorithm to variation in its inputs. In particular, the piano-playing domain is used to demonstrate
that even the simplest of domains may suffer an immense combinatorial explosion. The effectiveness
of various countermeasures is shown.
Blocks world experiments have been performed using both POI implementations. Using DUC-ASS,
experiments have been done to reproduce the Blocks World operator-sets published in seven AI
textbooks and to demonstrate the value of introducing object-class inheritance. Sensitivity analysis of
the Blocks World has confirmed the sensitivity analysis done for the Piano-Playing domain.
Experimentation with the 24-object-class High Performance Capillary Electrophoresis (HPCE) domain
demonstrates conclusively that the POI algorithm is capable of handling complex, real-world domains.
Moreover, novel planning operators have been induced, which other operator-learning algorithms
would be unable to generate. A domain expert judged the POI algorithm's output as being
representative for the domain.
Using the Message-Based Architecture testbed. a series of experiments has been done in which the
problem domain modelled two separate blocks worlds. One experiment was done with a single
POIAgent. This experiment was designed to show that it is possible for a POLAgent to acquire
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sufficient information to induce a full set of operators merely by initialising the two blocks worlds'*.
Given a goal state to achieve, the POI Agent induces the operator-set and generates a plan which, on
executioa passes through a state which the POIAgent has not been shown. This experiment
conclusively demonstrates that the POI algorithm is capable of inducing novel domain knowledge from
observed states. To ensure that sequencing information plays no part in the induction, observed domain
states were chosen so that no pair of states were adjacent, i.e.. shared a transition in common.
Moreover, the experiment run was repeated with the two initialisations reversed, giving identical
results.
A second set of Message-Based Architecture testbed experiments was done with two POI Agents. The
observations were distributed between the two POI Agents so that one POIAgent initialised one blocks
world and the other POIAgent initialised the other Mocks world. Neither POIAgent had sufficient
information on its own to induce any planning operators. The POIAgents were then given the
functionality to exchange lists of observed domain objects, relationships and constraints, i.e.. the
outputs of Part 1 of the POI algorithm. A POIAgent which, on receiving another POIAgent s lists,
performed the simple union of the lists of observed domain objects, relationships ami constraints was
still unable to induce any planning operators. It was found necessary to provide additional functionality
for the rcojptoi/ POIAgent to assimilate other POIAgents' lists with its own. The knowledge
assimilation functionality was readily implementable as a specialisation of Part 2 of the POI algorithm.
Experiments were done with assimilation enabled and disabled. With assimilation enabled, the recipient
POIAgent was capable of inducing a complete and correct set of planning operators". As in the first
Message-Based Architecture testbed experiment, the induced operator-set was then used successfully
to generate a plan which, on execution, caused the problem domain to pass through a state that was
novel to the POIAgents.
6.1.5 Research Findings
The experiment results demonstrate that it is feasible to:
automate the learning of knowledge-based planning operators. This finding confirms the
results of other researchers.
induce knowledge-based planning operators aft i/u'r/o from unordered lists of domain objects,
inter-object relationships, and interrelationship constraints. This is an advance on other
operator-learning algorithms, which rely on the prior existence of plans, plan segments, or
primitive operators.
compile lists of domain objects, relationships, and constraints from unordered observations
of non-adjacent domain states.
induce planning operators for a variety of domains, including complex, real-world domains.
Furthermore, I conclude that:
* The initial states of the blocks worlds had to be carefully selected. The issue of selecting examples to
optimise learning is outside the scope of my research.
" With correctness and completeness being judged by comparison Nilsson's (1980) operator-set, which
served as an oracle.
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• The POI algorithm distinguishes itself in two ways from previous methods of automating the
learning of planning operators:
The POI algorithm does not require any sequencing information.
The POI algorithm uses an induction algorithm.
The POI algorithm builds on previous research, notably Mitchell's (1982) version space and
candidate elimination algorithm.
Like the version space and candidate elimination algorithm, the POI algorithm suffers from
combinatorial explosion. Within-domain complexity is consistent with exponential behaviour,
but across-domain is consistent with a third-order polynomial.
While the combinatorial explosion cannot be eliminated, its effects can be countered to such
an extent that the POI algorithm can be applied to complex, real-world domains, such as the
High Performance Capillary Electrophoresis instrument.
The countermeasures developed to combat the combinatorial explosion in the POI algorithm
are applicable to other algorithms which suffer from a combinatorial explosion. In particular,
they are potentially applicable to the version space and candidate elimination algorithm and
its variants. This finding is justified by the fact that the countermeasures are specific to the
underlying POI ontology, which is independent both of the domain and of the induction
algorithm. This finding must be confirmed by future research outside the scope of this thesis
to apply the countermeasures in inducing other data-structures.
6J CONTRIBUTIONS OF MY RESEARCH
My research contributes to knowledge in the fields of knowledge-based planning, multi-agent systems,
machine learning, general AI, and software engineering.
I have contributed to the knowledge-based planning field by showing that:
the Knowledge Acquisition Bottleneck in planning can be countered by the automated
learning of domain knowledge.
planning operators can be induced.
a coherent rationale can be found for the diversity of blocks world operator-sets to be found
in AI textbooks.
a disciplined approach can be taken to acquiring domain knowledge in the form of planning
operators.
I have contributed to the multi-agent systems field by:
showing that lcaming-by-doing can be integrated with leaming-by-being-told.
extending and implementing Lefkowitz and Lesser's (1990) concepts of knowledge
assimilation.
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I have contributed to the machine learning field by:
finding an alternative approach to inducing disjunctive concepts by means of the version
space and candidate elimination algorithm.
analysing the complexity of the version space and candidate elimination algorithm, as applied
to version spaces of binary inter-object relationship-instances, both theoretically and
empirically.
developing a set of domain-independent countermeasures to the combinatorial explosion
suffered by the version space and candidate elimination algorithm.
developing an algorithm for inducing new domain theories, expressed as planning operators,
from unsequenced state descriptions/observations.
I have contributed to general AI by developing an ontology which, although tailored to the needs of
inducing planning operators, could be applied more widely.
I have contributed to software engineering by developing an AI-based algorithm for obttfcUng At
state-transition network for a domain from an extended entity-relationship model of (hat dOMftt
< J DIRECTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
There are many possible directions for future research:
More experiments could be done, e.g., for additional domains. In particular, an investigation
should be done into inducing planning operators for problem domains containing intentional
agents, i.e., agents which are themselves capable of planning, learning, and/or planning
operator induction.
The existing POI implementations could be employed in new application areas, e.g., as a tool
to support knowledge acquisition or, embedded in a Computer-Aided Software Engineering
tool, to support conventional software development.
The POI implementations could be enhanced. Enhancements could take the form of graphic
user interfaces, the additional functionality foreseen for the DUC-ASS, or employing an
alternative induction algorithm to the version space and candidate elimination algorithm.
The POI algorithm could be recast as an incremental algorithm.
The POI ontology and algorithm could be extended to cover metric attributes and/or
imprecise information. This would enable POI to be extended to scheduling, design, and
uncertain domains.
The countermeasures developed to combat the combinatorial explosion in the POI algorithm
could be applied to other algorithms in induction, machine learning, or other fields of AI.
The ontology developed for POI could be extended to classes of problem-solving, e.g..
classification, diagnosis, etc.
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The POI ontology should be investigated to identify the justification underlying the empirical
adoption of binary relationships and binary constraints in this research.
Research is needed into a methodology for developing knowledge-based planning systems.
The need for a methodology is demonstrated by the absence in several leading AI textbooks
of a clear definition of the domain for which planning operators are presented.
Research is needed into ways of testing and validating sets of planning operators. There is
a lack of accepted oracles and/or benchmarks. The use of formal methods and domain
simulations are possibilities.
6.4 SIGNIFICANCE OF MY RESEARCH
My research has significance both in AI and in software engineering. For researchers in the AI area
of knowledge-based planning, the research is significant in that it is now practicable to induce a set
of planning operators from a domain model, without needing prior examples of domain behaviour.
This opcas the possibility of speeding up the generation of operator-sets, with the attached guarantee
of their consistency with the domain model input. Moreover, I have faced up to the problem of
combinatorial explosion, and have developed some countermeasures which may be more widely
applicable in AI research.
For software engineers. I have developed an algorithm which can automatically generate state-
transition networks from an enhanced entity-relationship model. This opens up the possibility of saving
effort in software design, with the added guarantee that the state-transition network and entity-
relationship model are consistent with one another.
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Summary
This thesis addresses the research question:
"Where do planning operators come from?"
operators are data-structures that represent some knowledge about classes of possible actions
in a problem domain. They air used in pto/i iinfrarion, which is defined as the process of selecting
and instantiating actions from a set of planning operators and logically ordering these instantiated
actions in a sequence that will, on execution, transform a given initial domain state into a desired
("goal") state.
Until now. planning system developers have been responsible for providing suitable planning operators
for a given problem domain, in the same way as knowledge engineers have been responsible for
providing suitable production-rules in expert systems. Before domain-specific knowledge can be
provided, it must be acquired. In the expert-systems field it has been known since the early 1980s that
biow/edge ac<7w'.rmon is a difficult and laborious process. There has been progress in automating the
formulation of production-rules, especially by inducing production-rules from examples. In the non-AI
discipline of so/mare engineenng, the laborious and error-prone nature of the analogous process of
requirements ana/vj/5 has been recognised for at least three decades. Recently, similar difficulties have
been acknowledged to exist in the compilation of planning knowledge (Minton and Zwebcn. 1993).
The analogy with the induction of production-rules suggests the possibility of inducing planning
operators from examples. This possibility motivated my research.
In this thesis, I claim that planning operators can be induced aft im'/z'o from a domain model
represented as collections of domain objects, inter-object relationships, and interrelationship constraints.
Moreover, such a domain model can be extracted from a collection of state-descriptions.
I substantiate this claim by developing an induction algorithm - known as the P/ann/ng
/ndKCfl'on (POI) algorithm - by implementing the algorithm, and by performing various experiments
on the implemented programs. To do this, I had to develop:
rne P 0 / o/uo/ogy. An on/o/ogy is a set of definitions of content-specific knowledge-
representation primitives that is both human and machine readable (Gruber, 1992). The POI
ontology is based on primitives found in the em/fy-re/aH'ortj/i/'p mode/ (Chen, 1976) of
domain structure and in the .sM/e-franjj/ion mode/ of domain change (Shlaer and Mellor,
1992).
a /flffli/y o/ mefa-neurafici. A me/a-newrisMc is a form of control structure mat applies to a
set of domains (Sowa, 1984), i.e., it is domain-independent.
My research differs from other approaches to learning planning knowledge in that it:
/ear/u dowia/n l-now/edge. Most of the research to date has concentrated on learning control
knowledge, i.e.. knowledge indicating how the planning system should control its search for
a plan during plan generation.
ftenavioMra/ Jfcmw/edge /rom i/ruc/Mra/ i/Kw/edge. Other approaches have been
restricted to behavioural knowledge alone.
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rne induced ^biow/edge as p/an/u'ng operators. A variety of knowledge
representations are used in other induction systems, e.g.. production rules.
• uses an on/o/ogy grounded on ma/ure jo/fH'are engineering princip/es. Other researchers
have largely failed to document their ontologies.
enoo/es rne induction o/ be/iavioura/ domain Arnon'/edge aft inifio. Most research has been
concerned with the easier task of automating knowledge refinement (Carbonell and Gil,
1990). .
• does nor maJte use 0/ any conrro/ jfc/uw/edge. Other algorithms depend, at least in part on
inputs that provide domain-specific information on the sequencing of states and/or actions.
There are six chapters in this thesis. Additional material includes a references section, an index, a
summary (in English and in Dutch), and my curriculum vitae.
Chapter 1 opens with the motivation for my research, states my thesis claim, and places my research
in context Knowledge-based planning, software engineering, machine learning, and multi-agent
systems techniques are identified as related fields. The POI algorithm is outlined and distinguished
from plan generation. Potential applications of POI are as a knowledge acquisition tool for planners,
as an element of multi-agent systems, as a Computer Aided Software Engineering tool, as a
commercial or military intelligence support tool, and as an instruction support tool for teachers. The
POI algorithm is limited in that it does not guarantee perfection, efficiency, optimality, or applicability
to all problems and domains. Aspects of the related fields which are specifically excluded from my
research are:
scheduling, design, or other planning specialisations involving metric quantities;
uncertainty arising from forgetful agents, from imprecise, incorrect, or conflicting domain
knowledge, or from incompleteness in initial or goal state descriptions;
the selection of series of observations;
the recognition of objects and their classes in world-state observations.
The extensive use of software engineering ideas and methods is emphasised in taking an engineering
approach to my research. The history of my research is summarised. Finally, the thesis conventions
and layout are stated.
Chapter 2 reviews the relevant literature in the related fieMs. Software engineering and knowledge-
based planning were the sources of the POI ontology. The types of knowledge that need to be
represented in the behavioural part of the ontology were identified from Tate, Hendler and
Drummond's (1990) definition of plan generation. The structural part was based on Chen's (1976)
entity-relationship model, enhanced by means of Nijssen and Hatpin's (1989) exclusion constraints.
The aspects of the POI ontology that arc unusual from the knowledge-based planning viewpoint are:
the provision of a structural domain model;
the description of states in terms of inter-object relations;
the representation of plans as sequences of states, rather than sequences of transitions (i.e.,
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instantiated operators); and •
the emphasis on representing domain constraints. ••,.*•••• '<-•
Machine learning is the source of the POl's core inferencing process. The POI algorithm encapsulates
an inductive technique known as the vrraon jpacr and randjda/c <f/imi/w/ion algorithm (Mitchell.
1982). Other learning systems in the planning area arc surveyed, showing that they either lcam control
knowledge or make use of sequencing information. Multi-agent systems techniques were used in
c/o5«*-/oop testing of the POI algorithm. Single- and multi-agent learning are contrasted, and the role
of inter-agent cooperation in learning is summarised.
Chapter 3 documents the POI algorithm and its underlying ontology. Functionality, qpUcttion. and
tractability requirements are compiled. The POI ontology connects a structural model Offte problem
domain to its behavioural model by means of a linking model. The ontology is presented usinf CfcM*l
(1976) entity-relationship notation. Since the POI algorithm also takes its input in the form of an
entity-relationship model of the domain, the POI ontology is a
Following accepted software engineering practice, the POI algorithm is described in terms of its top-
down, functional decomposition. At the top level, the algorithm is decomposed into two Parts. At the
second level of decomposition, the algorithm consists of nine steps. Each step is described in detail,
with some steps being decomposed to a third level. Single- and multi-agent implementations of the
POI algorithm are described, with the implementation-language classes being related to the entity-
classes in the POI ontology. The behaviour of the single-agent program is shown as a state-transition
network. Key refinements made during implementation are outlined.
The limitations of the POI algorithm are described. The most serious limitation is that the algorithm
is inherently combinatorially explosive. The algorithm's complexity is analysed theoretically, showing
that the worst-case runtime and memory usage would be proportional to 2 to the power of the number
of sentences in the state-description language. Potential countermeasures to the combinatorial explosion
are described, including the use of domain-specific heuristics, a plan-space lattice, a class-level version
space, inheritance, whole-part decomposition, and version-space partitioning. The inheritance and
version-space partitioning countermeasures have been implemented.
Chapter 4 describes a series of ope/i-/oop experiments designed to:
demonstrate that the POI algorithm was capable of inducing planning operators;
investigate the algorithm's complexity empirically.
Both programme goals have been achieved. Using the single-agent program, sets of planning operators
have been induced for eight domains ranging from one to 24 object-classes. Extracts of the outputs
for three selected domains have been documented. Planning-operator sets to be found in the AI
literature can be reproduced. Furthermore, novel planning operators can be induced, as shown using
the High Performance Capillary Electrophoresis domain. Several of these novel operators could not
have been learned by other operator-learning algorithms.
The sensitivity of the POI algorithm has been investigated by varying the numbers of object-classes,
object-instances, relationship-classes, and domain constraints, and by applying each of the four meta-
heuristics in turn. The results of these investigations are summarised. The complexity of the POI
algorithm is investigated empirically, both within a given domain and across several domains. Within-
domain complexity was found to be consistent with exponential behaviour, and across-domain
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complexity is consistent with a third-order polynomial.
The effectiveness of the countermeasures was compared with the baseline algorithm. For small
numbers of object-classes and of object-instances per class, the introduction of inheritance was found
to be more effective than version-space partitioning. Combining the countermeasures is more effective
than either countermeasure alone. The introduction of inheritance has also been shown to be effective
in enabling domain constraints to be modelled completely using binary exclusion-rules. Finally, the
fact that the POI ontology is a meta-representation was exploited to perform me/a-ru/u, i.e., POI runs
for which POI itself was the problem (meta-)domain.
Chapter 5 describes a second series of experiments designed to close the loop in testing the POI
algorithm. The loop was closed by embedding the full POI algorithm, together with reactive and
deliberative planning functionalities, in a POMgenf. One or more POIAgents were placed in an
environment consisting of several other simpler agents, which simulated the POIAgents' problem
domain. At the start of each run. the POIAgents were naive, i.e., they had no prior domain knowledge.
Each POIAgent was given a series of goals to achieve by interacting with the simpler agents in its
environment. The goal-series were designed so that the POIAgents acquired knowledge about their
environment, induced a set of planning operators from the acquired knowledge, generated a plan using
the induced operators, and executed that plan successfully. In short, the POIAgents performed
(Anzai and Simon, 1979).
Some experiments were done with a single POIAgent, to investigate single-agent learning in a multi-
agent environment. Using the blocks world (Winograd, 1972), I showed that, given a selected pair of
3-blocks-world states, a POIAgent induced correctly the complete set of planning operators from
Nilsson (1980). Other experiments were done with two POIAgents, to investigate multi-agent learning.
Neither POIAgent gained complete knowledge of the overall domain by its own observations. They
had to exchange information they had acquired about their individual problem domains. The
information exchanged was represented as a domain model. To perform tearni/jg-fry-fcWng-foM,
recipient POIAgents had to be given additional functionality to arcim/far? (Lefkowitz and Lesser,
1990) the received domain models with their own domain model.
Chapter 6 summarises the results of my research. It concludes that it is feasible to:
automate the learning of planning operators.
induce planning operators aft imrio from collections of domain objects, inter-object
relationships, and interrelationship constraints, as claimed.
compile such lists from unordered observations of non-adjacent domain states,
induce planning operators for complex, real-world domains.
The contributions of my research are summarised for each of the related fields. Directions for future
research arc indicated. Finally, the significance of my research, both in AI and in software engineering,
is identified. For AI. the research makes it possible to generate automatically sets of planning operators
consistent with the structural model of a domain. For software engineering, the research makes it
possible to generate a state-transition network from an entity-relationship model. This could both save
effort in software design and reduce errors arising from inconsistency between the structural and
behavioural models.
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Samenvatting
Titel in het Nederlands:
Inductief leren van op kennis gebaseerde planningsopcratortn
Dit proefschrift beschiijft onderzoek naar de vraag:
"Waar komen planningsoperatoren vandaan?"
zijn datastructuren die kennis rcprcscntcrcn over klassen van mogelljke actics in
een toepassingsdomein. Ze worden gebruikt in het planningsproces. Op Jtrnm; ££6ai*frdr />/unn('n;
is gedefineerd als het proces van selecteren en instantiercn van actics vanuit een vcrzamcling
planningsoperatoren, om vervolgens de geihstantieerde acties in een logische volgorde te zettcn. Na
uitvoering van dc acties is een initiate domeintoestand omgczct in een gewenstc ("doel") toestand.
Tot nu toe zijn de ontwikkelaars van planningssystemen verantwoordelijk geweest voor het ontwerp
van de juiste planningsoperatoren voor een bepaald toepassingsdomein, en wel op dezelfde manicr als
kennistechnologen verantwoordelijk zijn voor relevante regcls in expcrtsystcmen. Voordat rclcvante
domein-spccifieke kennis geleverd kan geworden, moet zij eerst verworvcn worden. Binncn hcl gcbied
van expertsystemen weten we sinds het begin van de tachtiger jaren dat het verwerven van kennis een
moeilijk en bewerkelijk proces is. Wel is er voomitgang geboekt met het automatiscrcn van het
formuleren van productieregels, met name in de inductie van produciicrcgels aan dc hand van
voorbeelden. Buiten de AI staat een vergelijkbaar proces van analyse van gebruikerscisen bekend als
bewerkelijk en foutgevoelig. In de laalste jaren is duidelijk geworden dat binnen dc AI
overeenkomstige moeilijkheden bestaan bij het verwerven van planningskennis (Minton en Zweben,
1993). De analogic van planningssystemen met expertsystemen suggereert dat het gocd mogclijk is om
planningsoperatoren vanuit voorbeelden te induceren. Deze mogelijkheid was de motivatie voor mijn
onderzoek.
In dit proefschrift beweer ik dat het mogelijk is om planningsoperatoren te induceren vanaf net begin
vanuit een domeinstructuurmodel dat wordt gerepresenteerd door verzamelingcn van domcin-objecten,
relaties tussen objecten, en constraints tussen relaties. Zulk een domcinstructuurmodel kan worden
verkregen vanuit een verzameling toestandsbeschrijvingen.
Om mijn bewering te onderbouwen heb ik een inductie-aJgoritme ontwikkeld: het
/nduaiort (POI) algoritme. Het POI-algoritme is geimplementeerd en er zijn verscheidene experimenten
mee uitgevoerd. Voor de ontwikkeling van het algoritme heb ik tevens ontworpen:
£>* />0/-o/itofogi*. Een on/o/og/e is een verzameling definities van kennisrepresentatie-
primin'even die zowel voor mensen als voor machines leesbaar is (Gruber. 1992). De POI-
ontologie is voor de domeinstructuur gebaseerd op primitieven van Chen's (1976) enr/rcir-
re/arie mocfe/ en voor het domeingedrag op primitieven van het /oejwndj/wode/ (Shlaer en
Mellor. 1992).
/an?/7ie van /wM-neurisf/e/fcen. Een me/a-A^urisriet is een besturingsstructuur die
toepasbaar is op een verzameling domeinen (Sowa, 1984), dat wil zeggen de meta-heuristiek
is domeinonafhanklijk.
Mijn onderzoek wordt gekenmerkt door de volgende verschillen met andere aanpakken voor het leren
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van planningskennis, doordat het:
/eer/. De meerderheid van onderzoek tot nu toe heeft zich gericht op het lercn
van besturingskennis, dat wil zeggen kennis die tijdens het planningsproces het zoekproces
bestuuit
gedragsJtenn/.s van j/rucruKritenn/s i/iduceerf. Ander onderzoek is beperkt tot alleen
gedragskennis.
tennis a/s p/ann/ngsoperaforen represenfeer/. Er zijn verschillende
representaues in gebruik in andere inductieve systemen, bijvoorbeeld productie-regels.
een on/o/og/e ge£>ru/jtf die gefoueerd w op vo/dragen so/hvare-engmeenng pr/ncipej. In het
aJgemeen hebben andere onderzoekers zijn ontologieen niet gedocumenteerd.
/nduceren van gedragj/fcenn/s moge/yit maa/t/ vana/Ae/ beg/n. Het meeste onderzoek betreft
de minder moeilijke taak van het automatiseren van kennisverfijning (Carbonell en Gil,
1990).
gefcn«jt van fres/Mnngsitenn/j maa/tf. Andere algoritmen zijn afhankelijk, gedeeltelijk
of in zijn geheel, van invoer-informatie die domein-specifieke kennis geeft overde volgorde
van toestanden en/of acties.
Dit proefschrift bestaat uit zes hoofdstukken. Bijgevoegd materiaal bestaat uit referenties,
samcnvattingen in het Engels en Nedcrlands, mijn curriculum vitae, en een trefwoordenregister.
Hoofdstuk 1 formuleert de motivatie en probleemstelling van deze studie en plaatst het onderzoek in
zijn context. Op kennis gebaseerde planning, software-engineering, lerende systemen en multi-agent
systemen worden als gerelateerde gebieden geidentificeerd. Het POI-algoritme wordt beschreven en
de verschillcn met planning worden duidelijk gemaakt. Als potentie'le toepassingen noemen we een
kennisacquisitie-hulpmiddcl voor planners, een functioneel element van multi-agent systemen, een
Computer Aided Software Engineering hulpmiddel, een ondersteunend hulpmiddel voor commercie'le
of militaire inlichtingen, en een ondersteunend hulpmiddel voor leraren. Het POI-algoritme is beperkt
in die zin dat het geen garantie biedt voor volledigheid, efficiency, optimaliteit, of toepasbaarheid voor
alle mogclijkc problemen en domeinen. Aspecten van de gerelateerde gebieden die niet voorkomen
In mijn onderzoek zijn:
scheduling, ontwerpen. of andere specialisan'es van planning met metrische eenheden;
onzekerheid die afkomstig is van agenten die kunnen vergeten, van domeinkennis die
onnauwkeurig, incorrect of conflicterend is. of van initie'le- of doelstandstanden die
onvolledig zijn;
het selccteren van een reeks toestandswaamemingen;
het hcrkenncn van objecten en hun klasscn in de toestandswaamemingen.
Mijn aanpak. die sterk gebaseerd is op begrippen en methoden uit de software-engineering, wordt
precies uitgelegd. De geschiedenis van mijn onderzoek wordt geschetst Conventies en structuur van
het proefschrift worden als leidraad gegeven.
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Hoofdstuk 2 laat de relevante literaruur in de gerelateerde gebieden de revue passeren. Software-
engineering en op kennis gebaseerde planning zijn dc bronncn voor de POI-ontologie. De typen van
domeingedragkennis zijn ontleend aan Tate. Hendler en Dnimmond's (1990) dcfirunc van planning.
De typen van domeinstructuurkennis zijn gebaseerd op Chen's (1976) entiteit-relatie model, uitgebreid
met Nijssen en Halpin's (1989) uitsluitingsconstraints. Aspecten van dc POI-ontologie die ongewoon
zijn vanuit net oogpunt van op kennisgebaseerde planning zyn:
het leveren van een domcinstructuurmodel; : . -
de beschrijving van domeintoestanden in termen van relaties russen domcinobjccten;
de representatie van plannen als een reeks van toestanden. in plaats van een reeks van acties
(dat wil zeggen gelnstantieerde operatoren); en
de nadruk op het representeren van domeinconstraints.
De version space and ca/ui/date ?//m/mifion techniek van lerende systemen (Mitchell, 1982) is de kem
van het POI-algoritme. Andere technieken bij lcrendc systemen in het planningsgcbicd gebruiken of
bestuhngskennis of kennis over de volgorde van de operatorcn. Multi-agent systeenuechnieken worden
gebmikt in het c/ojed-toop testcn van het POI-algoritme. Het contrast tussen enkel- en multi-agent
leren wordt aangegeven, en de rol van inter-agent samenwerking in het leerproces wordt samengevaL
Hoofdstuk 3 documenteert het POI-algoritme en de POI-ontologie. Functioned, toepassings-, en
handelbaaiheidseisen worden bijeengebracht. De POI-ontologie verbindt het domeinstructuurmodcl met
het domeingedragmodel door middel van een verbindingsmodel. Chen's (1976) entiteit-relalie model
wordt gebmikt om de POI-ontologie te representeren. Omdat het POI-algoritme een entiteit-relatie
model van een domein als invoer neemt is de POI-ontologie een
Het POI-algoritme is ontworpen doormiddel van een bekende software-engineering techniek, namelijk
de top-down, functionele decompositie. Op de hoogste niveau zijn er twee delen en op dc tweede
niveau zijn er negen stappen. Sommige stappen zijn te ontlcden tot op een derde niveau. Elke stap in
het algoritme wordt in detail beschreven. Twee implementaties worden gepresenteerd. namelijk de
single-agent implementatie en de multi-agent implementatie. De relatie tussen klassen in de POI-
ontologie en klassen in de implementatietaal wordt daarbij uitgelcgd. Het gedrag van de single-agent
implementatie wordt beschreven door middel van een toestandsdiagram. Verfijningen gemaakt tijdens
de implementatie worden geschetst
De beperkingen van het POI-algoritme worden geidentificeerd. Het belangrijkste hierbij is dat het
algoritme combinatorisch-explosief is. Dc complexiteit van net algoritme wordt theoretisch
geanalyseerd, met als rcsultaat dat. in het ergste geval, tijd en geheugen proportioneel zijn met twee
tot de macht van het aantal zinnen in de domeinbeschrijvingstaal. Diverse tegenmaatregelen worden
geformuleerd, waaronder het gebruik van domein-specifieke heuristieken, van roosters in
planningsruimten, van version space op het niveau van een klasse, van overerving, van decompositie,
en van version-space verdeling. Twee tegenmaatregelen zijn getmplementeerd, namelijk overerving
en version-space verdeling.
Hoofdstuk 4 beschrijft een serie van open-too/? experimentea Deze experimemen zijn ontworpen om
twee doelen te berciken:
te demonstreren dat het POI-algoritme planningsoperatoren kan inducereru
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de werkelijke complexiteit te onderzoeken. •*'
Beide doelcn worden gehaald. Planningsoperatoren zijn voor acht domeinen geTnduceerd, met een
omvang varigrend van 1 tot 24 object-Idassen. Delen van de uitvoer voor drie geselecteerde domeinen
zijn in dit proefschrift gedocumenteerd. Planningsoperatoren uit de Al-literatuur kunnen
gereproduceerd worden. Verder kunnen operatoren geinduceerd worden die nooit eerder zijn
beschreven, zoals wordt aangetoond met behulp van het High Performance Capillary Electrophoresis
domein. Verschillende van die nooit-eerder-geinduceerde operatoren kunnen andere operator-lerende
algoritmen niet genereren.
Door het aantal object-klassen, object-instanties, relatie-klassen. en domein-constraints te varieren, en
door elke meta-heuristiek toe te passen bestuderen we de gevoeligheid van het POI-algoritme. De
resultaten zijn samengevat. De werklijke complexiteit, zowel binnen een bepaald domein als tussen
domeinen, is gemeten. De complexiteit binnen een domein komt overeen met exponentieel gedrag, en
de complexiteit tussen de domeinen komt overeen met een polynoom van de derde orde.
De effectiviteit van de tegenmaatregelen wordt vergeleken met de effectiviteit van het baseline-
algoritme. Voor een beperkt aantal object-klassen en object-instanties per klasse is het introduceren
van overerving effectiever dan version-space verdeling. Een combinatie van tegenmaatregelen blijkt
effectiever dan 66n maatregel alleen. Overerving maakt het ook mogelijk om alle domein-constraints
te representeren door middel van binaire uitsluitingsregels. Tenslotte wordt het feit dat de POI-
ontologie een meta-representatie is, uitgebuit door experimenten te doen waarin POI tevens het
toepassingsdomein is.
Hoofdstuk 5 beschrijft een serie van c/o«d-/oop experimenten. Het POI-algoritme wordt daarvoor
omgeven doortoegevoegde functionaliteiten voor reactieve en generatieve planning in een zogenaamde
/><?//4/}<TI/. E£n of twee POIAgenten worden geplaatst in een omgeving met meerdere, eenvoudige
agenten, die net POIAgentendomein nabootsea Elke POIAgent is in het begin nalef, dat wil zeggen
zij hceft geen kennis over het domein. Iedere POIAgent is voorzien van een serie taken die uitgevoerd
moet worden door interactie met de eenvoudige agenten. De taken zijn zo ontworpen dat de
POIAgenten kennis over het domein verwerven, operatoren induceren, plannen genereren met die
operatoren, en die plannen uitvoeren. In het kort. de POIAgenten presteren volgens /earning-ty-doing
(Anzai en Simon. 1979).
Sommige experimenten worden met Wn POIAgent gedaan. Met behulp van het domein van de blocks
world (Winograd, 1972) toon ik aan dat een POIAgent de volledige verzameling planningsoperatoren,
zoals door Nilsson (1980) gedefinieerd is. kan induceren. Andere experimenten worden met twee
POIAgenten gedaaa Geen van beide POIAgenten kon hierbij afzonderiijk de volledig kennis vergaren,
maar elk van hen mocst informatie uitwisselen om tot een volledige verzameling planningsoperatoren
te komen. De informatie wordt als een domeinstructuurmodel uitgewisseld. Om /«jrn/ng-by-teing-/0W
te implcmenteren is het nodig dat aan elke POIAgent een ninctionaliteit wordt toegevoegd, zodat een
POIAgent het domeinstructuurmodel met zijn eigen domeinstructuurmodel kan ajsimj/erfn (Lefkowitz
en Lesser. 1990).
Hoofdstuk 6 vat de resultaten van mijn onderzoek samen. De belangrijke conclusies zijn:
het leren van planningsoperatoren kan geauiomatiseerd worden;
planningsoperatoren kunnen inderdaad. zoals ik beweerd heb. geinduceerd worden vanaf het
begin vanuit verzamelingen domein-objecten. relaties tussen objecten. en constraints tussen
relatks;
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soortgelijke domeinstructuunnodellen kunnen verkregen wotden vanuit een verzamcling
toestandsbeschrijvingen;
planningsoperatoren kunnen geVnduceerd worden voor complexe praktijkdomeincn.
De bijdrage van mijn onderzoek tot ieder afzonderlijk gerelateerd gebied wordt samengevat. Indicates
worden gegeven voor mogelijk toekomstig onderzoek door anderen. Tenslone wordt de betekenis van
mijn onderzoek geldentificeerd voor zowel de AI als voor de software-engineering. Voor de Al maakl
mijn onderzoek net mogelijk om planningsoperatoren consistent met ecu domcinstnictuunnodel
automatisch te generercn. Voor de software-engineering maakl mijn onderzoek net mogelijk om ccn
toestandsdiagram automatisch te generercn vanuit eenentiteit-relalie model. Dii kan zowcl inspanning
in het ontwerpen van software besparen. als een bron van menselijke fouten climineren.
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